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ABSTRACT

Critics generally agree that t^Iilliam BIake belongs to

a tradition of prophetic poets in English literature who

conceive of themselves as heirs to the biblical prophets

both politically and aesthetically. Recent criticism that

examines him as prophet focuses on his use of the l-arger

structures and devices of the Bible' especially those

identified in biblical exegeses from the sixteenth through

the eighteenth centuries. However, I wish to show that

Blake is aligned with the biblical prophets not so much

because of those features of the Bible in his work as

because of his stance, his purpose, his revisionary

treatment of traditions, and, most importantly, his

visionary perception that penetrates the barriers of time

and space, subject and object, and divine, human, and

natural. Such perception and the other characteristics are

registered ln his style and are also in similar forms found

in classical prophets--Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, and the

twelve rtMinor Prophets.rr In this study, T examine Blakers

poems from his earliest work to The Book of Urizen and seek

to demonstrate that his style renders his prophetic

perceptlon of the world through syntactical and semantlc

ambiguitles, transfiguring metaphors, and the organic use

of allusions to the Bible and to Milton.

chapters I to III examine Poetical sketches, sonss of

Innocence, and Sonqs of Experience and show that even his

seemingly non-prophetic poems display characteristlcs



analogous to those of the biblical prophecies. Chapter Iv

examines The Marrlaqe of Heaven and Hell, in which Blake

presents a critical exploration of the prophetic career,

defining the prophet's ro1e, aim, methods, and heritage,

and experimenting with diverse literary forms in search of

the right medium for his prophecy. Chapter V examines The

Book of Urizen as a representative book of Blakers rfBible

of Helltrand demonstrates particularly his way of allusion

which at once affirms the predecessorsr visions and

corrects their contexts. Urizen also implicitly points to

the failure of the biblical and Miltonic mode of prophecy

as Blake sees lt, in contrast to his own heurlstic mode of

prophecy that attempts to induce a mental apocalyp=" in the

reader I s mind.
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I ntr oduct i on

Critics generally agree that B1ake belongs to a

tradition of the prophetic poets in English literature who

conceive of themselves as heirs to the biblical prophets

both politically and aesthetically. Blakers ideas of God,

the Creation. man, and prophecy radically differ from those

of the Hebrew prophets; yet his poetry--in its visions and

authorial stancer ãs well as in other ways--displays

relevant affinities with the biblical prophecies, and Blake

himself invites this comparison in The Marriage of Heaven

and HeIl and other works. The comparison of Blake to the

biblical prophets goes back as early as to his lif e ti-me,

and up through the 1950s such critics as Northrope Frye,

Peter Fisher, Edward J. Rose, and Harold Bloom treat Blake

primarily as prophet-poet, making trpropheticrtt rrvisionaryrrr

and t'apocalyptictt key terms in BIake criticism. a In recent

years t cyitics such as Murray Roston, Joseph Anthony

t^Iittreich , Jr. , LesIie Tannenbaum, Morton D. PaIey, and

Jerome McGann have traced the forms of B1ake's prophecies to

the rhetorical forms of the Bible as they are expounded in

biblical exegeses by Joseph Mede, David Pareus, Robert

Lowth, Johann Eichhorn, and Àlexander Geddesr among others-2

According to these critics, Blakers prophetic writings

display such characteristics of the Book of Revelation as

dramatic structure, multiple perspectives, and non-linear

narrative ordered in synchronic parallelism. Àlthough none
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of these critics suggests that these rhetorical paralleIs
form the most profound connection between Blakefs work and

biblical prophecy, the more fundamental issues remain

unanswered by these studies, for Blakers visionary
perception of the world is evident even in his earliest
works which do not have those forms and structures of the

biblical prophetic books. glhat is it that makes the reader

identify Blake as prophetic poet in the bibllcal tradition?
It is primarlly his visionary perception of the world as

rendered ln his style that makes the reader experience his
poetry as prophetic. In his later prophetic books, from the

Lambeth books to Jerusalem, these characteristics of ühe

biblical prophecies are recognizable, but even therer ês

hlittreich remarks,rrThe question to pursue . is not so

much whether Blakets poetry is informed by tradition but

rather, assuming that it is, one should ask instead what

B1ake makes of the various traditions he invokesr' ("B1ake

and Tradition" 9). This question enfolds another: how does

the poet perceive these traditions? The use of traditions
should be understood in the context of the poet's way of

seelng the world.

This study, then, focuses on Blakers peculiar way of

seeing the world and on reading traditions as registered ln

his style. Since the interest of this study lies in the

signature, or the fundamental character, of his prophetic

vision and style which prevails over diverse genres and
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subJect matter, the study investlgates both earller works

which do not overtly display prophetic forms and those which

represent different modes of Blakers prophecy. Through an

examination of Blakers style from his earliest work to the

Lambeth period when he established his prophetic mode, I

seek to demonstrate how he makes his language prophetic, in

order to redefine the terms that locate Blake in the

biblical prophetic tradition in English literature. BIake

belongs to this tradition not so much because of his use of

the structures and devices of the Bib1e as because of his

stance, his purpose of delivering humankind, and his

transfiguring perception that simultaneously sees past-,

present, and future. the divine, the human. and the natural,

the subject and the object. and the cause and the effect.

These characteristics, which can be compared to features of

the biblical prophetic writings. are embodied in his voice,

his distinct metaphoric and grammatically ambiguous sty1e,

and his simultaneously critical and affirming use of

allusions to the BibIe and Milton.

Between the times Blake wrote Poeticallketcleg and The

IFirst] Book of Urizen, his chief ideas such as deliverance

from physical and mental bondage, republicanism, and the

centrally important role of the prophet-poet in society

remained remarkably the same with a notable exception of his

dlsillusionment with Swedenborg. Even this disillusionment

derives not from a change of views but from a realization



that Swedenborg's ideas are not what BIake thought them to

be. Few peoplers lives are so thoroughly integrated as is
Blakers; every aspect of his life--his personal Iife, his

craft, his role as poet-prophet, his religious, moralr or

political vision, etc.--1s oriented to his aesthetics and

belief that the Poetic Genius is the supreme divinity, as

expressed in his tracts of 1789 and in all subsequent major

works.

The development of Blakers ideas during the period

covered in this study is largely a matter of shift in

emphasis. Although social-political concern never

disappeared and he remained an ardent republican Lhroughout

his life, and although from hls earliest days he always

showed his interests in mental reality, gradually he focused

on delineating the spiritual reality of the world,

dramatically presenting that reality through characters,

action, and landscape. Blakers emphasis moved away from

political freedom to mental freedom. In Poetical Sketches

the persona of prophet-poet condemns rrthe Kings and Nobles

of the land, rr intensely sympathizes with the victims of

oppression and war, and particularly in'rKing Edward IIIrf
attacks the king and nobles, clearly alluding to Blakers own

time.3 By the time Blake wrote ftÀ Song of Libertyril
however, rrthe Klngs and Noblest' have become predominantly

symbolic characters who represent mental states of

oppression although these symbolic characters continued to



allude also to contemporary political reality. Such a

movement towards a greater focus on the internal heralds a

Iater, more distinct, shift that occurred as Blake became

disillusioned with the French Revolution.

From the very beginning, as in rrTo Spriil9r " Blake sees

the role of prophet-poet centrally imBortant to society as

the one who reveals visions of a transflgured world and

points the way to regeneration. Yet in Poetical Sketches

the personae of prophet-poet stiIl wish to have a stronger

prophetic voice and pray for heavenly assistance. In the

Lyca poems of Sonqs of Innocence, Do longer trtimorousrl

( rrsamsonrr 8443 ) I the prophet-poet proclaims the f uture-

regeneration of Earth, and in The Marriaqe of Heaven and

HeIl he boldly announces that he will initiate the first

step of the Apocalypse. Finally, in Urlzen, he is not a

passive recipient of inspiration but a.redeemer of even the

Eterna1s. Thus we see a deepening of Blakets conviction in

his prophetic role as reflected in the figure of prophet-

poets in these works.

The biblical prophets in this study designate the so-

called classical or "writing prophets": Isaiah, Jeremiah,

Ezek ie1, and the twelve rrMinor Prophets. rr These prophets

were active between approximately 750 and 400 BC, rrthe

really creative period of Hebrew prophecy.rro Starting with

Amos, they offered new religious messages, scope, and

objectives and used new rhetorical devices. Compared to
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earlier biblical prophets such as samuel, Nathan, and

elijah¡ in the writing prophets the scope expanded from

kings and individuals to the whole nation and from the

tribal to the universal. In his dealings with Israelrs

foreign nations, God no longer reveals himself chiefly in

victory of his people. In Deutro-Isaiah, God is the Lord

over the universe who will bring forth cosmic catastrophe

and regeneration, ultimately for salvation of mankind. The

prophets such as Àmos, Hosea, and Isaiah attack and reject

empty sacrifice and worship; instead they teach ethical

behaviour--justice, righteou5ness, and knowledge of God--as

what God demands of his people. Amos is the first to

reverse the traditionat meaning of Israelts special status

and Godrs manifestation in history; he asserts that Israel

as Godts people has greater moral responsibility than

foreign nations and God will intervene in history not to

bring about victory in battle but to judge Israel, who

failed in her special responsibility. In addition, using

the metaphor of husband and wife, such writing prophets as

Hosea, Jeremiah, and EZekiel present new views of the

relaÈionship between God and Israel or Judah and offer

comprehenslve and revlslonary interpretations of the

nationts history, to demonstrate Israelrs or Judahrs

consistent degeneration and adulterous rebellion against her

husband, God. Furthermore, the books of the prophetst

particularly those by Hosea, Jeremiah, and Ezekiel, reveal
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the lnner conflict of the prophets and show the burden oÊ a

prophet who representatively or vicarlously suffers from his

peoplers sin and its punishment.

The written prophecies, tike other biblical prophecies,

display the prophets' perception of this world, 'rthe

perceptionrrr as Norman O. Brown defines it, rrof the

potentialities, both for rgoodr and Eot tevilr"' inherent in
trthat irreversible committment of the human race to the city

and civilization. 't ( 367 ) . I^Ihile ordinary peoplets

perception may be clouded and narrowed by their mental

habits and conventional assumptions, the prophets'

perception encompasses a clearer and fuller view of thê

world with divine, as well as human and natural aspects.

The theoretical assumption that underlies such an inclusive

view of history is cal1ed by Klaus Koch ilmetahistory, rr rra

modern term for what Isaiah calls rYahwehrs workr and

Jeremiah I yahwehrs waytr' (prophets 1 .5 ) . o By Imetahistoryrt

Koch means not

a timelessness beyond history Ian alien concept to

Hebrew thoughtl/ but a theory about the cohesion

of all reality as a slngIe, dll-embraclng though

complex process, in which Israel and Yahweh form

the two essential poles. . IBJeyond economic,

legal and military causesr there is a more

profound interaction tBlehind the outward

face of a brutal reality, which is all that modern
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times can see aS history, is the inner aspect of

reciprocal effects on a level where people find Or

lose themselves--the 1eve1, too, of Yahwehrs

activity, which interpenetrates al} reality' and

hispotencyrwhichcreatestimerretardingitor

hastening it. (ProPhets 1 ' 73 )

This lucid discernment of how natural and human occurrences

are fused with divine activities enables the prophet to

reveal what he interprets as the truth about the present: it

is the vision of the world as God sees it.6 The prophet

perceives destructive forces at work beneath a prosperous

facade of society and proclalms the future disaster, t-he

outcome of the present condition, äs an already fu}filled

event, for in his comprehensive vision, in the prophetic

dimension of the world he perceives, the cause and the

effect coexist." Àmos, f.ot instance, uses the genre of the

funeral lament to proclaim the obituary of the people who

are still alive; he sees the inevitable doom fully present

in the guilt of the people (Koch, Prophets L.44). For him,

they are already judged when they are enjoying their i11-

gotten worldIY success.

Because the Hebrew prophetst perception is profound'

their messages do not fit neatly into established religious

categories of their times and cannot be satisfactorily

rendered in the traditional Ëorms in which divine messages

are conveyed in Israelrs religious tnstitution. The
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prophets, therefore, choose to employ a variety of

traditional forms in radically new manners, Of this matter,

Gerhard von Rad writes:

lTlhe prophetsr message thrust out at every side

beyond each and all of Israelrs sacral

institutions. the cult, 1aw, and the monarchy. In

the same wãy, the very nature of prophecy also

demanded the right to make use of what were

entirely secular forms with exactly the same

freedom as with religious ones¡ âs if there were

no difference at all between them, for ultimately
prophecy moved in a direction which transcenãed

the old distinctions: when it prophesied judgment,

it also announced the end of the established

sacral order, and when it foretold salvation, it

spoke increasingly of a state of affairs in which

all life would be ordered, determined, and

sustained by Jahweh, and this wou1d, of courset

result in the removal of the old distinction

between sacral and secular. ( 2.3e )

This removal of traditional distinctions requires not only

merely bold expressions but also subversive ones, for the

prophet aims to dismantle the old and habitual and shock the

audience into recognition of the divine truth. For this
purpose, the writing prophets uses such literary genres as

the funeral lament, visionary account, and parody of
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prlestly oracles and cultic hymns. The concern of this

study lnvolves an lnvestigatlon of slmllar dlalectical uses

of tradltions ln Blakers poetry.

The present study considers each book of Hebrew

prophecy, with the exception of Isalah, ðs a plece of

imaginatively unified literature. The treatment of the Book

of Isaiah follows the current practice of biblical studies,

for the divisions of the book into Isaiah, Deutro-, and

Trito-Isaiah are basic and overt enough to be observed.

None of the prophetic books in the Bible is a work or a

record of ä single prophet; all are works that passed

through scribes and redactors, This study, however, {reats

each of these books as it has been treated in popular as

well as literary traditions¡ äs a book informed by a single

prophetic consciousness regardless of the fact that that

consciousness is a composition by several hands. In his

introduction to The Great Code. Northrop Frye attempts to

justify his approach to the Bible as a unified book:

Perhaps, then, there ls no such entity as rrthe

Blbler rr and what is called rrthe Bible[ may be only

a confused and lnconslstent Jumble of badly

establ ished texts.

However, ê11 this, even if true, does not

matter. What matters is that rrthe Bib1e[ has
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traditionally been read as a unity, and has

influenced I^Iestern imagination as a unity.
(Great Code xii-xiii)

Às Frye treats the entire Bible as a book on the basis that

it has rf some traces of a total structure't and rra unifying
principlerr among the body of imagesr so this study treats

each book of prophecy as a book by a single prophet having a

total structure and ä unifying principle so that among the

general readers it ls understood as a slngle work. The

prophetic book in thls study, thus, can be descrlbed as the

final redactorst vision of the prophet. To what extent the

redactors are Just to the hlstorlcal prophet¡ wê do no't

know; but in each book the prophetrs action, his visions of

reality, and his voice can be seen as being organically

formed to present a total figure of the prophet.E

The biblical text used in this study is the King James

version. Although it woul-d be most intriguing to compare

Blake's prophecies with the bibIlcal prophecies 1n Hebrew

and to consider the biblical textual studies, I have neither

the language nor the knowledge of the vast field of biblical

scholarship. Nevertheless, the prophetic consciousness,

visions, and theology are clearly discernible even in the

text of the Àuthorized Version. It also is the version

Blake used. The present study can therefore shed some

valuable light, I believe, on the relationship between

Blake's prophetic poetry and the biblical prophecy.
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Two areas that could enrich this study of B1ake as a

prophetic poet are his visual art and the first-hand study

of hls hlstorical background." Blake invents a unlque mode

of prophecy that combines the verbal and the visual;

however, since the biblical prophetic tradition comes down

to us as a verbal form, this study focuses on Blakers text
in order to see how he stands among the poet-prophets in

this literary tradition. Studies of his visual art and then

of his ilcomposite artrras prophetic art would contribute to

our fu11er understanding of his prophetic mode. Another

area t px imary research on the historical-political
background, has already greatly enhanced our understanding

of Blake as a prophet in his timer äs has been shown by the

studies of David V, Erdman and others. À further primary

study of sermons and other religious writings of his time

would offer a clearer picture of Blake against religious

establishment. ro Such investigations, however, are beyond

the scope of this thesis and must be left for a further

study. For the purpose of the present study, the hlstorical

studies of Erdman and others offer sufficient information.

Basic to the methodology of this study is stylistic

analysis of Bl-akef s texts to show how his style renders his

prophetic perceptions. Blake wrote about vision and

prophecy, most notably in his tracts rrÀLL RELIGIONS are ONEtr

and TTTHERE is NO NATURÀL RELIGION Ial & [b]rr (El-3), rfÀ

Descriptive Catalogue" (8541i 371 t rrA Vlsion of The Last
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Judgment" (8544-66; passlm), and marginalia on tlatsonrs

Apology (8617).'r Although these views are illuminating,

writings about prophetic perception of the world are not

necessarily themselves prophetic literature, for they may

not embody the poetrs simultaneous perception of divine,
human, and natural dimensions of the world. How does a

prophet-poet render such a vision?

Slnce some of the pecullar characteristics of Blakers

style were pointed out decades ago by t^I. K. 9limsatt, Jx.

(LL2-L4), quite a few articles have been written on Blakers

vision and language. Following t^limsattrs observation that

in Blakers poems of the seasons. the literal and the

figurative are blurred, and that the ideas and materials are

f used (1,1"2-14) t Robert F. Gleckner I s ser ies of studies

attempts to describe how the poetts imaginative perception

is rendered in the texts.az Similarly, Edward J. Rose

shows how Blakers grammatical structure corresponds with his
rrsymbolÌc systemrr so that one becomes what one beholds

(ilVisionary Formsrr). RonaId Clayton Taylor, using a

linguistic method, examines how Blakers semantic structure

distorts ordinary temporal experience. More recently.

Ne1son Hilton demonstrates that BIake sees each word just as

he sees the world--with his visionary perception (Literal).

Blake uses a word as a livlng entlty with a sphere in whlch

meanings interact with each other and open up an infinlte

number of fresh meanings. The perception of this sphere, or
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what Hilton ca1Is the rrf orce-f ieldr il and of the living

divine order in this rrfieldrr corresponds to what Klaus Koch,

through his form and stylistic analysis, finds as the

underlying order of the classical prophecy (Prophets 1.58-

66). None of these studies of Blakers style, however,

systematically connects BIake to the biblical prophetlc

tradition.

This study, then, examines syntactical and semantic

ambigulties of Blakers text, his peculiar metaphorlc style,
his distinctive use of allusions to the Bible and Milton,

and his non-Iinear, disjunctlve narrative structure, 1n

order to demonstrate that BIake employs these devices -to

render his prophetic perception and to expand the readerrs

consciousness. Furthermore. I wish to show that his

prophetic perception, his purpose, and his strategies place

Blake in the biblical prophetic tradition more

systematically and thoroughly than previous studies have

done. In examining his text, this study avoids glossing

from his later works, especially from his expository

writings. Às Frye points out, B1ake displays an amazing

consistency throughout his works, but glossing of a work

with a later work potentially distorts his meaning and

obscures our perception of the development of his prophetlc

mode (Symmetry 13). In focusing on vision as the chief
qualification of Blakers prophethood, in a sense this study

returns to an earlier view of Blake as prophet presented by
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critics such as Frye, Fisher, and Bloom. This study,

however, deals with vision not just as perception of eternal

truth but as a unique mode of perception of the historical

world. As such, the present study attempts to bridge the

difference between the hitherto opposing approaches to Blake

as prophet, namely, Erdmanrs historical approach and Fryers

historical approach, for it focuses on how Blakers style

renders a simultaneous perception of both historical and

metahistorical dlmensions of reality.'

In order to extract the precise nature of Blakers

perception and style that persists as well as develops

towards the prophetic mode of his later prophecies, I 3ha11

examine in the first three chapters how his prophetic stance

and purpose and his visionary perception are manifest even

in his earliest works and in seemingly non-prophetic and

conventional works. Chapter one studies %.
which not only is the earliest and most conventional work

that we have of Blake but also conveniently is an ecclectic

collection of lyric, dramatic, and verse-prose pieces. It

serves to show even the works written in his teens and most

likely before his reading of the biblical exegeses and other

esoteric works clearly display prophetic perception

regardless of genre and subject. Chapter two examines how

Songs of Innocence, although in an unlikely genre of

childrents literature, shows prophetic elements with a

radically new rhetorical strategy. À1so, its Lyca pomes
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offers f.ox the f irst time in Blakef s work ä comprehenslve

scheme of salvation through the myth of Earthfs return to

her maker. Chapter three examines Songs of Experience,

which presents the figure of the Bard, the most explicit

dramatic presentation of a prophet besides Los, and

castigations of social evils, the castigations similar 1n

mode to those of the biblical prophets. Next, chapter four

examines a transitional work The Marriaqe of Heaven and

He11, which offers Blakers critical exploration of prophetic

career and a medium appropriate to prophecy. Ànd the short,

concluding section rrA Song of Libertyrf serves to represent

the mode of political prophecies used in America: a

Prophecy, Europe: a Prophecy, and The Song of Los. Finally,

chapter five examines The IFirst] Book of Urizen, which goes

beyond the mode of political prophecy and introduces the

rhetorical strategies, conceptions, symbolism, and narrative

structures of his later prophecies, in the radically

subversive counter vision to what Genesis and Paradise Lost

present. As such, the work also serves well for an

investigation of how Blake perceived and used literary

works.
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CHAPTER I

Poet i ca'l Sk etches

Poetical Sketches, Blakers earliest work, is also his

most traditional work. one hears echoes of the Bible,

Spenser, Shakespeare, Milton, and eighteenth-century poets

throughout the collection. Yet as most scholars since S.

Foster Damon and Margaret Lowery agree, this rr irregularrr
rrproduction of untutor rd youthrr displays radically critical

use of various traditions.a Àmong them the most prominent

presence is the Bib1e. Lowery, for instance, states that

she finds the presence of the Bible in the rhythm, cadence,

imagery and figurative nature, and parallelism or the -

antithetical character of style in the sketches (60-1).

Most recently, Robert F. Gleckner in his Blakers Prelude:

Poetical Sketches studies the collection, focusing on

Blakers use of allusions, and finds thq sketches

characterized by what the critic calls the technique of
rrslgnificant allusionsrr or rriconoclastic manipulationsrr of

traditions. According to Gleckner, while the sketches he

considers rrearlyrr show less imaginative engagement with the

precursors I works, r'laterrr sketches such as the poems of the

seasons display the highly rhetorical use of allusions and

the dialectical structure which Blake explores in his

subsequent works in order to awaken his reader to see

eternity in this world, and 'rsamsonrrt the last sketch, is
frpowerf u1Iy prophetic in its own rightrt (Prelude L47 ) in
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that Blake with a strong sense of vocation reveals the truth
of Samsonrs matterrrfalsifiedrrin the Bible and Hllton.
9Ih1le I am greatly indebted to Glecknerrs observations and

basically agree with his thesis, my study of Poetical

Sketches starts where Gleckner leaves off: beneath the

subversive allusions and the dialectical structures is a

peculiar character of. Blakers way of seeing the world that

makes Blake an heir to the biblical prophets. Poetical

Sketches displays the modes of perception that underlie the

concerns and techniques of the biblical prophetic writings
identified by biblical scholars: perception of the universe

as the ongoing process of interaction between divine al¡d

human, perception of the shape of national as well as human

history, perception of the present moment as pregnant with

infinity, and finally the prophetic consciousness which

delivers all from the bondage of mortality.= Such

perceptions find their expressions in Blakers often

shockingly subversive use of traditions, h1s dialectical

structures, his revisionary interpretations of national and

religious history, and his strong thematic concern with

liberty and deliverance.

The first six poems of the seasons and times of day

(Morning and Evening) have received the most critical
attention among the sketches 1n the collection.3 Common

critlcal assent is that these seemlngly conventional poems
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that deal wlth nature are not lyric responses to natural
phenomena but prophetic revelation of the order behind them.

Gleckner, f.or example, in both his earlier and recent

studies contends that the poems of the seasons at once

describe a cycle of nature and I'deny the viability of that

cyclerr: they display a cyclical pattern of rrthe coming of

Love (and perhaps imagination) and destruction of Loverr; but

at the same time rrTo tr^Ilntêrrt'at once a part of the cycle

and an antithesis of rrthe imaginative fusionrrof the first
three poems, denies the temporality and sequentiality of the

cyc1e.{ Irene Chayes and Michael J. Tolley, while agreeing

with Glecknerrs view that the poems are prophetic, reiect
the idea of antithetical designr pointing out a note of hope

for deliverance at the end of the winter poem.5 Geoffrey

Hartman, in contrast, finds a linear progression: the poems

deal with the rfProgress of Poesyrr or t'!h. Westeringtt of the

poetic spirit (59, 61). Despite this disagreement as to

whether the order Bl-ake descrlbes is cycIical, antithetlcal,

or linear and progressive, the critlcs agree that he focuses

on the imaginatively perceived sphere of reality, not on the

physically perceived one.

Besides the representation of these patterns, Blake

conveys this heightened perception of reality, it has been

said, 1n two signlficant methods: through revislonary uses

of conventions and allusions and through the fusion of

literal and figurative. Às Lowery, Paul Miner, and Tolley
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have shown, the poems of the seasons and of morning and

evening consist of words, images, and ideas from the Bible,

Spenser, Hilton, and eighteenth-century poets such äs

Thomson and Col1ins. Also, these poems employ conventions

of such genres as epithalamion, pastoral, and Spenserian

sonnet form. Nevertheless, BIake uses virtually none of

these elements in the customary wäy; he places them in new

contexts and in so doing reveals at once the limitations of

the precursorrs vlsions and the truths that have been

obscured by those limitations. Thus, by placing the

traditlonal elements in a nev, semantic fieId, he

defamiliarizes the famlliar and illuminates a new facet of

meaning. Another method, therrblurring of literal and

f igurativer rr or a rrf usion of idea with material, " is pointed

out by f^f . K. trtimsatt Jr. in his study of the structure of

Romantic nature imagery (114). He observes that in the

spring and summer poemsr spirits of the seasons descend to

the landscape and are fused with it. This view has since

become a critical commonplace and, for instance, forms an

important part in Glecknerrs argument.- Àlthough I agree

with the focuses of these two methods--the revisionary use

of tradition and the distinctive blending of literal and

flguratlve--both modes of renderlng vlsionary perception

need more careful examination than they have received.

The crltics note that the poems of the seasons despite

all their traditional elements communicate freshness and
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originality to the reader because of Blakers revisionary use

of these elements: but what characteri"zes this re-vision?
ftTo Spritrg,tt f.or instance, is a heavily biblical poem; rr88

of the 92 wordsrr are also found in the Bible, and the

controlllng imagery of the male lover is from the Song of

Solomon. "

O thou, with dewy locks, who lookest down

Thror the clear windows of the morning; turn

Thine angel eyes upon our western isle,

trlhich in full choir hails thy approach, O Spring!

The hills tell each other, and the listrning
Val11es hear; all our longlng eyes are turned

Up to thy bright pavillions: issue forth.

Ànd let thy holy feet visit our clime.

Come orer the eastern hiIls, and let our winds

Kiss thy perfumed garments; let us taste

Thy morn and evening breath; scatter thy pearls

Upon our love-sick land that mourns for thee.

o deck her forth with thy fair fingers; pour

Thy soft kisses on her bosom; and put

Thy golden crown upon her languishrd head,

tJhose modest tresses were bound up for thee !

( 1-16 )
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ToIley attributes the freshness of the poem to the fact that

Blake invokes not rra normal English springrr but rfan

apocalyptic spriilgrt' using the rtexotic Hebrewrr imagery

instead of the more commonly used classlcal lmagery

("Spring" 102). Moreover. further pursulng the apocalyptlc

theme of the poem, Tolley goes on to identify Blake's Spring

as Christ on the ground that the Brldegroom of the Song of

Solomon is traditionally interpreted as an allegory of

Christ, and the Bride äs that of the church: frBlake would

have embraced this interpretation warmly . because it
suited his ldeals of love so welI, and authorized themrl

( 103 ) . However, the f reshness of rrTo Springn derives Trom

the very fact that the Oriental Bridegroom is not Christ, at

least not the Christ of the commonly accepted view, but

Spring as Deliverer. Blakefs Spring as Deliverer is an

intensely erotic, physical lover of the love-sick land.

Indeed, Blakers identification, or recognition, of Spring as

both Oriental Bridegroom and Deliverer emancipates the

Bridegroom of the Song of Solomon from the context provided

by the traditional allegorized interpretation. Blakers

vision of Spring de-allegorizes the allegory of the Church

Fathers.B Thus, while they split the Iiteral leveI (erotic

lover) and the spiritual level (Christ, the Deliverer),
Blakers perception of Spring heals the fissure, recovers the

sensory dimension of life, and restores the totality of the
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vlslon of Spring; Spring is at once an erotic lover and a

deliverer in the same semantic fie1d.

The second method, the rr f us ionrr of I iteral and

figurative, also needs further exploration: while spirits of

the seasons are indeed rrf usedrr in the landscape in the f irst
three poems, what are the characteristics of Blakers fusion?

Tolley states, rrBasically, rTo Springr is a rhetorical
address by a British speaker to the spirit of Spring, who

has the form of the male lover in the Song of Solomon,

appealing to him to come to the waiting island, pictured as

the female beloved in the Songrr (101). TolIey's description

overlooks important characteristics of both the Songrs- and

Blakers styles. The underlying assumption of this statement

is that the identity of the male lover with the spirit of

Spring and/or with the deliverer is self-evident in the

Song. This asSumption, however, is f.T from true. Besides

rich imagery, the most striking characteristic of the Song

of Solomonfs style is its insistent use of similes, or what

Robert Alter callsrfthe poetics of flaunted figuration"
(Poetry 196). Except for 4.L2-I6, 5.1-6, and a half a dozen

other verses, the Song uses similes rather than metaphors

and'tforegroundsrr the process of figurative comparlson, with

insistent reiteration of rrasrrt 'tlikeril and rrliken you to.rt

For instance, here is a verse that Blakets poem echoes:
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9lho is she that }ooketh forth as the morning,

fair as the moon, clear as the sun,

and terrlble as an army with banners?

(emphasis added: Song of Solomon 6.L0)

The extraordinary individuality of the woman who looks forth

and who is fair, cIear, and terrible derives from the things

to which she is compared, and the comparisons are I'flauntedrt

in similes, not lmplicit in metaphors. tlkewise, the

Bridegroomrs qualities of deliverer and spirit of spring

that the reader sees in the Song of Solomon do not derive

from the immediate adjectival descriptions, such as rrfairrr

and ttclear. rf but f rom the similes. In stark contrastr- Blake

uses not a single simile in his poemi he uses metaphors to

describe the appearances and actions of Spring and the land.

Indeed, Blakers metaphors evince his visionary
perception of nature; his style insists that they are not

merely a figurative way of describing the natural scene but

the literal description of the prophetically perceived

reality. Í,IhiIe BIake retains his awareness of the natural

scene (hi11s, val1ies, winds), his perception goes further

than that and approaches mythopoeic perception. The poem

communicates to us not only the early spring landscape but

also a distinct sense of a person of Spring; it registers a

felt presence of Spring as an individual with all his
unpredictability, a person with mind, emotion, and witl of

his own, who even might not 'rissue f orth" from his rrbright
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pavlllions,rfe This anthropomorphocized Spring differs

fundamentally from eighteenth-century personlfication which

is anlmation of abstraction.ao A comparison of Blakets

Spring and Thomsonrs Spring will illustrate this difference.

Like Blake, Thomson invokes Spring to descend upon his

native land:

Come, gentle Sprlng, ethereal mildness, comei

And from the bosom of yon dropping cloud,

Vfhile music wakes around¡ vêiled in a shower

Of shadowing rosesr oh our plains descend. (l--4¡rr

Spring here is a personification of its abstracted quality--
Itethereal mlldness"--and proJects no sense of a llving-
person.

The strong sense of individuality in Blakers poem

derives from the unifying perception of the spring

landscape. Às has been pointed out, besides the biblical

words, Blake in this poem uses much threadbare eighteenth-

century poetic diction, the diction about which John Aiken

complained in the following manner in L777 z

Descriptive poetry has degenerated into a kind of

phraseology, consisting of combinations of words

which have been so long coupled together. .

An ordinary versifier seems no more able to

conceive of the Morn without rosy fingers and dewy

locks t ot Spring without flowers and showers,
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loves and groves, than any of the heathen delties
without their useful attributes.a2

In Blakers poem, however, such poetlc dlctlon as rrdewy

locksrr and rrfair fingersrr is not used ln the conventlonal

manner. Blake uses these images not to present a series of

natural phenomena or abstracted qualities of the season:

these images are organically unified in one dynamic human

form and comprise the integral aspects of the Oriental

Bridegroom. Indeed, the images even give us the impression

that the character of the Bridegroom rather than the

Iandscape is the tenor. Here the metaphors are as much a

determining subject as are the natural phenomena. Àga-ln, a

comparison to lines from Thomson will help to clarify this
point:

Nor to the surface of enlivened earth,

Graceful with hills and dales, and leafy woods,

Her liberal tresses, is thy force confined.

( 5B; 130-133 )

Thomsonrs rest,atement of 'tleafy woodsil asrtHer liberal
tressesrt indicates the two step process of his seeing the

woods, first naturally and then metaphorically. In

contrast, Blakefs perception of the early spring landscape

does not switch from one mode of perception to another.

AIso, while Thomson, switching from one mode of perception

to another, lists his observations serlally, and hls season

is an aggregate of locally observed diverse natural
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phenomena, Blakers perception is seamlessly unified in a

dynamic human form. The natural world is transfigured,

forming the two gigantic human forms of Spring and the love-

sick land in the process of wedding. Thus Blakets poems of

the seasons embody his visionary perception of nature.

Besides the unified, humanlzing perception of the world

and a style that lnslsts on the reallty of that perceptlon,

the design of a group of sketches each simply titled rrsongrr

also evinces Blakers perception of the prophetic dimenslon

of reality and his concern with deliverance of the human

soul. Às Michael Phillipst studies show, contrary to -the

assumption of the earlier scholars, Blake was actively
involved in the binding, correcting, and distributing of

Poetical Sketches. a3 With their common title, grouping,

theme of liberty revoì.ving around love, and more importantly

gènre and rhetorical design, these songs are clearly
lntended to be read together. a{ Some of these songs such

as those beginningrfFresh from the dewy hillrrandrr[^Ihen

early morn walks forth't are obviously designed to be read

antithetically; other songs do not seem to have their
obvious counterparts. Nevertheless, all these songs

ill-uminate each other, attempting to reveal the truth hidden

behind the speakers t words.

At our f irst reading, rrFresh f rom the dewy hi11, tr

despite the impression of something sinister in the last
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stanza, appears to be a poem of trinnocence, and holy ioyrt'

not unlike rrl love the jocund dance.rr Yet, as Tolley

observes, when we read rf hlhen early morn walks f orthr rr this
antithetical poem opens our eyes to the real condltlon of

the love in the f irst poem. Tolley writes: rrln retrospect,

then, the first song betrays infatuation rather than ideal

love: each f ield and village only seemed Edenlcrr (ttSprlngtt

105). In fact, the second poem illurninates more than what

Toll-ey f inds: rtFresh f rom the dewy hill'r ls a poem of sexual

repression. The speaker makes efforts to ldealize his love,

claiming that he is attracted to the black-ey'd maid because

of her heavenly, angelic quality:

Fresh from the dewy hill, the merry year

Smiles on my head, and mounts his flaming car;

Round my young brows the laure1 wreathes a shade,

And rising glories beam around my head.

My feet are wingrd, whl1e orer the dewy lawn,

I meet my maiden, risen like the morn:

Oh bless those holy feet, 1-ike angelsf feet;

Oh bless those limbs, beaming with heav'n1y light!

Like as an angel glitttring In the sky,

In times of innocence, and holy joy¡

The joyful shepherd stops his grateful song,

To hear the music of an angelrs tongue.
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So when she speaks, the voice of Heaven I hear

So when we wa1k, nothing impure comes near;

Each field seems Eden, and each calm retreat;

Each village seems the haunt of holy feet.

But that sweet village where my black-ey'd mald,

Closes her eyes in sleep beneath night's shade:

$Ihenerer I enter' more than mortal fire

Burns in my soul, and does my song inspire.
( 1-20 )

In spite of his efforts, the speaker cannot contain his

desire within the realm of the sacred. In the second stanza

the speaker f irst blesses her rrholy f eetrr and then blesses

her Itbeamingrf rrlimbs'tt Although they are described as

'rbeaming with heavtnly I ight, t' beaming l imbs belong to a

different semantic field from that of I'holy feet": while

Itf eettt is f igurative, I'Iimbstr is literaI. As ToIley

observes, I'Blake repeatedly ca1ls attention to the tfeetr of

his divine beingsrrt recalling the beautiful feet of Isaiah

52.7-8 and Romans 10.L5 ("Springr' 97-B). In the sketches

alone we find therrholy feettf of angel-Spring inrrTo Springrr

(8), of Mercury in "Imitation of Spencern (22)r and the

rrblessed feettr of Truth in rrsamson.'t In trFresh from the

dewy hi11, 't "holy f eetrr occurs twice (7 , 16 ) r the f irst

referrlng to the maidenrs feet compared to angels' and the

second to a divine being. 'f Holy f eet" thus securely belongs
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to the realm of the divine and is consistently used as a

synecdoche for a divine being or a metonymy for divine

presence. In contrast, the reference to the literal and the

non-biblical ftbeamingrr rrlimbsrrtells of an altogether

different response of the speaker: it evinces his actual

observation of and attraction to her physical beauty rather

than her spirituality. Furthermore, his repeated assertion

that his love is innocent, holy, and pule indicates his

self-conscj.ousness and suggests something else: he protests

too much. " [ ÞJ] hen we walk, nothing impure co¡llÈs near, " he

insists. A comparison with rrTo spring't wiIl f urther

illuminate this separation of physical and spiritual ald the

speakerrs attempt to spiritualize the sensual aspect of his

love . tlhi le in rrTo Spr ing'r the speaker I s metaphors ref lect

his perception of sensual and spiritual as coextensive, in

ilFresh from the dewy hillrrr the speakerrs similes, as well

as his repeated use of Ê-êeffi-¡ reflect Èhe discontinuity in

his perception between the maiden and the holiness he

attributes to her. In this Iight, the sinister last stanza

reveals the speakerrs elaborate efforts to sublimate hls

passion into spiritual devotion: it is the black-ey'd mald

rrin sleep beneath nightrs shaderr that inf lames the speaker

with t'more than mortal f ire.rl

This insight intorrFresh from the dewy hi11" in turn

sheds new light upon the second poemf rfÞJhen early morn walks

forth,ltasthelnevltableoutcomeoftheftrstpoem.The
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perversity and violence in the second poem, as particularly

evident in the last stanza, has been fully prepared when the

speaker is stilI claiming to enjoy his love' Indeed'

Blake's insight into the idealized 10ve in these poems, in

retrospect, anticipates his view that religion and sexual

repressloncauseviolenceandwar--theprocessheSees

epitomized in courtlY love.

Not only these antithetical poems but also other songs

without obvious counterparts enable us to see reality hidden

from the speakers. For instance, "I love the jocund dance,tr

juxtaposed with trFresh f rom the dewy hill, rr draws our

attention to the highly rhetorical style of the latter- poem,

partlcularly noticeable in the last three stanzas. t¡Ihile

the former poem shows innocent perception of the speaker,

the latter declares innocence and holiness, going a long way

to convince the reader, and perhaps himself' For another

instancer"MYsilksandfineðlrxaytilttMemory'hithercome"t
and rrMad songil clarify the outline of mental states ln each

other. Sentlmentality, self-indulgence, and self-deception

areevidentinthefirsttwopoemsevenwhenread

individually,butintensepainandgriefin|tMadSong't

sharpen the outllne of experience ln the forrner poems'

Conversely,thesepoemshighlighttheurgencyandthescale

and intensity of anguish in rtMad songrtr whether its speaker

is self-deceived or not.r5 Thus Blake presents the songs
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in a way that directs our attention to "the mlnd-forgrd

manaclesrr of the sPeakers.

What is highlighted in these songs, then, is the

trstatesrt of the human soul and the soul I s distinction f rom

those states. Àlthough it takes another eleven years tilt

Blake f irst uses the term I'statesrr in the title page of

sonos of Innocence and of Experience, the songs in the

Sketches display the same way of seeing the human soul and

the same concern as well. His interest is not in the unique

individuality of the speakers. tle do not know them as

historical beings capable of experiencing a wide range of

thoughts and emotions but as disembodied voices that can see

the world in no other way than their own. as the

representatives of the states the speakers are in. Thus,

clearly the same speaker expresses contrary views of the

same things, Eor example, in rrFresh from the dewy hililt and

rr!,lhen early morn walks f orth. tr Or in tiI love the jocund

dance" and rfMemory, hither comerrt the speakers may or may

not be the same person, but the songs, which are placed one

after another, strongly suggest that the joyful state of the

former and the melancholy state of the latter song may well

be different phases of experience by the same person. By

showing the implicit continuity of the speakers and the

self-contained world view of each song, Blake points to the

distinction of the individual soul from the states it is in'

The concern of the poet, then, is to deliver the lndividual
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from the single state in which it is trapped, and the

deliverance takes place in the poet's consclousness and in

the reader, in their recognition of the soulrs distinction

from the state.

The particular character of Blakefs perception and

concern becomes evident when compared with the dramatic

monologue of the nineteenth century, another form of lyric

poetry that also depends upon the use of personae. Like

Blakets songs, Browningts dramatlc monologues, for instance,

focus on the speakers I ways of seeing the world and thelr

moral condition and psychology. Yet unlike Blake, Bxowning

is tnterested in the unique experience of a unique

individual; he captures a moment of a personrs life that

shows his individuality most vividly. Thus, in the last

hours bef ore death. the Bishop in rrThe Bishop Orders His

Tomb at Saint Praxed's Church'r confides without inhibition

his thoughts and desires to his children, revealing his

whole character and 1if e. Likewise, the Duke in 'rMy Last

Duchessr shows his whole character, as he shows the envoy

from the future bride a picture of the deceased Duchess,

telling the envoy what happened to her. The speakers'

historical and social contexts--a bishop and a duke in

Renaissance ltaly--play a crucial role, and much of our

appreciation of the poems derives from the particular

texture of the speakerst experlence within these contexts.
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Browning, therefore, renders the speakers t unlversal

human characteristics, or vices, such as egotism, greed, and

jealousy, through revealing circumstantial details. For

example, the Bishop describes a stone he stole and hid to be

used for his tomb in the following manner:

Some lumP, ah God, of lapis lazulit

Big as a Jewts head cut off at the nape,

Blue as a vein ofer the Madonnars breast' ' 'aG

Besides the act of stealing, these particular comparisons--

not simply trbigtrbutrtbig as a Jewts head cut off at the

naperrr not simply rrbluett but rtBlue as a vein orer the

Madonnars breast't--te11 us almost endlessly about this-

Bishop: his appallingly unenlightened views of Jews and the

Madonna, his vulgarLty, sensual taste, desire, and life

lived exclusively on the surface--all with particular

relevance to Renaissance Italy. In contrast. Blakets songs

are devoid of circumstantlal details; both the language and

details are general and elemental and, äS in the Bible, used

to emphasize the permanent quality of thoughts and emotions'

For example, a speaker complains sentimentally in this

manner:

My silks and fine array,

My smiles and languishtd air'

By love are drivrn away. ( I'songrt 8413; 1-3 )

The Bishop thinks of a piece of "Iapis lazuli / /

Blue aS a veln orer the Hadonnafs breast"; the speaker of
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ilFresh from the dewy hlIIrr loves hls rfblack-eytd maid.rl

The detail I'bIack-ey'd" has a baIlad-like lmpersonal and

timeless quality rather than individuality and evokes an

archetypal response rather than the novelistic and

humanistic interests. Thus, while Browning presents before

our eyes the historical moment and the breathing historical

lndividual with all his or her contingency, Blake focuses on

the timeless, impersonal states in flux separate from such

cont ingencY.

ultimately these differences between Blakets songs and

Browningts dramatic monologues derive from their different

scope and objective. Browningrs scope is human, tempotal,

and secular, but Blakers divine. timeless, and sacred.

Although we are aware of the humane poetrs consciousness as

it calmly watches the Bishop and the Duke and presents them

as vividly as possible as historical beings, Brownlng does

not point to any cosmic order of things. Rather, the poet

chose these particular characters to illuminate Victorian

problems Èhrough the Renaissance Italian setting in which

the same problems are expeÏienced in a less inhibited

manner, in a grander scale, and in a picturesgue sÈyle' The

issues of double standard, marriage-market, patriarchy, and

aristocracy in need of money in trMy Last Duchessrr, or the

issues of rpiousr Iife without understanding christianity,

rel lgion as ornament, and mater ial ism in ttThe Bishop Orders

HisTomb,l'mirrortheissuesofVictoriansocietyandmake
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the reader recognize the monstrosity of the problems. Yet

this reformist purpose of the poet has no program to deliver
the soul of the speakers from the bondage of this world: the

problems are seen from the humanistic perspective. Blake,

on the other hand. attempts to deliver the speakers from

their states, from their mortality: the problems he presents

are the fundamental problems of the human condition itself--
in this instance, the problem of the loss of llberty that
inevitably results from falling in Iove. His expanded

consciousness makes his speakers express themselves in a way

at once concrete and timeless. L. C. Knights rightly
admires such characteristics of Blakets songs: trI do not

know anything in English lyric poetry before Blake that
has achieved this kind of dramatic presentation--something

that rplacesr as it expresses, and simultaneously invites
sympathy and detached understandingr' (383). It is this act

of ttplacingttand our strong sense of presence of the

consciousness behind this act that fundamentally distinguish
these songs, and Blakets later poems, from works by other

poets.

Furthermore, thisrrplacing" of lyric voices directs our

attention to the sphere of reality in which they are placed.

It is a dimension of reality which is inherent in historical
reality and yet fully visible only from the dlvine
perspective which prevails over the movement of history.
And in this prophetic dimension, all the states--the volce
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of joyful innocence as well as the voice of grief and pain--

exist at once as a variety of forms in which mants mental

energy lodges, and through which it is expressed. This

placing of the human voice in the ground of reality

perceived from the divine perspective puts the youthful

Blake in the league of great prophetic poets such as Dante

and Chaucer. In The Divine Comedy historical indlviduals,

like Bl-akets speakers' represent certain states of the soul,

and Dante places these individuals vertically in He11,

purgatory, and Heaven. The poet fully presents lyric voices

of Farinata or Paolo and Francesca eternally fixed in thelr

respective states of sin. Revising Danters hierarchical

vision, chaucer, like Blake, places the individuals

horizontally on the road to Canterbury, or New Jerusalem,

regardless of their states of the souf. In all three casest

the poets see at once the human truth.and the divine truth:

the human voices with al-I their urgency and the divine point

oE view that perceives the mortality of the voices. Bl-ake

achieves this double-vision and succeeds in presenting it in

lyric poetry without Danters traditional framework of the

three realms and without Chaucerrs framework of pilgrimage'

LIke the bibllcal ProPhets

poets such as Virgil, SPenser,

lnterpretation of the national

of Britain, Pitted against the

and the great ProPhetic

and Milton, BIake offers his

historY, or visionarY historY

accepted interPretation, in a
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group of hlstorical sketches, ttKing Edward I I I, rr rrPrologue

to King Edward f V, t' trPrologue to King Johnr rr and rf A I¡Iar Song

to Englishmen.rr These sketches share the same theme o€

British liberty and war waged in the name of liberty and are

clearly written to reveal what is to Blake the true nature

of the historical course of British political action under

the presiding goddess Liberty. Às such, the sketches not

only revise Shakespearean history that seems to applaud

British military achievement and to focus on the temporal-

rather than the eternalr ês Gleckner points out, but, far

more fundamentally, these historical sketches expose the

true nature of the goddess and attempt to reform the

audiencefs sense of national identity as the protector of

Liberty. a7

The six scenes of rrKing Edward IIIrt progressively

reveal the reality of British Liberty, and the revelation

culminates in the epiphany of the goddess at the end of the

Minstrelrs Song. In scene i the kingrs speech introduces

Llberty as I'the charterrd right of Englishmenrr ( i.9 ) . It is

for this divinely sanctioned right that the war of

aggression is waged. The enemyrs minds, lacking the cause

of liberty, I'are fetter'd" (i.14); the enemy, therefore,

cannot rrspring to battle o I er the f loods of deathtt ( i.16-17 )

like Englishmen, and need to be freed by them. The kingrs

speech at first appears outrageously specious in its logic;
yet when we realize the identity of his Liberty is in fact
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the splrlt of war, his speech !s lndeed logical. Llberty Is

both the cause and the animating force of the war; it

trenerve I s I rf the sold lers, rf blaze I s I in each countenance, and

firetsl the battler' (i.L0-l-1). The king describes Libertyrs

power and effect on warriors in terms interchangeable with

those with which he describes military glory. Like Liberty,

milltary glory 'tbeamtslrtt "f iretslrrr rtshineIslr" and

rrtwinklelsl rrt behaving like f ire or light, animating both

those who radlate and those who behold the glory'

Furthermore, Gleckner finds that through allusions to

Paradise Lost BIake exposes the Satanic nature of Edwardrs

view. For instance, Edward's high-sounding descriptio¡s and

adoration of military 9lory echo Milton's descriptions of

the fallen angels as in the reference to the heart sheathed

rfwith triple steelrt (i.19).'" Similarly, the Kingrs

analogy of military heroes and stars whose splendour amazes.

and inspires the beholders reminds the audience strongly of

the splendour of Satan in his Plutonian ha}1 (Glecknerr

Prelude 106). This association of Edward and Satan

highlights the kingrs ambition for personal glory and fame-

Finally, the ironic view of the poet and the gulf between

the glorious name and the reality of British Liberty become

clear when the k ing proposes to lttake a just revengett 1 i . 43 )

on the land not Yet ravaged bY war.

In scene ii clarence and the Bishop reiterate the

notion of Britain as a chosen nation and express their sense
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of the ldentlty of Liberty as commercial freedom. The

Bishop def lnes Engl lshmen as rrtradesmenrr ( i I . 34 ) and

frsovereigns / Of the searr (ii.78-82), the right given by

Heaven since the creation of the British Island. Àgain the

same rhetoric is used to legitimatize a war of aggression.

Britain is characterized as a chosen nation rtfavourfd by

Commerce" (ii.30), and created to be the sovereign of the

sea; therefore, the Bishop claims, she needs to defend this
divine right. Às Erdman persuasively argues, the scene also

offers Blakefs analysis of the relationship between the

court and the merchants of his time. Clarence proposes to

aid the merchants and fight against France whose ships- are

reported to attack the merchantsr ships. Clarencers

reference to the French attack on the English ships, Erdman

notes, âlIudes to the British governmentrs rrsensational

revelation of French p1-ans to invade Englandrt in the spring

of 17?8.1e Through this alluslon, ilBlake replaces the

early courtrs need of financial assistance from the

merchants with the modern governmentrs need to persuade

merchants that a war which interfered with conmerce was

really good for commercerrr for such a war expands commercial

resources and markets (Erdman 80). Furthermore. BIake

reveals the true nature of this mercenary motive through an

allusion to Paradise Lost. Clarence depicts prosperous

England: from the land of his expedition, Edward sees
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His native shore, and sees commerce f'Ly round

with his white wings, and sees his golden tondon,

And her silver Thames, throngrd with shining spires

And corded ships; her merchants buzzing round

Like sunmer bees, and all the golden cities

In his land, overflowing with honey'

(ii.9-14)

The image and sentiment of the rrgolden Londonrr and the

t'silver Thamesrt with the winged Commerce are clearly ironic,

if not sarcastic, on the poetrs partr äS Erdman shows how

the city, the river, and the conìmerce were depicted

otherwise in Blakefs contemporary manuscripts and his gwn

writings.2o Besides the reference to the vices caused by

the city as cited by Erdman, the image of the merchants as

buzzing bees summons up Miltonts unforgettable, also

traditional, simile of the falIen angelsrrwith the hiss of

rustling wingsrt swarming into Pandemonium,

As Bees

In spring time, when the Sun with Taurus rides'

Pour forth thir populous youth about the Hive

In clusters; they among fresh dews and flowers

FIy to and f.ro, or on the smoothed P1ank'

The suburb of thir Straw-built Citadel'

New rubbtd with BaIm, expatiate and confer

Thir State affairs. (PL 1. ?68-775 )
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The vision of the city that Clarence glorlfies, thus,

recalls the glittering city of Hel1 and his ttbtrzzing"

merchants the fa1Ien angels. The animating force of the

countryrs economy that seems to prosper is in fact Satanic,

destructive poe¡er.

Scene iii reveals another aspect of British Liberty--
bloodthirsty jingoism--and further emphasizes her identity
as the spirit of purely materialistic and selfish freedom to

expand. Both Dagworth and the Black Prince consistently
compare a battle to dancing and singing, acts of joy and

celebration. The Prince is said to have danced rrlike the

youth at morrice p1ay" (iii.31), and Dagworth, upon he_aring

the Kingrs intention to rtreap rich harvesttt ( i i i .137 ) in the

field of Cressy, bursts forth:
Now my heart dances, and f am as light
As the young bridegroom going to be married.

Now must I to my soldiers, get them ready,

Furbish our armours bright, new plume our helms.

Ànd we wilI sing, like the young housewives busied

In the dairy; my feet are wingrd, but not

For flightr äh please your grace. ( iii.144-50)
Similarly, Dagworth describes the soldiers' hunger for
battle as rrthe minds that glory in the battle, / and leap

and dance to hear the trumpet sound't (iii.170-1). Indeed,

Dagworth, who loves the war wholeheartedly and inflames

others with hopes and expectations of 91ory, ls, the Prince
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says, I'a genuine Englishman / Ànd hath the spirit of

Liberty within himtt ( ii i .189-90 ) . And f inally the Prince

confides his love of war to Chandos:

In truth, I am too full;

It is my sin to love the noise of war.

Chandos, thou seest my weakness; strong nature

Will bend or break us; my blood, Iike a springtide,

Does rise so high, to overflow all bounds

Of moderation; while Reason, in his

Frail bark, can see no shore or bound for vast

Àmbit ion. ( iiL .23L-8 )

Besides the love of bloody waT, the scene offers Chandosl

analysis of libertyrs povter over man:

Courãge, my Lord. proceeds from self-dependencei

Teach man to think hers a free agent'

Give but a slave his liberty, hetll shake

off sloth, and build himself a hut, and hedge

À spot of ground; this he'11 defend; rtis his

By right of nature: thus set in actlon,

He will sti11 move onward to plan conveniences,

tTitI glory ftres his breast to enlarge his castle,

t^Ihile the poor slave drudges all day, in hope

To rest at night. (iii.194-203)

Liberty, again, is the animating force of materialistic

expansion, the force that Inspires invasion for enlargement
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of oners castle. Hearing thls analysis, the King eulogizes

L i berty:

O Liberty, how glorious art thou!

I see thee hovrring orer my army, with

Thy wide-stretchrd plumes; I see thee

Lead them on to battle;
I see thee blow thy golden trumpet, while

Thy sons shout the strong shout of victory!
(ii1.204-9)

The Klngrs vision of Llberty unwittingly reveals the real

name of the goddess he worships--Minerva, the goddess of

war.

Scene iv reveals yet another name f.or British Liberty--
ambition--and offers the norm of the play. Dagworth tells
William: ItIt Iarnbition] is a root that grows in every

breast; / Àmbition ls the desire or passion that one man /
Has to get before another, in any pursuit after gIory"
(iv.13-15). Ambltion, ln other words, acts as the anlmating

force of wðr in the identical way as Llberty does.

Furthermore. questioned by t^IiIliam, Dagworth admits that the

cause that rrbrought over ttheirl King to France to fight for

his r ighttt ( iv .2L ) is ambltlon. Liberty, the heaven-given

rrcharterfd right of Englishmenrr(i.9), is just euphemlsm for
rrambitionrri the power called Liberty by the King and his men

in reality is ambition. The dialogue of Dagworth and
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glilLlam also presents what can be Seen as the norm of the

play:

Dagw. Thou art a natural philosopher, and

knowest truth by instinct; while reason runs

aground, äs we have run our argument. only

remember, Wil1iam, all have it in their power to

know the motives of their own actions, and rtis a

sin to act without some reason.

f^Ii 11 . And whoever acts without reason, may do a

great deal of harm without knowing it. (iv.32-7)

In contrast to earlier bloodthirsty Dagworth, here he

displays his ability to recognize not only WilIiam's wisdom

but also the value of instinct over reason and the latter's

dangerous deceptiveness. He articulates the norm that

before acting, one needs to know oners motives and have just

reason for the action, the principle, which, again, he never

practices before or after this scene. In the ensuing scene

Dagworth acts exactly opposite to this value by persuading

Sir tlalter Manny with clever argument. The glarlng

inconsistency of Dagworthrs character may derive from

Blake's designs either to show the enchanting power of the

rhetoric of British Liberty over even a man of insight and

wlsdom ltke Dagworth or to show plalnly his outrageous

double standard.2a

Scene v Presents antithetical

to the fore the enchanting Power of

views of war and brings

the rhetoric of Britlsh
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Llberty. Sir Walter alone ln the play envisions war and

death with all their destructive character and without

glorifying rhetorlc. Dagworthr oh the other hand, Justlfies
death and war with the flowery rhetoric of patriotism. Sir

ÞIalter laments the lmminent deaths of thousands; Dagworth

exalts death, f.ox the souls of the thousands wiII be

released from the prison of the body to heaven. Unaffected

by this counter-argument, Sir I,Ialter describes his almost

apocalyptic vision of slaughter: trl seem to be in one great

charnel-house" (v.43). Yet Dagworth offers another counter-

vision. Heedless of his admlssion in the previous scene

that the real cause of this war is ambition, he procla_ims:

Itll fight and weep¿ rtis in my countryrs cause;

Ir11 weep and shout for glorious liberty.
Grim war shall laugh and shout, decked in tears,

Ànd blood shall flow like stream across the meadows,

That murmur down their pebbly channels, and

Spend their sweet lives to do their country service:

Then sha1l England's verdure shoot, her flelds
shal1 smi1e,

Her ships shall sing across the foaming sea,

Her mariners shalI use the flute and viol,

And rattllng guns, and black and dreary war,

Shall be no more. (v.51-61)

Dagworth aestheticizes the whole reality of war and

relativizes the ghastly vision of Sir ÞJalter, placing it in
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a larger framework in which the apocalyptic destructlon is

followed by millennial prosperity. Although Dagworthrs

vision betrays its demonlc nature (British isle and sea are

to be fed with the blood of the thousands of dead soldiers)

and commercial nature of prosperity (British ships and

mariners) for which they die, the millennial and patriotic

rhetoric is powerful enough to win Sir tdalter over to the

war of aggression. The scene thus displays how the idea of

Britlsh Liberty could easily paralyze manrs conscience.

Indeed, Bïitish Liberty traps manrs mind and robs it of its

freedom.

Finally, the minstrelrs song in scene YL, by tracång

the origin of the national identity as the chosen protector

of Liberty, reveals Blakefs interpretation of British

Liberty as a history of invasion. destruction, and plunder'

The minstrel, hired and made squire by the Prince, exalts

Edward III and his warriors, "sons of Trojans cloaLhrd in

waïr (vi.1), by recounting Brutusts bloody past, his arrival

in Albion, his conquest of its giants, and his prophecy of

the glorious future of his empire. Erdman points out that

the minstrel bridges Edward III's and the eighteenth-

centuryts attacks on France (72\. The song, in fact, has an

even larger hlstorical scope, f.or Brutus before his arrival

in Àtbionts shore devastates the Land of Àquitaine, as

recounted by Geoffrey of Monmouth, clearly Blakers Source:
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Brutus was overJoyed at this victory. He enriched

his comrades with the spoils of those whom they

had killed. marshalled them once more into

companies and then marched through the country in

this order, f.or it was his intention to sack it
completely and to load his ships with all its
goods. He therefore burned the cities far and

wide, heaping up fire upon fire. He carried away

the goods which he had looted in these cities and

he even ravaged the open fields. He wrought

pitiable slaughter on both townsfolk and pesantry,

for his plan was to exterminate this unhappy- race

down to the last man . Brutus had inflicted
this devastation on almost all the regions of

Aquitaine. . ( 69 )

By referring to Brutus, B1ake points to a recurrent pattern

of Brltish history. the destruction of France. The hlstory

of Britain, B1ake seems to sãy¡ is punctuated by her attack

on France. The minstrelrs song ironically shows Brutus and

his crer^r as brutal, threatening, and predatory, Upon

arrival, the Trojans with a kiss of death turn Albion into a

rrgravert (vi.16 ) and the land of night: rrthou shalt be our

gravei / The sepulchre of ancient Troy, from whence / Shall

rise cities, and thrones, and arms, and awf ul powr rsrr

(vi.16-17 ) . And in the new cities, rf Morning / ShaII be

prevented by their swords gleamingr' (vi.50-51). The land
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inhabited by I'the enormous sons / of oceanrt (vi ' 2L-221 , ot

Neptunets sons according to Miltonrs History of Britain

(5.6), Is to be turned into a threatenlng military nation.

Às Erdman notes, the minstrel's depiction of the sons of

Ocean as rtthe savage monsterstr totally contradicts Blake I s

positive view of the ancient giants of Àlbion, who were

rf overwhelmed by brutal arms. r'22 The diction and images

used in Brutusts prophecy of a glorious future empire also

betrays her predatory character : trclties shall s itr9rtt f or

the Tïojan sons rrshall roam / Like eagles for the prey" and

bring forth plenty (vl.44-5). The minstrel makes Brutus

npropheSytt the trfuturefr cou¡Se of the empire, but of course

the prophecy is retrospective since, by implication, the

minstrel has seen it fulfilled by Edwardrs reign or about to

be fulfilled by the battle of Cressy. Such use of

retrospective prophecy as well as interpretation of national

history has always been, and is stilI, an effective

political too1. By pointing out the divinely planned

character of the nation and its course of development from

the nationrs origin to the fulfillment of its transcendental

mission, the rulers legitimatize their governments and

policies with unassailable authority. Virgil, for instance,

through the prophecy to Aeneas reveals the national identity

and its mission of Roman empire in The Aeneid' and Geoffxey

of Monmouth, John Foxe, and spenser those of Britain.

Likewise, Brutusfs prophecy, which is never mentioned in
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protector of LlbertY and, with

inspires Brutus, justifies and

course of action.
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onal identitY as jingoistic

transcendental authoritY that

prescribes the emPirers

Àttheendoftheprophecy,finallythepresiding
goddess Liberty makes an appearance:

'rLiberty shall stand upon the cliffs of Albion,

ttCasting her blue eyes over the green ocean;

ttorrtowfringrstandupontheroaringwaves,

rrstretching her mighty spear orer distant lands;

trtlhile, with her ea9le wiil9s. she covereth

I'Fair AIbion's shore, and all her f amilies 'rl
( vi . 55-60 )

The real name of the power Edward worships has already been

revealed as Minerva. Now the iconography of Liberty as

shown in the above lines fully confirms her true identity.

the ominous goddess of war. Thus, the minstrel's song

exposes the reality of Britain lronically through reciting

what the PeoPle wish to believe'

This popular view of the national identity was first

established by Geoffrey of Monmouth and repeated and

developed since by subsequent historians such as Holinshed

and John Bale, by the Reformation writers such as John Foxe'

by the writers of the civil !ùar such as Milton, and finally

the government of Blakets own time.23 The idea of Brltain

as the chosen protector of Liberty, especially against Rome,
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played a pivotal role both in the Reformation and the Civil

gJar and is so deeply impressed upon the minds of the people

that the rhetoric of Brltish Liberty subllninally works on

and moves even those who are humane and perceptive like Sir

$IaIter MannY.

BIake, then, is not merely revising Shakespearefs

history that seems to focus on the temporal rather than the

eternal and to glorify military achievement of Britain; he

is attempting something far larger in scope and ln impact,

and in the manner that shows his profound affinity with the

OId Testament prophets. Just as Amos, Hosea¡ Qx Ezekiel,

for instance t Íêinterpret Israelts history and reveal þer

alienation from the divinely given just wäY¡ so Blake

reinterprets Britainrs history and reveals her alienation

from her Liberty. His revelation of the British Liberty

that Edward III worships as Minerva is analogous, fot

example, with Àmos I s revelation of 'rthe Day of the Lordrrr

which Israelites glorify, as the opposite of what they

believe it to be. As Koch explains, in ancient Israel the

Day of the Lord was traditionally believed to be a special

day in history when Yahweh would bring to IsraeI rtlight,

salvatlon, victory over the nelghboring peoplesr' (Prophets

1:63). Koch describes how Àmos interpreted the Day:

Àmos agrees that a day is imminent when God will

appear ln power. But he reverses the obvious

conclusions: on that day Yahweh wil-I not brlng
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salvation to the people who are so specially bound

to him, but utter disaster, darkness and death,

(Prophets 1:63)

The Israelitesr religion at Amosf tlme was oriented towards

ritual. The Day of the Lord is one of the key ideas that
are associated with Israel's being a chosen nation of Yahweh

and with assurance of unconditional salvation in the

lmminent future. Because of the people's iniquities,
however, Àmos proclaims, this will be the day of

destruction, lnstead of salvation. By reversing the meaning

of the popular concept, Amos is not merely foretelling the

imminent disaster in shocking terms. The reversal is _not

merely a rhetorical strategy but is the reality of Israelts
conduct in the eyes of God and his prophet. To highlight in

the clearest manner the Israelitesr demoLition of their God-

given way of life that ensures spiritual and physical

prosperity of the community, he picks up the centrally
important concept that has been misinterpreted and perverted

into a fac1Ie, unconditional assurance and has thus become

one of the chief promoting forces of degeneration. Through

this concept, Amos reveals the full weight of both the

divine and the human reality: Godrs plan of salvation, the

peoplers acts of perversion, and Godrs counter-action.

Blake, in the same wây, picks up British Liberty--the one

concept that has been misinterpreted and perverted into
worship of Minerva, the opposite of the meaning professed by
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the establlshment. The identiLy of the British as the

protectors of Liberty is, Btake attempts to reveal, at once

the divine design, the people's perversion of it, and

ultimately, the corresponding disaster, which prevents

Morning.

Likewise, in therrPrologue, Intended for a Dramatic

Piece of King Edward the Fourth.rtBlake uses the concept of

their rulers as Godrs'tMinisterstt(E439;16) on earth'

Using the Same syntax--tr[^Ihen tX happensl, who can stand?rr he

moves from the internal and individual oppression (souls and

senses)r to the collective and national (the souls of the

oppressed) to the divine and international (the nations

driven by Godts t'frowns'f ), and to the cosmic and apocalyptic

(sin, Death, and torment In HeIl). His perspective on the

war expands incrementarily until finally the disaster is

pushed to the ultimate, to the divine judgement upon those

who are responsible for aII. Àt this point Blake uses the

very concept that the establishment uses to justify its

oppressive rules, the divtne rlght of Kings and Nobles.

Sarcastically, Blake repeats the title they assume:

O who can answer at the throne of God?

The Kings and Nobles of the Land have done it !

Hear it not. Heaven, thr¡ Ministers have done it!

(Ita1ics mine 8439 i 14-16¡za

Heaven t s ttMinistersr " like I'Brltish Libertyr rf at once

denotes what the Kings and Nobles should be, and ironically
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points to what they actually are in contradiction to their
divine duty. Thus, the f inal lines of the rrProloguerr to

Edward IV, are not rrambiguousil as to who caused the war, but

push toward the tension between the divine and the human

realities and condense it into one concept--Heavents

Ministers.

Blakers reinterpretation of national identity and

history in a larger time span also connects him to the Old

Testament prophets, Hosea and Ezekiel in particular. In

castigating general Iack of justice--rfswearing, and lying,
and stealing. and committing adulterytt (4.2)--the corruption
of priests and prophets, and the godlessness of kings, Hosea

does not attack these problems as merely social and

political ones. but sees these evlls 1n terms of Israelrs
apostasy, her abandonment of rrknowledge of Godrrr and her

unfaithfulness to her husband, Yahweh. Hosea traces

Israelts special relationship with God and her adulterous

career in order to show the historical root of the current

apostasy. Against the Israelitesr version of glorious

salvation history, God reveals his version:

When Israe1 was a child, then I loved him, and

called my son out of Egypt. Às they called them,

so they went from them: they sacrificed unto

BaaIlm, and burned incense to graven images.

( Hosea tI.L-2)
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IsraeÌ was a rebellious people, even from the very time they

were delivered from Egypt. And the patrlarch Jacob,

Israelrs namesake, rrtook his brother by the heel in the

womb, and by his strength he had power with Godr' (Hosea

L2,3lz he was an oveËreacher even from the womb and strove

with God. Two centuries after Hosea, Ezekiel even goes

further than his predecessorrs interpretation. The

salvation history and the disaster history run paraIlel;

fsrael perverted into disaster every saving act of God the

moment the blessing was given. The apostasy began not when

the people were delivered from Egypt but when they were

there: rtlJerusaleml had played the harlot in the land pf

Egyptrt even though she was married to Yahweh (Ezek. 23.i-9).

Jerusalem was an orphan baby-gir1 crying in the desert: she

was adopted by God and raised to be his bride but turned

intoawhore(Ezek.chap.15).Godbroughtthelsraelites

from out of Egypt and gave them his statutes so that they

might live; rrBut the house of Israel rebelled against me in

the wilderness: they walked not in my statutes ' 'r

(Ezek. 20.13). Thus, Ezekiel sees no faithful moment in the

history of Israel and reveals that her actual ldentity is a

harlot. Both prophets deaestheticize Israelts comfortable

views of herself and her history and reveal Godrs view as

the reality which is the opposite of the aestheticized

off tcial vers 1on.
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Furthermore, both Hosea and Ezekiel, Ilke Amos, reveal

the aberration of the Israelites by means of the very

rhetoric and key concepts that the establishment relies on.

The prophetsr aim is to highlight the outrageous gap between

what the people believe and what things actually are, the

gap between Godrs intention and the people's actual

behavlour when the people delude themselves that there is
harmony between Godrs intention and their acts. Hosea picks

up and subverts the established view of Jacob, who literally
embodies Israel, and of the Exodus, the crucial event that
represents the special bond between Yahweh and the

Israelites. Likewise. Ezekiel picks up the earlier
classical prophetsr idea of Israe1 or Jerusalem as Yahwehts

bride and exposes her to be a harlot. The version the

people believed is in the most profound sense true slnce it
was Godrs original intention and the ideal and potential
state of Jacob, the Exodus. IsraeI t oÍ'British Liberty--what

they should be and could be or could have been i yet it is

not actuality since the people live in contradiction to this

intention and the ideal state. Thus, Blake's and the Hebrew

prophetsr use of the crucial rhetoric and concepts of the

establishment reflects not merely a matter of strategy to

shock the people and subvert the establishment but more

profoundly the lucid perception that sees the divine and the

human reality simultaneously; it reflects the prophetsr a1m
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to reveal simultaneously the monstrous aberration and the

God-given, glorious potential of the people'

In t'King Edward IIIrt Blake shares with the Hebrew

prophets another characteristic of the historical

interpretation--a view of the present as the nadir of the

national history. In the prophets' interpretations of

national history, Israelts adulterous behaviour in her

earliest days continues to form a descending linear course

and to lead or have led the people to a catastrophe. Blake

interprets British history in an analogous mannel. Brutusl

brutality and jingoism, invasion, and plunder in the name of

his divine mission culminate in King Edwardrs and King-

Georgets acts. just as the apostasy of Jacob or the

Israelites in Egypt continues in an increasingly degenerate

form down to the time of Hosea and Ezekiel, until finally

incurring an apocalyptic disaster. The prototypical events,

then, aY,et in retrospect, t'propheticrr of the prophetst own

times, which in turn arertpropheticrtof their ultimate

outcome, disaster in a cosmic scale--the utter destruction

forecast by the eighth century prophets and the terrifying

vision of the world as rtone great charnel-houserr with the

scent of 'rrotten carcassestt(v.43-44) seen by Sir I'tralter.

Although sir tlalterts vision did not come true so far as the

British army only is concerned, Edward's victory in the

Crecy-Calais war was followed by the Plague spread from

France to England. Às Erdman observes, Blakets paintings ;
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ItÀ Breach in ä city the Morninq af ter the Battle,rr whlch

depicts the s iege of Calais, and the companion piece rr[,Iar

unehainerì - F'irc- ÞcshlIenr:e ¡nr1 Ë'¡mlne fo'lIowinorr

=.r-lgqËst 
that Bl-ake saw the apocalyptlc B1ack Death az rrthe

climax of the Crecy-Calais warr' ( 75 ) . Sir I^Ialterrs vision,

then, may be the prophetic vision of the climactic Plague

after the military glory and prosperity envisioned by

Dagworth. Thus, like the biblical prophets, Blake sees a

historical moment from a comprehensive perspectlve: the

present is pregnant with both the past and the future from

the very origln to the ultlmate outcome.

Erdman suggests that to make Blakefs ironic view of

mi l itary glory clear, the play needs a 'tsequel r' to pr"="nt
rrfirst the furious war unchained at rCressyrr and then the

Fire, Pestilence and Famine followingrrlike the paintlngs

mentioned above (74). But Blakers focus inrrEdward IIIrr is

not so much on the war and its brutality as on the idea of

British Liberty which inspires and glorifies the war and

justifies British oppression. By the end of the mlnstrelf s

song, Blake shows that the animating forces of the British

military operations are from the very beginning bloodthirst
and ambition for fame and economic gain: the forces in fact

are opposed to liberty, As such, ttKlng Edward rII rrr though

short, is complete.
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Gleckner rightly observes that two sketches on war,
rrGwin, King of Norwayrr and rrPrologue to King Johnr tr are

poems of cycles propelled by the antithesis of the oppressor

and the oppressed ( Prelude 116. 118, L19 ) . rrGwin" starts
with the desolate land preyed upon by the Nobles (stanzas 2

& 3 ) and ends with the desolate land covered with the dead

preyed upon by the eagles. The process is devolutionary

since by the end of the poem, despite the death of the

tyrant Gwin, women and children perish by famine, men have

either fled or are dead, and the land is overwhelmed by the

f lood of blood. Similarly, the speaker of the rf prologue to

King Johnrrtells us that the conflict of Tyranny and patriot

are recurrent: rrfu11 oft did Patriot rise, when Tyranny hath

stainrd fair Àlbionrs breast with her own childrenrs goret'

(8439 ) .

These sketches as well as rtPrologue, Intended for a

Dramatic Piece of King Edward IVrtt however¿ dre more than

merely cyclical and antithetical: the antitheses in these

sketches are of a special kind in which the opposing forces

are connected, together making a whole. In rtcwinrt the

archetypal broad outlines of the poem bring this link to the

foreground. The rise of the oppression corresponds with the

rise of the oppressed. t^Ihen Gwin oppresses the land,
frGordred the giant rouseIs] himself / From sleeping in his

cave" (8417; 13-4). This symmetrical correspondence

climaxes in lines 61-6:
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Gwin lifts his hand--the nations halt;
rrPr epar e f or þ¡ar , rf he cr i es --

Gordred appears ! --his frowning brow

Troubles our northern skies.

The armies stand, like balances

Held in th I Almightyr s hand. ( 6l_-66 )

The simile of trbalancesrr held in Godts hand makes clear the

relationship of the two forces: they are opposite to each

other and yet are connected. If. the one rises high, the

other falls and, in order to regain equilibrium, inevitably
must bounce up. The fate of the one is vitally connected to

the fate of the other. The singer treats Gwin and Gordred

as not even conventionally valiant warriorst pxoviding, for

instance, not a single detail of their appearances, but as

the embodiments of opposing forces; he focuses on the

dimension of energies and forces. The war is caused by both

the oppressor and the oppressed, and the oppressed vastly

augments the disaster by responding to the oppression

phys ical ly.
Blakers perception of the conflict between the

oppressor and the oppressed then penetrates into the

dimension of the physical and mental energies of the

collective life of the community. In rrcwinrr he focuses on

physical energy of the people; apart from death, hunger and

famine are the only effects of Gwinfs oppression and the war
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that the poet represents. In the rtProloguert to Edward IV,

the poet focuses on the oppression of rrthe sensestr and rrthe

soulsrrand dlscerns the conflict in its moral and spiritual
dimension. In the rtPrologue to King Johnr'r the war is seen

as fratricide, a battle among Albionts children. and as

recurrent clashes of energies. Blake condemns the war,

then, not according to the established moral categories; his
judgement is founded on his perception of the workings of

the energies.

Furthermore, Blake discerns operation of a particular

causality, and expression of the causality brings about

curious ambiguities about the cause and effect of warr- the

ambiguities which Gleckner finds pvzzling and unfortunate,

as mentioned earlier (Prelude 114). For instance, ln the
rrProloguerr to Edward IV, we are told, rrthe souls of the

oppressed / Fight in the troubled air that rages. I' The air
in which the oppressed fight is at oncètrtroubledrrand
t'rag I ing I , rr pass ive and act ive; the oppressed is at once the

victim and the agent of the turmoil. Moreover, "troubled
air that ragesr'r which is caused by the conflict between the

oppressor and the oppressed, seems identical with frthe

whirlwlnd of fury tthatl comes from the / Throne of God.rl

Indeed, the speaker tells us that it is Godrs anger that
drlves "the natlons togetherfr and causes internatlonal wars.

Yet in the next four lines, Sin (that is, sins of the

people) presides over the war, and in the final three lines
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the speaker attributes alI the responsibility to the Kings

and Nobles. With a similar contradictory manner Blake

begins the ilPrologue to King John'r:

Justice hath heaved a sword to plunge in Albionrs

breast; f.or Albionts sins are crimson dy'd. and

the red scourge follows her desolate sons ! Then

Patriot rose; ful1 oft did Patriot rise, when

Tyranny hath stainrd fair Àlbionrs breast with her

own childrenrs gore. Round his majestic feet deep

thunders roll; each heart does tremble, and each

knee grows slack. (8439 )

The syntax of the first sentence makes it clear that
frJusticerf or Itthe red scourgeft descends on Àlbion and her

sons because of her crimson sins. Yet the adjective
rfdesolaterr suggests that her sons are the victims, as well

as the agents, of her sins. In the next sentence, rrThenrl

signals temporal sequence and hence the rise of Patriot
seems distinct f rom the 'rJusticerr or the rrred scourge.rt Yet

the subsequent description of Tyrannyts act of staining
rfAlbionrs breast with her own childrenrs goretr 1s virtually

identical with the description of the act by Justice or red

scourge in the first sentence. Finally. in the third

sentence the identity of the character with rolling thunders

is again ambiguous. Ànd if he is Patriot, the effect of his

rise seems as negatlve as Tyrannyrs, causing terror
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physically (knees slacken) and emotionally (heart

trembling).

These confusing accounts of war, however, are not

unfortunate ambiguities; the seeming ambiguities result

because the poet sees the reality of war in multiple

dimensions. In the 'rProloguerf to Edward IV, Blake presents

social, natlonal. divine (aIso international), and moral

(also cosmic) dimensions. The moment the Kings and Nobles

start an oppressive ru1e, the conflict starts, and the

conflict is at once the oppressorsr tyranny and the

oppressedrs revolt, Godrs fury, and Sinrs victory. In the

rrPrologue to King Johnrrr the cause of the war is at once

divine act (Justice or red scourge), sins of the people,

Tyranny. and Patriotrs revolt, and the people are at once

the victim and the agent. The ambiguities, then, are

familiar ones for the reader of Blakers later prophecies, in

which numerous versions of the FaII of A1bion "on that day"

are offered to form a comprehensive view of the event. In

the sphere of forces--human and divine, destructive and

Iife-enhancing--the forces are evidently all connected, the

war is fratricide, and the cause of the disaster is also the

effect of it. Blakers perception penetrates through what

appears to be causally and chronologically connected matters

into the riivine dimension of reality which penetrates all

real ity.
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The perception of the divine dimension of reality finds

yet another f orm of expression in the prose-poem rrsamsonrrl

the last piece in Poetical Sketches. With a strong sense of

mission to reveal the truth about samsonts fal1, the

prophet-poet Proclaims his theme:

Samsonrthestrongestofthechildrenofmenrl
sing; how he was foiled by womanfs arts, by a

false wife brought to the gates of death! (8443)

From thÌs announcement the reader naturally expects to hear

about samson's revelation of his secret and,/or his

subsequent downfall--blindness, captivity' and slavery, if

not his f inal death. I¡Ihat f ollows the opening proclamãtion'

however, is DaliIats accusation and pleading and samsonfs

account of the annunciation of his birth. Samson is yet in

his prime, and he has not yet divulged his secret: in the

account, he carefully omits the Angelts lnstruction to his

mother that rrno :-azor shall come on his Isamson's] headrl

(Judges 13.5). The account stops abruptly with the Angelrs

words, before the more conventional place to stop, the

Angelts ascent to heaven in the smoke of Manoafs offering'

After the theme, the poet-prophet invokes Truth: rro white-

robed Angel, guide my timorous hand to write as on ä lofty

rock with iron pens the words of truth that all who pass may

read,t (E443). The }ast clause of the invocation suggests

that Blake conceived the whole sketch as the epitaph on

Samson, which indicates in brief compass the true,
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comprehensive outline of his life.=" The subsequent

scenes, however, present the beginning and the middle of his

life--the annunciation and the prime--but not his actual-

downfall and death. Although in view of the poet-prophetrs

proclamations rrsamsonrr thus seems fragmentary and

incomplete, the sketch, like rrEdward III'r and the Prologues

to Edward IV and King John, offers a comprehensive vision of

Samsonrs life and death¿ âs an epitaph ought to do.26

B1ake presents a moment of Samsonts life when the champion

of God is sti1l in hís prime; yet that moment is pregnant

with both the past and the future of his career. of course

any moment of our life is the effect of the past and the

cause of the future, but Blake chooses the pivotal polnt of

Samsonrs career and represents the past, the present, and

the future all at once. By using the genres of epitaph and

elegy, Blake represents in a single moment of his career the

complete life of Samson and infinity beyond.

rrsamsonrr reveals that the champlon of God is t'by a

false wife brought to the gates of death" long before his

physical downfall. Gleckner thinks that "these gates of

course are Milton's gates of the temple of Dagon¡ ho mention

of which is found in Blakers version (or in the Bible)'l
(Pre1ude 141). The gates in fact stand inslde Samson¡ tox

Blake, the faI1 occurs when Samsonrs mind turns to DaIila

from the divlne calling. rf ILIeaning on her bosom,rt Samson

beglns hls story of the annunciation with this preface:
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ItHear, O Dalila! doubt no more of Samsonts love;

for that fair breast was made the ivory palace of

my lnmost heart, where lt shall lle at resb; Eor

sorrow is the Iot of all of woman born: for care

was I brought forth, and labour is my lot: not

matchless might, nor, wisdom. nor every gift

enjoyed, can f rom the heart of man hide sorrow. rl

(8444)

His rrinmost heartil is already imprisoned in 'rthe ivory

palacerrof Dalilatsrffair breast'r; he is blind to the glory

of his birthright; his divine mission, dellverance of his

people, is the "1otrr of slave labour that brings only -rrcarert

and 'tsorrgw. tt=" The lament is analogous to the one that

Miltonts Samson utters in the opening scene of Samson

Aqonistes at the bottom of his career. Gleckner thinks that

the dramatic moment in rtsamsonrt is "thg moment before his

Isamson's] falt into temptation" (Prelude 140). But in fact

at the height of his career, before even revealing his

secret. Samson is alreadyrrbetrayrd, captivrd, and both

thisl / Eyes put out / Put to the labor of a Beastrl

(sÀ 33-37). Blake perceives that the condition of the

coming disaster is already fu1ly in operation ln samsonfs

mind. Phillips believes that Blake chose the moment so as

to be succeeded by Samson Àgonistes (ttEarIy Poetryrr 19-20).

On the contrary, by choosing this moment of Samsonrs inner

turning from the divine mission to the repose with Dalila,
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Blake revises the bibtical and Miltonic view of Samsonts

fall: the inner reality is the reality.="
The account of the annunciatlon, which Samson tells

Dalila to illustrate his point in the preface, further
illuminates this condition; the discrepancy between Samsonts

purpose of telling the blessing, glory, and wonder that
accompany the account unappreciated by the teller reveaLs

the appalling spiritual blindness of Samson. His account

differs significantly in two points from the account of the

annunciation in Judges L3.2-18. First, in rrsamsonft the

Angel in appearance and speech is far more numinous than the

biblical counterpart. Judges gives no description of -how

the angel meets Manoah's wife; the angel simply appears to

her out of nowhere and without any greetings announces his

message. The Àngel in rrSamsoD." in contrast, is described

as an awe-inspiring figure:

an angel from the fields of light entered the

house! His form was manhood in the prime, and

from his specious brow shot terrors through the

evening shade! But mild he hailed her--HaiI,
highly favoured! (8455)

The Angelrs creeting echoes the greeting to Mary by the

angel of the Ànnunciation, in Luke 1.28 (Lowery 80). By

mak lng the AngeI of rrsamson" hai I 1n these words, BIake

seems to imply that in potential and blessing Samson as

deliverer is equal to Jesus.2s Furthermore, another
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difference from Judges also points to the Àngelrs holiness'

l^Ihen Manoah asks the Angel's name, irr Judges the Àngel

replies, "t{hy askest thou thus after my name, seeing it is

secret?'t ( L3.18 ), and BIake's Angel, ttMY name is wonderf u1;

enquire not after it, seeing it a secretr' (8445). Lowery

first associates the Angelts answer to Isaiah 9.6: 'rfor unto

us a child ls born, . and the government shall be upon

his shoulder: and his name shalI be called lVonderful'

Counselor, The mighty God, The everlasting Father, the

Prince of Peacetr (Lowery 72, B0). She also polnts out that

the AngeI's message, rtlsraelrs strength shall be upon his

ISamsonIS] shouldersr" echoes ISaiah's words tfthe govrrnment

shall be upon his shoulder. t' Drawing on these observation

of Lowery, Gleckner argues that the Angel is a false prophet

chief Iy because he assumes Chr ist I s name rrl'Tonderf uI,rr and

the prophecy of Israelts deliverance does not come true

(Prelude 143-4). However, in making the Angel reply that

his rtname is wonderfulrrr Blake does not alter the words in

Judges, nor does he allude to Christ, whose name is

prophesied ln Isaiah: he renders the Hebrew original more

accuratety than the Àuthorized Version does. The 1iÈeral

translation of the biblical angelrs reply is rrit tthe namel

is wonderful" aS opposed to the Authorized Versionrs rrit is

secr et . rr ( I ndeed the New Revised standard vers i on has t'it is

too wonderful.") In other words, the rrwonderful" in the

Angelts reply is not a pïopeï noun but an adjective meaning
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rf ineffable, beyond comprehensionrrr as The Interoreter's
Bible explains the verse (5.779). The same Hebrew word is

used in Psa1m L39.6 for Godrs act which is iltoo wonderfulr'

for man to comprehend (Interpreterrs 5.779). Although there

is no evidence that Blake was familiar with Hebrew and the

Hebrew Bib1e when he was composing rrsamsonr rt it is not hard

to imagine that Blake, lntrigued by the angel's reply that
his name is trsecrêt, t' investigated its exact meaning and

amplified the reply, addlng the accurate meaning to the

translation of the Authorized Version.3o fn any case, the

fact that the initial of wonderful is not capitalized--
whiIe, for instance, the initials of Deliverer and ÀngeI

are--indicates that the word is not meant for a proper noun

as Lowery and Gleckner assume. Thus, the Angelts reply, his

hailing, and his two announcements point to the

momentousness of the coming birth of Samson and the immense

potentialities of Samson as Deliverer.

Second, the account of the annunciation in rfsamsonrl

heavily stresses Samsonts role as a Deliverer of Israel,
while in Judges reference to a Deliverer is made only once,

by the ÀngeI. The account in Judges is essentially one of

what Robert Alter caIls the "type-scenesil of the OId

Testament--the annunciation and the birth of a child to a

barren woman (Narrative 49). Neither Manoah nor his wlfe

shows any desire for a deliverer, and Manoah certainly
displays no particular involvement with the plight of
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Israel. In Blake t s rf samsonr rr on the other hand, desolation

of rsrael is described in detail, and anguished Manoah prays

for a Deliverer rather than simply for a son. The account

of Samson as therrlong-wished delivererrt (8449) whose birth

is announced in the manner that inspires awe and wonder thus

unintentionally demonstrates blessing, glory, and the

rrwonderf u1" Providence. In so doing. the account reveals

the antlthetical visions of reality: the divine reality ls
rrwonderf ulr rr f u11 of blessing, and working on the

deliverance of Israel, and the human reality is bIlnd, fuI1

of sorrow and care, and ready to abort the Providential plan

of deliverance and choose slavery. Indeed, Samsonts

"prefacerr to the account of the annunciation ls a funeral

elegy; for Samson, the annunciation of birth is a sentence

of death, the existence of one long slavery, of sorrow'

care, and labour that can never be redeemed by any gift from

heaven. Together with the preface, the account, then,

demonstrates an astounding feat of presenting the two

antithetical visions at once: Samsonts account is at once a

funeraL elegy and the annunciation of blessing.

FurLhermotet the account also shows Samsonrs life from

before his birth through his prime to the disastrous

downfall and death aII aÈ once. Thus, 'rsamson[ attests to

Blakets perception of the dimension of reality where the

divine and the human, the past, the present, and the future
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exist all at once: a moment in time lndeed opens to

infinity.

This perception and its modes of expression (that is,
the use of the epitaph and the elegy) find their earliest
prototype in the eighth-century Hebrew Prophecies. As KIaus

Koch points out, Àmos is the first to use the genre of the

f uneral lament ¡ ot the rrwoe-songr rt to convey prophetic

perception of the world, and almost every prophet after him

uses this mode of expression (Prophets 1:44 r47).t' The

funeral lament, which is marked by the beginning rrwoe to

Iyou, them, etc. l, " is rra genre which was otherwise only

used ín a lament over the dead'r, usually sung at graveyards

(Koch, Prophets L:47). Yet the prophet uses the lament to

those who are alive and at the height of their prosperity.

For example, Micah sarcasticaì-Iy laments the death of the

iniquitous peopl-e: I'Woe to them that devise iniquity, and

work evil upon their beds!'r (2.1). He goes on to describe

their iniquitous deeds in detail and proclaims Godrs

judgement upon the people. Thus, f.or Micah. long before the

divine judgement descends upon them, they are already dead.

9Jhen they are enjoying their worldly success, the prophet's

vision penetrates into the depth of reality; he perceives

that the anlmatlng force of the people's prosperity is
destructive, leading them to a disastrous end. Before the

destruction of Jerusalem, the prophets perceive that the

forces of destruction are fully in operation and only
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waiting to be materialized as physical reality. Regardless

of. the visible reality, the prophets proclaim the reality of

the people seen from the divine perspective. Blakers

presentation of Samsonrs fa11 demonstrates beyond verbal

echoes and beyond usage of symbols, imagery, and ideas of

the Hebrew Prophets, that Blake shares with them the way of

seeing reality and the modes of its expression.

Finally, B1ake, like the Hebrew prophets, takes a high,

authorial stance. In Blakers Prelude Gleckner has shown

abundantly that the sketches only superficially resemble the

poems by Blakets predecessors and contemporaries and fhat

Blake deliberately uses their phrases, images, and ideas in

a subveïsive manner in order to reveal inadequacies of these

poetst works. Such a subversive use indicates that Blake

stands far above the traditions he uses polemically: he

places these traditions in his larger context. It is true

that many of eighteenth-century poets adopted a similar high

stance and assumed the roLe of the Bard. Like Blake,

Thomson, for example, wrote poems of seasons and liberty

with a lofty tone and a strong sense of authority. Yet

Thomsonrs authority has its source in the traditional

Christian views and the kind of patriotism that subscribes

to the status suo. His Seasons or Libertv offers many

imaginative perceptions of the natural world; yet these

perceptions are placed within a context of eighteenth-
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century Christian theological, moral, and historical views.

In contrast, Blakers authority derives not from the

established values and ideas but from his own imaginative

perceptlon of the order of reality. His theologlcal, moral,

and historical knowledge brings about a radical revision of

our understanding of the way things are ordered, and his

perception reveals a new context, as well as local insights.

His treatment of British Liberty or the political situation

of his time is a cäse in point. Or in his poems of the

seasons and times of day, his stance is above the natural

world ì from a comprehensive perspective he reveals the

bondage of fallen cyclicality. His orientation is to -truth

beyond traditional wisdom and perceptions. Thus, while

Thomsonrs Liberty is dedicated rrTo His Royal Highness

Freder 1ck, Pr ince of I^Iales " f rom 'rYour Royal Highness t s most

obedient and most devoted servant, James Thomsoor" Blake's
ttGwintr is addressed to rrk ingsfr to teach them a lesson, his
t'PrologueI to Edward IV castigates ftKings and Noblês, tt an<]

his rrsamson, rr under the author ity of rrTruth, that shinest

with propitious beams, turning our earthly night to heavenly

day, from presence of the Almighty Fathertt (E443), attempts

to correct the Bible. Just as Hosea and Amos stand out from

the rest of the Israelites and their institutions. so does

Blake from the rest of the world and its institutions.

Precisely because of this solitary position of

authority, regardless of the genres' the singular, subllme
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proclamatory tone of voice communicates to us the singersr

prophetic identity. rrTo SpriDg,tt f.or example, is psalmodic

ln genre rather than prophetic, f.or the sketch is a

supplication from man to the Heavenly spirit of Spring for

blessing rather than a proclamation of a message from God to

man. Like a singer of a psalm, the speaker invokes Spring

to descend and deliver the I,Iestern isle, representing the

people. Yet even as he locates himself among the people, ãs

seen in his use of rrusrr and ttourrrt his voice and his

perception distinguish him from the people. Besides the

radical perception of the world, the tone of lofty isolation

and the urgent sense of mission unmistakably aIly thig

sketch to the tradition of prophetic poetry. Arising from

the consciousness of the eternal and temporal realities and

from a strong sense of mission to deliver both the natural

and human worlds, the voice is imbued with the peculiar tone

of prophecy.
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CHAPTER I I

Songs of Innocence

In Sonqs of Innocence B1ake is far more self-conscious

of his role as a prophet than in Poetical Sketches. Using

the persona of the Piper who is inspired by a heavenly child

and ordered to sing all the songs. Blake reveals the state

of innocence, its power and its Iimitations, and implicitly

criticizes the destructive order of society. The innocent

speakers themsel-ves are utterly unaware of their prophetic

roies. Nor are they aware of social critlcisms that

ironically emerge from their songs. These criticisms are

entirely implicit¡ uîintended and undetected by the

speakers, in contrast to the prophetic criticisms in the

traditional form of direct castigation as seen in the Hebrew

prophecies and Songs of Experience. Nevertheless, these

songs of innocence are designed to carEy out the same

function of social criticism, and like Amosr attack of the

rulers through the funeral lament, they present soclal

criticism in such a way as to make the reader see beyond the

normative and accepted. fndeed, BIake employs a radically

different rhetorical strategy of dramatic presentation in

order to reveal the divinity of innocence and the

destructive order of society more powerfully than can the

explicit proclamations and castigations. Thus, oD the

surface Songs of Innocence is a collection of lyrics which

rrevery chitd may joy to hearrrr and its speakers are unself -
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conscious of the prophetic implications of their visions and

wordsi in design and in effect, however, it is a book of

prophecy. Indeed, while Poetical Sketches, despite having

the characteristics of prophetic writings, is not designed

to form a single coherent book of prophecy, Sonss of

Innocence displays a distinct framework of prophetic

writing: it begins with an account of the prophetic ca1l,

offers both subversive social criticisms and oracles of

regeneration, and provides, through a myth that strongly

evokes a biblical prophecy of reconciliation of Jerusalem-

Israel-Judah with her Lord, a comprehensive vision of cosmic

regeneration.a Ànd true to his calling, BIake revises- the

visions of his Judeo-Christian predecessors including

Milton: he naturalizes and humanizes the whole process of

regeneration and the relationship between the divine and the

human.2

The "Introduction" to Sonss of Innocence clearly

belongs to trthe prophetic call accountr rr a literary genre

that appeared for the first time in the eighth century

classical prophecies.3 Because most of the classical

prophets attack the established religious institutions, and

because the prophetsr proclamations are subversive and

violent, the prophets need to justify themselves and reveal

the divine authority with which they launch their public

career. The prophets, therefore, give accounts of their
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call from God. The prophetic caIl of Isaiah (6.1-13),

Jeremiah (1.4-10), or Ezekiel (I-2.2:..) consists of four

major components: the visions, the commissioning. the

encounter with the divine (the divine act of sanctifying the

prophet's mouth), and the fortifying of the prophet against

the earthly powers. Isaiah, for instance, sees a vision of

the Lord on a throne with six-winged seraphim, Jeremiah has

visions of an almond tree and of a boiling cauldron on a

fire, and Ezekiel has a vision of the divine glory

accompanied by the four living creatures.a The fantastic

nature of Ezekielfs vision reflects a necessity to convince

the disillusioned Israelites in exile of the prophet's- power

as a seerr âs well as of Godrs omnipresence and unfathomable

nature. Either after or before the commissioning of the

respective prophet, a seraph touches Isaiah's 1-ips with a

glowing coal and purifies his sins, thg Lord touches

Jeremiahts mouth and puts his words into it, and the divine

glory gives Ezekiel a scroll and tells him to eat it. These

acts symbolically stress the identity between the prophetsf

and Godrs words as well as the purity of the prophets. They

are then told to stand up against the obstinate Israelites

and the earthly powers in general and deliver the divine

message. This command also implicitly foretells the

peoplets rejection of the prophet. Thus, in revealing a new

understanding of God, the prophets attempt to authenticate

the divine source of their words by demonstrating their
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power of vision, sanctified state, and absolute commitment

to their mission.

In the I'Introductionrrr the Piper, like his biblical

predecessors, establishes relationship with the divine in a

unique manner, independent of religious institutions. rrÀ

child on a cloud" calls the Piper to rrwriterr about a Lamb so

that rrall- may read.rr Just as many of the speakers of

Innocence experience God in the image of a Shepherd (or the

loving Father who is rrever nightr ), a Child, or a Lamb, so

the Piper, the singer of Innocence, receives his call not

from an awesome God but f rom I'a child on a cloud. rr

Àlthough the child's appearance rron a cloudtt clearly

indicates his heavenly origin, significantly he remains

unnamed: the child and the experience of the calling are

free of any existing religious frameworks of the worId.

Indeed, unlike the biblical prophets, !h. Piper registers no

aere towards the heavenly child and no awareness of the

weight of the prophetic mission. The entire experience is

seen in human and natural terms. The matter of fact tone in

which he quotes what the child says and the use of the

coordinating con junctions ( Itandr rr tt5srr ) r which suggests

absence of his need to make logical explanations for his

experience, indicate that for the Piper heaven and earth,

and the divine and the human (and the natural) are

seamlessly continuous. Àlthough he uses the coordinating

conjunctions to link the incidents chronologically and does
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not make causäl connections between them to emphasize why he

is chosen, the first two lines suggest that he is called

because he is I'piping songs of pleasant gleerr in "the

valleys wildrtr that is to say¡ because he is spiritually

blessed in the midst of lifets wilderness, the state

attained by his ability to see with redeeming imagination an

Edenic world in the midst of the valleys wild. While the

childts responses to the Piperrs songs indicate a

discernment of deeper significance of the t'song about a

Lambrrr the Piper himself seems unaware of the element that

causes the child to weep in the second stanza. Àlthough in

the next stanza, the child is said to weep rrwith ioy, '- the

Piper is significantly silent about the cause of the childrs

first weeping. This silence¡ âs well as the subsequent

songs of the innocents, suggests that the child weeps

recognizing both the blessed state and.inevitable sufferings

of the innocents in the fallen wor1d. Thus, such an absence

of awareness makes the Piper a voice of one sinqinq in the

wilderness. The poem¿ then, demonstrates the Piperts divine

authority and personal qualification as the one who is

capable of monistic vision, and at the same time suggests

that he is untouched by knowledge of experience.

Since the Piper is not conscious of the divinity of his

commissioner in the way the Hebrew prophets are, it may be

argued that the poem cannot be an account of the prophetic

call. The Piper, however, is unaware of the childts
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divinity because unlike the prophets who feel impure before

God, the Piper in his innocence feels no sense of

ttoverpoweringnessrr or the consciousness of Itcreaturehoodrr

towards his commissioner.ã Furthermore, the poem as the

introduction to a book of poems that Blake wrote is clearly

intended to reveal not only the Piperrs but also more

importantly Blakets divine inspiration and prophetic purpose

of salvation of mankind. The poem, thus, has three of the

four elements of the prophetic call: the vision (of the

child on the cloud), the commissioning (by the child), and

the encounter with the divine (the heavenly child). There

is no fortifying of the Piper against the earthly powe-rs,

for his prophecies do not condemn earthly powers as do the

Hebrew prophecies; as becomes evident, because his

prophecies convey their messages dialogically rather than

monologically, implicitly rather than çxplicitly, and

because the social criticism is Blak€ts, not the Piper's,

the Piper needs no fortification against the world.6 As

we11, his innocence requires neither purification nor

protection from the oppressive powers of the world; as

illustrated by the speakers of Innocence. the power of their

imagination enables the innocents to be unspoiled by evils

of the world. The absence of the fourth element as well as

the Piper's lack of awareness do not undermine the core

elements of the prophetic call, the commissioning and the

encounter with the divne. Thus, the poem, despite its
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variation from the biblical model, is an account of the

prophetic cal1.

Like the Old Testament writings, Songs of Innocence is

characterîzed by a strong sense of continuity between heaven

and earth and between the divine, the human, and the

natural. Especially in such poems as rf The Shepherdr rr I'The

Lamb, rr rrspr ing, tt ItThe Ecchoing Green, rt rrÀ Cradle Song, rr and

ItInf ant Joy, t' the perceptions of the innocent speakers are

firmly grounded in the concrete world and yet at the same

time reach a deeper level of reality, the level that

interpenetrates all ordinary reality. Such experiencd is

conveyed by ambiguous syntax and phrases which in turn

reflect the speakersr reasoning that appears confused in

terms of our sense of logic. but which goes beyond our logic

in its fusion of causes and effects, ald its blurring of the

distinction between the subject and the object.

The speakers of rrThe Shepherdrrt ttThe Lambrtt and rrA

Cradle Songrr implicitly or explicitly announce the analogies

among the shepherd, God, the lamb, and the child--

traditional analogies in orthodox piety. In rrThe Shepherdr't

for instance, the speaker praises the shepherd in language

strongly reminiscent of Psalm 23. rrThe Lord is my shepherdrt:

How sweet is the Shepherds sweet Iot,

From the morn to the evening he strays:
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He shall follow his sheep all the day

And his tongue shalI be filled with praise.

For he hears the lambs innocent ca11,

And he hears the ewes tender rePIY,

He is watchful while they are in peace,

For they know when their Shepherd is nigh. (1-B)

The shepherd and his sheep in this speakerrs eye are

essentially interchangeable; they are indeed identical. The

description of the shepherdrs activity is interchangeable

with that of the sheep. Like them. he rf straysrr and

t'followst'the sheep all the day. ttHis tongue shall be

filled with praiseil as he hears the lambsr and ewers call

and reply; his activity exactì-y ref lects his f lockrs,

including their passivity and receptivity, as the passive

voice in line four suggests. Moreoverr. in the final two

lines of the poem/ what appears to be the speakerrs circular

logic evinces that he perceives the source of blessing in ä

way that transcends ordinary logic: the shepherd watches his

sheep, when they are in peace; and they are in peace, f.or

the shepherd is watching. The shepherd and the sheep are

equally the source of blessing to each other. T¡Ihile firmly

existing in this wor1d, the shepherd and the sheep are seen

as more than merely human and animal; they partake of

divinity f or this speaker. Of this poem and I'The Lambrr

Hirsch writes,
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The poem , subtly expresses a religious

perspective in which a man and God are not simply

analogous but essentially one. God became a mani

He became a little child; He is a Lamb. Man is a

Child, a Lamb, and to others, a Shepherd.

Ultimately, Shepherd and Sheep, Father and Child

are the same. (29)

Blakets poem is religious, however, not so much because it

expresses the idea of these identifications as because the

language of the speaker embodies profound religious

experience. Instead of naming the God-Shepherd-Sheep

identification, the poem reproduces the sensations,

feelings, and thoughts of the speaker as he or she

unselfconsciously perceives the identification. [,]hile the

poet clearly evokes these traditional identifications, the

innocent speaker simply praises the actual shepherd and

sheep he or she sees. The speaker, indeed. re-enacts the

very perception that gave birth to the biblical symbolism of

God as the Shepherd and Christ as the Lamb.

In t'The Lamb, " the speaker t s ambiguous phrase which

blurs the distinction between the subject and the object of

an activity points to the continuity of the divine, the

human, and the natural. The speaker questions the Lamb in

the language that reflects catechism:

Little Lamb who made thee

Dost thou know who made thee
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Gave thee life & bid thee feed.

By the stream & orer the mead;

Gave thee clothing of delight,

Softest clothing wooly bright:

Gave thee such a tender voice,

Making all the vales rejoice!

Little Lamb who made thee

Dost thou know who made thee

Little Lamb Irll tell thee

Little Lamb Ir11 tell thee!

He is called by thy name/

For he calls himself a Lamb:

He is meek & he is mild,

He became a litt1e child:

Iachild&thoualamb,

9Je are called by his name.

Little Lamb God bless thee.

Little Lamb God bless thee. (1-2O)

Again, it is not the religious idea pronounced by the

speaker but his or her perception that makes this poem

deeply religious. In response to t¡I. H. Batesonrs

explanation that Itclothing of delight" means rtdelightful

clothiûg,tt Hirsch protests:

Sure1y, though, the lamb both has delightful

clothing and is clothed by God with delight: the
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phrase tries to identify the actual and the

sacramental just as the poem identifies the child

and the lamb. (L7B)

To this astute observation, one could add that the clothing

isrrdelightfulrrto both the lamb and the child. The childrs

or^rn experience of delight with the lambrs soft, bright wool

is connected to the lamb's delight in its own clothing and

Godfs delight in clothing the lamb. Similarly, in lines I

and 9, an ambiguous syntax makes obscure the subject of
ItMaking all the vales re joicerr : it makes God and the lambrs

rrtender voicerr interchangeable agents of the blessing.

Furthermore, the poem embodies the process of

transfiguration. for in the very act of such perception and

blessing, the speaker partakes in the character of God-the

Lamb he or she sings about.

TnrrA Cradle SongrrBlake deliberately creates ambiguity

of syntax to render a space in which ordinary distinctions

between the subject and the object, the cause and the

effect, the wish and the actuality, the past, the present,

and the future, the divine and the human, and the literal

and the figurative are merged. The awareness of the speaker

in this poem is far more comprehensive than that of the

chi 1d speakers in ItThe Shepherdrr and rrThe Lambfr; unl ike the

latter whose knowledge of Christ is limited to his meekness

and love, the mother captures his sorrow and purpose of the

Incarnation. Indeed, t'A Cradle songI records a process of
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deepening and expanding of her perception and consciousness.

In the first two stanzas the syntax al-lows two different

readings: imperative or indicative.

Sweet dreams form a shade,

Orer my lovely infants head.

Sweet dreams of pleasant streams,

By happy silent moony beams.

Sweet sleep with soft down,

!.leave thy brows an inf ant crown,

Sweet sleep Ànge1 mild,

Hover orer my happy child.

Sweet smiles in the night,

Hover over my detight.
Sweet smiles Mothers smiles

All the livelong night beguiles. ( l--L2)

The mother may be invoking or wishing sweet dreams or sleep

to hover over her child t ox she may be simply describing the

childrs sweet sleep. In the third stanza the same ambiguity

continues, yet semantically the lines seem to be descriptive

rather than imperative. The regularity and continuity of

rhythm in these three stanzas suggest that the speaker

herself is unaware of the transition. Indeed, as Heather

Glen observes, trthe moLherrs words are at once expressions

of hope and statement of facts: they create a world in which
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wishes are factsf' (Visions 135). Furthermore, in the third
stanza, it is not clear to whose smile the speaker refers.
The ttsweet smiles" of line 9 can be either the mother I s, the

Àngel r s, or the child I s, and the second Itsweet smilesrt can

be an appositive to rrMothers smilesrt or the childts smiles

which cause rrMothers smiles.rt Again. Blake succeeds in

rendering the interpersonal relationship and the continuity
of different realms, through the deliberate blurring of the

cause and the effect or the subject and the object.

At the end of the third stanza with reference to the

restorative effect of the childts smiles, which f'a11 the

Iivelong night beguilesrrf the darker aspect of life on- earth

is introduced in the poem. In the next stanza. the speaker

notes the childrs |tmoansrranrl rrsighsrt; despite the epithets
rrsweetil and rrdoveliker rr the speakerrs mind seems

increasingly aware oË the fallen condition of life, the

aspect that needs to be trbeguiledtt by innocence. The

gradual evocation of sufferings to come is exquisitely
subtle and delicate, and perhaps is largely working on the

subliminal leveI.

Sweet moans, dovelike sighs,

Chase not slumber from thy eyes.

Sweet moans, sweeter smiles,

All the dovelike moans beguiles.
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SIeep sleep happy child.

À11 creation slept and smilrd.

SIeep sleep, happy s1eep,

VJhile orer thee thy mother weep. ( 13-20 )

Clearly it is the epithetrrdovelike" that reminds her of the

conception of Christ by the Holy Ghost and, by association,

the scene of nativity, as a sudden shift to the past tense

in rrAll creation slept and smiltdrr suggests. hlith the

recognition of Christrs image in the chiId, the mother cän

no longer be beguiled about the fallen world by the sweet

smiles of her infant. Instead, the fact of the

inevitability of fal1 and suffering of her child as=eri=

itself and moves her to tears. Moreover, the innocent

child's individual suffering to come is confluent with

Christrs vicarious suffering tor all mankind; as she hears

her child ts rrdovelike moan, tt the mother undergoes the

archetypal experience of the mother of a dying-god, a

recurrent archetype in Songs of Innocence.T In so doing,

she herself re-enacts Christ's sorrow, his weeping for the

condition of man in the fallen world.

Stanza six records an amazing inversion of the roles of

the mother and the child, the guardian and the guarded, the

creator (the mother who gave birth to the child) and the

created (the child).
Sweet babe in thy face

Holy image I can trace.
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Sweet babe once like thee.

Thy maker lay and wept for me (27-4)

Às the motherrs Ioving perception leads her to recognize in

her child an image of the infant Christ, the double vision
further leads her to see herself as a recipient of Christts
Redemption. fn thus envisioning her child and herself, she

is relinquishing her authority over her child and becoming

its rrcreaturerrr just as Christ relinquished his divine
authority over man and became an offspring of man. In the

next stanzar äs her scope of Christrs love expands to Lhe

whole created world, the mother, the child, and Christ
become essentially interchangeable :

üfept for me for thee for all,

T^lhen he was an inf ant smalI.

Thou his image ever see,

Heavenly face that smiles on thee. (25-B)

Although the mother refers to Christts face that smiles from

heaven on the chi1d, the description rrHeavenly face that

smilesrr is applicable to all three characters. The image of

Chr ist, trheavenly f ace that smi les, tr is vis ible both in the

child and the mother: the childts face that reflects

Christrs image and the motherrs face which smiles on the

chi 1d with bless ing, reflecting Chr istts love . Moreover,

these two lines also register a perception that

simultaneously sees the past, the present, and the future:

in the infant's face (the present) the speaker sees the
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inf ant Chr ist's image ( the past ) and wishes ( and,/or states )

that her child will always see Christrs image (the future).

The mother refers to the infant Christ and his redemption as

past eventsr âs evident in the adverb I'oncett ( 23 ) and the

past tense used to describe these events; yet as she

perceives the infant Christ embodied in her own childrs face

and venerates the child who is now seen as at once the

infant Christ and her own child, past, ptesent, and future

merge together. The rift that exists in our ordinary

perception, the rift between pastr present, and future, is

healed, not through transcendence of this wor1d, but through

the mother's experience of a dimension of reality in tifricfi

all three exist at once. And at the same time, the rift
between the divine and the human, between the subject and

the object, and between the literal and the figurative is

equally healed. The final stanza further confirms this

sense of continuity:

Smiles on thee on me on all,

I^fho became an infant smal1,

Infant smiles are his own smiles.

Heaven & earth to peace beguiles. (29-32)

The motherts repetition that Christ wept I'when he was an

infant smallrrand that herrbecame an infant small" indicates

how deeply and inseparably her experience of the divine is

rooted in her relationship with the child before her eyes.

Thus Blake dramatically represents, through the motherrs
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benediction on the child, the continuity of the divine and

the human and the process of its discovery.

Although on the surface, false logic of the innocent

speakers in such songs of innocence as rf The Shepherdrrt rThe

LittIe Black Boy, I' IThe Chimney Sweeperr rt and "Holy
Thursdaytr are indicative of these speakerst limitation, what

appears to the reader as confusion is never merely a symptom

of faulty reasoning; on a deeper 1eve1, the confusion

registers the speakers I transcendence over the Iogic, the

rhetoric, and the inexorable causal law which governs the

fa1len world

In "The Little Black Boy" both the mother's and the

boyts logic is confused. To her child, the mother explains

the meaning of the black bodies:

Look on the rising sun: there God does live

And gives his light, and gives his heat away.

Ànd flowers and trees and beasts and men receive

Comfort in morning joy in the noon day

And we are put on earth a litt1e space,

That we may learn to bear the beams of love,

And these black bodies and this sun-burnt face

Is but a cloud, and like a shady grove.
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For when our souls have learnrd the heat to bear

The cloud will vanish we shall hear his voice.

Saying: come out from the grove my love & care,

And round my golden tent like lambs rejoice.
(e-20)

In her attempt to explain by means of metaphors, she

exchanges positive and negative qualities in the process of

transference from the literal to the figurative.s The

parallelism in stanza three clearly indicates that both

liqht and heat are something aII creatures welcome as

Itcomf ortrr and rr j6y. tt Yet in the next stanza, the rtbeams of

love, tr later specif ied as rrthe heatrrr is portrayed as -

something we must learn to bear t presumably a metaphor for

suffering inherent in Iife. Furthermore, although blackness

absorbs light and heat, the mother compares the black bodies

to a protection against the Iight and heat--rra cLoudr''anrl I'a

shady grove,tt Thus, the motherrs analogical explanation

confusedly inverts the meaning of the terms. It is

important to note that she makes no reference to the white

bodies, and that her explanation concerns exclusively the

individual life of a black person. She does not discuss

whether blackness is a greater blessing than whiteness. or a

heavier burden imposed to encourage the soul to achieve

higher integrity than the integrity a lighter burden of

whiteness could aIIow.
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Hearing the motherrs general explanation, the child,
however, applies it to a specific instance of his personal

relationship with a "little English boy.""

Thus did my mother say and kissed ftêr

And thus I say to little English boy.

VJhen I from black and he from white cloud free,

Ànd round the tent of God like lambs we joy:

I11 shade him from the heat till he can bear,

To lean in joy upon our fathers knee.

Ànd then Ir11 stand and stroke his silver hair,

And be like him and he will then love me. ( 2-1-B )

[,Ihi1e the mother never ta]ks of the black bodies in

comparison to the white, the child envisions black and white

clouds. And although the mother explains that the cloud

wi 11 vanish when the rrsouls have learnrd the heat to bear, t'

the child conceives that after the vanishing of clouds, the

white boy will still have more learning to do while the

black boy is all ready to rejoice round God's tent. Unaware

of these contradictions, the boy continues making yet more

contradictions. Àtthough the boys I soul-s are now free from

the clouds and hence from their skin colours, the black boy

sees the need to change his own colour. The white boy

assisted by the black boy learns to bear the heat and

spiritually becomes like the black boy, and yet despite the

black boyrs greater integrity it ls the black boy who
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becomes like the white boy so that the latter may love the

former. Even though both boys have learned to bear the heat

and are free from any skin colour, the speaker seems unable

to sort out these elements. These confusions show that

despite the mother's explanation of the blessing of the

black bodies, to her child the dualism of black and white

and the dominance of the whites over the blacks, which so

deeply grieves him as seen in stanza one/ continue even in

the realm of God.

In response to Bloomrs and Zachary Leader's readings

which point out the boy's acceptance of the dualism and the

white dominance, Gleckner complains that such readings- make

this poem rrin ef f ect, a song of experiencer rr f or the speaker

is seen hopelessly trapped in the rhetoric of the

establishment ( "Little Black Boy" 206 ) . However, the boy's

confused logic and uncritical acceptance of the established

conceptions do not merely indicate his defeat by experience.

VIhile the boy is doomed. lacking power to change society,

his selfless voice of love cuts through all the conventional

rhetoric and categories he confusedly pronounces. He

imaginatively expands the motherrs explanation of personal

salvation into an explanation of salvation of another. the

one who is responsible for the subhuman treatment of the

black boy. He envisions not merely his own freedom and joy

but freedom and joy with the English boy, as a change made

in the motherts generalized expression of line 20 indicates:
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In fact, the

black boy is more concerned with assisting of the poor

littIe English boy, who would be woefully unprepared for
God's intense beams of love. The confusion concerning the

condition of the soul after death stems from the speakerts

urgent concern for the English boy. In the entire final
stanza, the speaker focuses on how to protect the English

boy, by vicariously enduring the heat, and how to support

and comfort him, by performing almost a parental act of

caring. In loving, f.orgiving, and vicariously bearing the

heat, in spite af, or even because of, the white boyrs lack

of love, the black boy partakes in the divinity of Christ.
Thus although the black boy is unable to see through the

false categories of the establishment/ powerless to change

soci ety, and doomed to the rrsub-whiterr existence, through

his confused logic emerges the voice that offers itself for
the salvation of the perpetrator of the crime of which he is
a victim; the voice transcends, and implicitly subverts, the

establishment and its logic.
In'tThe Chimney Sweeperil the innocent speaker also

makes illogica1 statements, and his moral axiom in the final
line points to his sad inability to discern the fa1len

reality of the world; however, the speakerrs seemingly

faulty reasoning and understanding in fact derive from his
visionary perspective that cannot be neatly contained in

ordinary logic. The chimney sweeper introduces himself:
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When my mother died I was very young,

And my father sold me while yet my tongue,

Could scarcely cry weep weep weep weep.

So your chimneys I sweep & in soot I sleep. (1-4)

The speaker is simply stating facts of his Iife without

protest and without awareness of their brutal implications.
Even the last line with rrsorr is not meant to indict his

father or society that allows the inhuman practice but

rather meant to indicate logical and natural progression of

events, whi1e I'the g¡rnaturalness of that progression" stands

out for the reader (G1en, tfMoral" 36). Nor is the biting
indictment of the reader in rtso your_ chimney I sweeptt-

intended by the speaker who has no sense of being exploited.

This inability of the speaker to penetrate the surface of

social reality starkly contrasts with the visionary
perspectiveheofferstoanew1yarrivedfeI1owSweeper.

I,Ihile in the first stanza the speaker passively accepts the

wretched condition of his life. here he actively redeems the

brutality inflicted upon the younger sweeper:

Theres litt1e Tom Dacre, who cried when his head

That curlfd like a lambs back, was shav'd, so I said.

Hush Tom never mind it, for when your headfs bare,

You know that the soot cannot spoil your white hair.

(5-B)

Às Gleckner points out, the speakerrs words to Tom reflect
more than a mere confusion of 1ogic. In the speaker's
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vision, the white hair unspoiled by soot remains on Tomrs

head (Piper 109 ) . The desire to comfort Tom leads the

speaker to see the situation from another angle and envision

spiritual hair that replaces the original hair. To the

corporeal eye, these sweepers are sub-human, rrlittle black

thingtslrr as described in the counterpart song of

experiencei yet to the innocent speaker's €y€¿ the soot-

covered child is a child shining white, untainted by the

soot of experience. In perceiving the visionary white hair,

the souls of the speaker and Tom are released from the

dehumanizing clutches of experience. Furthermore, the

visionary white hair is not simply an iIlusion. If To-m's

trhead / That curlrd like a lambs backrf symbolizes his divine

innocence, then, even as he is sold and sacrificed, and his

head shorn, he still retains his divine innocence, just as

the speaker does. The perception of the unspoiled hair,

then, ëy inces more real, more comprehensive perception of

Tom than the corporeal one, which cannot see the invisible
yet existing aspects of reality.

As the speaker opens Tomrs eye to the visionary

dimension of reality, Tom ceases to be upset by the tangible

reality of his shorn head and has atrsight" in sleep:

That thousands of sweepers Dick, Joe, Ned & Jack

[,.Iere all of them lock'd up in cof f ins of black,
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And by came an Ange1 who had a bright key,

Ànd he openrd the coffins c set them all free.

Then down a green plain leapJ.ng laughing they run

Ànd wash in a river and shine in the Sun.

Then naked & white, ä11 their bags ]eft behind,

They rise upon clouds, and sport in the wind.

Ànd the Angel told Tom if herd be a good boy,

Herd have God for his father & never want joy.

( 11-20 )

Tom's sight roughly repeats the process of visionary

perception the speaker demonstrates in stanza two. Jubt as

Tom is spared from becoming a "little black thingrrand finds

again his unspoiled whiteness, so are the boys locked in

black coff ins released and restored in their original Itnaked

and whiterr state. The children retain corporeal

concreteness and yet at the same time are transfigured into

children with angelic freedom and power.

In contrast to this luminous vision, the Angelts

promise has a distinct fl-avour of conventional morality

which welcomes those who are obedient to the social norm, as

"good boys.rt Indeed¡ âs Harriet Kramer Linkin observes,

while the speakerrs oern speech is characterized by the

simple or the compound sentence structures, the Àngel's

promise is a compound-complex sentence in the subjunctive

mode, not Tomrs and the speakerrs habitual mode of thinking
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and speech (7). This strongly suggests that the Àngelrs

promise does not derive from the same source as that of

Tomts and the speakerrs visions but is a repetition of Èhe

indoctrination Tom received from some adults. The Angel of

vision who saves all sweepers, xêleasing them into an Edenic

field, is dicordant with the Angel who promises salvation,

only if Tom be rra good boy.t'

Unaware of this discrepancy, both Tom and the speaker

are invigorated by the dream and the promise:

And so Tom awoke and we rose in the dark

And got with our bags & our brushes to work.

Thor the morning was co1d, Tom was happy & war-m,

So if all do their duty, they need not fear harm.

(2l.-4)

The speakerrs conclusion for his song is a chilling irony,

for what the speaker and Tom have gone.through demonstrates

that the axiom is far from the truth and will Iikely be a

tool of destruction for them. As Linkin points out, the

axiom, in contrast to the speakerrs usual sirnple style of

speech, has a sophisticated structure paralle1 to that of

the Angelrs promise:

Copying the verbal pattern of the Ange1, who uses

a conditional to elicit good behaviour from the

children, the narrator parrots the subjunctive

mode to voice a beadle-like threat: dutiful work

promotes the absence of abuse. . tTlhe new
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voice in this last llne horrifies the reader by

extending a photographic negative of the Angelrs

hopeful words: promise turned into threats. ( 7 )

Thus, by juxtaposing the voice of the institutions and the

voice of innocence which embodies the virtues the

institutions profess to uphold, tslake exposes the

destructiveness of the former and foreshadows the plight of

the latter.

Blakets criticisms in Sonss of Innocence are implicitly
expressed and not explicit attack of social corruption as

those in the biblical prophetic books and Experience; -

nevertheless, through the juxtaposition of the two voices,

he subverts the key concepts of the establishment and

exposes its real nature, as do the biblical prophets. The

Hebrew prophets recurrently parody sarcastically the key

titurgical speeches and subvert the central concepts of

Israelrs religion. Amos, for instance, reverses a torah, or

an instruction about sacred matters--rrGo into Bethel, bring

your sacrif icial of f erings in the morningt': rrCome to Bethel,

and transgress; at Gi1ga1 multipty transgression; and bring

your sacr i f ices every morningt' ( Amos 4 .4) . Or he

sarcastically proclaims, rrSeek ye h€¡ and ye shalI Iive: but

seek not Bethel, nor enter into GilgaItt (5.4-5), parodying

another torah. rrseek Yahweh and ye shal1 Iive, / seek

Bethelrr (Koch, Prophets L.5L). Àmos continues:
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and pass not to Beershba: for Gilgal shall surely

go into captivity. and Bethel shal1 come to

nought. Seek the Lord. and ye shall live; lest he

break out like fire in the house of Joseph, and

devour it, and there be none to quench it in

Bethel. ( 5.5-6 )

Bethel and Gilgal are locations of the Israelitest shrines

from which Godrs blessing spreads. In Bethel God says to

Jacob:

the land whereon thou liest, to thee will I give

it, and to thy seed. i and thou shalt spread

abroad to the west, and to the east, and to Jhe

north, and to the south: and in thee and in thy

seed shall all the families of the earth be

blessed. (Gen. 28.13-4 )

And Gilgal, Koch explains,

was the first stage in the promised land, the

beginning of the consummation of sal-vation history

in the early period. . There was nowhere in

the Northern Kingdom where time-ha1lowed Yahweh

worship could be better experienced.

(Prophets 1.52 )

But Amos decl.ares that not only is God absent from these

places, but they are places of disaster. Amos thus denies

the legitimacy of Israelrs establishment
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Similarly, Hosea proclaims, "Rejoice not, O IsraeI, f.or

joy" (9.1), reversing a psalm ttRejoice, O Israel, for joy."

Or in Isaiah, contrary to the Pentateuch, God proclaims that

of f erings are useless: rtBring no more vain oblationsrf

(L.13). In the pre-exilic prophets from whom we have books

of oracles in the Otd Testament, the God of Israel, who

always has blessed and protected her and defeated her enemy

nations, proclaims that he will bring the nations against

her. These prophets do not simply castigate symptoms of

social corruptions; they overturn the foundation of Israelts
institutions as the cause of the corruptions. They attack

the traditionally sanctioned understanding of Godrs wa-y:

Godts blessing of Israel is not unconditional but depends

upon her moral condition, and now contT,ayy to what the

priests believe and preach, God will bring her to
destruction. Thus, the prophets denounce the religious
institution as destructive to the society, as the

institution that alienates the people from God.

In the Sonqs Blake makes many of the innocent speakers

pronounce conventional moral and religious ideas, in order

to subvert the way of seeing and thinking that underlies

these ideas, Às we have seen, â11 the songs with

conventional ideas are marked with a tension between these

ideas and the speakersr perception of reality: a tension

between the final moral axiom and the chimney sweeperts

perception of Tomrs unspoiled hair, between the traditional
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analogy of God-shepherd-lamb-child and the speakerrs

perception of the continuity among them inttThe Shepherdil

and rtThe Lambrtr or beLween the dualism and hierarchy and the

1ittIe black boy's expansive perception that includes his

own rrenemy. fr

In I'HoIy Thursday.rr another poem of implÍcit social

criticism. B1ake again focuses on this tension in order to

unveil one of the central Christian virtues, charity. On

Holy Thursday the charity children attended a service at St.

Paul's to celebrate the charity of God and of donors. The

innocent speaker is unaware of the implications of the

existence of therrmultituderrof charity chil-dren or the

exploitation by their rrguardians, " and is deeply moved by

the sight and sound of the scene. The poem starts with non-

figurative description of the scene, but from the third Iine

the speakerrs language gradually becomes metaphorical

Twas on a Holy Thursday their innocent faces clean

The children walking two & two in red & blue & green

Grey headed beadles walkd before with wands as white

as snow

TilI into the high dome of Pauls they like Thames

waters flow

o what a multitude they seemd these flowers. of London

town ( 3-5 )
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The similes |twands as white as snow'r and'r1ike Thames waters

flow" and the metaphor rrflowers of London town" indicate

increasing expansion of the scope of the speakerts

perception. The transition of association from rrsnowil to
Itwatersrr and then to tr f Iowersrr also seems to underscore the

speakerrs growing sense of liberation from the rigid
Itwintryrr corporeal vision. From the next 1ine, the children

are seen in terms of the biblical imagery, and the whole

scene appears with luminosity and a tremendous burst of

energy:

Seated in companies they sit with radiance all

their own

The hum of multitudes was there but multitudes of

lambs

Thousands of little boys & girls raising their

innocent hands

Now like a rnighty wind they raise to heaven the

voice of song

Or like harmonious thunderings the seats of heaven

among

Beneath them sit the aged men wise guardians of the

poor

Then cherish pity, lest you drive an angel from your

door (6-12)
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In the last stanza the cathedral filled with the multitude

of innocent children and their song is transfigured into a

heaven, and even the gray-headed beadles are seen in their

redeemed state as rtwise guardians of the poor. t' As in ttTo

Spring't in Poetical Sketches, every aspect of the scene

figuratively described comprises one coherent and dynamic

scene of heaven.ao This organic character of the

transfigured scene suggests that the scene is a literal

description of the speakerrs vision rather than a mere

comparison of the actual to a heavenly scene'

such a perception of reality finds a precedent in the

visions of classical prophets. In chapter 6 of Isaiah-, for

instance, the prophet describes a vision of the Lord

towering over the Temple of Jerusalem:

rn the year that king tJzziah died r saw also the

Lord sitting upon a throne, high and lifted üP,

and his train filled the temple. Above it stood

the seraphim: each one had six wings; with twain

he covered his face. with twain he covered his

feet, and with twain he did fly. And one cried

unto another, and said, Holy, hoIy, holy, is the

Lord of hosts: the whole earth is full of his

glory. And the posts of the door moved at the

voice of him that cried, and the house was filled

with smoke. ( 6.1-4 )
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As Koch points out, this picture is not particularly uuique

to Isaiah and can be found in the Psa1ms, in which the

Temple as the centre of the earth is the site of the

footstool of the divine throne (Ps. 99.5, L32.7) and the

spot where Yahweh appears in a rushing wind as the Lord of

glory (Ps. 24.7-9 ) (Prophets 1.l-09 ) . Yet the experience of

Isaiah, Koch explains, differs from that of the ordinary

Israelite:
Every participant in the Jerusalem cult was

convinced that at the autumn feast on Mount Zion

he himself experienced what Isaiah describes here.

The only difference is that the prophet's gaze

penetrated further than the gaze of the ordinary

Israelite. The ordinary man perhaps perceived

flames above the altar in the forecourt, and smoke

inside the Temple; he was aware of a trisaqion--

the threefold invocation of Godfs holiness--which

was echoed by the Temple singers, and he

'tbelievedrt in the God who was present above all

this. Isaiah, oi¡ the other hand¡ &å through the

smoke the very garment of God; he sees seraphs

above and hears celestial slnglng. The text

makes cl-ear ln exemplary fashion what prophetic

visions were considered to be. according to the

prophetsr own interpretation. They do not tell of

seeing forces beyond this world. ÞJhat they claim
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is a profound vision, a seeing into the depths of

the one human and divine realitv, a reality in

which earth and heaven, far from cleaving apart,

belong together in an inseparable unity. A fourth

dimension opens up beyond everyday perception.

(Proohets 1.109 )

Just as Isaiah penetrates into the profound dimension of the

actuality, so does the speaker of rrHoly Thursday.rt

The moral platitude expressed as the conclusion of the

song sharply contrasts with the speaker's redeeming

perception that reaches the divine potentials of the

children and even the beadles. The juxtaposition reveã1s

terrible limitations of both innocence and conventional

morality. In comparing the children to "multitudes of

Iambsrrf the speaker perceives the divinity of the children

and the continuity between lamb, Christ, and children, but

is unaware of the irony that these children are indeed

sacrificial lambs of the falIen society. Nor is the speaker

aware of the ironic truth in the observation that the aged

beadles sit trbeneathtf the children. Blake also exposes the

static and reductive way of seeing and thinking that

underlies conventional morality, here represented by the

final moral. The speakerrs dynamic, expansive perception

releases the object of perception (children) from the

established categories (the poor, the charity children) and

creatively draws out the potentials of the children. In
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this transfiguring perception, what is perceived with the

corporeal eye becomes a portion of the total meaning of the

scene.

Thus like the Hebrew prophets Blake attacks the

fundamental concepts and view of the established social

order, but he uses a different rhetorical strategy. The

Hebrew prophets attempt to shock the people into

recognition.bytakinganaggressivestanceandusing

subversive parodies and abrasive language. BIake in songs

of Innocence aims at the same goal of opening peoplers eyes

but not by sarcastic parodies or straightforward castigation

but by the dramatic presentation of the two contrasting

voices. In comparing social criticisms in Innocence and

Experience, BYian Ì^Iilkie observes that Blakers rrconcern

comes through more powerfully in Innocenceil than in

Experience despite the latter's strong indictment:

Thereasonispartlythatchildrenareportrayed

concretelythere,intheminuteparticularsof
their lives and visions and not used as occasions

forgeneralizingrhetoric,howeverwell_meantby
thepersonae.Ànotherreasonisthatourconcern

withthesufferersinlnnocenceisnakedandour

own; it is not expressed for us by speakers who

anticipateandarticulateourfeelings.(128)

ultimately Blakers aim is to activate, indeed, to resurrect

the reader,s imagination, the capäcity to see the divine and
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eternal in the here anrl now. The ref ormation he seeks is

liberation of our perception from the static way of seeing,

a radical transformation of our way of perceiving reality'

The most significant efements of sonss of Innocence for

the present study are, first of all, the emergence of a

comprehensive vision of the universe, and second, the

rendering of this vision by a myth strongly evocative of

what is, from a literary point of view, a central motif in

classical prophecy, Jerusalem-Israel-Judahrs return to her

Maker.aa In Blakers comprehensive vision, the present

condition of man and nature is in a state of s1eep. Eärth,

or man and nature, is asleep, separated from her Maker; in

the future, however, äs in the past. she will be reunited

with her Maker. and the world will be transformed into a

garden. Such à vast scope in both time and space is neither

in poetical sketches nor in the songs of the other

innocents . Three poems rrThe Little GirI Lost, tr rrThe Little

Girl Found, tt and trThe Voice of the Ancient Bard" reveal

manrs place in the universe on the physical¡ sPiritual, and

historical 1eve1s, just as the Hebrew prophets, through the

extended allegory of Jerusalem (Zion, Israel, or Judah)¡ the

bride of the Lord, reveal God's dealing with his people in

diverse aspects of their Iife in past¿ Present, and

future. a2
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The twin poemsrrThe Little Girl LostrrandrrThe LittIe

GirI Foundrr comprise a prophetic proclamation of Earthrs

return and the mythic narrative of Lyca and her parents, and

it is in the introductory prophecy that Blake for the first

time in his poetry presents a vision of cosmic regeneration.

The speaker proclaims:

In futurity
I prophetic see,

That the earth from s1eep,

(Grave the sentence deep)

ShaIl arise and seek

For her maker meek:

And the desart wild

Become a garden mild. (1-8)

This prophecy displays two characteristics relevant to the

present study. First is the prophetrs extraordinary

conviction in the power of his words: the earth shaIl arise

and seek, and the desart wild shall become a garden rnild.

Furthermore, the pun on I'gravert in the parenthetical element

indicates¡ âs Robert N. Essick and NeIson Hilton show, the

prophet-poet-engraver Blakets belief in the power of his art

to induce the regeneration of the earth.a3 The line has

multiple meanings. I f we take the I'graverr as ad jective used

in Miltonic inversion, the line is indicaÈive, meaning that

the sentence (Earth shal1 arise and seek her maker) is grave
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(serious) and deep (profound). The line also is a prophetic

command to en-grave deeply in the reader's mind the sentence

or the prophecy of Earth's awakening. From the etymological

associations of grave as noun and verb, (aIso engrave and

graven), to grave is also to dig a grave and to entomb.

Hence, to grave the sentence t ox the divinely inspired

prophetic words, is to entomb the Holy $Iord. the Messiah,

awaiting for the Resurrection. The line also literally

describes the process of etching the itluminated songs. The

sentence deeply etched in relief will literalIy arise on the

page, offering a vision of regeneration to the beholder:

Blakers words are "laid deeply into the ground of the þIate

to await their sure resurrection in our eyes and minds'r

(Hilton, Literal 27). The words en-graved arise to awaken

our consciousness, activating and partaking of our redeeming

perceptlon, and lead us to actualize the future envisioned

in the prophecy.

Blake shares his belief in the power of his words with

the biblical prophets. A prophetic speech has an effect

similar to what linguists call the "performative utterance.tr

such utterances as rrI curse your rt rrI promise Your rr and rrI

forbid yout' perform the actions to which the utterances

refer. when a prophet proclaims Godrs words, these words

aT.et as Koch calls it, an ttanticipatory speech event, rr f.ot

they will come true and mould history (Prophets 1.7L). Thus

says the Lord to Jeremiah:
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Behold, I have put my words in thy mouth. See I

have this day set thee over the nations and over

the kingdoms, to root out, and to pull down, and

to destroy, and to throw down, to build, and to

p1ant. ( 1.9-10 )

Ànd thus says the Lord in Deutro-Isaiah:

For as the rain cometh down, and the snow from

heaven, and returneth not thither, but watereth

the earth, and maketh it bring forth and bud, that

it may give seed to the sower, and bread to the

eater: so shall my word be that goeth forth out of

my mouth: it shall not return unto me void, lcut it

shal-1 accomplish that which I please, and it shalI

prosper in the thing whereto I sent it. (55.10-11)

Unlike the biblical prophets, Blake does not claim magical

po\^rer of his words; but f or him, his poetry has a power to

actualize what it proclaims as it engages the readerts

imagination and expands his or her consciousness, which then

will work to fulfilt the proclamation, as I shall discuss in

more detail in chapters 4 and 5.

The second characteristic is that by using the metaphor

of Earth, Blake offers a vision of regeneration of the total

universe, which comprehends past¡ Present. and future, and

the natural, the human. and the divine dimensions of

reality. The speaker identifies the present condition of

man with the state of sIeep, the concept which is developed
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into Albionts six thousand yearsr sleep in Blakers major

prophecies. The entire history of creation colresponds to a

cycle of night and day, and Earthrs transfiguration

indicates that manrs awakening and turning to the Creator,

or the creative force, redeems not only the human but also

the natural.

Although different in scope, Blakers prophecy in the

Lyca poems follows the Hebrew prophecies of earthrs return

to her Lord. The reunion of God and Jerusalem-Zion-Israel-

Judah, who is sometimes addressed as trearth, t' is f rom a

literary point of view a central image in the classical

prophecies. By "earth" the Hebrew prophets do not *u.ï the

whole of mankind and nature as does B1ake, but specifically

the people and/or the land of Israe} or Judah, âs discussed

later in more detail. Nevertheless. despite the difference

in scope, in envisioning a restoration.of both the people

and the land in terms of the reconciliation and reunion of

the wayward wife and her Maker. Blake is an heir to the

prophets.

The Hebrew prophets repeatedly use personification of

Yahwehrs people as his wife to reveal the monstrous extent

of their unfaithfulness, proclaiming that God has turned or

will turn Israel into a wilderness or a garden according to

her marital fidelity. In Hosea, f.ot example, God orders the

prophet to marry a harlot Gomer so that he mäy experience

and represent symbolically Godrs relationship with his
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adulterous wi fe Israel . Us ing Hosea I s exper ience as

Íllustration, God denounces IsraeI and proclaims punishment

in order that she may repent and become faithful again.

Then, he will betroth her for ever (I.2-2.23). Throughout

the book, Hosea personifies Israel alternately as wife or as

child or children of the Lord, to reveal the condition of

her relationship with the Lord in past, pxesent, and future:

Tsrae1 is lost and punished temporarily so as to be reunited

with the Lord rrfor ever" (2.19). Following Hosea, Jeremiah

uses the metaphor of wife and children. Jeremiah points out

how faithful a wife Israel was to the Lord in the wilderness

after the Exodus (2.2) and how unfaithful she has becoine

afterwards. The Lord, therefore, divorces the harlot Israel

(3.8). Then, Ezekiel combines the metaphors of wife and

child into one: Jerusalem is the orphan baby-girl adopted by

the Lord and brought up to become his bride (ch. 16).

Adorned by him, the wretched f oundl ing becomes a ttper f ect't

beauty (16.1-4) but turns into a harlot. After the

proclamation of punishment exactly corresponding to her

behaviour, a prophecy of reconciliation, of rreverlasting

covenantttbetween her and the Lord, follows (16.60).t"

Sirnilarly, Deutro-Isaiah proclaims Israelrs restoration,
I'For thy Maker is thine husband" ( 54.5 ) . (From this to the

split images of Jerusalem, rrthe bride, the Lamb's wif e. tr and

the Great I^Ihore of Babylon. rrAbominations of the Earth, rr in

Revelation is only a matter of course.) It has been
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suggested that such sources as the Neoplatonic version of

the myths of Persephone, Sleeping Beauty, and the ''Romantic

archetypett are models for Blakers Lyca poems'tã These

analogues might have influenced Blake, but clearly the chief

souïce of inspiration is the biblical myth of Earth-Israel-

Jerusalemfs return âsr for example, in Hosea 14'1 and

Jeremiah 22.29 . Later in the ttlntroduction" to Exper ience

Blake even uses words of these prophets: tro earth, earth,

earth, hear the word of the Lordt' (Jer . 22.29), and rro

Israel, return unto the Lord thy Godr' (Hos ' L4'1) '"'

The Hebrew prophetsr use of the personification of

earth reflects a perception of a particular relationship

between man, nature, and the creator. In the Bib1e, God, in

recounting Jerusalemts harlotry and return, repeatedly

points to the fact that he bestowed on his bride both

natural and man-made wealth and made hgt into a fruitful

land. T¡Ihen she rebels against him, he takes away all that

he has given to her, by making her neighboring nations

devour her. But as she is humbled and purified, he will

restore her prosperity, giving back her vineyards, orchards,

gold, silver' linen¿ si1k, and jewelry' As VJalter

Brueggemann shows, Israel or earth in the Bible refers to

the land, "actual earthly turf" (2) inhabited by the people'

rather than to a more generalized sense of ttEarth, " the

planet or the world or mankind (its inhabitant)¡ the last of

which is used in Blake's songs. The prophetst scope is
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comprehensive; but their focus is firmly on the land of

IsraeI; the issues of land--homelessness, promise and gift

of land, êxiIe, and return--are the primary concern of the

Bible itself (Brueggemann 2). For the prophets, the gift,

destruction, and restoration of Israel depend on the

peoplers moral condition. This correspondence between the

land and the people's ethical behavior reflects the

prophetsr view of the relationship between the natural, the

human, and the divine, what Koch terms "concentric
monanthropology" : that is, human acts are rrthe f ocal pointrr

from which disaster and blessing spread all over the land

(Prophets L.L3-4). Indeed, ä11 1ife depends upon huma-n

acts; fertility of nature, politicalf economical. and

religious prosperity of the nation, and even Godrs acts,

which are responses to the peoplers acts, derive from

peoplets ethical behaviour. In short, the natural, the

human, and the divine are continuous. and there is a

constant movement to maintain moral and physical health of

all levels of Iife. Thus, the metaphor of the land

including aIl her inhabitants and their activities and the

myth of her turning and returning convey a vision of a total

reintegration of every dimension of 1ife.

Blakers version of Earthrs return, however, differs

from the Hebrew prophetsr vision in significant points: his

Earth is not an abominably defiled harlot, nor is her

separation from her maker conceived as sin or the Fall.
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BIake also focuses on meekness of her maker; in comparison.

in the Hebrew Prophecies although God does demonstrate his

tenderness. mercy, and 1ove, he never fails to castigate and

punish violently his adulterous wife. Furthermore. while

the regeneration of Jerusalem in the old Testament is

brought about by God through his acts of punishment and

salvation, in Blake the regeneration of Earth does not

depend upon her maker's action, judgement or salvation.a"

Earth. it seems, will wake up, arise, and seek for the maker

by herself. In the metaphor of sleep and awakening, the

whole process is presented as something natural, àn

occurrence morally and spiritually neutral, and the sa-rne

impression continues in the ensuing narrative of Lyca and

her parents despite the description of their grief. Thus,

just as Hosea, Jeremiah, and Ezekiel successively revised

their respective predecessorsr visions .of Israelrs apostasy

as explained earlier, Blake revised the myth: he naturalized

and humanized it by centralizing Earth in the drama of her

return and liberating her and her maker from the sin-
punishment complex. a€

The story of Lyca is tantalizingly problematical, and

no convincing reading beyond the essential framework

suggested by the titles and the introductory prophecy has

been, it seems to Rêr offered yet. Without source hunting,

a reading based on internal evidence elicits a rewarding
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understanding of the poem, especially of the relationship

between the prophecy and the story of Lyca.

The twin poemsrtThe Little Girl LostrrandrrThe Little

Girl Foundr rt as well as "The Voice of the Ancient Bardrrl

first appeared among the earliest copies of Songs of

Innocence. But Blake later transferred these poems to Sonss

of Experience when it was first issued, combined with Songs

of Innocence in 1-794. Since then, although on exceptional

occasionsrrThe Voice of the Ancient Bard'r appeared in

Innocence, the Lyca poems continued to appear in Experience

throughor:t BIake's career.ae As this transference

suggests, the Lyca poems present a transibion from innocence

to experience and prophesy a recovery of innocence. Lyca

shares the characteristics of the innocent speakers of Songs

of Innocence. She is selfless. trustful, and spontaneous.

But she is also on the verge of sexual awakening, and like

the speakers of ExÞerience, she is aware of the conflict

between her passion and her parents' view of it. Although

she is a r'1itt1e girlrr rrseven summers old.t' in the context

of the poemrs f airy-tale like worId. "sevenrr seems to

indicate a completion of a certain phase, as seven days of

the week, and symbolizes the fact that Lycä has reached a

new phase of her maturation. The design of the poems' three

plates also support this reading.=o The three figures who

correspond to the descriptions of Lyca are aIl ful1-grown

young women, And in a related poem rrA Little Girl Lost,rr a
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little girl Ona is a young girl whose sexuality is denounced

by her father. As in the Hebrew prophecies, the transition

from innocence to experience is thus symbolically

Tepresented by a young womanrs encountering the conflict

between her pursuit of passion and her parentsr values, but

in BIake's Songs, as becomes evident, the former is superior

to the latter.
The narrative of Lyca begins with her lying underneath

a tree in a desert. She has wandered long away from her

parents; yet her wandering is not a willful rejection of her

parents but a result of her spontaneous and fearless

following of her passion and her trust in nature, as

suggested by the Iinesr'rShe had wanderd Long, / Hearing

wild birds song.ft Birds in Songs of Innocence consistently

symbolize innocent sexual delight as seen inrrThe Blossomrr

and "Spring." AIso, the design in the first plate of "The

Little Girl Lost" supports the reading that Lyca followed
rfthe wild birds song" rather than happened to hear it as she

wandered: a young woman, embracing a young man. points up to

a bird¡ äs i f to lead him to f ollow the bird f.or a greater

happiness.2l

A remarkable contrast to the boy in t'The Little Boy

Lostrrt Lyca is neither fearful, nor heIpIess, nor upset

about being lost. She is concerned not with herself, her

being lost, but with her parentst sorrow:
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Sweet sleep come to me

Underneath this tree;

Do father, mother weep--

!,Ihere can Lyca s1eep.

Lost in desart wild

Is your little child.

How can Lyca sleep,

If her mother weep.

If her heart does ake,

Then let Lyca wake;

If. my mother sLêêp,

Lyca shall not weep.

Frowning frowning night

orer this desart br ight,

Let thy moon arise,

t^Ihile I close my eyes. (77-32)

Lycars speech revolves around the conflict between her

sleeping and mother I s weeping. Sleep is rrsweetrr and called

out ttin the manner of a loverr' (Leader 185). S1eep in the

ftdesart" seems to symbolize a grown girlrs f ollowing of

passion. As Hirsch puts it, "in her trust she does not feel

Iost; she feels at home in the rdesart brightrrr (223). Her

I'sweet sleeprt in the rtdesartrr is a natural act on her part
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and, in her perception, the cause of sorrow on her parents'

part.

Furthermore, Lycars speech displays a process in which

Lyca develops an independent mind of her own distinct from

her motherts. In the first three stanzas of the speech,

Lycars and her motherrs consciousness are not clearly

distinguished. The question rrWhere can Lyca sleeprrr f or

instance, seems to be asked by her parents , oy Lyca, ox r äs

Michael Ackland suggests, rrher projection of them Iher

parents' thoughts lrr (L2) . In the next stanza, Lyca refers

to herself in the third person, seeing herself from her

parents' point of view: she is ttru-u- littIe child'r and-

worries "if her mother weep.'r In the third stanza, the

reference of rrherrt in rrlf her heart does akert can be to Lyca

or her mother, äs if they share the same heart. It is only

in the third Iine of the stanza, the mother is finally

caLled rrmy moth€r, " seen f rom Lycars point of view. Lyca is

now able to see things from her perspective instead of her

mother I s: she goes beyond the parentsr framework.

Significantly, the agents of sleeping and weeping are

switched at this point as if Lyca's choice of sleeping is no

longer an issue: rrlf my mother sleep, / Lyca shall not

weep.rr Thus, in the next stanza, Lyca is fully settled to

surrender to her sweet sleep. Àgain, a remarkable contrast

to other speakers of Sonqs of Innocence, Lyca, having

. established her own view distinct from her parents', resorts
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neither to a conventional moral axiom nor to hope for a deus

ex machina solution as seen in rtThe Little Boy Foundrr: she

chooses her own path beyond the conventional framework.

As Lyca falls asleep, the wild beasts oÍ. prey emerge

fromrrcaverns deep" and celebrate her vÌsitation.

Evidently, it is a sacred event to the beasts, as their

ferocity is converted into joyful play and the ground is
rrhallowd't by her presence.22 Her f earlessness and open

trust in nature, uninhibited by conventional morality

represented by her parents, is prophetic of universal

deliverance of passion now condemned as sin. Thus, Lyca's

life begins and foreshadows the total regeneration of the

universe, Lycars life begins and foreshadows the

transformation of the "desartrt into the garden as proclaimed

in the introductory prophecy.

InrrThe Little Girl FoundI Blake reveals the inadequacy

of the conventional way of seeing which prevents man from

achieving redemption. The poem is about perception; it

represents three stages of perception until finally the

parents f ind sleeping Lyca. I^Ihile they trace the rtdesartrrt

their perception of reality is largely a proJection of theÍr

own fear. Thus, the ttdesarts" are seen to trweep,tt and in

stanzas three and four, the parents, äs1eep or awake, are

controlled by their "f ancied image.rl

Pale thro I pathless ways

The fancied image strays,
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Famish'd, weeping, weak

t^Iith hollow piteous shr iek

Rising from unrest,

The trembling woman prest,

$Iith feet of weary woe;

She could no further go. (L2-20)

In these Iines Blake uses syntactical ambiguity to represent

a particular state of the motherrs perception. The

description of trthe fancied imagerr corresponds to that of

the mother as well as of Lyca, and'rFamishtd, weeping, weak

/ With ho1low piteous shriekrr rrRising from unrestil may refer

either to I'the f ancied imagerr or to rrthe trembling woman. rl

The ambiguity reflects that the motherrs perception is a

projection of her own state, and suggests that she is unable

to see her daughter as an independent beÍng. In the next

stanza, the parents or one of the two is said to be ttarm!!-

with sorrow sorertr again suggesting an obstructed

perception. In this state, they meet a lion:

Turning back wäs vain,

Soon his heavy mane,

Bore them to the ground;

Then he stalkrd around,

SmeIIing to his prey. (2s-s )
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Thts perception of the beast of prey ready to devour them

changes completely when the lion Iicks their hands:

They look upon his eyes

Fil1rd with deep surprise:

Anrl wonder i ng beho Id,

A spirit armrd in go1d.

on his head a crown

On his shoulders down.

FIow'd his golden hair

Gone was all their care. (33-6)

The lion is transfigured into "A spirit armrd in goldr'-

because the parents come to rf beholdrr it with rrwonderrr

instead of fear. The fact that they encounter the lion

after searching for Lyca for seven days and nights also

suggests that the parents have come to.a new phase of their

search for the lost child, just as Lyca has reached a nehl

phase of her maturation at seven summers old. Indeed, they

attain a higher perception of reality. Í,Ihat has been

believed to be a devouring beast is now revealed to them a

kingly "spirit'r who leads them to their lost innocence.

Lyca is f ound asleep I'in Ithe lionrs] palace deep, " f or

despite their achievement of imaginative perception, her

parents are yet to achieve an even more liberated way of

seeing in order to recognize the meaning of her life. rrThe

LittIe Girl Foundrtshows the reader symbolically how the
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conventional morality, well-intended and deeply concerned

with life äs it may be, is unable to see what Lycars life

points to. Even though the parents are consoled and

comforted as they come to see Lyca is alive, they are unable

to awaken her and reintegrate her in their life, for

awakening and retrieving of Lyca involves deliverance of the

wild beasts among which she sleeps.23 The parents,

however¿ are resigned to live with the howling beasts and

remain unfulfilled "in a lonely de1l." As long as Lyca

remains asleep in the rrpalace deeprrr the inf inity her lif e

points to remainsrrdeep en-gravedil and is yet to be

resurrected in the parentsr mind. And as long as the -

infinity her life points to remains ilthe sentence deep en-

gravedrrrthe infinity Lycars Iife points to is yet to be

resurrected in the reader I s and in mank indrs mind . t^Ihen

these happen and Lyca is resurrected, Earthrs regeneration

is under wäy, and the lone1y deII with howling beasts wl11

be transf ormed into Ita garden mif d. rr24

This reading of the Lyca poems is supported by another

prophecy originally in Songs of Innocence, rfThe Voice of the

Ancient Bard.tr The Bard prophesies the dawn of a new age:

Youth of delight come hither:

And see the opening morn,

Image of truth new born.

Doubt is fled & clouds of reason.

Dark disputes & artful teazing.
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FoIIy is an endless maze,

Tangled roots perplex her ways,

How many have fallen there!

They stumble all night over bones of the dead;

And feel they know not what but care;

And wish to lead others when they should be led.

(1-11)

The new erar äs the restoration prophesied in Isaiah and

Jeremiah. and Ezekiel, is characterized by knowledge,

understanding. and discernment.25 The old age is

conceived as the age of folIy, in which the benighted

leaders are at once oppressors of the people and victims

trapped in mazes of fo1ly. They are well-intended, wishing

to guide others, but their conventional knowledge and way of

seeing and thinking only obscure their vision. In the new

â9ê, all the mental obstacles are cleared away so that man

may recognize truth. Instead of a regeneration in terms of

purification of sin, or restoration of a prosperous nation,

or miraculous transformation of the worId, the Bard

envisions the time when man discerns the truth¡ äs

symbolized by Lycars life. by resurrecting the deep¿ €tr-

graved sentence.

The Lyca poems and rtThe Voice of the Ancient Bardil

offer an underlying structure of Sonss of Innocence:

innocence depicted in it, as symbolized by Lyca, is
prophetic of the cosmic regeneration. Innocence will be
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inevitably lost in thetrdesart wiId" of experience, but it

is not dead: it is asleep and buried deep. But if the world

recognizes the divinity and spiritual power of innocence as

it is and follows it, then the'tdesartil wi1l become a garden

mild. The framework is indeed subversive, for it turns

upside down the hierarchy of the parents and the child and

all that hierarchy symbolLzes. Às such, the Lyca poems in

particular can be described as a dramatizatj.on of Christrs

radical words, rrT,,Ihosoever shal1 not receive the kingdom of

God as a little child. he shall not enter thereinrr (Mk

10.15; Lk 18. L? ) .

Sonss of Innocence demonstrates the divine appointment

of the poet t cy iticizes the established way of seeing and

thinking, and, revising the Judeo-Christian and the Miltonic

visions. proclaims the regeneration of Earth. Innocence,

despite its limitations, is seen as prophetic of the future,

fulfi1led state, f.or innocence partakes in the divine

through imaginative perception. Through the juxtaposition

of convention and innocence, B1ake attempts to activate the

readerrs imagination to begin the first step towards the

total regeneration of man and nature. Blake presents his

radically new vis ion through an equally radicalJ.y new

rhetorical strategy, which makes the book appear to be a

collection of innocent lyrics. Nevertheless, in its

purpose, scope¿ components, and revisionary relationship to
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Sonqs of Innocence is a book ofits biblical
prophecy.

predecessors,
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Notes

1. For the prophecies of Jerusalem-Israel-Judahts loving

relationship and reconciliation with her husband-Lord, see.

for instance, Tsaiah 54.5-8, Jeremiah 2.2-3, 3.1-l-4. and 3L.3-

4, and Hosea 2.L4-20. Yahweh's people are variously addressed

as Jerusalem, Zion, Israel, Judah. Jacob, and earth (that is.

the Iand), among others, and their gender is inconsistent even

within a book. Nevertheless, imaginatively seen, Yahwehrs

people seem to be most powerfully represented by the

metaphorical figure of his wife Jerusalem-IsraeI-Judah as

attested by the two polar figures of Revelation, the Great

I,rlhore of Babylon and the heavenly Jerusalem, the briOe of the

Lamb, who capture the evil and good potentials of the people.

2. For reading of the Sonqs of Innocence, I am indebted

to the following influential studies: Robert F. Gleckner, The

Piper and the Bard: A Studv of V,Iil1iam Blake (Detroit, 1959 ),

HaroId Bloom, Apocalvpse 35-51; Hazard Adams, sIilliam Blake:

A Reading of the Shorter Poems (Seatt1e, L963); E. D. Hirsch,

JT., fnnocence and Experience (Chicago & London, L964); D.G.

Gi1lham, Blakers Contrarv States: The Sonqs of Innocence and

of Experience as Dramatic Poems (Cambridge , t9 66 ); Brian

Wilkie, I'BIakef s Innocence and Experience: An Approachrrr BIake

Studies 6(1976)ì Heather GIen, 'rBlake's Criticism of Moral

Think ing in , "

Interpretinq Blake (Cambridge, L97B), and Vis ion and
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Disenchantment : Blakers Songs and t^Iordsworth's Lyr ical BalIads

(Cambridge. 1983 ); Zachary Leader, Readinq Blakers 'Sonqs'
(Boston, L9B1), Harriet Kramer Linkin, rrThe Language of

Speakers in Sonqs of Innocence and of ExÞeriencerrr Romanticism

Past & Present 10:2 ( L986 ) .

3. For the genre of the prophetic call account/ see von

Rad, O1d Testament Theology 2,50-69; Koch, Prophets L.2L-44,

108-113, 2.86-92.

4. Koch

not the very

r.113.

5. r

exper i ence

am

of

feels that the vision of lsaiah in chapter 6 is

f irst vis ion that the prophet saw. Prol:hets

using Rudolf Ottors terms for an element of

God. See Otto 19-ZL.

6. A dialogical text presents multiple voices with equal

status and is concerned with liberation of the voices. In

contrast, a monological text controls multiple voices by

subordinating them to a single authoritative voice. See

Mikhail Bakhtin, Problems of Dostoevskyrs Poetics and The

Dialoqical Imaqination.

7. See, for example. rtThe Little Boy Foundrr and the

stanza three of rrOn Anotherrs Sorrow," in which the selfless

mothers lament for their childrenrs sufferings. For the
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archetype of the mother of a dying-god, see Neumann, The Great

Mother.

B. I am indebted to Bloom and Adams on this point.

BIoom, Apocalvpse 49-51.

9. On the absence of the article before the rrlittle

English boy, I' R. B. Kennedy writes: rrThe omission of the

article before I little English boy' and of the verb in the

next line suggests that Blake may be using a touch of pidgin

EngIish. There was already a convention that Africans spoke

like this.tt Kennedy, notes, t^Iilliam Blake 148.

10. See my discuss ion of trTo Springil in Ch. I . 25-29 .

11. The motif of Jerusalem-Zion-Israel-Judahrs return to

her Maker or the reconciliation of God and His people which

brings about harmonious existence to both the people and the

land can be found, in variants, 1n many classical prophecies.

One could see, f.or instance, the final vision of Revelation--

the marriage of the Lamb and New Jerusalem--as the culmination

of this recurrent motif . See also l-35n.1.

L2. À1I three poems belong to Experience in Blakers final

arrangement, but since this study is Èo trace his development,

here they are considered as part of Innocence as originally

grouped.

13. Essick, üIi1liam Blake. Printmaker 208 ¡ Hi lton,
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the ensuing explication of the

1ine, I am indebted to Hilton.

L4. See also, for instance, Ezekiel chapters 20 and 23.

15. See Raine, I'The Little Girl Lost and Found and the

Lapsed Soulrrr The Divine Vision (London: 1957); Blake and

Tradition (Princeton, 1968) 1-.chap. 5. See also Irene Chayes,

trLittle Girl Lost: Problems of a Romantic Archetype,rr Bulletin

of l- hc ñew York Þuhl i r- l.'l i hr¡rv LXVTI (1963). Chayes

disagrees with Raine about the Neoplatonic influences and

suggests that Lyca is a Romantic archetype. More recent

studies on the Lyca poems are David r,.Iagenknecht, Illake t s

Night: $Ii1liam Blake and the Idea of Pastoral (Cambridge,

Mass., 1,973 ) 110-29; Michael Ackland, rrBlakef s Problematic

Touchstones to Experience: I Introduction, I rEarthrs Answer. I

and the Lyca PoemsrttStudies in Romantiçism l-9 (Spring 1980);

Norma Greco, rtBlakers 'The Little GirI Lost': An Initiation

into l^lomanhood,rr Colbv Library Quarterlv l-9 ( 1983 ) .

16. In these addresses, both Jeremiah and Hosea refer to

the land of Israel rather than the planet Earth

Another obvious source of inspiration is

motif of a transformation of a desert into a

Isaiah 11 and 35 and Deutro-Isaiah 51.3.

the Biblical

garden as in

L7, See, for instance, Deutro-Isaiah 51.3.
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18. This revision, of course, is in accord with the

Romantic movement of internalization, humanization, and

naturalization of the traditional scheme, äs M. H. Abrams

shows in his Natural Supernaturalism: Tradition and Revolution

in Romantic Literature (NY, 197L).

19. For the publication history, see Erdmanrs textual

notes in E 790-1 and 800. Another poem rtThe Schoolboy" also

transferred from Innocence was not moved to Experience for

some time.

20. See the illustrations

are reproduced from Erdman, Íl

3. The I]lustrations

Blake 76-8.

L, 2, and

'l t:mi naterl

2L. See the design and

Blak e 76 .

commentaYy by Erdman, I I Iumi nated

22. For an illuminating discussion of the relationship
between innocence and Þlay, see Glen, Vision ch. 4.

23. The two possible Greek roots for Lyca also support

this reading. As Raine and Stuart Peterfreund respectively

suggest, Lvca may have derived from luke. rrlightr'(Raine,

frLittle Girl" 26n), or laikas, rf a harlotrr (Peterf reund L34 ) .

Luke is an old term whose root meaning may have included
rrlightil f rom which other words that mean t'1ight" derived.

Lalkas is also an o1d term. Laikas is a more likeIy

etymoLogy, but in naming Lyca, Blake might be thinking of both
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roots. From the point of view of conventional morality,

f ollowing passion makes her a lost woman, 'ra harlot. r' but f rom

Blakers point of view, she is arrlightil to the world. Another

Greek root rtshe-wolf'r has been suggested, but Damon

(Philosophv 279) and Peterfreund (134) respectively point out

thÌs etymology contradicts line 51 of rtFoundr" the parents of

a trshe-woIf rr have no reason to f ear ttwolvish howl .tr

24. Bl-akers allusion to the story of Una ln The Faerie

Queene also supports this reading. Among all other possible

sources and analogues, Una and her lion protector parallel

Lyca and the lion most closely in characterization, action,

situation, and imagery. Una, or one Truth, is an unblemished

virgin whose heavenly grace astounds the beholders and hallows

the grounds she stands on. In Book I canto iii, like Lyca,

Una is alone wander ing in I'desert r,,Iydett ( 1-0 . 1 ) , and yet is
Itshe of nought af f rayd" ( 3.7 ) . As she iies in a shade, which

her grace illuminates, "a ramping lyon'r comes forth but,

amazed at the sight of the heavenly beauty, forgets his fury.

The lion becomes her guard, and I'when she slept, he kept both

watch and ward" ( 9.5 ) .

More important than her relationship with the lion and

her situation in the desert, however, Unars role ln Book I as

a whole illuminates Lycats role. Una¡ äs we recall' is the

only child of the king and queen in the land of Eden, and

alIegorically the pair is Adam and Eve. I^Iith Red Cross
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Knight, Una is on a mission to rescue Adam and Eve, who are

beseiged by a dragon. As the parents are freed from their

bondage and reunited with their daughter, order and prosperity

are restored to the ravaged land of Eden. In Blake, too.

although it is the parents who set out to rescue their

daughter, of, the spiritual 1eve1, it is clearly the daughter

who holds the key to the parentsr regeneration. Thus, by

alluding to Una and her lion, Blake seems to point to the role

of Lyca in the restoration of Eden.

Una and her lion as a possible source of Lyca and the

lion is first pointed out by Damon (Philosophy 279), and since

then referred Lo passingly by Chayes, Ackland, and Grecd among

others, and discussed most extensively by I^Iagenknecht. On the

ground of cantos two and three and without reference to the

s igni f icance of Una I s parentage and miss i on, t^Iagenknecht

focuses on'rthe archetypal encounter between Iion and virginrr

in Spenser and 81ake, which for himrrrepresents a pastoral

fiction, mediating between chastity and passion, in which

dependent virgin and her devouring lion lie down together,

each without losing his essential identity" ( 123 ) .

I^Iagenknecht contends that Lyca, who tr ies rtto make it I the

Female Vii11l good in Generation" (L27), is Blakets revision of

Una, who is the rrDevourer rr and represents the Female I^¡i I1 of
rrthe courtly Iove tradition and worship of the Virgin" ( 125 ) .

His focus of the connection between Una and Lyca differs from

mine.



25. The prophets castigate Israel (e.9, Hos. 4

1.3ff, and Jer. 3.15) or envision her regeneration

11.9, Jer. 31.31ff, and Ezek. 36.26ff.) in terms of

of God.

1,46

.L-6, Isa.

( e.9. I sa.

knowl edge
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CHÀPTER III

Sonos of Flxnerienee

In Songs of Experience Blake employs the Bard who hears

the Holy hlord to present all the songs. In contrast to the

Plper in Innocence, the Bard is keenly aware of hls calling

and the truth of his vision. The Bard has close affinity

with the writlng prophets, in proclaiming his divine

authority and addressing Earth to return to the Creator.

Besides the Bard, Sonqs of Experience has two kinds of

direct speakers. The first comprises the speakers who, like

the Bard, reveal the hidden reality in oracular voices.

Some of these speakers may well be the Bard himself. Ih"
second comprises those who are trapped in experience and

have no perspective that transcends it. Despite these

disparate kinds of speakers, äI1 songs are informed by the

Bardrs lucid awareness of the life-negating forces that

undermine mankind from within. The Baúd uses either the

prophetic speakers to reveal directly the diseased state of

experience or the lapsed speakers to display dramatically

the workings of the mind bound in manacles that it has

forged for ltseIf.

Earlier critics saw in sonss of In¡sçense and of

Experience the dialectic of innocence versus experience

progressing into a higher t et organized, innocence; however,

recent critics tend to argue that Blake affirms the innocent

speakers but is critical towards all the experienced
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speakers. For these critics, the experlenced speakers, be

they the oppressors, the oppressed, or the critics of the

oppression, lack the imaginative engagement with the worId,

the engagement which the lnnocent speakers display.a These

critics, however, fail to recognlze the genre of the

critical songs and Blakers design of Sonqs of Experience as

a whole. Sonqs of Experience is informed by a prophetic

purpose and perception: the purpose of awakening Earth from

her sleep and the perception of the disastrous state of man

and society. Furthermotet Experience attempts to reveal the

traditional Judeo-Christian view of God, man, and reality to

be, according to the poet, the chief illusion that prevents

man from wakenlng: Experlence reveals a new theology. - As

such, like Songs of Innocence, Sonss of ExÞerience, despite

its appearance as a collection of lyrics, is a book of

prophecy.

UnIike the rrlntroductionrr to Innocence, the
rrlntroductiontr to Experience does not directly record the

scene of the prophetrs call; nevertheless, the poem

impliciÈly serves as the prophetic caII of the Bard.2 The

BardIs rrlntroduction" explicitly has none of the four

components of the bibllcal genre of the prophetlc call--the
visions, the commissioning, the encounter with the divine,
and the fortifying of the prophet against the earthly
powers; however, in an indirect and implicit fashion, all
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the components except the last are recognlzable in his poem.

In authenticating prophethood, while the Piper simply

recounts the scene of his calling without offerlng

lnterpretation of his experience, the Bard declares hls

quallflcations as a prophet:

Hear the voice of the Bard!

$tho Present, Past, & Future sees

Whose ears have heard,

The HoIy $Iord,

That walkrd among the ancient trees.

CaIllng the lapsed SouI

And weeping in the evening dew:

That might controll,
The starry pole;

And fallen fallen light renew! ( 1-10 )

He first just.ifies his authority by appeallng to hls

comprehensive vision of time and space (Eden and the present

fallen world ) and his source of lnsplratlon--the Holy slord.

The declaration that the Bard has heard the Holy Word serves

as the commissioning and the encounter with the divine, and

the declaration that he seestrPresent, Past, & Futurerr and,

as becomes evident, his language that embodies his visÍonary

perception serves as the vision. In contrast to the Piperrs

account which shows no awareness of the weiqht of his
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mission, the Bardrs proclamation is marked with hls

awareness of hls role and authority.

Àlthough some critics feel that the Bard is an

unrellable seer, if not a deluded Urizenic figure, Blake

clearly meant his Bard to be as authentlc a prophet as the

Piper.3 In Bloom's view, for instance, the tenses in Ilnes

three and f ive ( "have heardrr and |twalk r d '' ) ind icate that the

Bard ls a false prophet who does not hear the living HoIy

I¡Iord now (Apocalvpse 130-2 ) . The non-present tenses,

however, need not discredit the Bardrs authenticlty. Just

as the classical prophets lndlcate what inaugurated their

career in the past tenser{ the Bard sirnply indicates what

has made him a divine prophet: he has heard the Holy Word ln

his vision of Eden after the lapse of the Soul. Another

critic, following Leavis, suggests that BIake undercuts the

speaker by using the term |tBardrr' the Bard and the Holy llord

heard by him are associated with Druidism rather than

Christ-Logos (Leader l-33-46). Yet the fact that we find in

the openlng song of Milton the säme lmage of Christ as the

HoIy f.iord, walking upon the ancient land, should suffice to

show that the image of the divine ln therrancientrt land is

not necessarily negative to Blake. Indeed, this image is

crucial in his later prophecles. AIso, the persona of the

Bard Is apBropriate for songs of expeËlencer äs ls the

persona of the shepherd-piper for innocence. The two

personae are employed to correspond to the worlds they
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prophetlcally see, one Edenic in the midst of the chartered

England and the other hellish in the midst of the rich,

fruitful land. In fact, it is entirely fitting that the

term |tthe Bardil is used, precisely because it is associated

with rra Dark Àge of religious and military barbarism,rr as

Leader puts it, for such ls the world the Bard sees and

attempts to reform (l-39). If the scene in which the Holy

I^Iord walked among ancient trees appears rrDruidicrt and non-

Chrlstian, perhaps that is precisely what Blake intended,

slnce he ls walking ln the fallen garden now transformed

into the Druidic forest and since Blake is revising Judeo-

Christian views.

Furthermore, the syntactical ambiguities in stanzãs two

to four embody the Bard's visionary perception and justlfy

his dlvine authorlty: the Bard is not merely asserting his

visionary power but does experience visions. a majority of

critlcs think that the subject of rrcalllng" and rrweepingrf is

the Holy Word, f.or the lines 5 to 7 echo the description of

the Lord God's action in Genesis 3.8-9:

And they heard the voice of the Lord God walking

in the garden in the cool of the day: and Àdam and

his wife hid themseLves from the presence of the

Lord God amongst the trees of the garden. And the

Lord God called unto Adam, and said unto him,

tJhere art thou?
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The llnes also echo Paradlse Lost Book x, In whlch the Son

descends to the Garden of Eden in the rtEvrning coolrr (gL

10.95):

came the mild Judge and Intercessor both

To sentence Man: the voice of God they heard

Now walking ln the Garden, by soft winds

Brought to thir Ears, while day declinrd, they heard,

Ànd from his presence hid themselves among

The thickesÈ Trees, both Man and WIfe, till God

Approaching, thus to Adam calltd aloud.

Where art thou Àdam, wont with joy to meet

My coming seen far off? I miss thee here,

Not pleastd, thus entertain'd with solitude,

Where obvious duty erewhile appearrd unsought.

(PL 10.96-106)

BIake clearly draws upon both versions of the garden scene

for the lmage of the divine who calls the fallen sou1. The

rrcall ingrt and rrweeping, tt however, also ref er to the Bard

both syntactically and semantically: he, too, in the dewy

evenlng land calls the lapsed SouI in deeply pained tone¡ ås

the bearer of the HoIy [.Iord. I'CaIlingrr and rrweeping" then

refer to both the HoIy Vüord in Eden at the time of the lapse

and the Bard much later ln hlstory. Blake dellberately uses

this syntactical ambiguity to render the fuslon of the two

moments of history thousands years apart into a sIngle

moment, äs the Bard at once recalls the HoIy 9Jord and re-
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enacts hls actlon. Thus the Bardts declaration that he sees

rrPresent, Past, & Futurerris fully authenticated by the

vislon he presents.

The name and characterization of God seem to indicate

that BIake follows Milton's version that Christ, not

Jehovah, called man after the FaII. Àlthough in character

the HoIy tlord is certalnly closer to Mllton's Messiah than

to the Lord God of Genesis, Blakers HoIy 9{ord differs

significanLly from the Miltonic "mild Judgerrr as Northrop

Frye points out:

Neither in the Biblical story nor in Paradise

Lost where we might expect it, do we get much

sense of Christ as deeply moved by manrs fate,

except in theory. Blake ls making a much more

definite identification than Milton does of Àdamrs

rrgråcious Judge, without revile't with the Jesus of

the Gospels who wept over the death of man as

typified in Lazarus. (t'BIakets Introductionrr 59)

In fact, the Bard, who has actually heard the Holy I{ord,

attempts to correct both the bibllcal and the Miltonlc vlews

of the Creator of Earth as her "judgerl whether he be mild

or not. Milton t s I'mild judgerr I'caIl rd aloudrt rrAdamrr and,

after remindlng hlm of his rrobvious dutyrrr gave the same

sentence as that of the Lord God in Genesis, although, llke

the Lord God in Genesis 3.L5, the Messiah through Michael

gave the promise of future salvation to Adam. In contrast
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to such an authoritarian image in the Bible and Milton, the

Holy Word weeps for Earth in the garden now transformed into

dewy land and, through his prophet the Bard, calls her to

return to him in a deeply wounded tone of voice:5

O Earth O Earth return !

Àrise from out the dewY grass;

Night Is vtorn,

And the morn

Rises from the slumberous mass.

Turn away no more:

Why wilt thou turn away

The starry floor

The watry shore

Is giv I n thee ti1I t,he break of day. ( 11-20 )

Indeed, ln his address to Earth rather than to man or Àdam

and in his wooing manner of address, tfu Holy Word has a

much stronger affinity with a divine image revealed in the

classical prophecies than with the Christ who weeps over

tazarust ot wlth the Messlah in Paradise Lost. The Holy

Word resembles the loving and anguishlng God who is the

husband of the adulterous Israe} and is the father of the

wayward child Israel: he ls characterlzed by the loving

aspects of God in the classical prophecies.6 Critics tend

to neglect this loving aspect of God ln the OId Testament,

all too easily identifying him wtth the other aspect, the
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wrathful lawgiver, who relentlessly castigates and

punishes. T Blake focuses on God as the lovlng maker whereas

the dlvlne love ln the o1d Testament ls often manifested as

the wrathful acts of purification. In therrlntroductionrr

Blake ls presentlng a new theology.

Another syntactical ambiguity in stanza two, the

ambiguity of the subject of 'rcontrollrf and rrrenewr rr also

reflects the prophetic perceptlon of the Bard. The

grammatical subJect of these two acts may be the Holy Word,

the Bardt or the r'lapsrd Soul.rf Judging from the address to

Earth in the ensuing stanzas, semantically the acts seem to

belong to her rather than to the Bard or the Holy Word, Às

ln the Lyca poems, the regeneratlon of Earth ls seen

dependent on her returnlng rather than the Holy Wordts act

of restoration. Earth is to rfarise from out the dewy grassrr

to regain her Edenic state by turning to the Holy I^Iord and

by recognizing that rrthe starry f loorrr.and rfthe watry shorerr

are providentially given to be controlled by her. In the

light of this address, then, Earth is the one "that might

controll ,/ The starry pole; / Ànd fallen faIlen tight

renew. rr Blake t s use of the biblical expression rrreturnfr and

Itturn awayrr (LL, L6, l-7 ) also ref lects his view of Earthrs

capacity to move towards regeneration. In Hebrew, rrturningrl

and rrreturning, tt or rrturning awayrr and Itturning to, tt are the

same word shuv. tike the Hebrew prophets, B1ake in thls

poem uses the expression to suggest that ln the very freedom
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of Earth to turn away lies her freedom to turn to the Holy

I^Iord. Blaker uslng the ttreturnrt and the rrturn awayrf In

syntactically parallel posltions (11 & L7)t emphasizes

Earthts capaclty to reverse the condition she ls ln: by

answering the call of the Holy Word. she will be able to

become a garden again.

The agent of controlling and renewing is, however,

ultlmately left ambiguous by etake so that while he stresses

Earth's capacity, he can also point out that her self-

regeneration ls at once her own act, her Creatorrs, and his

prophetts. As in the Lyca poems, in making Earth or rrthe

lapsed Soul'r a central force of her own regeneration, the

poem dlsplays the distinctlve vlew of the universe that is

called concenÈric monanthropologyE: manrs spiritual

condition is the centre of the unlverse, and all leve1s of

reality live in response to his condition. As such, Earthrs

and the Holy I.Iordf s actions are interlocked, and indeed her

regeneration occurs as the result of her reunlon with hlm.

The syntactlcal ambigulty whlch allows both the Holy word

and Earth to be the subJects of a single action suggests

that the moment she turns to him, she will be reunited with

hlm as hls bride, and restored to the Edenlc stater äs she

rises tt@. out the dewy grass't (emphasis added). Blake

deliberately avoids saying that either the HoIy t^Iord or the

lapsed Soul might restore the world, f.or the action of the

one slmultaneously involves the action of the other.
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Essentially, the two actions are one. Furthermoret the

Bard, too, is another possible subject of rrcontrolll and

rrrenew,r: as in 'rThe Litt1e Girl Lostrrf his prophetic words,

like those of the Hebrew prophets, have the powel to mould

history in so far as they constitute an anticipatory speech

event. In revealing the divine truthr correcting illusion,

and activating Earthts and the readerrs lmagination, the

Bard ttmlght controll the starry polert and I'renew'r faI1en

light. Thus, the ambiguity embodles a radical perception of

the prophetlc words and of the relationshlp between the

dIvlne, the human, and the natural, The Bardrs prCIphethood

ls justified not so much by his declaration of it as by hls

power to perceive the Holy word both tn the past and Lhe

present--the power that transcends the barriers of time and

space--and by his power to make words an action that

fulfills itself.

Moreover, the poem conveys the Bardrs extraordinary

sense of mission. The Bard singlehandedly calIs Earth Èo

return to the Holy tlord even though he clearly sees her

rejectlon ln present and ln future, as evident In the

ambiguity of the ftwilt¡t' which could indicate future tense

or present wiIlfulness. in his question, t't'Ihy wilt thou turn

away.rr The Bard is identif ied with the Holy $rord he bears,

and his voice is marked with prof ound sadness, f.or he

discerns the suffering of Earth and her inability to

recognize her potential. Às in the Lyca poems, wlth neither
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denounciation nor reference to sins, h€ urges her to arlse

and return from her lapse ln the watery shore and the starry
floor by controlling these providential gifts.

Blake in Experience presents a comprehensive vision of

the universe through the myth of Earthfs return. The myth

in therrlntroductionrris in accord with that in the Lyca

poems. In both poems, the divlne is seen in the benevolent

lmage of rrher maker meekrrrto whom she is to return by

rislng from her sleep. Her f'lapserr ls seen as morally and

spiritually neutral, and hence there is no castigation by

the divine or the prophet. She has the freedom and power to

regenerate herself, rather than being a purely passivd

recipient of the divine salvation. This centrality of Earth

in turn suggests the underlying assumption of concentric

monanthropology, the continuity of the human, the natural,

and the divine. Furthermore, her awakening and return is

conceived ln terms of discerning truth and casting off
illusory ways of seeing reality. In Sonqs of Experience,

Blake further develops this nyth of Earth. Probably for the

first time in the biblical prophetic tradition in English

literature, Earth is given a voice of her own to protest

against the Creator.s Blake shows that Earth's perception

of reallty ls in direct confllct with the Bardrs, and

suggests that the image of God as a forbidding lawgiver and
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Judge 1s an lIluslon--the rrcruel, Jeatous, selflshrr lmage

lnvented bY "the ancient men-"

trEarthts Ànswer" displays that Earth hears but

understands not, sees but perceives not. Her echoing of the

Bardrs words suggests that she hears him and Sees what he

refers to--the starry floor and the watery shore. But out

of. these elements she constructs a totally different picture

of reality. The condition of Earth depicted in the first

stanza ls far bleaker than her lmage evoked in the

ttlntroduction.t' In contrast to the land with rtdewy grass'l

on the verge of dawn, Earth is a frozen land of stone and

frost-covered grass in complete darkness '

Earth raisfd uP her head,

From the darkness dread a drear.

Her light fled:

Stony dread!

Ànd her locks cover'd with grey despair

(1-5)

In direct rejection of the Bardrs address that the watery

shore and the starry floor aïe providentially given to her

and subject to her wiII, Earth complains that she is bound

to them by the Creator.

Prlsonrd on watrY shore

Starry JealousY does keeP mY den

Cold and hoar
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tleeplng oIer

I hear the Father of the ancient men

Selfish father of men

Cruel jealous selflsh fear

Can delight
Chainrd in night

The virgins of youth and morning bear.

Does spring hide its joy

f^ihen buds and blossoms grow?

Does the sower?

Sow by night?

or the ploughman in darkness plow?

Break this heavy chain,

fhat does freeze my bones.around

Selfish! vain!

Eternal bane!

That free Love with bondage bound. (6-25)

In the second stanzar ägâin Blake uses grammatical

ambiguities to embody the perception of Earth that binds her

1n the lapsed state. Syntactlcally, rrcold and hoar" and

rrWeeplng orert' may refer to rrStarry jealousyil or rrI

IEarthlrrr and semantically, too, both subjects fit the

descriptions. In the rrlntroductlonrr the Holy Word¡ äs well
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as the Bard, is said to be weeping, and Earthrs term rrthe

Father of the ancient mentrevokes the image of an old man

rfcold and hoar.rf In the same wây. rrPrisonf d on watry shorerl

can modify eitherrrStarry jealousyrtor rtI.rt Í^fhi1e Earth

clearly lntends to accuse 'rthe Father of the ancient menrf of

her imprisonment and wretched condition, these ambiguities

reveal that the lmage of the divine she presents ls a

proJectlon of her own state t ox that she ls possessed by the

image she believes to be the divine. Àlthough Èhe Jealous

Father imprisons her on the watery shore, in perceiving the

divine as such, she, too, lmprisons the divine, that is, her

conception of the diviner oî the watery shore and keeps him

rrcold and hoar. rl

Besides these ambiguities, the fact that both Earth and

the Creator are transformed into the old figures from the

more youthful figures evoked in the rrlntroductionrr suggests

that the condition of the one simultaneously involves the

conditlon of the other. tlhile the Holy blord of the
rrfntroductlonrrls the husband flgure to Earth, who stiIl has

rrdewy grassrrr in rrEarth's Answerrr he ls aged into the hoary

ItFather of the ancient menrrr who lmprlsons Earth whose grass

has turned into the locks of grey despair. i{hen the divine

ls perceived as the hoary, cruel father rather than the

Iovlng husband, the relationship between Earth and the

Divine 1s lnevitably altered into the blnding hierarchical

one. Blake fuses the subject and the object, the cause and
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the effect, and the oppressor and the oppressed ln these

ambigulties, in order to reveal that the lapsed state is a

mutual creation by Earth andrrthe Father of the ancient menrl

she is Ied to believe is God.

Earthr äs if to challenge the Bard who proclaims his

having rrheard the Holy I^Iordrrt clalms to rrhearrr rtthe Father

oË the ancient menrf forbid love and Joy natural to Earth.

The lmage of the Creator she offers is a dlrect opposite to

the Image offered by the Bard. Indeed, the father of the

ancient men, the jealous God, is the aspect of God from

which Blake separates the Holy hlord. In the Hebrew

prophecies, God condemns Israelrs harlotry, the metaphor of

the Israelites' worship of the pagan gods, which sometsimes

lncluded temple prostltution, and severely punishes her,

demandlng absolute obedience for the sake of her own

salvation. This wrathful, castigating, and demanding aspect

of God, totally removed from his love and larger purpose of

salvation, appears to Earth as rrcruel, jealous, Iand]

self lsh.rr $fhat Earth holds to be God is not the real God,

the HoIy Word, but what Blake regards as the false image of

the divine invented by ilthe ancient men'r and fostered by

established religion ever since. The cause of her lapse

from the Edenlc condltlon, ln whlch love and Joy are

celebrated, is, in BIake's view, this mistaking of the false

image for the real. Despite other alterations in the

arrangement of the plates in Sonqs of Innocence and of
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Experlence, Blake never separated the rrlntroductlonil and

rrEarthrs Answer .I' By Juxtaposing the Bardrs and Earth I s

views Blake attempts to reveal what he sees as the true

state of affairs concerning man, nature, and God ln the

Iapsed unlverse.

In rrThe Garden of Loverrr trA Little Boy Lostrrf and rrÀ

Little Girl Lostrrr Blake symbolically presents the process

of the lapse from the Edenic state: in these poems Blake

reveals what he believes as the true account of the FaIl of

man, ttThe Garden of Lovett describes how organized rellgion

turnsrtthe Garden of Love / That so many sweet flowers borerl

(7-8) lnto a graveyard filled with

tomb-stones where flowers should be:

Ànd Priests in black gowns' were walking their rounds,

And bindlng with briars, rnY Joys & desires' (L0-LZl

The poem revises the account of the FalI in Genesis and

Paradise Lostt it reveals that the priests, not the Creator,

forbid and bind natural spontaneous joys and desires of man

and transform the Garden into the land of death. Yet the

priests are not the only culprit of this transformatlon, for

the speakerrs joys and deslres are bound precisely because

he accepts the law, rtThou shalt not. rl

In ItA Little Girl Lostril the Bard shows how the mind

that has accepted this law can cause others to faII. The

poem, 1lke the related song "The tlttle Girl Lost,rr beglns
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wlth an introductory prophecy followed by a story of ona and

trher father white.r' The Bardts denounclatlon of hls age

that regards love as rra crlmerr lndicates that the Bard sees

love and lts represslon in essentlally the same way as Earth

does 1n her rrÀnswerrrt but unlike her, he attrlbutes the

source of repression not to God but to man-made morallty.

Ltke trThe Garden of Lover'r the account of the FalI of Ona

replaces the accounts of the FaIl of man as depicted In

Genesls and Paradise Lost and suggests that the conventional

morality derived from rrthe holy bookI is the true source of

the FaI1. The poem is set paraIlel to these accounts:

In the Age of GoId,

Free from winters cold:

Youth and malden bright,
To the holy Ilght,

Naked in the sunny beams delight.

once a youthful pair

FilIrd with softest care:

Met ln garden bright,

t^ihere the holy light,

Had just removd the curtains of the night.

There in rising day,

on the grass they play:

Parents were afar:
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Strangers came not near:

Ànd the maiden soon forgot her fear.

Tired with kisses sweet

They agree to meet,

When the silent sleep

Waves o I er heavens deep

And the weary tired wanderers weep. (5-24)

The garden lllumlnated by rrthe holy llghtrr and the palrrs

lnnocence and naked glory paralle1 the image of the unfallen

Àdam and Eve ln the garden of Eden. Unllke them, however,

the maiden and youth are not the primogenitors of mankind;

they have their parents, and fear strangers' presencer ðs

the pair make love rrin rising day.rr Nor is the world

without care and tears as seen in line 24. The Àge of GoId

in this poem, then, is a state of mind of the lovers who are

yet free from the clutches of social codes. The pairrs fear

of parents and strangers, however, proves to be vaIid.

To her father whlte

Came the malden brlght:

But his loving look,

Like the holy book,

À11 her tender limbs with terror shook.

ona! pale and weak!

To thy father speak:
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O the trembling fear!

o the dlsmal care!

That shakes the blossoms of my hoary halr
( 2s-34 )

lrlhen she comes to her f ather, she is still an unfallen
trmalden brightt'; but guilt and fear are imposed upon her, as

he denounces her spontaneous }ove and dellght. The

comparison of his look to ttthe holy bookn suggests that his

thoughts and emotlons are moulded according to the morality

projected by the book. ÞJhile rrthe holy Iightrr of nature

blesses the lovers, rrthe holy bookrr perpetrates thelr FaII.

Furthermore, his speech whlch is soIeIy concerned with his

ovrn fear and care reveals that possessiveness, jealousy, and

selfishness are the true motives of the morality of "the

holy book.rl

The story of Ona differs from Blakers predecessors'

visions in three signlftcant areas. First, man did not fall

by eating the forbidden frult. Second, the Creator neither

forbids nor punishes man. In fact, the story of his

forbidding and punishment is, the poem implies, a false

account projected by I'the holy bookrr and motivated by

jealousy and selfishness. BIake distinguishes the Holy 9Jord

frorn the forblddlng God tnvented as a functlon of organlzed

rellglon to control man. FinalIy, the story =".r"ut" that

there has never been such an event as the FalI of man that

caused the dlvine punishment and blnds man to the fa1len
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conditlon of Ilfe. The fact that ona wlth her possesslve,

selflsh father, in the world where cares and tears exlst,

can still be innocent and live happily in the Age of GoId

interprets the FalI as a state of mind rather than the

historical event that determined the destiny of mankind.

Like the morality and the image of a forbidding God, the

concept of the FaIl is an invention which unnecessarily

binds man to the lapsed condition. tihen Earth recognizes

the HoIy I,Iord contradistinguished from this deified

morality, she wlIl be llberated from the bondage and be

reunlted with her maker.

The loving Creator, however, is not the only true image

of the divine Blake reveals in Experiencei in rrThe Tyg:er'r he

offers the image of the Creator as dreadful, powerful.

ambivalent, and unfathomable. Thls awe-lnspirlng image

nevertheless essentially differs from the cruel, Jealous,

self lsh I'Father of the ancient menrrr who binds Earth in
frEarthrs Ànswerrrrand from the God of the old Testament who

vlolently punishes the sinful ln order to purify Israel.

Songs of Experience presents two kinds of destructlve

force. The first causes Earthrs lapse from the Edenic

state: the repressive power of established religion and

conventional morality, attacked 1n almost all the songs of

Exnerlence. Invented and fostered by man, thls powert

symbollzed by the image of the Jealousr Þulìishing God,
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causes Slckness among lts believers as exemplifled lnrrThe

Sick Roserrt by pervertlng natural spontaneous joys and

deslres. The operatlon of this power lnvolves moral law and

the sin-punishment complex. In short, this power, opposing

passion, negates life.

The second ls represented ln I'The Tyger. " In contrast

to the first kind, the destructive force of the tiger ls

natural expression of the tigerts passion, and has nothing

to do wlth the sIn-punlshment complex. ThIs power ls

morally neutral and not a power of vengeance: the tiger

would destroy regardless of the victimrs moral condition.

Despite the destructive effect, the purpose of this power is

not negation of life any more than other creaturest te-eaing

on any organisms for maintenance of life. The tigerrs power

represents the cosmic energy of destruction necessary f.or

renewal- of life and for any creative activity.

This ambiguity--destruction necessary for creatlon--is

also embodied in the description of the creator-smithrs work

in rrThe Tygerrr:

Tyger, Tyger, burning bright'

In the forests of the night;
gthat immortal hand or êYe'

Could frame thy Êearful sYmmetrY?

In what distant deeps or skies.

Burnt the fire of thlne eYes?
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On what wlngs dare he aspire?

$fhat the hand, dare seize the f ire?

Ànd what shoulder, & what art,

Could twist the sinews of thy heart?

Ànd when thy heart began to beat,

tlhat dread hand? & what dread feet?

t¡Jhat the hammer? what the chain,

In what furnace was thy brain?

Þlhat the anvil? what dread grasp,

Dare lts deadly terrors clasp!

tlhen the stars threw down their spears

Ànd waterrd heaven with their tears:

Did he smile his work to see?

Did he who made the Lamb make thee?

Tyger Tyger burning bright,

In the forests of the night:
gJhat lmmortal hand or eYê t

Dare frame thy fearful symmetry? (L-241

The descriptlon presents at once the lmages of destruction

and creation. The creator-smith ls framlng, burning,

seizing, twisting, grasping, clasping with dreadful power

and shaping with the fire, the hammer, the chain, and the
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anvl1. And the constant pounding rhythm suggests his

powerful beating of the tiger throughout its creation. In

the fourth stanza, the creator is imagined to clasp the

tigerrs ttdeadly terrorsr': paradoxically the new 11fe created

is an agent of death. In the problematical first two lines

of the next stanza, the lmagery of the defeat of the army of

stars suggests the destructlon of the establishment. The

stars in Sonqs of Experience are associated with established

rellgion and the illusory view of reality it projects. In
rrEarthrs Answerrr the rrStarry Jealousyrr of the Father of the

ancient men imprisons Earth, but the Bard in the

"Introductiont' reveals that she wilI be released from the

imprisonment when she realizes her ability to control the
rrstarry f loor rr and the I'watry shore , " The l ines 1n I'The

Tyger" also evoke the fall of the Angel in Paradise Lost,

the event which precedes the Creation of the world by the

Messlah. Thus, the defeat of the stars symbolically refers

to the destruction that prepares for the creation. Indeed,

this ambiguity is the heart of the poem. The poem consists

entlrely of questions, and these questions revolve around

the ambiguity that lies in the creation of the destructive

force. Furthermore, thls ambiguity implicitly points to the

more fundamental ambigulty: inherent 1n creatlon 1s

destruction. Àny creation, in giving a new form to the

existent material, destroys its o1d form, and in offering a

fresh perspective on reality, destroys the already existent
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perspectives. Informed by the powerful crltical spirit and

creative perceptlon, Blakers poems are at once the creation

of a new vlsion of life and the destructlon of the status

quo. Thus, by reveallng the paradox of creation, Blake

dlstlnguishes what he regards ås the true image of the awe-

lnspiring powerful and imaglnatlve Creator from the

i1lusory, life-negating lmage of God as law-giver he sees in

Genesis and Paradlse Lost.

Crucial to our understanding of rrThe Tygertt are the

character of the speaker and Blakers attitude towards him.

Critics such as Hazard Adams and Bloom contend that Blake

heavily undercuts the speaker, and that the illusory view of

the speaker ls the hlghlight of the poem. Adams, on the

ground of Blakers earlier drafts, suggests that the speaker

is a deluded rrUrizenic questionerrrr and Bloom identif ies the

speaker as rrThe Bard of Experience in mental darknessr" who

in self-induced fear and Í.r.enzy creates the dreadful image

of the tlger and its creator.ao The critics who agree

with this lronic view of the speaker usually point to the

discrepancy between the fearful image of the tiger in the

text and the poem's design that shows a not-at-aIl-fearful
picture of a tiger. In additlon, his inability to answer

his questions, his view of the creator as dreadful and

distant, and his fragmented lmage of the creator are cited

as the evidence of his fallen state. Àlthough he imagines

that the creator has eyes, wings, hands, shoulders, and
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feet, the speaker seems unable to envislon the whole lmage.

This limitation, however, does not necessarily make hlm the

target of Blake's criticism. As I hope to demonstrate, the

speaker of I'The Tyger'r displays the characterlstlcs qulte

opposlte to the deluded speakers of other songs of

Exper ience. He is l imited, just as the speaker of rrThe

Lambrr ls Iimlted: in both cases the Iimitations are evident

but not brought to the fore.

The speaker of rrThe Tyger'r is characterized by hls

darlng critlcal spirit and creativity; in envisioning the

creation of the tiger and inquiring about the creator, the

speaker, Iike the speaker of rrThe Lamb,rr re-enacts the

creatorts act and partakes of the dlvinity. In contra-st to

the lnnocent speaker who unquestionlngly accepts the

traditional image of the Creator, the experienced speaker

aspires Èo know him beyond it, with the wings of his

vislonary power, alternately gazing at the tiger and

envisloning the creator at work. In gazing at the tiger,

however, the speaker is not merely observing a corporeal

tiger but percelving lts vlslonary form; he 1s dlscernlng

the form of the tiger which the Creator framed and which

remalns the tlger's eternal ldentity--its fearful symmetry.

In discerning it in the tiger, the speaker, like the

creator, is daring to frame the fearful symmetry of the

tiger. In envislonlng the creator, the speaker presents the

lmage that differs from the traditional Judeo-Chrlstian
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lmage. The creator of the tiger ls a blacksmith, and his

method of creation--smithery--is not in accord with those in

Genesis and Paradise Lost. Àlso, as Gillham observes ln the

second stanza, the tigerts creator ttmlght be a subordlnate

belng using materials taken with great daring from remote

and dangerous parts of an already existent universerr rather

than ex nihilo ( 7 ) : the creator is said to t'aspirerr--whlch

suggests that he ls not perfect ln himself, and he is
lmagined to seize the flre that does not seem part of his

creation. In addition, the defeat of the army of the stars

ln stanza 5 refers to an event not ln the Bib1e, though

evocative of the fall of the Angels in Paradise Lost. The

speaker's visions of the tiger and its creator parallei the

creatorrs unsettling art.
The speaker also shares the ambiguity of the creator.

As mentioned earller, the speakerrs questions, which

comprise the entire poem, centre on the ambiguity that

destruction is inherent in creation. The ambiguity ls not

only the theme of the questions but also the nature of the

questlons: the questlons are at once destructive and

creative. Destructive ln thelr critical spirit, the

questions deconstruct the established framework; creative ln

their pursuit of knowledge, they attempt to construct the

tigerrs vlslonary form and the scene of its formation. The

speakerrs vlsionary power partakes of the creatorrs power,

and the poem--with its beauty, power, ambiguity, scope, and
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fearful symmetry--partakes of the tlger and its creator.ar

Thus, the speakerrs powerful vision penetrates the surface

of reallty and implicitly replaces what Blake regards as the

illusory view of the destructive aspect of God propagated by

established religion, in order to show truth about the

creator: by making the speaker reflect the character of the

creator, Blake reveals, in hls view, the truth about the

destructive lmage of God.

Blakets new theology shown in the above poems revises

the tradltional Judeo-Christian theology. The Creator in

Blakets vision has these two contrary aspects--the

profoundly sympathetic Iover of Earth who does not punish

the beloved, and the awesome creator of the destructive
power the tiger, the power whlch has no moral lmplications.

tlhi1e the Bible presents God as law-giver, Blake inslsts

that God in fact is not a law-giver who plans to save man by

demanding obedience to him and his Iaw. For Blake, the law,

the sln-punishment complex, and the image of the stern God

origlnated not from God himself but from the ancient men.

Moreover, these visions of the ancient men are, ln Blakers

view, the exact opposite of what they claim to bei instead

of being beneficial to mankind, they are the very cause of

the lapse of man from the Edenlc state.

In presentlng this theology, whlch subverts traditlonal

views, BIake is anticipated by such eighth-century Hebrew

prophets as Hosea, Amos, Micah, and Isalah. Írlhen the
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Judaeans belleved that through the Davldlc covenant God had

uncondltionally promlsed their eternal prosperlty and

securlty, Isaiah and Micah revealed a new theology. God is

not merely the tribal God who protects Judah but the Lord of

the universe, who will bring the foreign nations and natural

disasters to punish and purify her. Likewise, while the

people believed in reaching God through the priests and the

institutlonal prophets and through sacrificial offerings,
and Israelrs prosperity seemed to prove efflcacy of these

instltutions, Hosea and Amos proclaim the contrary divine

messages:

Hear ye th1s, o priests; and hearken, yê house of

Israel; and give ye ear, o house of the kingj for

Judgment is toward you¿ because ye have been a

snare on Mizpah, and a net spread upon Tabor.

( Hosea 5. 1 )

I hate, I despise your feast days, and I w111 not

smell ln your solemn assemblies. Though ye offer

me burnt offerings and your meat offerings, I wiIl

not accept them; neither wlll I regard the peace

offerlngs of your fat beasts. Take thou away from

me the noise of thy songs; for I will not hear the

melody of thy viols.But let judgment run down as

waters, and righteousness as a rnighty stream.

(Amos 5.2L-41
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The welfare of the natlon depends not on rltual but on the

people t s ethlcal behavlour : rtFor I des lred mercy, and not

sacriflce; and the knowledge of God more than burnt

offerings" (Hosea 6.6). Blake goes even further in

humanizing God, by removing the sin-punishment complex from

his acts. Thusr just as the Hebrew prophets reveal the true

words of God which reject hls lmage projected by the

lnstitutionsr so Blake reveals the Holy ÞJord.

Þlhile in sonqs of Innocence Blakers social and

religious criticisms are entirely implicit, in Bper:iæ
they are explicit in a majority of the songs. Critics,

however, tend to see that the speakers of such songs o-f

Experience as rrHoIy Thursdayrrt rtI,ondonrrr and rrThe Chimney

Sweeper'r are more limited than the speakers of the

counterpart songs of I-n-n-re-.t= The denunclations of

the experienced speakers, f.or these critics, lack

imaginative engagement with actuality, the quality that the

innocent speakers display 1n song after song. 9JhiIe the

innocent speakers transform the wretched world in which they

Iive into the luminous world infused with mercy, pity,

peace, and love, the experienced speakers focus on the

wretched reality and refuse to accept the comfortable

provldential view projected by establlshed rellglon. These

critical speakers are, according to Hirsch, Wilkle¡ ot Glen,

for lnstance, trapped in the world of experlence and unable
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to attaln a prophetic perspective. Àlthough the effect of

the explicit crltlclsm ln Experience may not be as powerful

as the implied crlticism in Innocence, in order to give fuII
credit to the imaginatlve achievement of these crltical
poems of Experiencer wê need to recognize the stance of the

speakers and the genre of these songs of Experience. as well

as the perception underlylng the language the speakers use.

The songs belong to a bibllcal genre, the oracle of

judgment¿ äs they subvert the very concepts that are the

foundatlon of the establishment, that is, the establlshed

social, ÞoIiticaI, and religious order, revealing them to be

the destructive forces that undermine human life.

Just as the Hebrew prophets, in the midst of the people

cherishing the expectation for the Day of the Lord, denounce

the Israelites' complacency and proclaim that the Day of the

Lord will be not the day of glory but the day of disaster,

so does the speaker of rrHoly Thursday, I' in the midst of the

celebration of charity, denounce it as the exact opposite of

what people belleve, a proof of social injustice:

fs this a holy thing to see,

In a rich and fruitful land,

Babes reducd to misery,

Fed with cold and usurous hand?

Is that trembling

can lt be a song

cry a song?

of )oy?
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Ànd so many children Poor?

It is a land of PovertY! (1-8)

In subvertlng the commonly accepted view, the speaker uses

the same strategy as that of the Hebrew prophets - He

reverses the key terms and concepts of establishment as

exemplified by a report of Ascenslon Day service in The

Tlmes June 6, 1788:

. the glorlous sight of 6000 children, reared

up under the humane direction of the worthy

Patrons, and supported by the public contributions

of well disposed persons aiding to the

nurture of a future generation to fight his

Imajesty'sl battles--carry forward the .o**u-.""

and manufactorles of Great Brltaln and asslst ln

maturing infant arts, to the honour and prosperlty

of the country.

The scene was the most pleasant to be

conceived to every friend of orphan innocence, ln

seeing so many adopted chlldren of public

benevolence brought together, and skreend from the

rude hand of miserY and shame-

(qtd. in Erdman, Prophet L22lL3

Uslng the rhetorical questions, the speaker lnverts the very

rhetoric of the establishment in order to deny its validity

and to show the contrary as true: the celebration of what

people call charity is not a 'tholy thing to see.'r The
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speaker attacks the complacency of the people who see the

charity children as evldence of the benevolent splrlt of the

prosperous natlon, by exposlng the exploitation of the

chlldren by the rfcold and usurous hand.rr Thelr rrsong of

)oy" Is really a "trembling crytt for release from thelr

wretched condition. It should be observed that the speaker

is not satirizing the innocent speaker of the other rrHoly

Thursdayrrr whose sentiment differs essentially from the

complacency of rfthe worthy Patronsrr and the reporter of The

Times. llhlIe the reporter's response 1s self-congratulatory

for the charitable acts, the innocent speakerts response is

entirely selfless: the speaker is genulnely moved to pity

the chlldren. The experienced speaker ls attacking thê very

system of society that produces poverty and patronlzes the

poor for self-serving purposes. Here the speakerrs

imaginative perception is employed not to transform the

wretched condition into a luminous one as does the innocent

speaker of rrThe Holy Thursday,rr but to penetrate the f acade

of beneflclal instltutions and uncover the childrenrs cry

for help in their songs of praise.

Having dismantled the rhetorlc of the establishment,

the speaker describes the land of the charity children:

And their sun does never shine.

Ànd their fields are bleak & bare.

Ànd their ways are fillrd with thorns.

I t ls eternal wlnter there . ( 9 -t2')
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Just as the speakers of such songs of Innocence as ilThe

Eccholng Greenr rr ttSpringr t' and trThe Blossom'r discover the

Edenic order existing as potential ln the depth of

actuallty, so does this speaker penetrate lnto the barren

order of the world ln which these charity children live.
Through a metaphoric way of seeing, the speaker uncovers an

order that hlnders and denies every human aspiration, an

order of poverty and the dehumanizing institution. 9lhiIe

the reporter of The Times believed that the charity schools
rrskreendil the children rrfrom the rude hand of misery and

shamerrr the speaker denounces the institution as blighting
the world of the children, He then compares this world to

the land where a healthful order of exlstence is truly
maintained as the establlshment claims to be the case ln

England:

For where-erer the sun does shine,

And where-erer the raln does fall:

Babe can never hunger there,

Nor poverty the mlnd appaI1. ( 13-6 )

The descriptlon points to the root of the problem--poverty--

which produces so many charit,y children. If there be a

weakness in this poem, lt ls not the attack of the speaker

as suggested, but the absence in the last stanza of explicit
criticism of the social order that causes the mind-appalling

poverty.
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It has been suggested that the speaker, whlle

perceptlve concerning social lnjustice, is blind and deaf to

any posltlve aspect of the spectacle before him.L4

Indeed, the speakerrs language ls characterlzed by the use

of hyperbole, the superlative forms, and categorical
expressions, and h1s tone is aggressive and even could be

described as obsessive. However, these characteristics are

not a sign of the speakerfs lnadequacy; they derive from a

prophetrs stance and purpose. WhiIe a prophet's range of

vlsion is deep and wide. hls criticism of social lnjustice
ls lnformed by his vislon of the divlne order and focuses on

the spiritual condition of actuality. Thus, in actuality
the charity children occasionally see the sunshine and- green

fields and have moments of ioy; but the speaker's focus is
not on the contingent but the underlying order. The

lnsistent use of rrtheirrr in the thlrd stanza to qualify
Itsunr rr rtf ieldsr'r and rtwaysrt indlcates that he is talking
about not a natural but a symbolic landscape. The

lnstitutlon 1n whlch the children llve, despite the

appearance of benevolence, is ordered ln a way that would

not allow them to develop their potential. The speaker aims

to disillusion the reader from the aestheticized view of

reality constructed by the rhetorlc of the establishment.

Contrary to peoplers comfortable view that they are

contrlbuting to nurturlng of the poor children, the

institution the people subscribe to and celebrate now in St.
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PauI's on Holy Thursday in fact functions to destroy the

children. The abraslve tone, the hyperbole, and the

superlative language derlve from the speaker's äwareness of

the intolerable gap between what ought to be or what could

be and what actually is: these verbal characterlstlcs are

necessary to show the ultimate implications of the scene on

Holy Thursday and to shock the people into recognition.

Just as he subverts institutional charity ln rrHo1y

Thursdayr[ 1n I'London'r Blake subverts the charter--a concept

rrat the centre of [,Ihig ideologyrr and a recurrent term ln the

elghteenth century constitutlonal rhetorlc.rrr'á The

concept of "Liberty, the charter'd right of Engllshmenfris

already attacked by Blake in rrK ing Edward I I I 'r 1n Poetical

Sketches (E 424; L.9); the King uses it to justify his

commerclally motivated invasion and exploit of France, whose

right Is notrrcharterrd.rr By the end of the ÞIay, B1ake

reveals the true identity of the Goddess tiberty that the

King worships--MInerva. Likewlse, in rf Londonrr BIake reveals

that charters are the exact opposite of what the state

claims them to be--they are a tool of oppression:

I wander thror each charterrd street,
Near where the charterrd Thames does flow.

Ànd mark ln every face I meet

Harks of weakness, marks of woe. (1-4)
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Derlvlng from the Magna carta. charters are to ensure

freedom of the people,at But as Thomas Palne wrote, about

the same time as Blake was writing this poem,

It ls a perversion of terms to say that a charter
gives rights. It operates by a contrary effect--
that of taking rights away. Rlghts are inherently

1n all the lnhabitants; but charters, by annulling

those rights in the majority, leave the right, by

excluslon, in the hands of a few. . The only

persons on whom they operate are the persons whom

they exclude. .

(Riqhts of Man qtd. in Thompson 10)

Blake, by repeating the rrcharter'drt and qualifying with it
the streets and even the river, shows the true nature of a

charter to be a manacle. In his study, "B1akers Verba1

Techniquerrr Gleckner observes that while in Innocence simple

ad j ect ives such as Imerry, t' "tender , t' ênd Itmi Id tt are

extenslons rather than modifications of the nouns, ln

Experience the adjectives are no longer extensions of their
nouns and instead are rrwarped, perverted, turned upside down

and inside outrt (327), radlcally modifying the nouns and

becoming mlnd-forged manacles on them (32L-32). Indeed, the

ad jectival f orm rtcharter f drr renders the passlve positlon of

the streets and the river and the sense of pre-emptedness on

the speakerrs part slnce they are, as Gavln Edwards puts lt,
rralways already owned and named, trademarkedr âD abstract
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and schematlc aeography where everything 1s already (wlth

the help of the OED) charted, marked outrr (33).

In the last two stanzas, Blake moves on to subvert

church, state, and the lnstitution of marriage, which is

sanctioned by both.

How the Chlmney-sweepers cxy

Every blackning Church appalls

And the hapless Soldiers sigh

Runs ln blood down Palace walls

But most thror midnight streets I hear

How the youthful Harlots curse

BIasts the new-born Infants tear

And blights with plagues the Marriage hearse

(9-16)

The church, which claims to be divlnely appolnted to

minister to the poor and the oppressed, is revealed to be

the perpetrator of the oppression. As the ambiguous syntax

of |tblackning churchrr suggests, not only the smoke of the

city blackens the church, but also the church blackens the

chimney-sweepers by allowing the exploltation of young

children, and even by closing the door to them, as Martin K.

Nurmi shows in his study of the condition of the chimney-

sereepersr life (rtFactstt 2521 , SImilarIy, the Palacer oË the

King, who claims to be divinely appointed to ensure the

natlonrs welfare, ls revealed to be the agent of unnecessary
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deaths of hls people. As Erdman suggests, the soldiersl
frsighrr whlch f'runs 1n blood down the palace walIsil is likely
to ref er to the rrcursestt that were troften chalked or painted

on the royal walls'r in L792-3 (prophet 278). The dying

soldiers, instead of cursing the foreign enemies, curse

their own king. Finally, the most basic unit of society and

the source of its fertillty--marriage--supposedly an

occasion for blesslng as two lives are united before God

under the sanction of church and state, is revealed to be

the disaster that prepares the pair, and even their
children, for. death. It is well-known that marriage ln
England since the days of MolI Flanders or earlier was

commonly seen as commercial transaction and a means ta
obtain materiar security and sociar advancement, that wives

virtually had no rights, and that divorce was availabre only

to the rich.aT Such marriage binds the pair ln a loveless

match infected with splritual and physical malaise. The

condensed lmage of rrthe Marrlage hearseil bllghted by the

harlotrs curse points to the perversion of the matrimonial

institution from a Ilfe-enhancing union of lovers to a

deadly embrace of the disease. Thus, instead of attacking
the instances of social injustice--chiId labour, war, and

prostitution--Blake reveals the source of these problems,

the central lnstitutions of soclety.

Nevertheless, ultimately the target of Blakers attack

ln this poem is not these institutions. The real culprit of
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crles, fears, and deaths ls not the political and rellglous
rulers of the nation themselves but the way of seeing and

thlnklng that produces and accepts them--the mlnd-forgrd

manacles. In the second stanza, the speaker observes:

In every cry of every Man,

In every Infants cry of fear,

In every voice: ln every ban,

The mind-forg'd manacles I hear (5-8)

Although the speaker first notlces cries of the victlms, .by

the end of the stanza, he hears the mind-forged manacles ilIn

every volce: In every ban.tr The Ilne suggests that the

manacles bind both the authorities who proclaim bans and

those at the other end of society upon whom the bans aJe

imposed, The cause of the nightmarish condition of London

and lts cltlzens ls the mentallty of both the oppressor and

the oppressed who accept and rely on the status quo as the

nature of things. Blake's vlsion penetrates lnto a much

deeper levet of reality than even the substratum of society,

as I later discuss in more detail.

As in the case of rrHoly Thursday,rt some critics suggest

that the speaker of fttondonrr is not a prophetlc speaker but

a prophet manque ort worse yet, a critic who is imposing his

own vlews on what he sees. Bloom, suggestlng the poem Is a

revisionist text of Ezekiel chapter 9, contends that the

speaker is a visionary who offers an apocalyptic vision but,

overwhelmed by what he sees, fails to become a prophet like
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Ezek 1e1, who can publ lcIy trspeak f orthrt divine messages

(rrRevisionismrr 40-4 ) . GIen, f ollowlng BIoomf s lronlc

reading, suggests that the speaker unintentionally joins the

society he attacks, by rrimprinting hls own damning stamp

['f marksrr] on everythingt' (rrMoraI Thlnklngtt 63 ) .

The speaker certainly is deeply lnvolved in what he

perceives; however, his involvement does not disqualify him

as a prophet, Almost all Hebrew prophets, Christ, and the

Apostles display such involvement. Indeed, Ezekiel in

chapter 9, upon which Bloom bases hls argument, responds to

God's judgment on Israel ln this way:

I feII upon my face, and cried, and said, Ah Lord

God! wIIt thou destroy all the resldue of l=rael

ln thy pouring out of thy fury upon Jerusalem?

(e.8)

The same Ezekiel elsewhere attacks his Beople violently. but

like other prophets he also has moments when he is

overwhelmed by the vision of the disaster his people are

facing. Similarly, Jeremiah agonizes over the vision of

Judahrs doom:

My bowels, my bowels! I am pained at my very

heart; my heart maketh a noise in me; I cannot

hold my peace, because thou has heard, O my soul,

the sound of the trumpet, the alarm of war.

Destruction upon destruction is cried; for the

whole land is spolled: suddenly are my tents
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spoiled, and my curtalns ln a moment. How long

shall I see the standard, and hear the sound of

the trumpet? ( 4.19-21 ¡ ra

Llkewlse, ln Lamentatlons, the work traditlonally attrlbuted
to Jeremiah, the persona of Jeremlah expresses paln, grLef.,

and dismay, as his people fall into captivity. Thompson

rightly observes that in |tLondon'r the voice of honest

indignationrris held in equilibrium with the voice of

compassiontr (20). The speaker, percelving fear, cries, and

slghs, and their ultimate cause and effect, is deeply moved,

just as the Holy ÞIord and the Bard are moved by the plight

of Earth in the rrlntroduction, rt and the speakers of rrThe

Slck Rose" and ''Ah! Sun-flower't by the plight of these

flowers. Indeed, preclsely because he discerns the pllght

of the people in such a wide range of vision, the speaker ls

so profoundly affected

Similarly, in a deeply involved tone of volce, the

prophetic speaker of rtThe Sick Roserr reveals that

concealment of desire and joy is the destructive force that
blights life from lnside. The poem centers on the tension

between appearance and reality, between Rose in ful1 bloom

and death wlthln her.

proclaims:

In an oracular volce, the speaker

O Rose thou art slck.
The invisible worm,
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That flles In the nlght

In the howling storm:

Has found out thy bed

Of crimson joy:

And his dark secret love

Does thy life destroy. (1-8)

Àfter the lnitial diagnosis of Rosers condition, the speaker

reveals the ultimate doom; when Rose ls at the peak of her

beauty and youth, her life is already destroyed. Her fatal
slckness ls secrecy, or the lmpulse and effect of hiding her

love. In àn illuminating essay, "The SeIf-suff iclent Texùrrt

Michael Riffaterre shows how the hiddenness of the wor-m is
overdetermined in this poem. Besldes the fact thatrran
important feature of the worm is preclsely its
rhlddennessr r I' the worm in this poem ls rrlnvislbletr and

flies in the darkness of night and the.confusion of storm,

and his love 1s bothtrdarkrrandrrsecretrt (Riffaterre 65).

Blakets revisions of the last two llnes also indicate that

the hldlng of love and Joy causes her destructlon, The

first manuscript reading,rro dark secret love / Doth life
destroyrt (9793 ) ¡ centralizes secrecy rather than the e¡orm or

Rose. Next, B1ake changes the penultimate line to rrÀnd his

dark secret loverrr and then, before the final version, to

"And her dark secret love" (emphases added: 8793). Thus,

secrecy darkens her rrcrimson joyrtt which belongs to the
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dayllght world as Hirsch points out (235). In attemptlng to

keep her lntegrity as dictated by such conventional moral

virtues as modesty and chastity, Rose hides her love and

joy, and in so doing demolishes her life.
The symbollc imagery of the lnvisible flying worm ls

strongly evocative of Satan, who flies through the realm
rrwhere eldest N1qht / And Chaos, Àncestors of Nature, hold /
Eternal .Anarchyr' (Pf. II.894-5) lnto the Garden of Eden.

After expelled by Gabriel, Satan flies around the Earth,

returns to the garden at midnight (IX.51-8). In the form of

a serpent he spies Eve standing among the roses "Herself
. the fairest unsupported F'Iowtr, / From her best prop so

f.ar, and storm so nighrr ( emphasis added. PL IX.432-3 ) .- The

singularity of the image of invisible flying wormz the

strength of flylng in the howling storm, the association of

the rrstormtt and the worm, and the darkness of his design and

power aIl contribute to the association, on the subliminal

Ievel, of the vrorm with the arch-fiend, the author of the

Fa11, Sln. and Death. Through these suggestions, the poem

points to the magnitude and primordiality, indeed the

Satanic origin, of secrecyrs dark power.

In this wây, in almost all the songs of Experience

Blake crltlcizes conventional morality as lnJurious to 11fe,

and shows thelr morality ls not what lt is supposed to be--

wholesome values and rules that ensure we1l-being of

indivlduals and community. Such commonly-cherished virtues
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as charlty (rrHoly Thursdayr'), chastity ("Ah! Sun-flowerrrl
rrThe Lilyrrr and rtThe Angelr' among others), and forbearance

(rrA Polson Treerr), when they are not spontaneous states of

mlnd as displayed by the innocent speakers, become

oppressive and prevent man from being fulfilled.

Às in Sonss of Innocence, Blake portrays the dimension

of reality in which the cause and the effect, the subject

and the object, the past, the present, and the future, and

the natural, the human, and the divine are coextensive ln

such songs of Experience as the ilIntroductionr rr rttondonr rt

rrThe Sick Roserrr and ttAh! Sun-f lower.rr Àlthough these

elements are ordinarlly perceived as dichotomous or

trlchotomous, they are continuous because they alI are seen

as partaking of divinity. They are interchangeable in their
mutual blessing. In the world of experience, in contrast,
these elements are locked not in blessing but in offence

against Iife, and consolidated 1n the lnexorable offence-

doom complex, In ExÞerience, the prophetic speakers

perceive the depth of reality and find that the ultimate

disastrous effect is already fully present in the cause.

In rrLondonrr the fusions of the cause and the ef f ect,

the subject and the object, and the past, the present, and

the future reveal that the oppressors are destroying

themselves 1n the very process of destroylng others. For

lnstance, ln the third stanza, the ambigulty of the syntax
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1n rrblackning churchrt embodles the f us ion. The church 1s

blackened by the smoke of the clty whlch leads to the

employment of the chimney sweepers. But the church also

literally and spirÍtualIy blackens the chimney sweepers by

not only not savlng the young children from the exploitatlon

but lndeed sanctioning the social system that thrives on the

brutal exploitation. In spite of the example Christ shows

ln blessing chlldren, the church drives away the chimney

sweepers because their blackened subhuman appearance, as

Nurmi documents, offends the sensibility of the church and

Ilterally rrappallsrr (horriËies or 'rmakes palerr) the

church.ae As weIl, by sanctioning the exploitation and

shutting the door on the sweepers, the church is blackbned

morally, and the sweeperst cry, as an implicit accusation of

the church's terrlble moral failure, rrappallsrr the church.

But on the level of destiny, the chimney sweeperst cry
rrweep, weeptr j-s a proclamation of Judgment upon the church,

even as the rrwoe" song of the classical prophecies or the

cry of an angel in Revelation delivers judgement on the

iniquitous. A Hebrew prophet takes up the rrwoe" song, "a
genre which was otherwlse only used in a lament over the

deadrrr and delivers the funeral lament over the rulers of

fsrael still living and at the hetght of their prosperity

(Koch, Prophets L.471. He

has been already passed on

ease ln Zlon . rr (Amos

reveals that the divine judgment

them: rrWoe to them that are at

6.1). So does the angeL cxy,
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pr i or to the last j udgment : rrWoe, vtoe, woe, to the

lnhabiters of the earth by reasons of the other voices of

the trumpets of the three angels, which are yet to sound!"

(Rev. 8.13), Simllarly, the last two lines of the second

stanza ln rrtondonrt show the self -ref lexive nature of the

offence against life. The palace causes the soldlers'
deaths by leadlng them to the battlefield, but ln so dolng

the palace ls stalned and marked by their blood. The staln
on the walls may be Ilteral: as it may refer to the curses

wrltten on the royal walls (Erdman, Prophet 278). But also,

as has been suggested, the lines may a1lude to Daniel

chapter 5, in whlch the writing on Belshazzarrs palace wall

prophesles the doom of the klngdorn, Thus, every offence ls
prophetic of the doom to come.

As Thompson astutely observes, the poem registers rra

thickening of sensual perceptionr':

Until this point [stanza 3] we have seen and

heard, but now vle "senserr, through the sounds (the

'cryrand thersigh')r the activities that these

indlcate: the efforts of the chimney-sweep, the

blackening walls of the churches, the blood of the

soldier. (l-9)

And ln the final stanza of the rrmidnight worldrI the

speaker's perceptlon penetrates lnto the prophetic dimension

of reality. Marriage 1s the moment of life when the man and

the woman biologically and spiritually reach the highest
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potential to create new life. Yet, like an X-ray vlsion'

the speaker discerns that the sinister, Iife-negating forces

are the prlnclple of the marriage as commonly practiced in

Blake's time. In the culminating imagery of ilthe Marrlage

hearserrr the speaker perceives the ultimate effect in the

cause--the death-bed in the marriage-bed. And the new 1lfe

to be born ls doomed even before its conceptlon, at the

moment the pair ls united. The pairrs life, too, is

bllghted physlcally and spirltually as the double standard

governs their life, even as lt led them to the diseased

marriage, In producing and exploiting the young harlots, at

the same tlme the people are doomed to death.

In the poem'rlntroductiontr of Experiencer äs I -

discussed earlier, the syntactical ambiguities reflect the

fusion of the two moments--the time of the FaII in the

Garden and the time of the Bardrs address--and the fusion of

the Holy V,Iord and the Bard, äs well as the continuity of

Earth, the Holy Word, and the Bard. SlrnilarIy. ln rrThe Slck

Roserr the Bard also reveals a destructive force at work

beneath the prosperous surface, and the ultlmate effect of

that f orce. tJhen Rose, unävrare of her sickness, ls content

in beauty and youth, the speakerr äs with X-ray vision,
penetrates into the hidden sphere of reallty and discerns

death fulty present. After the initial sentence that

proclaims Rosers condition, the speaker reveals the

inevitable doom to come and the simultaneity of the offence
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and the doom ln a slngle breath ln a slngle sentence. These

fusions imply the exlstence of the order of justlce

underlylng reallty: an offence to life. even as lt ls belng

committed, activates self-reflexively the corresponding doom

on the of f ender . As Hirsch wr ltes on 'tl,ondon, rl

Blakers technique throughout 1s to compress the

horror and its cause into a single image that
enforces a grim justice by showlng the wäy in

which the horror appalls, defaces, and bllghts the

very tyranny that has caused It. (2641

An oppresslon of life ls a sowing of disaster, both for the

oppressor and the oppressed.

In contrast to the innocent speakers who believe -in and

rely on the conventlonal framework of the dlvine providence,

the prophetic speakers of Experience discern the operation

of the order of Justlce that radically differs from the

traditionally accepted one. Although on the surface this

order may appear to be the same as the sin-punishment

complex clalmed to be the order of Justice ln the Bible.

Blakers offence-doom complex differs from it ln Èwo

significant points. First, it does not requlre God for
passing Judgment on the offender: the self-reflexive

offence-doom complex is a fundamental principle in the

universer ds it were, like the principle of the conservatlon

of energy. Second, as discussed earlier, an offence Is not

seen as a sin agalnst God. From the divine or prophetlc
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polnt of view, the subject and the object are contlnuous and

lnterchangeable, f.or the oppressor and the oppressed are

allke the victlms of the offence. In the world of

Experience, ultimately everyone is the victlm of the single

life-negatlng mechanism--the mind forged manacles. As the

speaker of I'London" says, " Iñ every voice : In every ban /
The mind-forgrd manacles I hear.rr Instead of Sin born of

Satanrs mindr wê have the manacles born of the mind that
plague their own author.

Unlike the old Testament prophets, the prophetic

speakers of Sonss of Innocence and of Experience humanize

the whole process of the offence and the doom; the offence

ls not against God but agatnst man's own life, and the'- doom

is not dlvine punishment descending from above, but the

logical outcome of man's act that demolishes hls or her own

healthful existence. The ttmind forgrd manaclesrr are the

of f ence and the doom in such poems as rrtondon, tl

ttlntroduction,rt and rf The Sick Rose.rr And a dlvine belng

that exists separately from man. whom man is to obey, and

from whom man may receive punishment for his or her

iniquities is non-existent 1n the prophetic speakersr scheme

of thlngs. Furthermore, although the speakers implicitly
and expllcitly attack hypocrisy and social injustice ln such

songs as rrlntroductionr rr trThe Sick Rose. rr rrLondonr rr rrThe

Little GirI tostrrr and rrAh! Sun-flowerrrr these i1ls are

never castlgated as sin. Às Heather Glen rightly points
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out, Blakets concern is not so much with the lndlvidual

cases of hypocrisy and social injustice as with the "mora1

thlnking" that underlies them ("MoraI thlnking" 33). His

purpose is to expose how certain ways of thlnking and seeing

reality harm Iife regardless of the ordinary distinction

between the oppressor and the oppressed. Hls fusions of the

subject and the object. the cause and the effect, and the

offence and the doom ln Sonqs of Experience reflect the vlew

that the demolition of life is a human and natural act of

self-destruction.

In rtÀ Poison Treeil and rrThe Human Abstractrrr Blake

focuses on the operation of the mind bound by the mind--

forged manacles. In these poems. instead of using the

prophetic speakers, he uses the speakers whose minds are

manacled and dramatically represents the process of

dehumanization. He also makes the speakers use allegorical

Ianguage to render their mental world and illuminates the

way of seeing and thlnklng when moral virtues are

artiflcially imposed upon the mind t or when rationalism

takes control of it. In so doing, Blake reveals the life-

negating functions of moral virtues and rationalism.

In I'A Poison Treeil Blake claims that the literally

life-negating effect of the concealment of anger is the true

nature of rtChrlstian Forbearancerrt the poem's orlglnal

tit1e. The poem begins with a healthy way of thinking and
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behaviour and ends with the destruction of both the

speaker's enemy and the speaker hlmself: as the speaker

destroys his foe, the speaker hlmself is destroyed in the

process.

I was angry with my friend;

I told my wrathr tny wrath did end.

I was angry with my foe:

I told lt not, my wrath dld grow.

And I waterd it in fears,

Nlght & morning wlth my tears:

And I sunned it with smiles,

And with soft deceitful wiles.

Ànd it grew both day and night.

TilI it bore an apple bright.

Ànd my foe beheld it shiné,

And he knew that it was mine.

And into my garden sto1e,

tlhen the night had veild the pole;

In the morning glad I see;

My foe outstretchd beneath the tree. (1-16)

The moment anger ls wlthhe1d, lnevltably the Ilfe-

negating operation of the mind is set in motion which then
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leads to the ultlmate outcome--death. The organlc metaphor

of the tree reflects the inevltability of this process.

rrÀ Poison Treerr displays a demonic version of the

continuity we flnd in the songs of Innocence. In Innocence

simple adjectives are extensions of the nouns, the Iiteral

and the figurative merge lnto each other, and the adjectives

and the figurative render the lmaginatively percelved

dimension of reality. In rrÀ Poison Treerrr instead of thls

fluid continuity, we find a consolidating continulty.

PhiIlip J. Gallagher lncisively observes that 1n this poem

fftenor and vehicle are completely interchangeable, or rather

the one becomes the other as the poem proceeds and anger

becomes a poison treerf ( 239 ) . He explains the unique

characteristic of Blakers parable:

In the t'typlcal'r parable tenor and vehicle are

clearly separable. For example, when Jesus says

that the kingdom of Heaven is like a mustard seed

(Matt. 13:3L-32), he knows perfectly well that the

similitude stops infinitely short of an identlty:

the kingdom of Heaven (tenor) wlII never become a

mustard seed (vehicle). But this is precisely

what happens in Blake's parable. (239 n.7)

The concealed anger is like a poison tree and becomes a

poison Èree. This continuity, however, is not rrcompletely

interconvertible" ( 239 ) as Gallagher thinks , for the process

of becoming a poison tree cannot be reversed. As he puts
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it, the concealed angerrrlncarnatesrritself as a llvlng

tree. Instead of being converted into some constructlve

ends, the anger consolidates into a destructive entity and

becomes ä Iife independent of its author. Glen observes

that in the first stanza, "Irr is in control, but the

recurrence, from the second stanza, of ilAndtr that starts the

llnes indicates that the process of growth takes control of
rrI.rr The concealed anger which ls transformed into

nameless, abstract rrltrr in the second stanza now has a 11f e

of its own, and I'the conf ident f ree agent I rr I rr ] of the

openlng has become a servlle attendant" to rrltrr (Vision

19L). The poison tree born of the mind is now the master of

the mind. Displacing the healthy rrJtr of the opening two

lines, rritrt makes the speaker impervious to his own

spiritual life. The gleeful.report of the successful murder

at the end registers the utter dehumanization of the

speaker. tÈe horror of this song derlves not so much from

the murder of therrfoerras from the sinister process of the

mind being taken possesslon by its own product, and from the

speaker's rapid metamorphosis from the one capable of

honesty and friendship to the one totally alienated from

Iife.

Furthermore, rrÀ Poison Treerrr through allusions to the

myth of the FaIl, asserts the Satanic origin of the blbllcal

myth and the concept of Christian forbearance. Gleckner was

the f irst to note that I'the speaker perf orms all of Godrs
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roles ln the Creatlonrr (Plper 256). Gallagher then argues

that thls poem r'ls a counter-myth which exposes the bibllcal

narrative of the Fal1 as a fraud by giving the ttruel

etlology of the Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil" 1237-8):

the human act of vengeance exemplified in this poem ls

dlstorted by the priests lnto the account in Genesis,

deifying the perpetrator and transferring the blame of

temptatlon onto the serpent and the rrfoe.I Blake may not

consciously counter the biblical narrative point for polnt

as GaIlagher suggests, but the poem certalnly is strongly

evocative of the account of the Fall not only in Genesis but

also in Paradise Lost. Indeed, the speaker is much like a

composite of the Creator In Genesis and Satan ln Paradise

Lost. who lures man to eat the forbidden fruit, and who

gloats over the success of the plot. Through this

association, Blake lmpllcitly shows what he sees as the true

nature of the Lord Godrs actlon as depicted ln Genesis.

In I'The Human Abstractt' the speaker attempts to subvert

the virtues of mercy, pity, peace, and love, and yet hls

subversion self-reflexlvely reveals the deadly process of

hls thlnklng. Fllth all his cyniclsm, the speaker¡ äh Angel

in the Notebook draft. does display insights into moral,

religious, and psychological workings of man and society in

the fallen world. In lines 1 to 6, the speaker dlsmantles

these virtues by portraying them as essentially artificial
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values adopted by the established society for its self-

satisfaction:
Pity would be no more

If we dld not make somebody Poor:

Ànd Mercy no more could be,

If all were as happy as wei

And mutual fear brings peacei

Ti11 the selfish loves increase. (1-6)

He then reveals how these artificially induced virtues prey

upon man. Up to this point, he presents them in terms of

people's self-serving relationship with others, but now the

scene is inÈernalized, focusing on the mental landscape:

Then Cruelty knits a snare,

Ànd spreads his baits with care.

He slts down with holy feárs,

And waters the ground with tears:

Then Humility takes its root

Underneath his foot.

Soon spreads the dismal shade

of Mystery over hls head;

And the Catterplller and FIy,

Feed on the Mystery.
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And it bears the fruit of Deceit,

Ruddy and sweet to eat;

And the Raven his nest has made

In its thickest shade.

The Gods of the earth and sea,

Sought thro' Nature to find this Tree

But their search was all in vain

There grows one in the Human Brain (7-24)

The personification of Cruelty reflects lts status and

power: now independent of the man. Cruelty has will ("he

knlts a snarett) and emotion (rtf earrr) of its own and ta-kes

possesslon of the whole man. The Ravenrs settlement in the

penultlmate stanza suggests the infestation of superstltlon,

ignorance, and death. Às in rrA Poison Treer rr the

concealment, this time of fear, inexorably leads to the

entrapment of the mind,

In spite of his insight, the speaker is heavily

undercut because he utterly lacks awareness of positive

alternatives exemplified in Innocence. This lack of the

alternative vision distinguishes the speaker from the

prophetic speakers of Experience whose criticisms of the

fallen reality is informed by their lucid awareness of t'he

healthful order of reality. In songs of Innocence mercy,

Þity, peace, and love are natural spontaneous vlrtues of not

only children, adults, and God but also beasts, birds, and
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insects. The lnnocent speakers unconsciously possess these

vlrtues which comprise the integral part of their identity.

As the speaker ln rrThe Divine Imagerrr the counterpart to
ff The Human Àbstract, rt says, rtMercy, P lty, Peace, and Love /

E-tt God and man--rrthe human f orm divlne" (emphasis added: 5-

8, 11). As the structure of the phrase rrthe human form

divlnert shows, the form ( in the sense of the ultimate

identity) of the human and the form of the divine are

interdependent, define each other, and ultlmately are one.

The speaker of the rrHuman Àbstractrrr on the other handr sees

these virtues as purely abstract concepts independent of

both humanity and divinity and argues about these concepts

In purely abstract reasoning without any reference to the

actual situations that lnvolve these virtues.

Moreoverr âs Llnkln brlIIlantly demonstrates, 1n

presenting his analysis, the speaker inverts the standard

form of logical argumentation:

The speaker . reverselsl grammatlcal causality

in underlining similar reversals in soclal

reasoning. In the first eight lines the speaker

describes the quallties of pity, mercy, peace, and

care as parasltic attributes that feed on the

negative elements of social exlstence--poverty,

unhappiness, fear, selfish love--just as the

caterpillar and fly feed on the poemrs tree. HIs
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sentences mlrror his thinking ln borrowing--and

lnverting--the language of logical argumentation.

He switches two tif À, then Br clauses to

place consequenees t¡efore probable causes.

complicating these equations through negation, he

makes it possible to reduce his words to

disturbing mathematical f ormulas: frthen no

poverty, lf no plty;rr trthen no mercy, if no

unhapplness.'r Echoes of this lnitial lingulstlc

inversion pattern the rest of the poem. .

Transposing cause and effect, the speakerrs

idiolect reveals how abstractions reorder

causal ity. (Ls-6)

This overdetermlnation through the inversion and abstraction

reflects the mind trapped and pressured by mechanical

reasoning.

Thus, in these poems, "A Poison Treerr and |tThe Human

Abstractrrr Blake highlights the workings of the lapsed mlnd-

-the workings that he develops in hls later prophecles into

a character, the Spectre, who hungers to devour Humanity.

Indeed, the coolness of the tone and the appearance of

rationality, with which the speakers explain the process of

destruction as a matter of course. betray their insanity.

They are Èotally closed to any posslbility for a positive

alternative outside the frameworks of their reasoning. In

direct contrast to the prophetic perception that transcends
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the barriers of time and space, of the natural, the human,

and the divine, of the subject and the object/ and of the

cause and the effect, these speakers I perception 1s

dominated by what they believe to be the iron law of

causal I ty.

Radically subversive ln vision and purpose, Songs of

Experience uses such devices as dialectlc design, dramatlc

presentations of the manacled mlnds, fused or condensed

imagery, syntactical ambiguities, and mythic, symbolic, and

allegorical language. Blake uses these devices to render

the prophetic dimension of reallty, to reveal his new

theology and hls view of the order of Justice in the

universe, and also to activate the readerrs imagination,

avoiding a monological mode of discourse, or the one-

dimensional axiomatic instructions and castigations.

Infused with the single aspiration of awakening our

imagination and expanding our consciousness, the combined

Songs makes the reader see the state of experlence in a

larger perspective and become free from the bondage of that

state. Thus, lnstead of dellvering a direct criticism from

a vantage point and from outside, Blake gives voice to Earth

so that her anguished mind trapped in an illusory view of

reality may be dramatically represented. The same

strategies also reflect another important revelation in

Experience: the order of justice in the universe or the
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offence-doom complex. The lapsed mlnds are seen at once as

the offenders of life and the victlms of the offence who are

bound by the mind-forged manacles, and the processes of the

offence and the doom run paralle1 to each other. Thus,

Blake, i¡1 his view, redeems God and the order of Justice

from the sin-punishment complex presented in the Bible and

Milton. In Sonqs of Experlence Blakets vision of reality

humanizes and morally neutralizes the Creator and the

universe.

Compared with Poetical Sketches and Sonss of fnnocencet

Songs of Experlence displays most of the characteristifs of

prophetic Iiterature that we found in these earlier works;

these characteristics 1n Experience, however, are informed

by the reformist spirit and purpose much more strongly than

in the earlier works. In all three worksr Blake focuses on

the prophetic dimension of reality, revises the traditional

ways of seeing and thinking, turns upside down the key

concepts of the establishment, offers a comprehensive vision

of the universe and history of mankind, presents prophetlc

speakers, and uses a dialectic design to bring the readerrs

perception to a higher level. The prophetic speakers ln

sônds of Exoerience are the individuals who retain an

innocent vision of reality as the potential alternative to

their vision of actuallty and who galn from experience

understanding and lnsights into the worklngs of the human
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mlnd and society. Equlpped wlth such inslghts and abillty
to use both lnnocent and experlenced modes of vlslon, the

speakers reveal the prophetic dlmension of reality to expose

destructive ways of lifer âs seen, for example, in the
rrlntroductlonr rr rrLondon, tt and rrThe Sick Rose. rr Because

these speakers recognize the problems and intend to reform

the lapsed condition of man, critlcisms in their songs are

explicit. The other songs by non-prophetic speakers, too,

display the lapsed conditlons far more transparently than do

the earlier works, for all the songs are presented by the

Bard, whose vlslon penetrates the barriers of time and

sBace, and of the divine, the human, and the natural, with a

single purpose of awakenlng Earth.

In contrast, the Piper in Innocence has no awareness of

the critical task he performs, and even the prophetic

criticisms in Poetical Sketches are not as explicit as those

in Experience, having no such strong unitying purpose to

expand the readerrs perception. For example, in ilKing

Edward the Thlrdr'1n Poetical Sketches, Blake subverts the

key concepL of the state--the national identity of Brltaln

as the land of tlberty. But the crlticism Is subtle enough

to lead critics prior to Erdman to believe that the dramatic

plece Is Blakers bona flde celebratlon of patriotlsm.

S lml larly, 1n the 'rPrologue" to Klng Edward lY, Blake openly

attacks the "Kings and Nobles of the landr' (E439; 1-5 ) r but,

as in rf Klng Edward the Third,rr the attack is set ln a remote
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past. Blake uses the past typologically, at once to

relnterpret the national hlstory, to reveal a certain

pattern underlying 1t, and to attack the politlcal scenes of

his own time through allusions.20 The criticisms of the

contemporary establishment are thus profound yet lndirect,

and they tend to be submerged in allusions. In Songs of

Innocence the powerful crltlcisms of the lnstltutlonal

charity in 'rHoly Thursdayrr and of the racial hierarchy in
ff The LittIe BIack Boy, rr f or instance, remain entirely

impllcit and could well be missed by some readers.

In Experience the subversive criticisms are brought to

the fore and placed in the contemporary setting, even whlle

the poet is showing the timeless significance of the

problems. Thus, in rrl,ondonrrr the prophetic speaker attacks

the charter, the centrally important concept of elghteenth-

century Englandr âs he wanders in late eighteenth-century

London streets, marking the destructive effects of the

charter. Again, in ftHoly Thursdayrr and t'The Chimney

Sweeperrrr the speakers openly criticize the late elghteenth-

century British institutions. Blake chooses the

contemporary settlng, partly because the shortness of IyrIc

form is unsuitabte for political criticism by means of

historlcal allusion which requires a more fulty developed

context (as in 'tKing Edward the Thirdrr), and partly because

Blake wished to reveal the problem of his age as directly as

posslble. The pressure of the destructive, lmmedlate
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envlronment seems too much tor the poet to attack the

problems indirectly, transposlng them to distant eras.

In attacklng the establishment, Sonqs of Experience has

a new target--organlzed rellgion. Poetical Sketches focuses

on the political institutions, and the speakers of Innocence

generally accept the traditional Judeo-Chrlstian piety

although their perceptions of the world register the

experience beyond the framework of traditional piety. In

Experience, religion is presented as the dominant agent that
prevents man from fulfillment. In Blakers view, almost all
exploitation and repression are sanctioned by morality
propagated by organized religion, its slnister priests_, and

its God--the crueI, jealous, and selfish I'Father of the

ancient men. rl

Blakefs view of the problem of the world in Experience,

however, is even more radical. He identifies the real
culprtt of the lapse of man as the mind-forged manacles.

Blake attempts to extract the cause of all kinds of

oppression. The idea of the self-reflexive relationship
between the mind and the world perceived by it is of course

not new. We find a prime precedent, for example, in Milton,
when Satan says, "Which way I fly is Hell; myself am Helltl

(PL IV.75). Yet the peculiar genius of B1ake is his ability
to extract a mechanlsm or a system (especially a

psychological one) from the world and envision a dynamic

symbol for this mechanism. He represents this mechanism as
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a sort of livlng character with a will of its own, as

exemplified by the net of religlon, the chain of Jealousy,

the Emanations, and the Spectre in hls later works. In

Experience Blake for the first time gives a name and a shape

to the sinister operation of the mlnd that victimizes both

the oppressor and the oppressed, In order to make the reader

recognize and cast off the error. Furthermore, Blake shows

the true order of Justice ln the unlverse, correctlng, ln

his view, the tradltional theodicies of the Bible and

Milton. Implicit 1n the self-reflexive offence-doom complex

is Blakets perception of corporate life: one cannot negate

anotherrs life without negating oners own. The emerge_nce,

ln Experience, of the concepts of the mind-forged manacles

and the self-reflexive order of justice reflects the

expansion of Blakers scope.

In the combined Songs Blake also ldentifies and names

the contrary modes of vision before and after the lapse as

the states of innocence and experience. HÍs focus on the

states of the soul distinguished from the individual is

evident 1n Poetical Sketches; and in Innocence (as weIl as

in Tiriel, The Book of Thel, and Visions of the Daughters of

Àlbion), he attempts to present the clear outllnes of the

dlverse states and show the correspondence between the world

and the state of the soul that perceives the world. But

when he finished Experience, combined the two groups of

Songs, and gave the collectlon the subtitle I'shewing the Two
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andContrary States of the Human Soulrrt not only the concept

namlng of states (derived from Swedenborg) enable us to

recognize the reallty of our soulrs conditlon, but also

dlalectic deslgn helps us to break through the state of

experlence, by brlnging us to the mode of vlslon that

the

comprehends both j-nnocence and experience. The presentation

of the states and the dialectlc design thus reflects Blake's

commitment to expand the range of the readerrs perceptlon.

In revealing a comprehensive vision of the universe and

history of mankind, Blake further develops the myth of Earth

and attempts to show the pl-ace and the condition of man in

the lapsed state. Earthrs awakening and return to her_ maker

is already prophesied in Innocence in the brief lntroduction

to the Lyca poems. The figures of the love-sick land and

her deliverer-Sprlng in I'To Spring" also anticipate vaguely

the Bardf s vision of Earth and the Holy tlord. But in
Poetical Sketches the land is envisioned as entirely passlve

in her regeneration, in accordance wlth the blblical vlew of

the relatlonship between Jerusalem-Israel-Judah and God. In

the combined Songs, through the Bard and through the

dialectic design, Blake claims that what is traditionally
called the fallen state of man and the fallen world is not

an irrevocable destlny lmposed by God but is ln fact
reverslble through the recovery of the innocent mode of

vision. BIake thus relativizes the FaI1 by identifying the

fallen condlÈion as the state of experlence wlthout the
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alternative vlslon, even äs¡ for instance, Isaiah

relativizes the Davidic Covenant by identifying the

conditions of Godrs blessing as ethical behaviour of the

people. Àlso emergent are the distinct characters of Earth

and the true and false lmages of God--HoIy glord and the

maker of the tiger on the one hand, and the Father of the

ancient men on the other. The figure of Earth becomes well-
defined with a suffering and rebelling voice of her own and

with a dlstinct relationship with the one whom she believes

to be God, the Father of the ancient men. I¡Ie also hear the

direct message of the Holy Word delivered through the Bard.

Signiflcantly, in contrast to the Old Testament prophegles

which deliver the castigating words of God, Experience

offers no voice of the Father of the anclent men because

Blake believed that the forbidding character of God and his

laws ls an illusion conjured up by men.

Most importantly, Experience presents a figure of the

prophet-poet, the Bard. Like the innocent speakers, the

Bardr äs well as the other prophetlc speakers of Experlence,

perceives the world ln a way that transcends the barrlers oË

tlme and space and of the divine, the human, and the

natural. But, unlike the innocent speakers, the Bard is

conscious of his ability to penetrate these barrlers, and he

uses this ability, as well as his power of insight, to

reform the condition of soclety and mankind. Although

Poetical Sketches already presents the prophetic speakers 1n
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such sketches as rtsamsonrr and the rrProloguesrr to King Edward

IV and King John, and the prophetic speakers of Exoerience

show far greater convlction in the truth and power of their
vision than do the earlier speakers. The speaker of the
frProloguerrto King Edward IV, f.ox instance, beglns hls

prophecy with a prayer, wishing to have a stronger voice and

tongue: rrO For a voice like thunder, and a tongue / To drown

the throat of war ! tt 11-2 ) . Or the speaker of rrSamson"

lnvokes Truth to rrguide tthe speakerrsl timorous hand to

write the words of truthrr (8443). In Exoerience, the

prophetlc speakers are fulIy confident of the authorlty and

power of their words¿ âs the Bardrs proclamation best 
_

exemplifies: ilHear the voice of the eard! ,/ Who Present,

Past, & Future sees / 9lhose ears have heard / The Holy l^Iordrr

(rrlntroductionr' 1-4 ) . The divine truth does not have to
rrvisitrr the speakers and rrguidetr their hands; the speakers

are united with the divine power of imaginative perception.

Indeed, fully united wlth the Holy Word and capable of the

mode of vislon that synthesizes innocence and experience,

the Bard embodies man in the awakened state B1ake advocates.

Thus, Sonqs of Experience and the combined Songs

reglster the development that reflects the sharpening and

deepening of Blakers vision and sense of mission to awaken

the dormant humanlty.
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Notes

flnd the dialectlc ln the Songs,

Blakefs Innocenee and Exnerienee

and GIeckner, Piper. Hirsch objects to this progressive

system and suggests Experience satirizes Innocence. For the

critics who see all the experienced speakers trapped, see, for
example, þlLlkie, and Glen, Vision.

2. F'or the genre of prophetic ca1I account, see my

chapter 2, pp. 86-8.

3. See, for instance, Stanley Gardner, Infinity on the

Anvil (Oxford, 1954) 116-9; Bloom, Àpocalypse 130-2.

For other important readings of this poem, see- also,

Robert Gleckner, ttPoint of Vlew and Context 1n Blake,s Songsrrt

Bulletln of the New York PubIic Library, 61 (Nov. 1957): 535;

Northrop Frye, IBlake's Introduction to Exper iencer rr

Huntinqton Librarv Ouarterly, 21 (195?): 57-67; AckIand, 3-L7¡

Leader L36-47.

4. See, for instance, the calls of Isaiah 6.1-13,

Jeremiah 1.4-10, and Ezekiel L.2-2L.

5. The rrdewyrr grass could ref er to the unf allen Eden

described in Genesis 2.5-6: although there was no rain in

Eden, tta mist from the earth't rrwatered the whole face of the

ground.rr But the predomlnantly dark lmagery and tone of the
rrlntroductlonr rr the f rost-covered Earth 1n her ItAnswerr tr and
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the underlying associatlon of tears and dew suggest that the
rrdewyrt land refers to the fallen Earth.

6. In line lL Blake uses words of Jeremiah 22.29, Hosea

L4.I-2, and Micah L.2, but he reverses the contexts. The

Hebrew prophets address earth to hear and return to God, to

castigate Israelrs apostasy; Blake picks up the anguishing

tone of the prophetsr addresses and uses them to woo Earth.

For other lnstances of classical prophecy in which the

Ioving and anguishing aspects of God are shown, see, for
instance, Hosea Lir.ir-4, Isaiah 40.2, 5L.22t Jeremiah 3.14,

3.22, 4.L, and Ezekiel L6.4-14.

7 . See, f or instance, GIeckner, rrPoint of Viewrr 5-34 .

8. For the idea of 'rconcentric monanthropologyrrr see my

chapter 2, pp, 125-6.

9. In the Bible, Israel speaks in Isaiah 49.L-5 but in

humble obedience to the Lord.

10. Hazard Adams, rrReading Blakers Lyrics : rrThe Tyger,

Texas Studies in Lanquage and Literature, 2 ( 1950 ) : 26. Àdams

also suggests behind the Urizenlc speaker the presence of

another rrspeaker It who rrsees the world in its prophetic

perspect ive . rr Bloom, Apocalypse 137 .

11. As has been observed by critics, the creator and the

creature share the same aspects since the tyger reflects its

creatorrs image (e.9., Hirsch 249). In the third stanza, the

twistlng shoulder of the creator forms the twlstlng sinews of

the tigerts heart. Ànd Blake's alteratlon ln one copy B from
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"9lhat dread hand? & what dread f eet? il to "tlhat dread hand

formed thy dread feet?'r and another alteration, very likely
wiÈh Blakers approval, to rrhlhat dread hand forged thy dread

feet?rr in MaIkin's printed version of the Songs, indicate

aspects of the creator and the tiger are indeed

interchangeable. Às in rrThe Lambil the speaker and the tiger
are partaking of the creator.

L2. See for instance, Hirsch, Wilkie, and Glen on these

songs of Exoerience.

13. For another illuminating study of the background of
rrHoly Thursday, tr see Gleckner, " Irony in BIake I s t Holy

Thursday, rrr Modern Lanquaqe Notes 7l- (June 1956).

t4. See, for instance, Hirsch 2L9-2O; GIen, 'rMoral

Thinking," 53-6i Linkin 6.

15. The quotations are from E. P. Thompson, rrLondontr 8.

For important studies of this poem, see Erdman, Prophet 276-

79; Hirsch 262-5; Harold Bloom, 'tBlake and Revls lonlsmr'f 1n

his Poetry and Repression 28-51; GIen, rrMoral thinking" 56-63,

Vision 2L6-2O, and frPoet in Society" 3-13; Michael Ferber,
f'rtondonr and Its Politicsrf 310-38; Hilton, Literal 63-65;

Gavln Edwards,rfRepeating the Same DUII roundtt 26-48.

16. For the historical context of this concept, see

Erdman and Thompson loc. cit.

L7. For marriage practice in Blakets time, see Lawrence

Stone,

L977).

The Family. Sex, and Marriaqe in Enqland 1500-1800 ( NY,
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18. See also hls rrcomplalntrr (LZ) and rf lamentstt ( 8.18-

9.11,20.6-18).
19. See Ferber 325-6 for a discussion of the meaning of

the word rtappalls. tl

For Christrs teaching about children, see Mat. 19.13-5,

Mk. 10.13-6, and tuk. 18.15-7 .

20. Here f am using rttypology'r in a loose senser äs an

approach to hlstory that sees a person or an event as a

parad igm.
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CHAPTER IV

The Marriaoe of Ffeaven and He]l

The Marriaoe of Heaven and Ffell begins with the roaring

of Rintrah, the spirit of prophecy. f,Iritten in the

turbulent perlod of the French RevoLution and reactlonary

England, the work registers a sense of lmminent Àpocalypse,

a sense that the repressed energy of manklnd had reached the

time tor. revolt. The Marriage also is a critlcal response

to Swedenborg. As late as 1787, Blake and his wife attended

meetings at a Swedenborgian society in London and signed

their approval of Swedenborgts doctrlne as t'genuine Truths

revealed f rom Heaven. tta Yet soon Blake came to ,".onrr-rr.

the essentially conventional character of Swedenborgts

writings. In L790, the year Blake chose for the date of

composition of The Marriaqe, a new spiritual dispensation

Swedenborg announced to have begun in 1757 (the year of

Blakers birth) reached thirty-three years oId. That year

the apocalyptic fervour of the äger Blakers outgrowing of

Swedenborg, and Blakers reachlng the Chrlstological age of

thirty-three all came together. Blake felt that an

uncovering of truly revolutionary dispensation was in order.
[^Ihereas in his political prophecies from the same period or

earlier, Blake attempts to reveal the continuity and

apocalyptic significance of the Àmerican and the French

Revolutions, in The Marriaqe he proposes a way of healthful
existence and announces himself as a prophet who will
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undertake the task of lnaugurating the Àpocalypse as he

conceives it. Àttacking Christian dualism and its

underlying principle as the discipllne that limits human

potential, BIake suggests the principle of contraries as the

proper way of experlencing Ilfe, the way whlch could brlng

about the total restoration of the world. He also offers a

critical exploratlon of the prophetic cäreer; he explains,

defines, and justifies his aim, authority, method, and

heritage of prophethood and exBerlments with diverse forms

in search of a proper vehicle for his prophecy. Àlthough

Blake's criticism of Christian dualism as the conventional

approach to IÌfe is biting, the obJective of his work is not

so much to attack the duaLism itself as to expose the self-

destructive nature of conventional mental habits and to

demonstrate the creatlve power of the dynamics of

contraries. Like traditional satire, The Marriage is

informed by a reformist spirit, but the reform The Marriaqe

proposes ls not according to a set of establlshed standards;

its objective is to encourage the reader to go beyond the

received wisdom, to exerclse his or her own potential, and

to create a fresh relationship with the world at every

encounter. The Marriaqe thus attempts to inspire and induce

the reader to see the world as the poet-prophet does. Às

such, the work is primarily a book of prophecy in which its
prophetlc purpose subordlnates its satire.2 Thus, The

Harrlaqe of Heaven and HeIl ls at once Blake's crltical
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exploratlon of prophethood and hls attempt to subvert the

Christian dualism and reveal the principle of contraries

through satiric devices.

The narrator of The Marriage has a far more active role

than the prophetic speakers of Blakers earlier poems. The

prophet ic speaker of rrSamsonrr wr ites Itthe words of truth,

lsol that all . may readtt (E443lt the Piper sings to
glve ioy, and the Bard of Experience proclaims the HoIy Word

to persuade Earth to return to her maker; the narrator of

The Marriage proclaims in plate L4 that he is to begin the

Iong-awaited Àpocalypse by enlarging man's consciousnJss, by

deliverlng his mind from the conventional way of seelng the

worId. The narrator affirms the traditional view that the

Àpocalypse would occur six thousand years after the

Creation, but he interprets the event in perceptual terms.

The plate is worth quoting fully.

The ancient tradition that the world will be

consumed in fire at the end of six thousand years

is true. as I have heard from Hell.

For the cherub with his flaming sword is hereby

commanded to leave his guard at the tree of life,

and when he does, the whole creation will be

consumed, and appear infinite. and holy whereas it

now appears flnite & corrupt.
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This will come to pass by an lmprovement of

sensual enjoyment.

But first the notion that man has a body

distinct from his soul, is to be expungedi this I

shall do, by printing in the infernal method, by

corrosives, which in HeIl are salutary and

medicinal¡ rnêlting apparent surfaces away and

displaying the infinite which was hid.

If the doors of perception were cleansed every

thing would appear to man as it ts: lnfinite.
For man has closed himself up, tiIl he sees

all things thror narrow chinks of his ..rr.rrr-.

( 839; 14 )

Thus for Blake the Apocalypse involves neither the tast
Judgement that divides the sinners from the faithful nor the

end of htstory and the physlcal world as traditlonally
believed; rather it is primarily a mental event, and the

transformatlon of the world orlglnates from man. Humàn

perception is cleansed and expanded, restored to its
orlglnal capaclty, so that man will be able to see the whole

spectrum of each being he or she encounters. Btake reverses

the ordinary view that vlsionary perception is abnormal:' f.ox

him, this transfiguring perception is the norm, the proper

mode of human perception whlch recognlzes everythtng as it
is: holy and infinite.
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Blakers view of apocatyptlc transformation that centers

on man is anticipated by Jeremiah and Ezekiel: both prophets

place great emphasis on the human changes ln the divlne act

of salvation and envision Israelrs salvation--her return to

the ancestral Land, and her reconciliation with God--in

terms of the inner transformation of man.

In Jeremlah the revolutionary element ln the savlng act

of God emerges: instead of the world. man will be

transformed miraculously. Compared with, f.or instance,

Isaiahf s vision of the miraculous restoration in which rrthe

wolf also shall dwell with the lamb. and the lion

shall eat straw like the ox" (11.6, 7), the changes in tn"

world envisioned in Jeremiah are much more sober: the

peoples of Israel and Judah will return from the exile and

will be able to resume normal life with fields, conmerce,

marriages, cattle, and the anointed ruler (Jer. 3L.42-

33.26). Yet it ls the inner changes of the people that God

will bring aboutr ds well as the anointed ru1er, that make

Jeremlahts vislon as miraculous as the vision of Isaiah.

Jeremiah proclaims the Lordrs plan:

I will put my law in their inward parts, and write

it in their hearts; and will be their God, and

they shall be my people. And they shall teach no

more every man hls neighbor, and every man his

brother, saying, Know the Lord: for they shall all
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know me, from the least of them unto the greatest

of them. ( 3L.33-34 )

God will wrlte hls law ln the human hearts so that the

knowledge of Godfs will and the divinely designed healthful

way oÊ life may be natural to the people.s This inner

change is again described in social terms:

I will give them one heart, and one wäYr that they

may fear me for ever, for the good of them, and of

their children after them. I will put my

fear in their hearts, that they shall not depart

from me. (32.39-40)

As von Rad reminds USr in the Old Testament rtthe expre-ssion

tthe fear of Godris the equivalent of obedience to the

divine willtt (2.2L51 . Jeremiah also describes the anointed

ruler with an emphasis on his spiritual nearness to God: rtl

w111 cause him to draw near, and he shall approach unto me:

for who ls thls that engaged his heart to approach unto me?'t

(30.21). The rhetorical question in the later half of this

verse means rfwho is it who gives his heart tthat is, his

Ilfel in pledge to come near to me?" (von Rad 2.219). Not

the military skilI, nor the political skiII, but the inner

quality--the recognition of God and desire to identify with

God--characterizes this new ru1er.

In Ezekiel, the emphasis on the human transformation is

even greater. As in Jeremiah, the changes in the world are

far more realistic than in Isalah 11: trthe desolate land
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shalr be tilled . and bhe waste and desolate and ruined

cities are become fenced, and are inhabited', (36.34-S).

Àlthough the tilled land is to become 'trlke the garden of

Edenrr (36.35), the comparison seems to refer to the

fertillty and the cultivated state rather than to the

paradisiacal state. The divine work on manrs inner rifer oil

the other hand, repeats Godts orlginal creation of man in
his rikeness and with his breath. while Jeremiah envisions,
to use von Radrs metaphor, rrcreative graf ting of the will of

God on the hearts of menrr (von Rad Z.ZL5) t Ezekiel envisions

a heart transplant:

A new heart also will I give you¡ and a new spirit
will I put within you: and I wiII take away the

stony heart out of your flesh, and I will give you

a heart of f1esh. And I will puL my Spirit within
you¡ and cause you to walk in my statues, and ye

shall keep my judgments, and do them.

(36 .26-27 ) 4

The "Spiritil of God is not merely a spiritual understanding

but an actualizing power, the power that enables the

prophets to prophesy and the judges like Samson to perform

superhuman deeds; it is a power that enables man to act

beyond ordinary capacity to carry out the divine task as

Godrs agent. While in Samson and other prophets, the Spirit
of God occaslonally descends to make them perform God's

work, in Ezekiel's vislon of recreation, the Spirit of God
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put in the human heart becomes the innate informing or

animating spirit of man. Thus the human and the divine are

fused in thls new creation.

Furthermore, as a result of this recreation, Ezekiel

continues, Israel wilt be able to see herself c1early. t'Ihen

God cleanses her "from all Iher] filthiness, and from all

ther I idolstt ( 36.25 ) and gives her the new heart and the

spirlt, her perception of herself changes:

Then shalt ye remember your own evil ways, and

your doings that were not good, and sha1l loathe

yourselves ln your own sight for your iniquities

and for your abominations. ( 36.31 )

She will no longer be accused of her past iniquities. Yet

the guilt of the past is not simply dismissed or repressed

but is given its proper place, creatively incorporated into

her view of herself, and dialectically.used for the present.

In both Jeremiah and Ezeklel, the dlvlne salvatlon thus

culminates in a reorientation of man to the divine will

through a cleansing of old inlquities. Àlthough God remains

outside man and transcendental, the spirit of God and the

divine way of life designed for man are internalized in each

individual. Thus the Hebrew prophets' conception of the

recreated sÈate of man anticipates Blakers conception of the

restored condition of man who fulfills his divine self

through the transfiguring perceptlon.
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l^Ihereas the prophets conceive that God must give man

the divine spirit, Blake conceives that man already has the

divlne spirlt or the Poetlc Genius wlthin himself; yet

unlike in his Lyca poems, in The Harriage B1ake, like the

prophets, shows little faith in the capacity of the fallen
man to recover by himself from the lapsed condition.
Jeremiah and Ezekielts visions of mants restoration derive

from the deep conviction that man ls utterly lncapable of

obeying Godrs will and that only through a recreation of the

human heart by God will man be able to follow God's will
(von Rad 2.2L6-7,221-l . In contrast, Blake internaly.t
the divine as the transfiguring perception of man, or the

Poetic Genius ¿ ds both Brakers tractate I'ALL RELIGroNs are

ONE'' and his Ezekiel in The Marriaqe call it. This divine
power of human perception is now blocked by rtthe covering

cherub.rr Blake identifies the cherubim who are ordered to

guard the tree of life from man in Genesis 3,24 with the

cherubim woven in the veil that divides people from trthe

most holyr'r the ark of the covenant, In Exodus 26,31-33, and

with Ezekielrs Temple cherubim (ch.L)r his Vision cherubim

( 10-L1), and rrcovering cherub" (28.11-L9 ) . Ezekiel

denounces the Prince of Tyre, calling him the trcovering

cherubrrr whom Tertullian and subsequent Church Fathers

interpreted as Satan (Damon, Dictionary 93). À11 cherubim

in one way or another stand between man and the divine
source of poe.rer; hence, to Blakets imagination, they become
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a single character, 'tthe covering cherübr" who blocks man

from reaching the foundation of life, the tree of life- As

Blake develops in his later prophecies, the covering Cherub

is the Selfhood or the Antichrist (Jerusalem 8248; 89.10)

from whom issue all the errors of the Christian Church.ã

In Blake's view, the human mind, taught by the Church to

live according to the established moral codes and values,

has lost its infinitely dynamic and creative character and

is now conflned within the cavern or skult with narrowed

inlets of the five senses. Man, therefore, cannot be united

wlth his own divine power; he needs to discover his divlne

identity. However, man, alienated from his own true seft

and conditioned to perceive in a conventional wãYt is

incapable of waking from his lapsed state, âs Earthrs answer

demonstrates in Sonqs of Experience. Thus, in his

conception of manrs incapacitated state, Blake accords with

the prophets.

Before the recovery, the chief blocking conventional

notion, the dualism of body and soul, "is to be expungedrl

(839; 14). This task Blake as prophet announces he will

undertake. For him, the prophet is not merely a messenger

of God but one in whom the divine potential is realized and

who therefore has the power to perform, or at least

inaugurate, what is entlrely Godrs work in Jeremiah and

Ezekiel--the re-creation of man and the worId. As discussed

in earlier chapters, the Hebrew prophetsr words have a power
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to shape hlstory. Jeremiah, for lnstance, is conferred än

enormous power over the world by God:

See, I have this day set thee [Jeremiah] over the

nations and over the kingdoms, to root out, and to
pull down, and to destroy, and to throw down, to

build, and to plant. ( L.l_0 )

This verse, however, is preceded by another divine
statement: tf Behold, I have put my words in thy mouthtt (1.9).

The prophetrs pogrer is presented not as his individual power

but as the power of the words put in his mouth. The

biblical text stresses the status of the prophet as a

vehicle of God. In contrast, the narrator of The Marr-iage

declares that by us ing rrthe inf ernal method, It or the

corrosive methods both of engraving and iconoclasm, he will
prepare mankind for the ful1 recovery of their transfiguring
perception; he will corrodertthe apparent surface'r of the

dualism with the acid bath of engraving and wiII reveal the

infinite which is hid beneath the surface. Furthermore,

through his provocative poetry, he will remove what Blake

later caIls the Spectre, or rrlncrustationrr (M11ton EL42;

40.34-5) over immortal spirit or that which prevents man

from seeing reality rras it is: infinite.tt The intention,
the power, and the strategy all derive from Blake the

prophetrs own imaginative perception, or what he calls the

Poetic Genius. In Blake the prophet, the dlvlne and the
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human are united according to his own terms for such a

union.

Blake presents this radical ldea of prophethood and

justifies it in the two'rMemorable Fanciestrplaced before

and after his proclamation of the imminent Apocalypse in

plate L4. In the second ttMemorable Fancy,rr through the

characters of Isaiah and Ezekiel, Blake elaborates on his

view of Lhe prophetsr roIe, qualification, method,

authority, and heritage. In the third 'rMemorable Fancy,rr

through his vision of the Printing House in HeII, he further

reveals the six-stage process of his prophetic method and

demonstrates the perception of the infinite and holy;

everything.

In the second rrMemorable Fancyrrr using Isaiah and

Ezekiel as his spokesmen, Blake dramatically presents his

definition of prophet and prophecy.6 First, Isaiah

explains his prophetic calling:

I saw no God. nor heard ãhy, in a finite organical

perception; but my senses discoverrd the infinite

in every thing, and as I was then perswaded. &

remain confirmtd; that the voice of honest

indignation ls the voice of God, I cared not for

consequences but wrote. (E3B; LZI

The statement that identifles the volce of honest

indignation with the voice of God ls often quoted out of

context.? Before making this statement, Isaiah explicitly
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describes his extraordinary ability to see what is lnvtsible
to the corporeal senses and implicitly tells us that he saw

and heard God with his transfiguring perception that
rrdiscoverrd the infinite in every thing.tt Blakets Isaiah

has the capacity of perceiving the sacred "in every thing,r'
just as do the innocent speakers and the prophetic speakers

of Experience. The voice of honest indignation is dependent

on the ability to see the world Itas it isrt: the voice

emerges from this lucid perception of the gap between the

prophetically discovered holy and infinite world and the

mundanely seen corrupt and finite world in which people are

imprisoned. ÀIthough with his courage, honesty, and

transfiguring perception, every man has the potential to be

a prophet, only a few actualize this potential.

The prophets I subsequent explanations make clear that
this transfiguring perception is the central source of

prophecy. tlhen the narrator asks Isaiah,rrdoes a firm
perswasion that a thing is sor make it so?'r, the prophet

replies, I'AIl poets believe that it does, & in ages of

imagination this firm perswasion removed mountains; but many

are not capable of a firm perswasion of any thing" (838-9;

12). As Blake presents him here, fsaiah regards himself as

a poet. Blake has him allude to Christ's words that faith
could remove a mountain, and that with faith nothing shall
be imposslble (Mat. L7.20, 2L.2L, Mk. 11.23). The prophet

lnterprets those words 1n terms of imaginative perception
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that creatively transforms the worldr ãs the Just man in
rrthe Àrgumentrr transforms 'tthe perilous pathrr into a garden.

Faith in truth and reality of imagination can indeed remove

frthe vale of death (E33 ¡ 2.5) . Isaiah's view of the |tages

of imaginationrr is 1n agreement with the narratorfs own

description, in plate LL, of the age before poetry was

consolidated into organized religion:

The ancient Poets animated aIl senslble objects

with Gods or Geniuses, calling them by the names

and adorning them with the properties of woods,

rivers, mountains, lakes, cities, nations, and

whatever their enlarged & numerous senses couta

perce rve .

And particularly they studied the genlus of

each city a country. placing it under its mental

de ity. (838; i.1)

Yet as the poetry is abstracted by the priests, rrmen forgot

that À11 deities reside in the human breast" (E3B; 11)."

Ib was the poets who, by the power of enlarged senses or

animating perception, discerned rrall sensible objectsrf as

they are in their totality and animated thern by describing

them in their holy and inf inite plane as rrGods or Geniusesrrr

as demonstrated by Blake, for instance, in his poems of the

seasons. The poetts transfiguring perception is the orlgin

of pagan gods and demi-gods; they reside in and are issued

from the poetsr breasts. Finally, Blakets Ezekiel expounds
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upon this idea of the imaginative perception as the ultimate
source of all delties:

we of Israel taught that the poetic Genius (as you

now call it) was the first principle and all the

others merely derivative . prophesying that
all Gods tPL 1-31 would at last be proved. to
originate in ours & to be the tributaries of the

Poetic Genius. (839; 12-13)

God, or the supreme principle, is fulIy and explicitty
identified as the Poetic Genius.

Moreover, Blake introduces not only the Hebrew prophets

but also rrItheir I f riend Diogenes the Grecianrr (E39; 13 ) in

order to show another herltage of the poet and universallty
of the prophetic character. By making his Isaiah state that
the strange acts of the prophet were prompted by the same

motive ås that of Diogenes, Blake suggests that his purpose

and his method find precedents in both the biblical
prophetic tradition represented by Isaiah and Ezekiel and

the Greek prophetic tradition represented by Diogenes.

Blake was yet to come to the point when he presents the

unity of all individualsr Poetic Genius throughout time and

space as Jesus, the Divine Vision. But by maklng the great

ancient prophets affirm his source of inspiration and his

view of prophet and prophecy, Blake attempts both to justlfy

his own prophethood and to reveal that the Poetic Genlus
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always has been, ls, and will be the primum mobile though

called in different names in different times and places.

Blake does not merely assert this divine por^¡er of

transfiguring perceptlon: his metaphor of 'rthe infernal
methodrr and vision of the Printing House in HeIl embody his

perception that sees the world as it is, infinite and holy.

He uses the metaphor of "printing in the infernal methodrl

with several levels of meaning. First of all, the method

represents the engraving of Blakers work by corroding the

surface of the copper plate with acid to make his text and

deslgn rise and to print them on paper. The infernal method

is also an activity of the Devils in HelI who corroA" inu
established order of civilization. Às wel1, the method

refers to BIake's subversive poetry. Finally, the method is

the first step of the Àpocalypse, which Blake undertakes to

bring about, breaking open the rtnarrow'chinks of Imants]

cavernrr or narrow windows of the five senses through which

man perceives the world. The corrosive nature of the method

also refers to intellectual struggle that the reader of

Blake's prophecies has to go through; thus, plate L4 serves

as a justification of the tremendous demand that Blake

chooses to place upon the reader. By seeing metaphorically,

Blake discovers infinite and hory meanings and potentials in
his craft of engraving and method of illuminated printing.
The process of engraving is not merely a metaphor ln a sense

of transference (À for B) but is an actual means that brings
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about the Àpocalypse. e T¡Ihat seems ä prosaic process of

engraving literally partakes of the ultimate divine act of

Apocalypse.

Blake's vision of the Printing House in HeI1 equally

demonstrates his prophetic perception. The activities 1n

the six chambers of the Printing House have received diverse

interpretations, but two readings in particular stand out

among all. Bloom reads the description of the Printing

House mainly in terms of transformations that occur in the

artist's mind at work (Àpocalypse 89; 8898-9).

This six-chamberedttPrinting house in HelIrr 1s

an allegory of artistic creation, and begirr"-ttby

an improvement of sensual enjoymentrr, as

prophesied on the preceding p1ate. The Dragon

Man, a phallic embl-em, clears away the mental

rubbish that impedes our sense of touch, while the

Dragons enlarge our other senses. The Viper of

restraint and custom folds round our falIen state,

while others seek to conceal its reallty by the

adornments of wealth. The EagIe of imaginatlon

(see Proverb of Hel1 54) defeats the Viper by

making our potential infinite, whilerfEagle like

menft create their works t'in the immense clif f sI of

our temporal ruin, even as the Devil Blake cut the

motto to the Proverbs into the rock. In the

fourth chamber the metals of fallen appearance,
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introduced by the Vipers of restraint, are melted

down into materia poetica, the living waters of

life, by the raging Lions who are the flaming

archetypes of all imaginative conception.

The fifth chamber is like Yeatsrs 'rgolden

smithiesrt in rrByzantiumrt, where ilUnnamrd formsrt

break the flood of spirit, and cast the metals

into a sixth chamber, where the class of men next

to be named rrthe ProI i f ic" complete the creat ive

process. ( 889 8-9 )

Bloom interprets the |tcaverr of the f irst chamber as the

human body, seeing a direct continulty from the ending of

the previous plate: rrFor man has closed himself up¡ tilt he

sees all things thro' narrow chinks of his cavern" (839;

L4). The activity in the first chamber, thus, is the

expansion of the artistfs own senses. Erdman, on the other

hand, suggests that the activities in the Printing House

describe the making of the illuminated books.ao The

trcaverrr as well as the rock that a Viper f olds round, is the

plate of engraving, which a Dragon-Man engraves and the

Vipers illumlnate. Erdman thinks that in describing the six
chambers, B1ake departs from the natural order of his work

process, "to cause fhe inslde of his allegory of a prlnting

house rto be inf initer. . .rr (rrPostscriptrt 411). Thus, the

thtrd chamber refers to the ideas and visions of the Poetic

Genius; the fourth, to etching; the fifth isrrthe pressroom,
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from which the finished work is rcast into the expanse,rrr or

published; the sixth shows that the plates are 'rcollated
into tthe forms of booksr and are received by customers

. lnto the ir chambers or t l ibrar i es | " ( rrPostscr ipt 4L2) .

The peculiar character of Blakers vision of the

Printing House is that it allows the above two readings

simultaneously: this vision fuses the subject and the object

of a perception in the single metaphor of rrcavert f or both

the engravlng process and the lapsed human mind. As in the

previous plate, the cave is the human skull which has the

inlets of four of the five senses t oy the entire human body

(as the traditional Platonic metaphor of the body as the

tomb-cave for the soul) with the five inlets. The cave also

is the copper plate for Blakers illuminated works, the plate

previously identified with the mind conceived by the tockean

empiricism in the f irst rrMemorable Fancyr" (as the mind not

yet experienced is compared to a tabula rasa). Blake

engräves his text and design in this plate, illuminates the

plate with colour, inks it, and makes prints. Furthermore,

this process is simultaneously the process of enlarging oË

cleansing of the readerts senses as the reader encounters

the llluminated work. Thus the vlslon of the Printlng House

embodies at once the process of creation as it occurs in the

artist's mind, the process of engraving and printing the

illuminated works, and the process of enlargement of

consciousness in the reader as he or she reads the
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illumlnated works. Às such, the vision demonstrates the

perception of the infinite and holy significance in

everyth ing .

In the second rrMemorable Fancyr il by having his prophets

explain their strange acts recorded in the Bible, B1ake

justifies his means of prophecy: the illuminated printing,

and the rhetorical strategies employed for the poetic texts,

and the purely visionary mode of his prophecy. Àt the end

of the "Memorable Fancy,rr the narrator respectively asks

Isaiah and Ezekiel the reasons for their singular actions.

In the Bible, God explicitly indicates the meanings of- these

acts: each of the acts symbolically represents a specific

future plight of Israel, Judaht QÍ the neighboring nations

on which IsraeI chooses to depend politically.ta Blake,

however, has the prophets perform these acts by their own

initiative and makes the two explain the motive behind their

singular acts. Isaiah explains that his eccentric act has

the same motive as that of Diogenes, who dramatized his

phitosophy of life to make the people thlnk and to shock

them into recognition, breaking the barriers of conventions

and habitual ways of thinking. As Ezeklel puts it, the

prophets are impelled by rrthe desire of raising other men

into a perception of the inf inite'r (839; 13). Blakets

interpretation of the biblical text is very personal, and

yet the lnterpretatlon put ln the nouths of the prophets
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penetrates into the essence of the writlng prophets'

symbolic actsr âs do many of his other seemingly

idiosyncratic interpretations of the BibIe. As a graphic

mode of ruah, or the divine word, the symbolic acts of the

prophets strike the human psyche with an impact beyond what

spoken language alone can give.a2 The replies of Isaiah

and Ezeklel thus serve as Blakers own reason for the graphlc

and the symbolic presentation of his prophecy and the use of

rhetor 1c .

Instead of using text alone, Blake employs both text

and design and uses the latter not as a representational

illustration of the text but as the dialectical half of his
rrcomposite art.rr The design complements the text, by

showing symbolically at one time spiritual forms, dt another

the ultimate implications of the text, at yet another a

totally enigmatic picture. Since most of the pictures do

not visually delineate the texts, the designs, free from the

imposition of the single authoritative meaning, evoke a wide

range of meanings and responses and, together with the

texts, enlarge the readerrs sensory perception. For

instance, at the end of the main text, pteceding the final

line tf one Law f or the Lion & ox is oppressionrr (844; 24),

Blake presents a picture of Nebuchadnezzat crawling.

although the text has no specific reference to the king.

The picture symbolizes, among other meanings, the ultimate

condition of man as he obeys his reason and oppresses the
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rest of his belng. The irony is that the king, by governing

with rrOne Lawrt, is in fact enslaved to his animal nature and

fears energyrs revolt. The strangeness of the design, which

does not appear to have any ïelation to the textr ds well as

the ambiguity of the design's meaning and the power of the

design itself, breaks the readerrs habitual mode of thinking

and engages her or his imagination to create a fresh meaning

through a dialectical reading of the text and the design.

Thus Blake uses the graphic and the symbolic modes to raise

the reader rs perception.

The replies of the prophets also serve to juÈtify

Blakets rhetorical strategies: he attempts to expand the

readerrs consclousness by means of shocklngly provocative

ideas and expressions¡ ds exemplified in rrThe voice of the

Devilrt or in the vision of the monkey house, and by means of

a visionary mode that does not make concessions to

comfortable, conventional mental habits and literary tastes,

the mode exemplified in the Printing house in HelI.

Finally, the replies of these two great predecessors serve

to justify his choice: Blake sees himself as being firmly in

the tradition of Isaiah and Ezekiel. Thus in The Marriaqe

of Heaven and HeII. especlally in plates 11 to 15, Blake

dramatically expresses his conceptions of prophethood and

justifies his mode and method of prophecy.
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Like earlier works, The Marr I aoe of Fleaven enrl FI¡'l'l

attempts to deliver Lhe readerrs mlnd from conventlonal ways

of experiencing life, but The Marriage is characterized by

the diversity of the means B1ake uses to attain this goal.

He seeks to ignite the mental apocalypse, proclaiming and

demonstrating the principle of contraries and dismantling

conventional ways of thinking, by means of an abrasive

manner, a visionary mode, the dramatic presentation of

multlple perspectives, the revisionary use of literary
genïes, and allusions to the Bible and Milton. Because of

thls mixture of diverse literary genres and voices, most

critics, following Frye, identify The Marriaqe as a

Menippean satlre mixed with prophecy (Frye, Svmmetry 200-

201). The medley of forms in The Harriaqe, however, is a

result partly of Blakers responses to Swedenborg's works and

chiefly of Blake's experiment with the media that suit his

prophetic purpose rather than his adoption of the Menippean

form. In The Marriage B1ake uses these diverse devices in

order to experiment with them, searching for the right

medium for his prophecy, until finally he finds a suitable

voice in rtÀ Song of Liberty. rl

Blake proposes to inaugurate the mental apocalypse by

expunging the conventional way of thinking exemplified in

Christian dualism, and Swedenborgts works in particular, and

by showing the principle of contraries as the wholesome way

of thinking. The principle of contraries constitutes the
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art of transfiguring perception, which Blake endeavors to

reinstitute in the reader as the normative way to seeing the

world. À dynamic of progression through a creative conflict

of opposites, the principle of contraries affirms both sides

of the contraries and leaves them open for the perceiver to

make fresh meaning out of the two. Through a consciousness

of this larger objective, or a larger context in which one

is placed against one's contrary, the conflict moves in a

creative direction. The dynamic of contraries, according to

Blake, is the principle of universal forcesr ãs shown in

plate i-6. In Blakers view, the forces of the world consist

of the Giants rfwho f ormed thls world into its sensual -

existencel and trare in truth. the cause of its 1i f e & the

source of atl activity" and thertweak and tame mindsrrwho

bind the Giants in chains (E40; 16 ) . Thus, rtone portion of

being, is the ProIific. the other, the Devouring" (840; 16).

Furthermo:ret every human being belongs to one of these two

Itclassesrt and participates in the dynamic of the universe.

These two classes äre, however, not of equal value, and the

conflict ls not the Hegellan dialectic. For this dynamlc to

function properly, the Prolific, and not the Devouring,

needs to be in charge of it because by nature the Prolific

alone can allow the operation of contraries. The Devouring,

by nature, is the one which attempts to order life according

to an establlshed system, usurping the dynamic with a static

system of values t ot what Blake later comes to call the
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principle of rrnegation.tr Thus, the Just man and not the

Villain, the Devil and not the Àngel, or the Poet and not

the Priest practices the principles until the latter of

these pairs consolidates the dynamic relationship of

contraries lnto the static hierarchy of dualism, 1n order to
cease the perpetual battle for fresh creatlon. In so doing,

the Devouring prevents man from participating in the Iife-
producing dynamic of the universe, repressing rrthe producertl

(840; 16) of life. The Prolificr oû the other hand, usurped

from its proper place and denied its existence, becomes the

raging wild voice, what is traditionally called the DevlI,

who to regain his proper p1ace, constantly assaults the

established order of civilization. The principle of

contraries for B1ake is indeed the foundation of life, a

divine truth revealed by the Poetic Genius.

Yet to restore this principle to its Broper place,

Blake must dismount the Devouring from its reigning place.

He sets out to dismantle Christian dualism and negation, or

the way of thlnking that underlies the duallsm, using an

abrasive, often shocking manner of criticism. He introduces

the voice of the Devil and the proverbs of Hell, both of

which boldly denounce traditional piety, and shows the

picture of the monstrously perverted rfreligiousil in the

fourth rrMemorable Fancyrrr in order to expose the ultlmate

implication of denying the one half of reality.
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Although Blake needs to reveal the truth about the

principle of contraries and its contrary, the principle of

negation, his anxiety of becoming of the Angelrs party by

proclaiming the truth is so strong, and his commitment to

deliver the readerrs mind from every kind of monolithic

imposition so thorough that B1ake presents every voice in

The Marriaqe as one of the many voices placed in a dramatic

context and, furthermore, as one of the contraries.

For instance, the narratorrs voice that proclaims the

necessity of contraries and the errors of Christian dualism

is immediately juxtaposed with I'the voice of the Devil":

All Bibles or sacred codes. have been the

causes of the following Errors.

But the following Contraries to these are True

1 Man has no Body distinct from his Soul for
that called Body is a portion of Soul discernd by

the five Senses. the chief inlets of Soul in this
age

2. Energy is the only life and is from the Body

and Reason 1s the bound or outward circumference

of Energy.

3 Energy is Eternal Delight (E34, 4)

The Devilrs vlew ls sometlmes identlcal to the narratorrs

and at other time slightly different and slanted. The flrst
of the Devilrs rrTruett prlnciples, f or example, agrees wlth

the narratorrs statement in plate tA that rrthe notlon that
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man has a body distinct from his soul, ls to be expungedil

(839). The Devilrs second principle appears to be partisan

as it claims that Energy alone is life; nevertheless, again,

this statement is roughly repeated by the narrator in his

account of the Glants and the Prolific as the producers of

lif e in plate 16: rrThe Glants who f ormed this world into its

sensual existence . are in truth. the causes of its

life & the sources of all activity" (e40¡. Also the Devilrs

description of the relationship between Energy and Reason

approximates the narrator's explanation of the relationship

between the Prolific and the Devouring (840; 16). The

Devilrs third principle is clearly a partial truth since to

be trEternal Delightrrf Energy needs Reason as the contrary.

The narrator inconsistently agrees with the Devi1, as if

unsure of the degree of irony to use.

The Devilts vocabulary, categories, and provocative

tone are so close to those of the narrator that it is almost

impossible to determine to what extent the narrator is

ironic, speaking as a Devil. Dan Miller even suggests that
ilthe Devil reasons as contrarily as the speaker on plate 3;

he combines a defense of the energetic against the rational

contrary with a claim to the higher truth that embraces both

partiesrr (496). The Devil, however, has the advantage of

appearing to embrace both parties because his argument is

presented ln the form of counter-argument to that of the

religious. But MilIer is right in sensing the affinity
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between the Devil and the narrator. Part of the narratorrs

and the Devilts accounts could have been spoken by either of

them. Àfter all, of the two classes of men--'rthe Prolificrl

and rrthe Devouringt'--the narrator belongs to the f irst as

his use of the infernal method and his opposition to the

Àngel clearly indicate. During the journey in HeIl, the

narrator appears to be Lhe double of the rrmighty Devilrt'

who with corroding fire is engraving lines drawn from

chatterton on rf a f lat sided steep" (835 ì 6) . The rrf rat

sided steeprt is the tabula or the human mind as conceived by

the Lockean empiricists. Instead of imaginatively seeing

the worldr äoimating and adorning it, in Blakers

configuration the Lockean mind, like a flat sided cliff,

rigidly faces the world only to register the data of the

narrowed five senses. The mighty Devil corrodes the cliff

and engraves the sentences, attempting to awaken the mlnd to

its power of imagination, just as the narrator announces he

will do in plate 14. Finally, the narrator is a diabolical

interpreter of the Bible and the author of rrThe Bib1e of

Hel1.'r Thus, he is clearly trof the Devilrs party" (835; 5) .

The narratorrs statement, be it on the principle of

contraries or on Swedenborg's conventionalism. is presented

as a partial truth.

In the fourth rrMemorable Fancyrr BIake dramatically

shows the rreternal lotstr of the narrator and the Angel

according to each other I s rrmetaphysicsr rr in order to reveal
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the ultimately self-destructive nature of conventional

piety; yet this revelation is placed within the context of

contraries. At the end, the narrator remarks, ttwe lmpose on

one another" (n42¡ 2O), implicitly acknowledging that the

vision just shown is after all from his point of view. The

narrator further provides a proverb to sum up this
frMemorable Fancyrr : 'rOppos ition is true f riendshipt' (F42;

20r. Moreover, the narratorrs ironic voice in his

conversation with the Angel considerably affects the vision
he describes. The peculiarly detached, matter-of-fact tone

of the narratorrs voice well might have derived from

Swedenborgts tone in his rrMemorable Relations.rr Swedenborg

reports his visions and dreams, except for the occasional
rrlorsrr and rrbeholdrsrrr in the deliberately matter-of-fact
tone that is somewhat condescending to the reader for whom

visionary experience of the author is a source of wonder.

Blake adopts this tone to criticize Swedenborg's

conventional views of the Angels and the Devils, or Heaven

and HeII , ye| the tone seriously undercuts the poet-

prophetrs central c1alm for the truth of his visionary
perception. By presenting his vision of rrthe eternal lottt
of the Angel in this dialogical and ironic manner, Blake

avoids becoming another Angel by judging and defining others

with another set of values. Yet at the same time by

presenting his statement and vision as half truthr äs one of

the contraries, Blake reduces the power of his message,
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probably far more than he would Iike. hlhether it is the

principle of contraries, or the discourse of Isaiah and

Ezekiel, or the vision of the Angelrs eternal lot, all is

dramatically presented in the context of contraries. The

result is a remarkably open text--so much so that discussion

of any idea presented in The Marriaqe as idea is extremely

difficult since it is never presented to be taken as what

the poet believes to be a whole truth. on this open

character of The Marriaqe. Steven Shaviro writes:

The discourse of The Marriaqe is consistently

dramatic and ironic, limited to the perspectives

of specif ic speakers. . ì but to the exten-t that

that discourse refers back to and founds the very

perspectivism or doctrine of Contraries, withln

which and by means of which it is itself situated,

it validates itself as a transcendent principle of

authority. Blakets logic thus at once remalns

within the ironic limits of perspective and

context, and yet escapes beyond them. (233)

Although rtBlakers logictr and his reader may be f ree f rom

determining impositions, this consummately indeterminate,

ironlc mode ultimately lacks the prophetic power necessary

to inspire the reader.a3 The fact that Blake abandoned

this mode indicates his dissatisfaction wlth it. He needs a

voice that is at once open and strong: at once a voice of a

conviction--rta f irm perswasion that a thing ls Sor makeIs]
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it sorr (E3B; 12 ) --and a volce that is not a tyrannical

lmposition, ât once a voice that proclaims the divine truth

and a voice that does not negate the contrary.

Indeed this tension between monologlcal and dialogical

characterizes Blakers prophecies throughout hls later works.

Vincent De Luca is, to my knowledge, the first to point out

this inherent tension in Blakets prophecy, a tension between

a visionary poet who dramatically presents his visions and a

didactic poet who repeatedly proclalms, rrMark well my words!

they are of your eternal salvationrr (Milton E96; 2.25 &

passirn) ( De Luca 3 ) . Likewise, Shaviro describes this

tension as a tension between rrBlake as systematizer,, as sage

and teacher¡ äs essentially doctrinal poetrf andrrBlake as

dramatic poet and master of irony who rarely or never speaks

in propria personar' (230). In The Marriaqe, in search of a

single authoritative voice that satisfies both impulses and

that can encompass the whole range of his vision, Blake

experiments with diverse literary genres, tones, and devices

until f ina1ly he f inds an appropriate mode in rrÀ Song of

liberty. rra4 He uses lyric in ilThe Àrgumentrrt religious,

philosophical, historical, psychological, and rnythic

discourses in plates 31 5t Ll, L4, L6, and 2L-22, proverbs

in the I'Proverbs of He11, " visions in the I'Memorable

Fancies.il True to his principle of contraries, each tlme

Blake adopts a genre, he never slavishly follows its

decorum. Even as he adopts the form, he revises it so as to
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present his ideas in a way that does not constrict the

readers to the perspective he offers. Nevertheless, each of

these genres has its own limitation and proves to be

unsuitable for Blakets prophetic need.

Despite having obvious limitations for prophetic

writing, rfThe Àrgument't in the form of lyric offers one

important element: an intense and direct voice of the poet-

prophet. As also seen, fot instance, in rrThe Sick Roserrl

Blakets lyrics can convey astounding complexity and

different meanings through symbols and allusions. rtThe

Argumentrt dramatizes the usurpation of the dynamic of

contraries by negation, alluding to Jacob and Esau, tþ

archetypal story of usurpation. Through the repetitions, in

strategic places, Of rrthe perilous pathr't allegorical naming

and the numerous allusions to blblical characters and

events, the poem succeeds in illuminaal.tn the critical

condition of the present state of man: the life-producing,

dynamic way of living enabled by being 'rjust't to both

contraries has been usurped by the static way of Iife that

thrives on conforming to what has been already accomplished.

Às in 'rThe Sick Roserrt the symbols and allusions create

almost endless levels of meaning. Yet more than this depth

and complexity, I'The Argumentrris important for the intense

lyric voice of the prophet, the voice natural to Blake, the

voice with which he began his poetlc career. Nevertheless'
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by ltself, lyric lacks multiple perspectives Índispensable

for a dialogical text.

In the section I'Proverbs of HeII, I' Blake creates a new

mode of proverbs which could be cal1ed oxymoronically the
Itprophetic proverb. rr Proverbs¡ ês those in the Bib1e.

aiming at stability and comfort, express received wisdom

which appeals to traditional values such as common sense,

prudence, and moderation. Especially the biblical Eook of

Proverbs is designed to instruct young men in upper-class

families how to Iive successfully in the world. Thus

proverbs by nature diametrically oppose prophetic

Iiterature, which denounces manrs dependence upon worldly

wisdom. But Blake turns this genre of wisdom literature
into prophetic literature. His norm is not prudence and

temperance but rrexcessr rf or liberation of energy without the

restraint of conventions: rrThe road of excess leads to the

palace of wisdom'r (E35; 7.3 ) . He also uses a highly

metaphorical language that activates the readerrs mind, and

that cannot be rendered in single-dimensional language of

rational discourse. Ànd many of the proverbs expressed in

non-metaphorical language refer to a visionary plane¿ ds in

the case of ttone thought. fills immensity" (836; 8.36), or

challenge traditional valuesr äs in rrlmprovement makes

strait roads, but the crooked roads without Improvement, are

roads of Genius" (E38; l-0.65 ) . Blake uses the f orm of
rrbinary proverb, which is composed of two members or phrases
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drawn together into a sort of parallelismt' (williams 27O).

For instance, in the fourteenth proverb, "The tygers of

wrath are wiser than the horses of instructionrr (E37; 9.44),

by presenting both sides of the comparison ( "the tyger of

wrathrf and rtthe horses of instructionrr ), the proverb allows

an expression of both contraries, even as it favors one over

the other. Like lyric the proverb is a mode that allows

Blake to speak in a way habitual to him. Às Michael E,

Holstein reminds usr not only did BIake read Lavaterrs

Àphorisms on Man but also he commented on it, as weII as

other books, in the aphorÍstic style (29-31). The cryptic,
oracular mode of expression is congenial to him, Às well,
Holstein also points out, Blake createsrta situation out of

which proverbs emergert' presenting them in the dramatic

framework that the narrator collected them to introduce the

character of. HelI ( 3L-2 ) . The proverbs are one of the many

voices in The Marriaqe and not meant to be taken as the

authoritative voice of wisdom. Thus, through the prophetlc

norm of dynamic livlng, the metaphorical language, the

binary form, and the dramatic presentation, Blake created a

mode of proverb that is at once didactic and visionary with
directness and intensity equal to those of lyric.

Furthermore, besides the sharpness and pith of

aphoristic style, the traditional way of presenting the

proverbs offers an important element to Blakets prophecy--

the juxtapositions in flashes of disjointed visions. The
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structure of therrProverbs of Hel1'r approximates that of his

later prophecies in which visions are presented with only

loosely connected narrative threads, and the sequence can

well be altered. Nevertheless, proverbs by themselves are

too short a form to convey complex themes.

The Marriaqe of Heaven and He1l is punctuated with

discourses--religious, philosophical, historical,
psychological, mythic, and Iiterary--which satisfy the poet-

prophetrs didactic or systematizing need. Each of these

discourses also forms a dialectical relationship with the
rrMemorable Fancyrt that precedes and/or follows the

discourse. Blake took this structure that alternates -

discourse and vision from Swedenborgts writings. But

whereas Swedenborg rrcitesrr his rrMemorable Relationsrt rrto

illustraterr his discourses and subordinates his visions to

his theories, Blake employs discourse and rrMemorable Fancyrl

in equal terms.as It is the reader's task to relate the

visions and discourses to produce fresh meanings.

Furthermore, by placing these discourses 1n a larger

framework and in the context of the contraries, Blake

prevents his statements from becoming a monolithic

constriction. Yet this dramatic framework, as welI as the

possible irony of the narrator, undermines the status of

divine truths that Blake wishes to stress; it undermines

such proclamations of the narrator as contraries trare

necessary to Human existencerr (834; 3), or I'If the doors of
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perception were cleansed every thing would appear to man as

it is: lnflnite" (839¡ t4), and these are the kind of

statement which, as Blake instructs us in Milton, the

readers must rrmark well, tr f or their Iteternal salvationrl

(Hilton 896; 2.25 c passim) .

Blakef s vision within the framework of each rrMemorable

Fancyrr embodies his transfiguring perception and reveals

multiple levels of significance all at once--religious and

eschatological, philosophical, historical, psychological,

and artistic. In the third rrMemoräble Fancyril for instance,

the vision of the Printing House in HelI¡ äs shown before,

demonstrates the poet-prophetrs perception that sees the

infinite and holy in everything. The vision shows that the

humble craft of engraving and printing has an apocalyptic

meaning and is indeed a tool to begin the Apocalypse.

Philosophically, the vision shows a process of removing the

habitual and repressive mental habits and of expanding

consciousness. Psychologlcally, it is a process of

releasing energy through removing the repression of

convention. As we11. the vision implicitly criticizes the

traditional notion, Swedenborg's in particular, that He11 is

a place of torment and destruction. showing the place to be

the foundation of regeneration.

In the fourth rrMemorable Fancyrr the two journeys into
rrthe inflnite Abyssrrand the house of monkeys respectively

represent rrthe eternal lotrr of the narrator according to the
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Àngelts view and that of the Àngel according to the

narratorrs. Àfter the narrator's provocative statements

that attempt to dismantle traditional piety, the Ànge1, a

conventional believer, volunteers to show that the narrator

is destined to eternal torment in Hel1. The vision of I'the

infinite Àbyssil unfolds the scene of the tast Judgment that,
the Angel believes, the narrator will have to face. Out

from the spot that the Àngel designates as the narratorts

lot emerges Leviathan with striped forehead like a tiger's.
The Leviathan rushes towards the two, and the ÀngeI flees

while the narrator remains undisturbed. ÞIhen the ÀngeI who

provides thls vision is gone, the Abyss turns into a

pleasant bank where a harper is singing a song with a theme

thatrrThe man who never alters his opinion is Iike standing

water, & breeds reptiles of the mind" (842¡ 14).

On the philosophical and psychological 1eve1s, the

whole vision demonstrates the outcome of repression and

negatlon. As the Ànge1 judges in terms of the established

moral categories and negates energy, or what is judged evil,
he faces assaults by the repressed element which is seen as

the monster Leviathan. The narrator, being just to the

contrary, sees the Leviathan bred by the Angelrs mind as no

threat but af f irms the energy of this rf reptilerrr as evident

in his description:
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we saw a cataract of blood mixed with fire and not

many stones throw from us appeard and sunk again

the scaly fold of a monstrous serpent. at last to

the east, distant about three degrees appeard a

fiery crest above the waves sl-owly it reared like

a ridge of golden rocks till we discovered two

globes of crimson fire. from which the sea fled

aeray in clouds of smoke, and now v¡e sa\^I it was the

head of Leviathan. his forehead was divided into

streaks of green a purple like those on a tygers

forehead: soon we saw his mouth & red gills hang

just above the raging foam tinging the blacþ deep

with beams of blood, advancing toward tPL 19 I us

with all the fury of a spiritual existence.

(E4L; 18-9)

The description reflects the narratorrs sense of the

sublime: the narrator recognizes beauty and spirituality in

the vitality of the Leviathan.

On the artistic level¡ âs Morris Eaves shows, this

vision, like that of the Printing house in HeIl, represents

the process of artistic creation, especially the creation of

the lllumlnated book of The Marriase (81-116). On the

historlcal or political level, as Erdman and Nurml

respectively show, thls emergence of Leviathan ilto the east,

distant about three degrees" (841; 81) from the two

spectators refers to the rise of revolutionary spirit in
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France, partlcularly in Paris, which 1s in latitude three

degrees east of London (Erdman, Prophet 180; Nurmi, Marriage

sL ) .

FinaIly, on the religious and eschatological 1evel, the

vision lndeed shows both the Angelrs and the narratorrs

mental states in their ultimate inplications. Ironically,
it ls the Angel who faces the perpetual assault of what is

rejected as evil according to the established categories.

The narrator, in contrast, is in a paradisiacal state since

he embraces and blesses both ends of these categories as the

contraries. The vision thus corrects what is to Blake the

erroneous categorization and mentality of traditional -views.

The vision also fuses the subject and the object of the

perception. The subject in this case is the narrator, and

the object the Angel. The Abyss is the product of the

Àngelrs mind, yet it is the narrator who describes what he

sees. Thus the vision embodies at once the Angelrs and the

narratorrs perspectives. The spectacle of HelI meant to

terrify the narrator is imbued with beauty and vitality, for

his transfiguring perception liberates the energy condemned

by the Angel's conventional dualism to the Àbyss. The

conventional image of Hell is transfigured into a

magnificent vlsion of the locus of energy, In so dolng, the

narrator is redeeming the reptiles bred in the Angelts

stagnant mind.
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These powerful vislons, however. are undercut by the

framework of the |tMemorable Fancyrr and by its use of the

narrator as a character. Blake uses this framework partly

to present his visions together with his discourse and

partly to expose Swedenborgrs conventional values. t^Ihile in

Swedenborg the Angel imparts celestial knowledge, in rhe

Marriage Blake exposes the Angelrs metaphysics. Or in the

fifth ttMemorable Fancyr " the AngeI is converted and becomes

a Devil. This Swedenborgian convention is an effective tool

of subversion but is not the best way to present prophetic

vis ions . The label and Êramework of the rrMemorable Fancytf

are redundant and constricting for a presentation of a

longer, more complex visionary drama. Indeed, together with

the context of contraries, the framework undercuts the power

of the visions, stressing, perhaps unintentionally, their

anecdotal status. Furthermore, the use of the narrator as a

character in the vision, another Swedenborgian element, also

causes a problem, making the vision an account from memory

rather than an account of immediately perceived visionary

events. Às wel1, the condescending and sometimes ironic

voices of the narrator both outside and inside the

ItMemorable Fancy" undermine the status of the visions. The

prophetrs vlsion needs to be presented, unmediated by such

tones, with the directness and irnmediacy of lyric and

aphor 1sm.
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Blake thus experiments with lyric, proverbs, dlscourse,

and vision until finally he finds an appropriate voice in rrÀ

Song of Liberty.rr The rtsong" ls a condensed version of the

main textr äs becomes evident; it synthesizes the relevant

elements that each of the genres offers in the main textr äs

well as overall rhetorical strategies, to form a unique mode

suited to his prophecy. The poet-prophet now presents his

visions and proclaims eternal truth with the intensity,

directness, and urgency that the lyric and the aphoristic

forms make possible, while keeping his text as open as

before. Unlike the earlier prophetic modes of Tirlel and

The Erench Revolution, the mode of political prophecy .in the

rrSongil f uses the eternal (mythic and spiritual ) and the

historical into one, allowing the prophet-poet to express at

once all the leve1s of reality he sees.

In the action of the rrsong, Blake.reverses the process

presented in rrThe Argument. t' In rrThe Argumentrr ùhe villain

usurps the Just man from his path and drives him to the

wllderness where the meek Just man becomes a raging volce;

in the trsong" the Just man overthrows the usurperts reign

and restores freedom both f.or man and the worId.

The trsong'r begins with the birth of a child from the

Eternal Female. The long repressed Energy, or what rrthe

religiousrt call Eternal Hel1, bxeaks through the reign of

Reason.

erupt i on

Th

of

is emergence of the new born is a volcanic

the Leviathan who is pent up in the Abyss and
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ready to assault the Àngel in the fourth rrMemorable Fancy.rl

The birth also is the rise of revolutionary spirit all over

Europe, England, and Àmerica.

The moment rrthe new born terror" (844; 25.8 ) appears,

he encounters trthe starry king" (844; 25.8). The king hurls

the child but this attempt to stifle the opponent leads to a

coinstantaneous collapse of both. As in the conflict

between Gwin and Gordred in trGwin, King of Norway¿rr or as in

the conf lict between "the ProIif ictr and I'the Devouring, t' the

opposite forces are continuous, and the limiting of the

energy limits both the oppressor and the oppressed. The

collapse of the starry king illustrates, by a negative-

example, the narratorrs assertion in plate 5 that Reason

needs Desire to build upon (835). Erdman suggests that the

kingrs attempt to remove the new-born refers specifically to

the growth of the counter-revolutionary power in Europe of

1?90-2.L" fn July 1790 the Duke of Brunswick issued a

Manifesto which threatened to rrexterminate all inhabitants

of Parisrr unless they would submit to their king, and

subseguently the Dukers army, with the French Princes and

Austrian and Prussian majesties, mustered on the border of

France.17 But, the revolutionary army dethroned the

French klng and hurled back the counter-revolutionary army,

as the rejection of the new-born terror overthrows the

starry king and his army.
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Havlng falled to malntaln hls place by force, the

starry king then attempts to control people by Iaw. Erdman

suggests that the kingts act refers to the French royalist
priestsr effort in London to win British politiciansl

sympathy in the summer of 1790. The new-born fire, however,

not quenched by the sea in which he sinks, destroys the

k ing I s frstony Iawrr and releases trthe eternal horses rr f rom

the stable. Thus, the energy and inspiration trapped in the

stable of convention is now free to run and is about to

bring forth a truly new dispensation. Às prophesied in

Isaiah chapters 34 and 35, to which Blake directs the

readerrs attention in plate 3t the destruction of the -

kingdom is followed by the restoration. Blake sees this

restoration in terms of deliverance of oppressed Energy. As

Energy is released, the lion and wolf cease to rage and are

ready to rrdwell with the lamb" ( Isa. l-L. 6 ) .

The visionary drama in the I'Songil is as open as is the

main text with the evocative characters, the non-Iinear,

disjointed structure, and the multlple levels of meaning.

Each character in the ttsong" is the essence of the variously

presented characters of the main text who are analogue to

each other. For instance, the raging Just man, the Devil,

the Giants, the Prolific, and the Leviathan find their

rebirth into "the new born terror.rr Likewise, the Villain,

the Àngel, the religlous, the weak and tame minds, and the
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Devouring find their prototype 'rthe starry king." As

Jackson succinctly explalns, these new characters are

unnamed forms for fundamental, universal patterns.

. each representtingl the essential mentality

or spiritual state (which Blake treats as

universal forces ) that creates its representative

mundane phenomena. (218)

Àt once traditional and idiosyncratic, these characters are

powerfully evocative of the analogous characters in the

Bible, Milton. and classical mythology, such as Jehovah,

Satan, and Phaethon, and yet resist simple identifications

with these traditional characters. Even the designatipn of

the characters in the rrSongrr shifts from line to 1ine. The

new-born child is called rrthe new born terrorrr (v.7 ) r 'rthe

new born f irett (v.B)¡ I'the new born wonder" (v.l-0), t'the

fire" (v.11), and I'the son of f1re" (v.19). The king is

also variously ca1led rrthe starry kingrr (v.8), rrthe jealous

king" (v.15), and'rthe gloomy kingrr (v.17), and in each

designation the epithet is given the status of a proper

noun. Each of the characters thus has at once a clear

outline and fluldity, with an infinite number of meanings.

Moreover, like the main text, the vislonary mode of the
rrSongrr is disjointed and loosely connected by a narrative

thread. Àlthough far more overt than that of the maln text
as a whole, the action of the |tsongrr does not have a simple

llnear progression. The rtSongrr sometimes juxtaposes and at
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other times fuses the timeless and the historical realms,

switching from one to the other and back or merging them

into each other without explanations. For instance, a scene

in the timeless rea1m, the conflict between the new-born

fire and the starry king on the Àtlantis (verse Ll-), is

lmmediately followed by a scene in the historical realm.

The citizens of London, the Jews, and the Africans are urged

to rrlook up" and see the new-born fire fall from the

mountain of Atlantis (v. L2). Then the rrsong'r returns to
the timeless realm to describe the new-born fire sinking

into the sea (v. 13). The events in the two realms are thus

juxtaposed, but they are also fused since the people are

urged to see the fire from the eternal realm, just as in the

opening verses the Eternal Femalefs groan is heard all over

the historical realm. Thus, free from a determinate linear

or cyclical framework, the rrSongrt heavily depends upon the

reader's imagination for a synthesis of the Juxtaposed

elements and a creation of a fresh meaning. Nevertheless,

the .[songrr is not so dialogical as Blakers ma jor prophecies

are. I^Ie hear no voices of the Eternal Female, the starry

king, and Urthona directly. In the midst of the counter-

revolutionary England and in the wake of Blakers own

discovery of his prophetic voice, the new-born firets

trlumph is still unambiguous to Blake, and, as Graham Pechey

lnclsively observes, the poet-prophet could proclaim the end

of empire rrin unisonrr with the new born-f ire . '"
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The voice B1ake found in therrsong" is far more intense

than the lyric voice of rrThe Argumenttr and is closer to the

oracular voice of the Devil in the Proverbs of HeIl.

Indeed, the rrSongrt retains the characteristics of the
ItProverbs of Hellrr--the short verse-prose form that is

cryptic, pithy, and oracular. Às Pechey writes on the

exclamatory intonation of the rrSongr rr rteven the diegetic
passages have a rvocativet cast, differing from the

manifestly apostrophic addresses only in that act of

invocation is not explicit" (71). The poet-prophetrs voice

is almost ecstatic not only because the dawn of the

Apocalypse is near, but also because he has found the -voice

to proclaim the divine truth freely without the anxiety of

consolidation and monolithical impositions on the reader.

It is the voice that is natural to him, not ironic, and yet

also appropriate for singing visionary truths. The persona

of the prophet-poet is almost transparent; the disembodied

voice reports the vision with convictlon and exhorts people

to rise from the oppression of convention,

The vlsionäry mode in the rtsongrr also allows multiple
levels of meaning. To name a few, on the psychological

1eve1, the action depicts the conflict between Reason and

Energy; on the religious leveI, the conflict between the

lnstitution and the dlvine within each mani on the politicaL
Ieve1, the conflict between the revolutionary and the

counter-revolutionary powers in Europe and England of 1790-
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2; on the level of the total form of hlstory of manklnd--or

the prophetic level--, the conflict ls the final battle that

ushers the total consummation of the created world. In the

main text, these leve1s of meaning are conveyed both through

diverse discourses on the principle of contraries and

through visions especially in the third and fourth
rrMemorable Fancies.It In the frsongrr the vision alone conveys

all these levels. In particular, the last two leveIs--the
political and the prophetic--are far more prominent in the
trSongrr than in the main text, fox the I'songrr focuses on the

present moment (that is. 1790-L792) as the critically
pregnant moment in the history of the universe.

Blake attempts to illuminate the eternal significance

of the present by juxtaposing and fusing the political and

the prophetic levels and by conveying the prophetic level

through evocation of the biblical and Miltonic characters

and events. In so doing, Blake attempts to show how the

conflict of the revolutionary and the counter-revolutionary

powers of his time is, from the prophetic point of view, the

crucial stage of the total history of mankind.

By virtue of combinations of key elements, the action

of the trsongtr evokes analogous action of Revelation tZ and

19. ae For instance, the combination of the mythic female

of cosmic proportion, her agony in delivery. and the birth

of a male child who confronts the present ruler and ushers a

new era calls forth Revelation L2, in whichrta woman clothed
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with the sunr' rrcrieIs l, travailing in birthtt ( 12,2') and

delivers rf a man chi1d,rr who is to rrrule all nationsrr (L2.5) ,

and who eventually emerges triumphantly and is identified as

ttthe tlord of Godrt ( 19.13 ) . The rrsongrr does not explicitly

aIlude to Revelation, nor is the new-born terror an imperial

ruler rrwith a rod of j.ron" (Rev. 12.5) but one who is

himself long-pent-up energy, and who releases pent-up energy

symbolized by I'the eternal horsesrr imprisoned in rrthe dens

of nighttt (844¡ 27 .v.20') . (Signif icantly, Blakers new-born

terror only releases the eternal horses and does not ascend

to the sky on a chariot of the Sun. as Orc does in Blakers

later prophecies.) Nevertheless¡ äs in the case of ilT-he

S ick Rosert or rrThe Tyger, tr analogous actions. imagery,

motifs, settings, and combinations of these elements evoke

the vision and the context of Revelation L2.

$lhat is evoked in the frsongrrr however, is not a simple

correspondence to Revelation L2¡ Blake evokes simultaneously

more than one character and event of the Bible and Paradise

Lost, In order to show, from his point of view, the true

meanings of both predecessorst visions and the contemporary

political situations. For example, the new-born terror
elicits both the man child of Revelation, who is to become

the Messiah, and Satan of Paradise Lost, who is thrown into

hel1 by the Messiah. The new-born terror, unlike his

counterpart ln Revelation, is not rrcaught up , to the

thronett ( 12.5') of God but stands bef ore the starry king on
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the mountain of. Àtlantis. The new-born then is "hurlrd
. throrthe starry night" (844¡ 26. v.10) into the ocean by

the klng, Just as Satan ls cast off through night and Chaos

into hell by the Messiah in Paradise Lost Book VII. This

presentation of the new-born terror suggests that he is
Energy as the narrator sees it in plate 6, or the Satan who

has been usurped from his home by the Messiah of Paradise

Lost whom the narrator identifies as Reason (835; 6).

Likewise, the falI of the starry klng evokes the fall of the

Dragon Satan in Revelation L2, who attempts to devour the

man child and is thrown down to the earth by the Angel

Michael; the faII of the king also evokes that of Sata¡r in

Paradise Lost. l^Iith this association of the king and Satan,

Blake indicates that the king, not the new-born terror or

the revolutionary spirit, is the arch-rebeI who has usurped

the rightful ruler, the one who is just to contraries.

After the fall, the Dragon Satan attempts to control the

earth by waging war on offspring of the woman clothed with

the sun, just as the starry king attempts to control the

earth, though not by war, but by Iaw, rrpromulgatlingl his

ten commands" (844; 27. v.18). In this }ast action, the

king alludes at once to Satan, Jehovah the law-giver, and

Moses. Through what the Eassons call rrinterconnected

layering of allusionrr (94), Blake suggests that the true

identity of the law-givers, Jehovah or Moses, is the

opponent clf 1i f e, rrthe accuser of our brethrenrt ( Rev.
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L2.L0), r^rho must be overthrown by the true divine power. Àt

the same time, Blake illuminates the nature of the French

Royalist priestsr activity in London of 1790: the Dragon

Satan's plot against people. Through these layerings of

allusions, Blake suggests that the new-born fire is the

Messiah, who liberates the repressed energy and restores the

proper operation of contraries, that the proclamation is the

$ford of God, and that the triumph of the revolutionary

spirit in 1790 signifies the dawn of the Àpocalypse. Thus

Blake, in his view, reúea1s the significance of the

historical moment from the divine point of view, and his

juxtaposition and fusion of the historical and the visionary

together with his allusions to the Bible and Milton register

the prophetic perception of the infinite and holy in the

wor ld .

ItA Song of Libertyttis thus a condensed and intensified

version of the main text. It integrates those elements of

the main text which Blake needs for hls prophecy: the lyric

and oracular voice with the sharpness and pith of the

proverbs of He11; the disjointed, non-Iinear narrative; the

multiple levels of significance in various discourses and

visions now all conveyed in a visionary drama; the

juxtaposition and fusion of the historical and the

visionaryi the biblical and Miltonic allusions to render the

prophetic significance; and the vision which embodies the

transflgurlng perception of the poet-prophet. By
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synthesizing aII these elements, Blake achieves a mode which

is open, hind-expanding, and yet informed by a strong

conviction in the truth of the vision he presents.

Critics generally accept that The M,arriaqe of Heaven

and HeI1 belongs in the tradition of great satirerr (Frye,

Symmetry 200). t^Iith the rrblistering ridicule'r and I'rowdy

guffawsrrr The Marriaqe attacks Swedenborg and what he

stands for, conventional approaches to life (Symmetry 200).

Howeverr ås Frye points out, condemnation of errors is only

part of The Marriaqe . Critics, feeling that the work is
more than a satire, call The Marriaqe a variety of names.

Edward J. Rose, for instance, contends that The Mazriage

belongs in the tradltion of I'the satire of the enthusiast, a

kind of satire distinct from that of Dryden, Pope t ot

Swiftrrt but that Blake made his satire.informed not by

reason but by imagination.2o Bloom suggests that the work

has a f orm of the Menippean satire and rris both an

intellectual satire and a prophecy of imminent apocalypserl

(8896).=' LesIie Tannenbaum argues that BIake fuses the

satire of the Lucianic tradition and the Christian prophetic

tradition, creating a Itprophetic satirerr (rrBlakers Newsn 7 4-

99 ) . While undoubtedly abrasive as the traditional

satiristsrworks, The Marriage as a whole is more than a

formal satire: the satiric elements are entirely subsumed by

the prophetic purpose and message, and the characteristics
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of satire derive from a greater objective than the

condemnation of intellectual errors.

At first, The Marriaoe of Fleãven and Hell appears to be

a formal satire, for it does share common elements with the

genre. Blake exposes and attacks the life-negating views of

rrthe religioust' by means of denigrating images. For

instance, the fifty-fifth proverb compares the priest to
rrthe catterpiller Iwho] chooses the fairest leaves to lay

her eggs onrt (837t 9). The fourth rfMemorable Fancyrt

portrays the Angel as a sanctimonious hypocrite, and hls and

his fellow conventional believersI rreternal lotI as the

chained monkeys engaging in rape, incest, fratricide, and

cannibalism in a stench-fi1l-ed house. Blakers Isaiah offers

a view similar to the Juvenalian saeve lndiqnatio, that'tthe

voice of honest indignation is the voice of Godrr (838; LZI .

And the parable inrrThe Argument[ that the meek Just man 1s

driven to become the raging just man crying in the

wilderness seems to dramatize the conventional rhetorical
premise that the satirist is a tolerant good man who is

forced to speak out by his conscience. More specifically,

The Marriaqe does display characteristics of the Menippean

satire, a medley of genres and devices, a loosely connected

narrative thread, and a concern with intellectual errors.

Moreoverr âs Tannenbaum contends, in setting, rhetoric,

themes, and fictional framework, The Marriage shows relevant

features of a branch of the Menippean satlre, the Lucianic
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tradition. Tännenbaum argues that The Marriaqe uses the

fictional framework of Luciants trunderworld satiyêr" which

parodies rfserious literary versions of the underworld"

(rtBlakers Newsn 77). As well Blakets work shows Lucianrs

rhetorical motif of the interview with dead authors

(rrBlakeIs News" 80). FinaIly, Blake usesrrthe most

significant satiric device in the ILucianic] traditionrr rtan

eschatological viewpoinL'r: as in Lucianrs satire the dead

are ridiculed and judged by rrthe satiric tribunal that has

the power of dispensing divine justicerrr so in the Ëourth
rrMemorable Fancyil the Angel faces his eternal lot (rrBlakers

Newst' 82).

However, in The Marriaqe aIl these characteristics grow

out of a ground different from that of satire. Às seen in

the Hebrew prophets, the abrasive descriptions in Blake are

not merely satiric use of hyperbole; from the perspective of

the prophet, who is united with the divine, the condition of

the wor1d, without exaggeration, is a monstrous aberration

from its holy and inf inite potential.

The OId Testament prophecies abound in satire. Thomas

Jemielity, for instance, finds in them such satiric devices

as name-calIing, insulting, denigrating images, the parody

of forms, the funeral dirge, excremental and sexual motifs,

and fantasy.zz Just to list the names and images of

Israel and Judah ls enough to illustrate the satiric vein of

the prophets: Israel is like I'a backsliding heif er'r (Hos.
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4 .L6) , she is a rrdromedaryrr ( Jer . 2 .23ìr , or rra wi ld assrr in

heat (Jer. 2.24). Àbove all, she is a shameless harlot, as

Ezekiel, among others, bitterly attacks her, for instance,

in chapter 1-6. Às discussed in earlier chapters, the

prophets parody the traditional forms of worship and deliver

the funeral dirge to those who are alive at the height of

prosperity. Derision and scorn are thus crucial elements of

the Hebrew prophecy. Nevertheless, Jemielity mlsses an

important difference between the traditional satire and the

prophetic satire. To the prophets, the grotesque stupidity,

bestiality, obscenity, ugliness, and absurdity are noù

merely satiric exaggerations; they are the real state -of

those who are alienated from God, seen from Godrs

perspective which the prophets adopt. From the Prophetrs

point of view, the ordinarily normative view of these same

people--their flattering appearance--is a delusion, a

fantasy, a gross exaggeration. on the use of fantasy as a

satiric device, Jemielity refers to Isaiahrs Temple vision

and Ezekielfs vision of the four livlng creatures as

instances that rrreveal prophecyts capacity to draw on the

fantastic, as an integral part of prophetic utteranceI
( rrDer is ionil 62') . The prophets, Jemiel ity contends, rtcan

employ f antasy satirically as wellrr ( rrDerisionn 62) . These

visions, however, are not mere fiction or rhetoric to the

prophets.23 9Jhile the ordinary people see only the

physical worId, the prophets see through it lnto the depth
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of reality, and many of their visions of political future of

Israel and the neighbouring nations came to be fulfilled
precisely because the prophets accurately discerned the

hidden logic and structure of history.2a Their visions

are not fantasy; on the contrary, they are real in the sense

that while the ordinary sight perceives a mere appearance of

things, the prophets' visions uncover the real state of the

things ðs¡ the prophets believe, seen by God.

In the same wày, Blakers satire derives from the poet-

prophetrs perception of the real state of rrthe religious. !'

Blake's voice of honest indignation emerges from the

perception not of the gap between the mora1. rational -

normative way and the folly and vices of the people, but of

the gap between the holy and infinite reality and the moral,

rational normative approach to it. Thus, älthough Blakean

satire may resemble Swiftean satire in.that both aim to

shatter delusion, they differ in their norms; the norm of

traditional satire is precisely the target of Blakets

satire.

Furthermore, while a satire may attack and dismantle

the established systems and ideas, it does not claim to be a

revelation of a new truth. On the contrary, the satirist

appeals to what the reader already knows very well to be the

universally true standard. The satiristrs attack depends

upon this received standard and the implicit conmunity of

the satirist and the reader who hold this same standard.
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The Marriaqe, in contrast, attacks the ordinarily normative

way of seeing and at the same time reveals a standard

hitherto unknown to the reader. Similarly, the Hebrew

prophets shock the audience by shattering their commonly

held belief and revealing new meanings of Israelrs hlstory;

Àmos, for instance, reverses the meaning of the Day of the

Lord and proclaims that it is not the day of celebration but

the day of destruction.

Ànother element of satire found in The Marriage. the

medley of genres and devicesr äs we have seen, is largely a

result of Blake's experiment with diverse forms to find an

appropriate medium for his prophecy. The varlety also- is to

offer multiple perspectives on central issues, such as the

necessity of the principle of contrarles. the Poetic Genius,

and the Apocalypse as BIake conceives it. [^Ihereas the

Menippean satire uses this medley and the loosely connected

narrative thread in order to of f er an ';anatomyr " "a

dissection or analysisrtof the diseased conditions of human

life (Frye, Ànatomy 309-12), BIake uses the characteristics

to enlarge the readerts sense perception, to deliver the

mind from constraint of reason and conmon sense. For

instance, BIake presents the Poetic Genius, or the

transfiguring perception, from a variety of perspectives: in
rrThe Argument" as the Just manrs transforming rrthe vale of

deathrr into a garden, ln plate 11 as the account of ancient

Poetsr animation of the world wlth gods or geniuses, in the
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f irst rtMemorable Fancyrr as Isaiah and Ezek iel ts explanation

of the source of their prophecy, in plate L4 in the biblical
and apocalyptic terms, and ln the Third ftMemorable Fancy" in

the vision of the Printing House in Hellr âs the vision
which embodies the transfiguring perception, to list only

the readily recognizable instances. The purpose of this
multiplicity is not to analyze the concept of the Poetic

Genius but to expand the reader's mind by activating the

imagination; it is to switch the readerrs mind from

analytical seeing to aesthetic seeing.

The Marriaqe also fundamentally differs from the

Lucianic satire. Both the framework of the journey into the

underworld and the motif of conversätion wiÈh the dead are

more likely derived from the I'Memorable Relations" of

Swedenborg, who reports his journeys into Heaven and HeIl

and his conversations with the supernatural beings. BIake

is also known to have had visitors from spiritual realms as

recorded by his biographers.2ã The conversation with the

prophets could well have been drawn from his own visionary

experience. rndeed, the fact that the language of his

vision of Itthe infinite Àbyssrrembodies his transfiguring
perception reflects his visionary experience of the

underworld rather than a mere adoption of a convention, be

it of Swedenborg or Lucian. As for the eschatological

perspective, in Lucian, the use of an individual

eschatological point of view, as well as the use of divine
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justice, is fictional--a rhetorical device to ridicule and

dismantle the object of his satire. His norm, as Tannenbaum

acknowledges, is reason, common sense, and weII-established

philosophical ideas (rrBlakets Newsil 83 ) . Blakers norm, 1n

contrast, is the Poetic Genius, and his objective the

Apocalypse and no less. The eschatology in The Marriaqe is

not a rhetoric but the actual objective of the poet; seeing

things in terms of the ultimate, from the divine point of

view, is normative to Blake, as shown in the earlier

chapters. Thus in its scope, purpose, and normr The

Marriaqe of Heaven and HeII is primarily a book of prophecy

in the biblical tradition, with a strong satiric spirit
directed against the way of life cherished by traditional

wisdom.

In The Marriaqe of Heaven and HelI Blake explores the

prophetic career--its aim, its source of inspiration, its

heritage, its method, and lts medium of prophecy--, and he

finally finds the right voice for his prophecy inrrÀ Song of

Liberty.rr His exploration ends with an ecstatic
proclamation of rrthe new born f irerr: rrEmpire is no more ! and

now the lion & wolf shall cease" (845; 271. The roar of

Rintrah (the ruah of God, the roar of the llon in Amos 3.8)

finally is delivered from the oppression of convention, as

the roar is articulated through the prophetic mode of I'A

Song of Llberty.rr
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Scrivener, 'tÀ Swedenborgian Visionary and The Marriaqe of

Ff eaven anri He I 1 t' Blake ,/ An I llustrated Ouarterly 21 (1787 -

88 ) .

Getting a lead from John E. Grant's comment that The

Marriaqe isrrabout the education of the Prophetic Charactertr

(Blake's Visionary Forms Dramatic 64 n. t7¡ qtd. in ÞJittreich

189), 9Íittreich also argues that The Marriaqe is a prophecy

because it employs the seven-panel structure of the Book of

Revelation, is I'built on units of 22" rrin accordance with the

Hebrew alphabet, 'r and rthas a1l the external f eatures that

Bishop Lowth points to as hallmarks of prophecyrrr such as

rrbold ell ipt ical express ionsrr and Iabrupt change of ¡rersontt

(tlittreich, Àngel L95). As becomes evidentr hy argument has

dif f erent bases f rom [,fittreichrs.

3. cf . I^Ii1liam Holladay, Jeremiah (Minneapolis: Fortress,

1989 ) 198 . Bas ing his argument on the usage of the tringrardrt

( or I'interiorrr ) and the 'rheartrt in the other sections of

Jeremiah, Holladay suggests thatrrthe inward parts'r and the

rrheartsrrboth refer torrthe city within the land and the

temple within the city." He reads 31.33-4 metaphorically and

contends that the verses mean rra renewal of worship in the

temple. It

4.

5.

Mi lton

These verses repeat almost verbatim Ezek. 1i- .L9-20.

For Blakets fuller explanatlon, see, for instance,

37.8ff and Jerusalem 89.10ff.

Blake expressed the same views earlier in the form of6.
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tractate. See rtÀLL RELIGIONS are ONErr and both vers ions of
IITHERE IS NO NATURAL RELTGIONII (81-3).

7. This statement is often quoted out of context in

conjunction with Blakers other statement in his annotation

(1798) to Watsonrs Àn Apol oqv for the Bible (L797 ) z

Prophets in the modern sense of the word have never

existed Jonah was no prophet in the modern sense for

his prophecy of Nineveh failed Every honest man is

a Prophet he utters his opinion both of private &

publ ic mattexs/Thus/Í.f. you go on So,/The result is

So,/He never says such a thing shall happen let you

do what you wiII. a Prophet is a Seer not un

Arbitrary Dictator. it is mans fault if God is not

able to do him good for he gives to the just & to

the unjust but the unjust reject his gift. (8617)

This annotation ought to be read in the Light of Isaiahrs

remark in The Marriaqe, not vice versa.

8. See Hazard Àdamsr illuminating studies of this plate:
rrBlake and the Philosophy of Literary Symbolismrrr New Literar}L

History 5 ( 1-973) , which is later expanded into a section 1n

chapter 4 of his Philosophv of the Literarv Svmbo1ic,

(Tal1ahassee, 1983).

9. For a discussion of

see my chapter T. , pp. 25-9 .

10. See his 'rPostscript:

Blakers transfiguring metaphor,

The Cave in the Chambersrrt 410-
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413 of his 'rA Tempoxary Report on Texts of BIake't in Rosenfeld

and The Illuminated Bteke lt2-3

1L. God orders Isaiah to go naked and barefoot for three

years to show symbolically the future plight of EgypL and

Ethiopiar oD whom, rather than on God, Israel depends

politically (Isa.20). God orders Ezekiel to lie on his left

and right side for specific periods to represent and bear the

inlquities of IsraeI and Judah (Ezek. 4.4-8). Furthermore, he

orders Ezekiel to eat the cake baked with cowrs dung as a fuel

to represent the defiled food the Israelites are to eat in

exile (4.9-j-5). In the last case, Blake changes this biblical

account; instead of using cowrs dung as a fuel, his tszekiel
rrate dung. rr For interpretations of this change, see Howard

and Helms , ttWhy Ezek i el Ate Dung . rl

1"2. For symbolic actions of the biblical prophets. see

Robinson. rrProphetic Symbolismrt and von Rad 2.95-98.

13. Critics generally see this Indeterminacy of The

Marriaqe as entirely positive and intentionali see, for

example, MiIler and Pechey. OnIy Ï,fittreich suggests that the

work rrmay not be, artistically, a wholly successf uI oner rf f or

Blaketrdoes not fulIy identifyttilwith the principal voicesrl

(ÀnqeI 198). Wittreich, however, does not pursue this point.

L4. I am indebted to Mary V. Jacksonts observation that
the diverse elements of the main text, each of which ls
expressed in a different genre, are integrated in the mode of
rrÀ Song of Liberty. t' Jackson sees The Marriage in terms of
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the concept of contraries and suggests that Blake uses seven

Itgenres, " as she calls them, to express it: t'parablerr

(Àrgument), rproclamationrr (pf . 3), I'argumentrr (the voice of

the Devil)r rrcritique" (on PL)r "historyt' (p1. 1L), t'allegoryrt

(Printing house), "philosophical statementrt (p1. 16).

Àlthough the principle of contraries is crucially important.

Jacksonrs strlct focus on it leads her to exclude from her

consideration important sections of The Marriage such as rtthe

Proverbs of He11" and the second and fourth rrMemorable

Fancies.r' The four genres I find--lyric, proverb, discourse,

vision--cover the entire main text
15. Swedenborg, The True Christian Reliqion (NY, L972)

t2. chap. 1.1.L2.5. The English translation was available to

Blake since L784 (Erdman, Prophet L76-7, n.3).

16. Here and after in this section. for the historical
background and aIlus ion of trA Song of Liberty, I' I rely on

Erdmanrs Prophet 191--3.

t7. The July Manifesto of the Duke of Brunswlck quoted by

Erdman, Prophet i-91.

1B . Pechey, rr The Marriaqe of Heaven and HeI1: À Text and

iEs Conjuncturerrr Oxford Literary Review 3 (1979): 72, For

this and the subsequent discussion of the lyric voice of the
rrSongrrr I am indebted to his study. But unlike Pechey, I

beI ieve that the voice of the rrsongrr is at once lyr ic and

aphoristic ln the mode of rrThe Proverbs of He11.rl

19. Randal Helms also notes that the rrsongtr is rra
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recastingil of Revelation 12, L3.14, and L5,34t Exodus t5.L-41

and II Kings 23.6.

20. Rose, trGood-bye to orc and À11 Thatrrr Blake Studies,

4 ( L972) z L42. By rf the satire of the enthusiastrrr Rose, I

believe, refers to the mode of satire exemplified by such

poets as Skelton and Donne, ot the satire of the Renäissance

and earlier periods when the name of the genre was erroneously

thought to have derived from satvr.

For other relevant studies of Blake and satire, see also

Martin Price, To the Pal ace of tlisdom (Carbondale, l-964 ) 4L2-

24; Gleckner, rrBlake and Satit€, t' The l,lordsworth Circle I

(L977',) .

2L. Earlier in Blakers Aoocalvose Bloom suggests using

Fryers term an anatomy (that is, the Menippean satire) for the

form of The Marriaqe (7L).

22. Thomas Jemie1ity, ilDivine Derision and Scorn: The

Hebrew Prophets as Satiristsr" Cithara 25 (1985): 47-65. By

rrf antasyrr Jemielity appeärs to mean the vlsionary mode.

See also hls two other essays on satire in the Hebrew

prophets: rrProphets

in Hebrew Prophêcy, tt

or Projectors? Challenges to Credibility
Studies in Eiqhteenth-Century Culture, LB

( 19BB ); rrProphetic voices and Satiric Echoesrtr Cithara 29

(1989).

23. It is of course difficult to prove that the prophetsf

visions are not a rheborical device. But at least these

visions are not meant to be taken as rtfantasy'r or as
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rhetorical devices, whereas the satiristrs ,vislonstr are meant

to be recognized as a rhetorical device.

24, See Koch, Prophets 1.1-35.

25. See, f.or instance , Gilchrlst 298-3O4.
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CHÀPTER V

The I F'ì rst ì Book of IIr i zen

The lFirstl Book of Urizen is the first book of the
rrBible of Helltrthat Blake promised the reader at the end of

The Marriaqe of Heaven and HeIl. Designing his text in the

standard form of the Bible with chapters, verse numbers, and

double columns, BIake presents Urizen to counter the first

book of Moses, Genesis, and attempts to revise the biblical

and Miltonic interpretations of God, Man, the Creation, and

the Pa11. Recently, Leslie Tannenbaum and, following him,

Jerome McGann argue that the chief ideas, techniques, and

form of Urizen largely derive from Blakets reading of ihe

biblical exegetical tradition ranging from the Gnostics to

Iate eighteenth-century German biblical scholarship.'

T^lhile I do not deny the likelihood that Blake learned from

the exegetical works, it seems hasty to conclude, based on

the paralle1s between them and his work, that Blakers mode

derlves from them. In The Marrlaqe of Heaven and Hell

Blake presents a prophet's struggle to find his own

prophetic voice. Ànd in Urizen Blakers view is conveyed

through the prophetic mode he discovered in The Marriaqe,

the mode which is at once oracular and dialogical: oracular,

in its lyric and epigrammatlc voice, and dialoglcal, in lts
multiple dramatic voices, its dialectical juxtapositions of

disparate units, and its layered allusions. And as in his

earlier poems, Blake renders a perception that
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simultaneously captures cause and effect, subject and

object, time and eternity, and space and infinity. He does

this by means of grammatical ambiguities, juxtaposition of

disparate points of view, metaphors that fuse the mind and

the world, Iayered allusions to the Bible and Paradise Lost

that show the prophetic dimension, and various combinations

of these elements. Moreover, these devices and

characteristics are thoroughly organic to Blakers theology,

psychology, cosmology, and, most importantly in Urizen,

epistemology; they are rooted in his own sophisticated mode

of perception. In this chapter, then, I shall argue that
The Book of Urizen belongs to the biblical prophetic

tradition not because it imitates the forms and devices of

the Bible, especlally as they are expounded by the biblical
exegeses with which BIake was probably familiar, but because

it challenges and revises the traditional view of God, man,

and the world, embodies a prophetic perception of the world,

and attempts to i

he prophesied in

nduce a mental apocalypse in the readers as

The Marriaqe of Heaven and Hell In these

ways, The Book of Urizen displays the same power that can

rrrouze facultiesfr as that of the symbolic acts of Blakers

Isaiah and Ezekiel explained in The Marriaqe.2

As in his earlier works, Blake endeavors to replace

with his view the traditional theology as presented in the

Bib1e and Paradise Lost. According to B1ake, these
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predecessors interpreted their visions of the Creator, the

Creation, and the Decalogue erroneously as visions of a

benevolent transcendental deity and his production as

beneficial to man. Blake, therefore, offers to reveal what

is to him the truth about these visions: the vision of the

Creation is a vision of the faII. He conveys his

revisionary view by using chiefly two methods: by providing

a larger perspective than the traditional ones and by

Iayering allusions to the predecessorsr visions.

The first method, the placing of established views In a

Iarger context to show their true slgnlficances, finds

orecedents both in the Bib1e and Paradise Lost. As shbwn in

the first chapter of this study, Hosea and Ezekiel

progressively expand the scope of Israel-rs history, each

prophet predating his predecessorrs view of the earliest

instance of Israelrs apostasy. Hosea rejects the

traditional, glorious view of Israel founded in Israelrs

experience of God in the Exodus and proclaims that the very

moment Israe1 was delivered from Egypt, the people committed

idolatry (Hos. 1L.1-6). Two centuries later, Ezekiel

expands the scope of the disaster history and proclaims that

the people þrere already rebellious in Egypt. Similarly,

Milton attempts to justify the ways of God by presenting a

vision that predates the events recorded in Genesis; he

places the Bible in a larger chronological framework in

Paradise Lost, envisioning the war in heaven and its
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preceding events, the period before the Creation. Indeed,

the scope of Paradise Lost stretches from the time when God

is coextensive with Chaos to the time when finally both the

Father and the Son retire from their regal positions and, as

Miltonrs God proclaims, rrGod shal1 be À11 in À11rr (III.341).

By placing the biblical visions within his o$rn larger

context, Milton implicitly, and subtly, revises such

traditional Christian beliefs äs the divine omnipotence, the

Creation ex nihilo, and the form of the ultimate realm as a

kingdom rather than a democratic community.

The other method, that of layered allusions to the

Bible and Milton, is an ironic device used in the "toù of

Libertyrrand, to my knowledge, a way of re-vision unique to

Blake. He removes elements--words, phrases, images, motifs,

events, characters, and setting--from the origlnal contexts

and freely places these elements in new contexts that are

often opposite in meaning to the original ones. By placing

a minute particular of his predecessorrs work in a new

context, Blake sets a new lighting on the item and reveals a

new significance buried under an established system which

has hitherto supplied the meaning of that item. The item,

however, shows a new significance not only because it is

placed in a new environment but also because it is layered

with other elements from these predecessorsr visions. For

instance, in a description of Urizen, images of Satan are

fused with those of the Messiah, or in a description of
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Eternity, images of HelI with those of Heaven. By these

superimpositions, Blake implies that those visions of the

Messiah in Milton are true visions of Satan the adversary to

life but are misinterpreted and mislabeled, and that Milton

further placed these misinterpreted visions in a wrong

context, which B1ake attempts to dismantle with the first

method. Thus, Blake, in his view, corrects Miltonrs moral

contexts while at the same time affirming the aesthetic

truth and power of Miltonts vision and drawing out a new

meaning. This process, which is an aesthetic way of seeing

the elements, is also the normal way of life in Eternity as

envisioned by Blake. Bloomrs disappointment in Blake tf,.t

the poetrs vision is ä borrowed glory from Milton thus

misses the point of Blakets work.3 Blake uses Miltonts

visions precisely to redeem them from their erroneous

context as Blake sees it.

In most cases, Blake's allusions are implicit: words,

syntax, imagery, characters, actlons, and setting strongly

evoke the biblical and Mlltonic counterparts but are rarely

direct quotations or explicit references. These allusions

are also thoroughly organic to both the literal and

figurative senses c¡f the text so that it is impossible to

separate the allusions from the rest of the text without

totally destroying its meanlng. Àlthough the references are

implicit and thoroughly assimilated into his own texts, the

evocation of the biblical and Miltonic visions and their
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contexts, as well as the readerrs recognition of Lhese sub-

texts, is vltal to the meaning of the book. Also, Blakers

title and arrangement of the text after the standard form of

the Bib1e clearly indicate that the poet intended his book

to counterpoint Genesis.

By rendering his version of the creation of the world

through those allusions, Blake suggests that the biblical
and Miltonic versions depict not the supreme expression of

the creative impulse of a benevolent God but the rise of the

primeval priest and the fall of man from his immortality;

according to him, the traditional vision of the Creation

delineates, theologically, mistaken acts of the immort-a1s,

psychologlcally a disintegration of the human faculties,

cosmologically a production of chaos and heII, and

epistemologically a Ioss of imaginative perception of the

wor Id

BIake attempts to revise the biblical and Miltonic

versions of the Creation by presenting his vision of the

universe that precedes the emergence of the creator of the

world; placed in this larger context, the vision of the

Creation is shown to be that of the disintegration of the

original dynamic form of life in Eternity. Urizen begÍns

with a withdrawal of an immortal in Eternity into his world

of introspection from the life of vigorous interaction with

his feIlow Eternals. Before his withdrawal, in Eternity
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I.Earth was not: nor the globes of attraction

The will of the Immortal expanded

Or contracted his all flexible senses.

Death was not, but eternal life sprung[. I

( 3.36-8 )

The rrwillrr of the immortal t et the corporate identity of the

Eternals, controls 'rhis all flexiblerr sensory perception.

The mind and what later is to be perceived as the physical

world are coextensive because the creative spirit has

control over the world. To Urizen, however, this

ceaselessly vigorous mode of Iiving appears as life-in-

death:

I have sought for a joy without pain,

For a solid without fluctuation
l{hy will you die O Eternals?

Why live in unquenchable burnings? (4.10-3)

Urizen attempts to stabilLze ever-changing Eternity. In his

inner world the minute particulars which the Eternals

continually transfigure by contracting and expanding their

sensory perception are now abstracted and, after a Iong

struggle against Urizen, confined in the abstraction:

3. For he strove in battles dire

In unseen conflictions with shapes

Bred from his forsaken wilderness,

Of beast, bird, fish, serpent & element

Combustion, blast, vapour and cloud. ( 3.13-7 )
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This formation of Urizents inner world is, from the

Eternals I point of view, a f ormation of a rrpetrif ic
abominable chaos" (3.25). Thus, according to Blake,

contrary to the traditional account, chaos is not the

prlmordlal condition of the world ordered lnto its present

shape, but it is brought into being as this world by

Urizenrs rejection of the dynamic mode of living.
BIake presents his reinterpretation of the traditional

accounts of the Creation through ironic allusion also. In

describing Urizents withdrawal and production of chaos,

Blake evokes at once Satanrs secret plot in heaven, Godts

creation by contraction, and the Holy Spiritts fertilizing
the Abyss in Paradise Lost.

1. Lo, a shadow of horror is risen

In Eternity! Unknown, unprolific!

Self-closed, all-repelling: .what Demon

Hath formfd this abominable void

This soul-shuddtring vacuum?--Some said
rr I t is Ur i zenrt , But unknown, abstracted

Brooding secret, the dark power hid. (3.1-7)

The setting of Eternity, the rise of hitherto unknown

horror, the secrecy and alienation, and the designations
rrDemonrr and I'the dark powerrr all evoke Miltonf s image of

Satan in his first conspiracy. AIso, the formatlon of

vacuum in Eternity recalls to mind Satanrs drawing a third

of the Angels in heaven into the north. In addition,
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together with the context of the first rebellion against the

community of the Eternals, the description of Urizenrs rise

as rfUnknown, unprolificrr (double epithets with the negative

prefix, un) evokes Satanrs first resolution to rrleave /
Unworshipt, unobeyrd the Throne supreme" (PL V.668-?0) (see

also Ur izen 3 . LL ) . Yet at the same time , Ur izenrs trBrooding

secretil in the rrvoidil which he rrHath formrdfr evokes the

image of the HoIy Spirit, whichrrDove-like satst brooding on

the vast Abyss / enA madrst iÈ pregnantt' (PL L.2L-22).^

ÀIso, Urizen's formation of shapes in his world of

abstraction (3.13-37) calls forth Godrs act of creation in

the Bible and in Uriel's and Raphael's accounts in para¿ise

Lost Books III and VII. Just as Miltonrs God forms the

foundation of the Creation by withdrawing his dominion from

Chaos which was coextensive with him (PL VII.163-73), so

Urizen forms his world by withdrawing himself frorn the

dynamic body of the Eternals. Moreover, like Elohim, Urizen

shapes his I'deep world within'r ( 4.14 ) by division and

measuring: rrTimes on times he divided, & measurrd / Space by

space in his ninefold darknesstt ( 3. B-9 ) . By thus

superimposing Satants, the HoIy Spiritrs, and Godrs acts on

Urizenrs, Blake implicitly claims that the visions of the

creation by the Holy Spirit and God in Milton and Genesis

mark a lapse in Eternity, just as does Satanrs rebellion, of

which Urizenfs withdrawal is the archetype. In Blakers

view, the ordering of chaos as presented ln these works
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describes a disordering of Eternity and production of chaos;

the formation of the prelapsarian world describes a

petrlfication of Iiving forms in Eternity; the benevolent

Godrs and the HoIy Spiritrs bringing new life into existence

describes a Satanic plot against the living principle in

Eternity. The visions in the Bib1e and Milton are accurate

but, Blake suggests, hisinterpreted.
Urizenrs withdrawal is not the only instance of the

creation; Urizen, Los, and the Eternals all fa11 short of

repairing damages and call the wor1d, man, woman, the Tent

of Science, and the Net of Religion into being, forming the

fallen world as we have it. The Creation, to Blake, i; not

a one-tlme event that occurred in the remotest past but a

mental event that occurs every time man makes the error of

imposing a reductive order upon life. The scene of creation

Tecurs throughout The Book of Urizen as the characters make

the same error, repeating the archetypal error of Urizen:

cessation of interaction, imposition of a law upon the now

objectified world t ot throwing of nets over it, and further
reduction of the object. For example, the Eternals,

separated f rom Ur izen and Los, rrthe eternal mindtt ( 10 . 19 )

and rrthe Eternal Prophet" ( 13.35 ) , weave rrthe Tent of

Science'r and enclose the two, Enitharmon and Orc, so that

tos beholds Eternity no longer (20.2) and accepts Urlzenrs

religion. In another example, Urizenr äs he explores his

densr spreads the Net of Religion over the inhabitants of
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his cities who are immortal giants and reduces them into
ordinary mortal men and women. Blake presents each creation

as a hideous deformation of the original form in Eternity.
9lith the primordial unity of being intact, the Eternals and

Los rfthe ete

the ancient

plate 11 of

rnal prophetrr could have resurrected Urizenr äs

poets are said to have animated the world in
The Marriaqe of Heaven and He1l; but as Urizen

or rf the eternal mindtt ( 10.19 ) stops inf orming Eternity,
neither Los nor the rest of the Eternals can restore the

original integrity of Eternity in an immediately effective
manner, and their attempts for restoration lead to further
deter i orat i on .

In describing Losrs creation of Urizen which transforms

Urizen Ínto the world and the body of man. Blake attempts to

show further ironic significance of the biblical and

Miltonic visions by evoking not only the Creation of the

world as presented both in Genesis and Paradise Lost but

also the faI1 of Nebuchadnezzar and the Crucifixion (Simmons

155). Seeing that Urizen, rent from Eternity and Losts

side, has become a clod of clay, Los when his own wound is
healed sets out to stop degeneration of Urizen by binding

him in chalns. As the creation in the Bible takes seven

days¿ so the formation of Urizenrs body takes seven ages,

and the refrain at the end of each age parodies the refrain
1n Genesis at the end of each day of the Creation. In

Blakets verslon, the shaping of the world is a vain attempt
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of an impaired Eternal to revive Urizenr ärr attempt which

results in rfa state of dismal woet' (ch. IV tbl ). The rrseven

Agest' also ref er to the rrseven times'r that pass over

Nebuchadnezzar in bestiality and madness: rthe was driven

from men, and did eat grass as oxen, and his body was wet

with the dew of heaven, tiI1 his hairs were grown like
eaglesr f eathers, and his nails like birds' clawstr (Dan.

4.33 ) . Blake recurrently painted Nebuchadnezzat in this
condition as a symbol of man ès conceived by Locke and the

Deists; the fal1en Babylonian king symbolizes man who

depends on nature alone, devoid of imagination. By

superimposing these visions upon Losrs creation, BIake

suggests that the biblical vision of the Creation depicts

not a divine formation of the living world and man but their
degradation. Furthermore, Blake represents the final stage

of the creation of Urizenfs body in the iconography of the

Cruciflxion (Simmons 155) :

L2. Enraged & stifled with torment

He threw his right Arm to the north

His left Arm to the south

Shooting out in anguish deep,

Ànd his Feet stampd the nether Àbyss

In trembling & howling dismay.

Ànd a seventh Àge passed over:

And a state of dismal woe. (13.L2-9)
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This fusion of the two events of sacred history, the

Creation and the Crucifixion, implies Blakers view that the

latter finds its archetype ln the Creation of the world and

man, and that the Creation is a slaying of the divine, a

binding of the immortal onto mortality. Àt the same time,

through this allusion Blake suggests that the binding of

Urizen is ultimately a providential event which leads both

Urizen and Los to the reunion with the Eternalsr âs depicted

in the ninth Night of The Four Zoas.

This providentiat nature of Los's erroneous work is

also suggested by another biblical a1lusion, Michael's

binding of Satan. Together with the Eternals' rejectitn of

Urizen, Losrs binding of Urizen with chains and hammering

him into the shape of the world evoke the lmage of Michael

in Revelation 12.7-9. Michael and his angels fight against

the dragon-Satan and rrcast thiml out into the earth.t'
Similar1y, in Revelation 20.L-3t just as Los is sent from

Eternity, so an angel comes down f rom heaven and trwith a

great chainr' lays hold on Satan and binds him a thousand

years. Àlthough in Revelation LZ there is no reference to
Michaelrs use of chains, Blake, in his painting ilMichael

Binding Satanrrt depicts the angel ttwith a great chailt.rr=

This allusion carries implications that Losts binding and

shaping would ultimately point to the final ellmination of

the archetypal error.
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Urizen relnterprets not only the creation of the world

and man but also the creation of woman. At the completion

of the shaping of Urizen, Los shrinks in terror from his

creation and pities rrUr izen deadly black, / In his chains

bound" ( 13.50-51) . Instead of transfigurlng Urizen and

integrating him into a total form of the universe that the

eternal prophet imaginatively constructs, Los accepts what

he passively sees as the given and pities itsrthorrible
forms of deformity" ( L3.43 ) . This acceptance of the

division between himself and the object of his perception

results in splitting of originally androgynous man into male

and femaler or the separation of Enitharmon from Los. Blake

describes this formation of the first female by evoklng the

birth of Eve in Genesis and Paradise Lost. Just as Eve from

Adam and Sin from Satan are separated, so is Enitharmon from

Los. And just as Los sees the formation of Enitharmon as

ftdark visionsr' (1-5,12), so does Adam see the formation of

Eve in vision: Adamr s eyes were closed, but open is rrthe

Cell / Of Fancy thisl internal sight, by which / Abstract as

in a trancerrhe sees the creation of Eve (PL VIII.460-2).
Blakers lmage of rrthe globe of 1iËe blood trembling" calls
forth Miltonrs image of the rib taken from Àdamrs left side,
ffwith cordial spirits $rarm, / Ànd Life-blood streaming

freshtt (VIIT.465-5 ) . Moreover, the association of

Enitharmon with water as rrin tears & cr ies imbodiedrr and the

description of her as lf she were a reflection on water as
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in rrÀ f emale f orm trembl ing and pale / glaves bef ore I Losts ]

deathy facerr (18.6-8) evoke Miltonrs description of Evers

f irst self -image as a rrsmooth watrry imaget' ( IV. 480 ) . By

thus layering these allusions onto the birth of Enitharmon,

Blake suggests that the bibl ical and Mi l-tonic vis ions do not

portray a benevolent creation of rra help meetf' for man.

Whereas Genesis and Milton interpret the formation of woman

as a gift of God to man, and especially Milton emphasizes

the fact that Adam and Eve complement each other, Blake

presents the birth of the first female as a yet further
disintegration of an Eternal

The birth of Enitharmon also reinterprets Milton'!
vision of the birth of Sin: according to Blake, Milton's
vision of the first female in heaven describes not Sin born

of evil but Pity born of Losrs error. The response of the

Eternals to the birth of Enitharmon clearly alludes to the

response of the rebel angels to the birth of Sin, the birth
which parodies that of Eve. As Sin emerges from Satanrs

head, I'amazement seizrd / All th Host of Heavrn'r; at first,
they were rraf raidrr and I'recoil rd'r f rom her rtand call td Iher ]

Sinrr (PL I'Í..758-60). SimilarIy, at the birth of Enitharmon

from Los, rrI^Ionder, awe, fear, and astonishment, / Petrify
the eternal myriads / at the first female form now sepäratert

(18.1-3-5) and "They call'd her Pity and fled" (L9.1). As in
Itl,ondon, rr rrThe LittIe GirI Lost, tt and The Marr iaqe, BIake

rejects moral dualism of good and evil and the concept of
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sin. The primordial separation of the female from the male

occurs not as a result of an evil conspiracy but as a result
of a failure of imagination. In Blake's view, what

separates man from Eternity is not sin but an erring
acceptance of the object of perception as given and

forgetting of manrs own power of imagination.

Like the birth of the female, the birth of a child,
Orc, by the sexual union of Los and Enitharmon marks a

further fragmentation of man. Los and Enitharmonrs union

does not heal the division of male and female but merely

leads torrMan begetting his likeness, ,/ On his own divided

image' (19 .5.-7) r producing another male or female. ¡,i tn.
sight of this trbirth of the Human Shadowrt (19.43), the

Eternals in terror close the Tent of Science, which they

have built at the division of the sexes, in order to

separate themselves from Los, Enitharmon, Orc, and Urizen.

Thus, Blakers version contradicts Genesisrs account that God

blessed man to rrBe f ruitf uI, and mu1tiply" ( 1.28 ), and

Miltonts account of what the divine voice taught Eve:

hee IAdam]

Í¡ihose image thou art, him thou shalt enjoy

Inseparably thine, to him shalt bear

Multitudes like thyself, and thence be cal1rd

Mother of human Race. (PL rV.471-5 )

Blakefs EternaIs, in effect, curse natural reproduction and

multiplication of man as a monstrous perversion of
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production in Eternity. Nevertheless, Blakers calling Orc

ff a man Childt' ( 1-9 .4O) , which alludes to the rrman childrr of

Isaiah 66.7 and Revelation 12.5, seems to suggest that the

child is an agent who will bring about the apocalypse. For

Blake, merely natural union does not lead män and woman to

Eternity, and yet the natural life, symbolized by Orc, is

vital for mants restoration.

In Urizenfs exploration of his dens, which is yet

another instance of the creation of the world, B1ake, by

alluding to the fallen Nebuchadnezzay. in Daniel and the

Creation by division in both Genesis and Paradise Lost,

presents his view that the scenes of the Creation r*.JrA a

fairly advanced stage of the faIl. lVhen Los and Enitharmon

chain their child Orc to the rock as a sacrificial offering
to Uxizen, the voice of the rfman Childrr awakens Urizen.

Like the faIIen Nebuchadnezzar, Urizen trcraving with hunger

tandl / Stung with the odours of Nature" (22.30-L) starts
exploring his dens, formlng a väriety of measuring tools:

7. He formrd a line & a plummet

To divine the Abyss beneath.

He formrd a dividing rule:

8. He formed scales to weigh;

He formed massy weights;

He formed a brazen quadrant;

He formed golden compasses
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Ànd began to explore the Abyss

And he planted a garden of fruits (22.33-41)

Urizen exploresrrthe Abyss" by measuring and dividing, just

as Elohim in Genesis creates the world by dividing and

measuring time and space. The repetition, t'He

formed. . . ," parodies the repetition in the description of

Elohimrs creation in Genesis. tlith this aIlusion BIake

implies that the biblical vision does not represent an act

of creating a living world as traditionally interpreted, but

that it represents an act of forming rules and tools of

measuring an already existent faIIen world. Urizents tools

of measurement also allude to the tools that Miltonts 
-Cod

employs. To prevent a catastrophic battle between Satan and

Gabriel in Eden, God rrThr Eternal / Hung f orth in

Heavrn his golden Scalês,tt (that is, the constellation of

Libra) rrlJherein all things created f irst he weighrd" (PL

Iv.996-7, 999). And in Book VII, Raphael recounts that with
ff the golden Compassesrt (225), God

c ircumscr ibe t d l

This Universe, and all created things:

One foot he centred, and the other turnrd

Round through the vast profundity obscure,

Ànd said, Thus far extend, thus far thy bounds,

This be thy just Circumference, o World.

(226 -3 1 )
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Milton's God forms and controls the world by dividing,

weighing, and circumscribing according to his own measuring

rules and devices; Urizen attempts to do the same.

Significantly, Urizents formation of the tools of

science and his exploration of rrthe Àbyssrr directly follow

his Nebuchadnezzarean bestial response to Nature. By

layering these allusions, Blake attempts to show that

scientific approaches to the world are a direct consequence

of, or rather, the opposite side of the same coin as Deism

In Blakers view, the biblical and Miltonic visions ought to

be interpreted as visions of man who labours to order the

chaos that his own fallen mode of perception has creattd.

As David Punter t writing on Urizenrs exploration 1n The Four

Zoas VI.?1.35-72.t, states, Urizen finds these scientific

devices ttnecessary for the pïeseïvation and extension of his

own mode of perceptionil (557). He perceives the world

depending so1ely on the natural light symbolized by the

"globe of f ire'r with which he lights his journey (2?.47).

To man who forgets his power of imagination, to measure, to

divide, and to compartmentalize according to set systems of

measurement what is passively perceived by the natural

organs is the only way to form a coherent view of the world.

Thus, Blakers allusions suggest. whereas the Deistrs view of

man is symbollzed by the bestlallty of Nebuchadnezzar. the

scientific or the Lockean way of seeing is symbolized by the

madness of the fallen king. The scientific äpproach is a
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it is an attempt verging on

Although Blakers two creators, Urizen and Los, etr and

create deadly worlds, they are opposite to each other ln
purpose, informing spirit, and method. Both make mistakes

in believing that by stabilizing they could ameliorate life,
and by the end of Urizen both faII prey to rationalism. Yet

while Urizen deliberately forms his world, "a solid without

fluctuation" (4.11), seeking to make Eternity conform to his

laws, Los forms the world of Urizen as a saving measure,

seeking to stop further deterioration of Urlzen. During his

labour, Los holds the interacting mode of lif e in eteåity
as the norm, while Urizen attempts to replace it with his

own norm of stability and uniformity. Às Punter writes,
Los, while he beholds Eternity, "Ib]uilding rfrom

Particulars to Generals I reverses the architectural
procedures of Urizenrrr who builds by imposing his laws on

particulars (551). Los fails to revive Urizen and

reintegrate him into the body of the interacting Eternals

due to a lack of a direction from I'the eternal mindrr Urizen,

or reason. Terrified at the sight of the completed forms of

Urizen, tos is led to accept the material world as the given

and begins losing his sight of Eternity until finally at the

birth of Orc the Eternals close the Tent of Science over the

world of Los: rrNo more Los beheld Eternity" (20,21 , Thus,

the vision of Eternity being no longer his norm, Los, like
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Urizen, sees the world according to the scientific system,

falls r'Ib]eneath Urizen's deathful shadow" (2O.25), and

attempts to bind life¡ äs symbolized by the sacrifice of

Orc.

Noting the different modes of creation by Urizen and

Los, Tannenbaum argues that Blake, gleanlng from the

eighteenth-century German scholar Johann Eichhornfs study,

modelled Urizen after Elohim and Los after Jehovah.

Àccording to Eichhorn, Elohimrs style of creation is

abstract and repetitive, and he forms man in his own image,

while Jehovahrs style is anthropomorphic, and he forms man

out of the earth ("Crypsistr 145). Thus, Tannenbaum

contends, "from these distinctions Blake derives his

conception of Urizen and Losrri ttUrLzen initlates the

Creation-Fa11 by the process of abstraction; Los completes

the Creation by hammering it into human f ormrt ('rcrypsisrt

L46). Choosing between these two modes of creation,

however, was from the beginning of his career a vital issue

for Blake as an artist who grew up in the age of neo-

classicism and whose craft of book-illustrating and

engraving largely involved copying in many forms. His

earliest poems in Poetical Sketches, which at once fo1low

and revise convention, attest to his awareness of the two

contrasting modes of artistic creation. Àlso, the fact that

Blake makes Losfs creation of Urizen's body correspond to

both Elohimrs creation of the world and Jehovah's shaping of
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the human form suggests that Eichhornts study might have

helped Blake to sharpen his conception, but it is an

overstatement to say that his conception derives from that

study. Instead of being a source, Eichhornrs study, if
Blake indeed knew it, might have suggested to him the idea

of presenting multiple scenes of the creation of the world

to comment on each other.

The Book of Urizen also tries to subvert traditional
interpretation of the Decalogue as the divine law bestowed

upon man for his well-being. Emerging from his initial

withdrawal, Urizen announces that he has written his laws,
Itthe Book of brassr rr to control rrterrible monsters Sin-

bread: ,/ Idhich the bosoms of all inhabit; / Seven deadly

Sins of the soul't (4.28-30). As he opens the Book, rrRage

seiz td the strongrr rrÀnd enormous f orms of energy; / All the

seven deadly sins of the soul / In Iiving creation appearrd[

(4.44, 4.48-5.1-). Vlhat appears to Urizenrs abstract mind as

seven deadly sins is the natural exuberance of the Eternals;

it appears as sins only according to the categories Urizen

has formulated. Dorothy Plowman writes that rrit is this

very restraint Iimposed by Urizenrs laws] which actually

calls sin (bursting of restraining bonds) into being.rt6

Thus, the vision of God the Iaw-giver in the Bible, Blake

claims, is not of the true deity but, rather, of the author

of sins, As in The Marriaqe of Heaven and HeIl, Blake

thinks that the moral dualism of rtthe religiousrterroneously
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condemns energy as evil and sin, and that this very

repression of energy turns it into a raging force that

constantly tries to assault every order that is established

upon moral dualism. The criticism is not so much of the

content of the Decalogue as of the attempt to govern life by

monolithic rules and reduce the dynamic of contraries into a

static hierarchy.

Not only the Decalogue but the monolithic divine

justice in general as conceived in the Bible and in Paradise

Lost is presented in Urizen as erroneousi it brings forth a

disastrous consequence upon both the enforcer and the

recipient of Justice. [,Ihen Urizen attempts to go',r.tn -thu

Eternals with his laws, they respond to his error with fury

by tearing him from their body. Instead of expanding their

body to incorporate Urizenrs disruption constructively, the

Eternals, driven by rage, attack Urizen with rrthe f lames of

Eternal furyrr (5.8) and confine him in the north of

Eternity. Thls lmpaired judgement brings about the

monstrous degeneration of Urizen and consoLidates the

disintegration of the body of the Eterna1s. ürithout the

healthy regulation of reason, responses of the Eternals are

largely emotional, and they later repeat the same error by

exiling in fear another deteriorated EternaI, Los.

Blake delineates the Eternals' erroneous reactions by

superimposing the acts of |tEternal Justicerrin Paradise Lost

(PL I.70) onto those of his Eternals: in so doing, Blake
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exposes, in his view, the true context of Miltonrs vision of

the divine justice. He describes the Eternalst departure

from Urizen, evoking the image of the heavenrs disburdening

of the rebel angels in Paradise Lost VI .858-66. I^Ihen Urizen

unfolds his Book of brass, the Eternals are seized in rage:

3. Sundrring, darkrning, thundrring!

Rent away with a terrible crash

Eternity roll'd wide apart

I,iide asunder roll ing

Mountainous aIl around

Departing; departing; departing:

Leaving ruinous fragments of life

Hanging frowning cliffs & all between

Àn ocean of voidness unfathomable. ( 5.3-11 )

In Paradise Lost, with thunder, the Messiah

pursu I d

t¡Iith terrors and with furies to the bounds

Ànd Crystal wall of Heavrn, which oprning wide,

RolIrd inward, and a spacious Gap disclosrd

Into the wasteful Deep; the monstrous sight

Struck Èhem with horror backward, but far worse

Urg'd them behind; headlong themselves they threw

Down from the verge of Heavrn, Eternal wrath

Burntd after them to the bottomless pit.

(BL vr .858-56 )
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Ànd after the faIl of the angels, the breach in Heavents

walls is rrsoon repair'd, / . returning whence it rollrdrr
(PL VI .878-9 ) . Eternity 'rroll ts I wide apart" to leave

Urizen behind just as the Heavents wal1 r'rol1tsl inwardrrto

cast out the rebel angels. Through this superimposition¡ oD

the Eternals' attack, of Milton's version of divine justice

upon the rebel angels, Blake purports that what is upheld as

divine justice in Paradise Lost is as erroneous as the

Eternals' act in Urizen.

As a result of the Eternals' departure from urlzen, he

is confined in his desert which now has turned into a place

of torment, and Blake describes this place, evoking Miltonts

image of HelI. Urizen is deserted in his place, the north

of Eternity:

4. The roaring fires ran orer the heav'ns

In whirlwinds & cataracts of'blood

Ànd orer the dark desarts of Urizen

Fires pour thror the void on all sides

On Urizens self-begotten armies.

5. But no light from the fires. all was darkness

fn flames of Eternal fury[. I ( 5.l-2-18 )

The roaring fire that imprisons Urizen and his armies, the

tempestuous wilderness, and the flames without light are

some of the elements found in Miltonfs Hell:
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The dlsmal Sltuation waste and wlId,

A Dungeon horribler oD all sides round

As one great Furnace flamrd, yet from those flames

No light, but rather darkness visible

Serv'd only to discover sights of woe[. ]

(PL r .60-4 )

Às HeI1 is created by rrEternal Justicerr (PL I .70 ) in Milton,

so the dens of Urizen are transformed into a place of

torment by the Eternals I error.

Moreover, in the subsequent description of Urlzenrs

frantic attempt to shield himself from the raging fires of

the Eternals ( 5. 1 9-27 I t Blake further tr ies to highl igit

what is to hirn the flawed justice of Miltonfs God, by

evoking the description of the second day of the war in

heaven in Paradise Lost VI.539-74 (Bloom 8906). Michael and

his angels throw mountains upon the opponents, and although

the rebel angels run in terror to hide themselves beneath

hi1ls, they are buried beneath the thrown mountains. rrLong

struggling underneathrt the mountains, the rebel angels grow

trgross, " deteriorating f rom their f ormer condition as

"Spirits of purest Iight" (PL VI.659. 660, 66i-). In Urizen

not the Eternals but Urizen himself piles up mountains and

hilIs to hide himself from the furious attack of Eternal

f lames :

6. In fierce anguish & quenchless flames

To the desarts and rocks He ran raging
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To hide, but He could not: combining

He dug mountains & hills in vast strength,

He piled them in incessant labour,

In howlings & pangs & fierce madness

Long periods in burning fires labouring

Ti11 hoary, and age-broke, and aged'

In despair and the shadows of death. (5.L9-27)

As the rebel angels grow Itgross'r underneath the mountains'

so Urizen¡ àh Eternal, turns tthoaryr rr rrage-broke, and agedrl

and degenerates into tra clod of clay" ( 5.10 ) . Through

superimposing these fusions of the acts of Eternal Justice

in Paradise Lost onto those of the Eternals in Urizen, Blake

suggests that the divine justice in Milton--and by extension

in the Bible--which punishes and casts out the rebelling

forces negates an integral part of Iife.

Blake's criticism of the biblical.and Miltonlc view of

divine justice is based on his vision of the ideal order in

Eternity. Miltonrs Heaven is hierarchically organized,

consisting of God the Father as the supreme deity, his Son

next in order, and the angels in different ranks ranging

from the seven archangels to the lower seraphim. For Blake,

as weIl as for Milton, this hierarchically ordered heaven

depicts a less than ideal reaIm, though Blake did not seem

to think that Milton, too/ saw shortcomings in the hierarchy

in heaven.T Blakers Eternity, in contrast, is organized as

the human body of which each Eternal ls an integral partr âs
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Blake later explains explicitly, for instance, in Jerusalem

34.17-22. Even in Urizen, Blakers descriptions suggest that

the total organized form of the Eternals is the human form.

For example, when Urizen is separated from the Eternals, he

is descr ibed as rrUnorganizrd, rent f rom Eternityt' ( 6 .8 ) and

rrrent f rom his ILosrs ] sidetr ( 6.4 ) . Ur izen is rrthe eternal

mindtt ( 10.19 ) of the total body of the Eternals. The birth

of Enitharmon from Los as the division of female from ma1e,

or branching out from Los, also suggests the organically

integrated community of the Eternals as the androgynous

human form. Indeed, since the entire universe comprises the

human body like Adam Kadmon, there is no place to casi out

the rebelling force. casting out a disrupted Eternal,

therefore, does not restore the original order but only

disintegrates the living form, or the animating principle of

Eternity. The only healthy way to deal with the disruption

of the original order is reintegration of the disrupted

element through an enlargement of the initial framework.

Thus, irì Urizen B1ake attempts to revise the

traditional interpretations of God, man, the Creation, and

the Fall that the Bible and Paradise Lost present. For

Blake, the God in the Bib1e is ä fallen deity, the creation

of the world. and the FaIl of man are the same event, the

unfallen man has aIl the capacities we attribute to the

supreme deity, the vision of heaven in Paradise Lost
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portrays a fallen realm, and, as shall be discussed later,

heaven, he11, earth, and chaos are one space seen from

different perspectives. Many of these ideasr äs has been

suggested, appear to derive from Boehme, the Gnostics,

Neoplatonism, Hermeticism, and a variety of biblical

exegeses. a

The Gnostics believe that the deity is I'absolutely

transmundäne, I' and that this world is the work of fa}Ien

deities (the Àrchons) or their leader, the demiurge, who is

often characterized 'fwith distorted features of the Old

Testament God. rre The universe is tta vast prison whose

innermost dungeon is the earthr'r from which the spirif of

man is to ascend to the realm of the true deity (Jonas 42-

43). Man achieves salvation enlightened by an emissary from

the divine rea1m, who reveals knowledge of God and

rrknowledge of the wäy, namely. of the soul's way out of the

worldt' (Jonas 45). This abstract alone shows strong

resemblance to Blakets ideas implicit in Urizen.ro

Nevertheless, Blake also differs substantially from the

Gnostics. t^Ihi1e the Gnostics consider themselves as

spiritually elite and their teachings involve rituals and

magic, Blake rejects any mystification and elitism as

priestcraft which deludes man. While the Gnostics envision

two distinct realms of the true deity and of the mundane,

Blake envisions the traditionally separate realms of heaven,

hell, earth, and chaos as one realm: for Blake, there is no
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separation between the divine and the mundane. Blake sees

the distinction between the two purely in terms of

epistemology. For him, the fal1 and subsequent continued

divisions of the immortal beings. who are originally unified

in one ldentity, is a matter of perception: the world ls

fallen because man fails to see it with the proper mode of

perception. t^ihen perceived with enlarged senses t ot the

transfiguring perception, the world is the divine realm to

which the Gnostics aspire to ascend.aa

This epistemology, which counters the Lockean

epistemology, distinguishes Urizen and the rest of Blakets

works from the diverse traditions the poet uses or is

alleged to use. az He certainly shares elements with these

traditions, but unlike them he treats these elements in

terms of modes of perception. For example, the

identification of Urizenrs body and the world finds many

analogues in various traditions. But Blakers rendering the

creatlon of män and that of the world coextensive through

the creation of Urizenrs body reflects the poetrs view that

the whole scene of the Creation in the Bible and Hilton

represents a lapse in epistemology from poetic perception to

the Lockean empirical perception of the worId. The creation

of Urizents body is identical with that of the world because

when Urizen loses a healthy interaction with the rest of the

human faculties and becomes the sole faculty with which man

orders his passive perception of the world, the world
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perceived takes the shape of reason. Meanwhile reason,

without influences of emotion and imagination, becomes bound

to the physical world. Thus, B1ake suggests, the world and

the isolated reason are coextensive.

To Blake, the underlying norm, the ideal order of life,

is the mode of perception that can redeem the disruptive

elements like Urizenrs aLtempt to control Eternity. In

failing to transfigure Urizen's laws aesthetically, the

Eternals are as much responsible for the faII of Urizen as

is Urizen; they reject his attempt unlike the narrator of

the Fourth ttMemorable Fancyrr who transf igures the AngeI t s

vision of HeIl and Last Judgment into a vision of a ",inti*"
beauty and power. This redeemlng mode of perception is the

divine vision, as B1ake's later works call it, which is the

Iiving form or identity of Eternity. This redeeming vision

could also be described as forgiveness as understood in the

New Testament, not in terms of morality but in terms of

perception that reintegrates disruptive elements into an

imaginatively organized whoIe. This implied ideal (neither

castigatlng nor rejecting but reconciling with the offence

aesthetically) is completely humanized and internalized as

the proper human mode of perception. Man is divine, not

only because his spirit emanated from the true God as the

Gnostics conceive him, but primarily because his perception

in its proper mode has the infinite power of transformation

that we attribute to God.
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It has been suggested that Urizen owes its ideas and

forms to the late eighteenth century bibfical exegeses. As

mentioned earlier, Tannenbaum contends that in Urizen BIake

transforms the first three chapters of Genesis,rrexploitingrf

the interpretation and literary analyses offered in the

exegeses, particularly that by Eichhorn (rrCrypsisr' 143 ) .

More recently, Jerome McGann proposes that therrdisorderly

textrr of Urizen derives from Blakers readlng of Geddes' work

(323). Geddes believed that the Bible should be read with

intellectual honesty and, accordingly. interpreted the Bib1e

as showing that the Creatlon of the world was by a fallen

deity and that the God of Moses reflects the ideas of

primitive, uneducated people (McGann 315, 31-7-8). Geddes,

in the preface of his work, outlines Eichhornrs documentary

theory that Genesis consists of an Elohist and a Jahwist

strand of narrative, and suggests an alternative theory that

each book of the Bible is a disorderly conflation of textual

f ragments f rom diverse origlns and dates (McGann 3l-1) .

Mccann contends that Blakers view of the Creation derives

from Geddes and that the variances within and between copies

of Urizen and repetitions and contradictions in the text

parody Genesis as viewed by the new biblical criticism,

especially that of Geddes (323).

Both critics convincingly show the accessibility of

these exegeses for Blake through his publisher Joseph

Johnson, his friends, their works, and book reviews. As
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well, the critics remind us that Blake in his other works

refers to Àdam Kadmon, Paracelsus, and Boehme and that
Blakers friends noted astounding breadth of his reading.

I^ihiIe Blake might be indebted to interpretations and

insights of these exegetical traditions, in Urizen the

characteristics of the biblical prophecies found by these

exegeses are not merely employed to imitate the form of

biblical prophecies but are organically connected to Blake's

epistemology, psychology, theology, and cosmology. tJhat

makes Urizen a prophetic work in the biblical tradition is

not only Blakers use of certain ideas and characteristics
but more importantly the way he uses them to render his
peculiar vision. In The Book of Urizen, besides the

superimposition of the visions of the Bib1e and paradise

Lost onto his o$¡n, Blake uses the metaphors that fuse the

perceiver and the perceived, grammatical ambiguities, and

juxtaposition of different points of view, in order to
present his vision of the creation of the world as a

timeless¿ êpistemological event that involves at once the

individual and the cosmos, time and eternity, and heaven,

heII, earth and chaos.

The time scheme in the narrative of Urizen. as SI. J. T.

Mitchell polnts out, has the same structure as paradise Lost

with the three time phases: the pre-creation (the war in
heaven and the faII of the rebel angels ), the Creation, and

the lapsarian world (the FalI of man/ the exlle from Eden,
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and the beginning of history with the promise of the

Redernption ) (L23') . Blake evokes diverse moments of the

sacred history presented in Paradise Lost, but he

deconstructs Miltonts and the Biblets chronology and events,

and places these moments in a new dramatic framework.

For instance¡ äs shown earlier, Urizen's withdrawal

from the body of Eternals evokes at once God's creation by

contraction, Satanrs secret plot in heaven, the HoIy

Spirit's fertilizing of the Abyss, Godts formation of the

world, Satan in Hel1, and the Messiah in the war in heaven.

By superimposing the diverse moments from the two time

phases--of the f irst conspiracy. the war in heaven, th;
angels in He1I, and the creation of the world--onto a single

moment of Urizents secret withdrawal, Blake attempts to
point out not only that Urizen is Satanic but also that
these moments in Milton are identical in nature and find
their archetype in Urizents withdrawal.

Similarly, by means of allusions, metaphors, and

similes, B1ake fuses the moment of the creation of Urizenrs

body with the moments of the creation of the wor1d, the FaII

of man, the Crucifixion, and the Àpocalypse. The creation

of mants body is presented as the Fall of an Eternal from

his infinitely flexible state. The creation of Urizenrs

body is also coextensive with the creation of the world. At

the time Los starts forging, Urizen is I'the dark globerrfrom

which the Eternals stand I'wide apart, / As the stars are
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apart from the earthtt (5.41-6.1). As is often the case with

Blake, the simile becomes a literal fact; Urizen is the

earth, around whom Los (whose name is an anagram of SoI)

howls with rra fathomless void for his f.eet,. / Ànd intense

fires for his dwellingrr (5.5-5). In presenting Losts

shaping of Urizen, BIake uses metaphorical descriptions that

simultaneously embody the human body and the world.

2. And Urizen (so his eternal name)

His prolific detight obscurd more & more

In dark secresy hiding in surgeing

Sulphureous fluid his phantasies.

3. The eternal mind bounded began to ro11

Eddies of wrath ceaseless round & round,

And the sulphureous foam surgeing thick
Settled, a lake, bright, & shining clear:
l,Ihite as the snow on the mountains cold.

(10.1L-4, l_9-23)

The I'sulphureous f Iuidrr in which Ur izen hides his
rrphantasiesrtis at once a metaphor for his foul, muddled,

and deadly mentality and literally the fluid in a primordial

volcanic lake. As well, together with a preceding

comparlson of Ur1zen to I'a dark waste stretching changtable

/ By earthquakes rivrn, belching sullen fires" (10.3-4), the

description evokes the image of Satan floating over the
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inf ernal f lood Itwith ever-burning Sulphur,' (PL I.69 ) .

Moreoverr äs discussed earlier, Blake fuses the creation of

Urizenrs body and the Crucifixion in 13.L2-9 (Simmons 155)

and the Apocalypse, by superimposing Michael's binding of

Satan onto Losrs binding. Thus Blake fuses in a single
moment the crucial events of the sacred history from before

the beginning to the end.

Not only different times but also different spaces are

fused, merged t oy rendered continuous--probably the chief
factor that disorients the reader's sense of setting. The

realm of the action in Urizen is at once the mental and the

physical worlds, at once what äre traditionally calleö
heaven, he1I. earth, and chaos or the Abyss, ät once an

organ of the human body, the whole human body, and the

cosmos.

The action in Urizen takes places simultaneously inside

and outside of the human mind. Urizenfs first withdrawal,

for example, is described in this wäy:

6. His cold horrors silent, dark Urizen

Preparrd: his ten thousands of thunders

Rangrd in gloomrd array stretch out across

The dread wor1d, & the rolling of wheels

Às of swelling seas, sound in his clouds

In his hills of storrd snows, in his mountains

Of hail & ice; voices of Eerrox,
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Àre heard, like thunders of autumn,

Vtrhen the cloud blazes over the harvests [ . ]

(3.27-3s)

Through semantic ambiguities, Blake presents 'tThe dread

wor1d" of Urizen as at once his mental landscape and his

physical environment--if we could describe Eternity as

physical. Verse four which describes Urizenrs self-
contemplation makes Urizenrs preparation of thunders and his

mountains in the above quotation an occurrence in his inner

world and a metaphor for his mental activities. However,

the preparation also describes his activities in the world

external to himself; Urizen is preparing thunders for -

dominion over Eternity, just as God in the Old Testament and

Zeus on the Olympus use thunders as their weapon. In

Chapter II vers€ 3, these thunders and mountains are outside

Urlzen: his thunders roll 'ron the tops of his mountains"

(4.5) by which "myriads of Eternity" muster (3.44).

Similarly, in the description of the creation of Urizents

body quoted above ( 10.11-14 , L9-23) t the rrsulphureous f luidrr

is at once inside and outside his mind, and at once the

brain and the lake water. Throughout the book, such

contlnulty oË the internal and the external characterlzes

its visionary space.

This visionary space is also at once heaven, hell,
earth, and chaos--the four distinct realms of the Miltonic
universe (MitchelI 1291. By evoking Milton's images of
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these realms and events that take place in them, Blake

renders a vislonary space that dissolves these traditional

boundaries between the four realms. Urizen addresses the

Eternals:

I have sought for a joy without pain.

For a solid without fluctuation
I^Ihy will you die o Eternals?

ç.Ihy Iive in unquenchable burnings? (4.10-13)

ThÍs description of life in Eternity closely echoes Miltonrs

descriptlon of Hell as the rebel angelsr trfit habitation

fraught with fire / Unquenchable, the house of woe and painrl

(PL VI .876-7). Just as HelI appears a place of frtormelrt and

insanity" to Angels and is a place of "enjoyment of Geniusrr

to Devi Is in the f irst rtMemorable Fancyrt of The Marr iaqe of

Heaven and HeII, so Eternity in Qrizen appears to Urizen and

to traditional minds a place of pain, gf rrunquenchable

burning." In Chapter III, when Urizen unfolds his Law and

creates furor among the Eternals, Eternity is transformed,

even from the Eternalsr point of view, into a place with sin

and torment:

2. Rage, fu:y, intense indignation

In cataracts of fire blood & ga1l

In whirlwinds of sulphurous smoke:

And enormous forms of energy;

All the seven deadly sins of the soul
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In living creaLions appearfd

In the f lames of eternal f ury. ( 4 .45-5.2')

Eternity, then, like the walIs of Miltonrs heaven, roIIs

wide apart to disburden Urizen. But unlike Miltonrs heaven

which disburdens the rebels, in Urizen Eternity moves away

f rom Ur izen the rebel. rrleaving ruinous f ragments of I i f e'l

(5.9). Urizen remains in his quarter, the north of

Eternity, but as the fires of the Eternals attacked him, his

abode becomes a place of torment, the description of which

closely corresponds to that of Milton's Hell created by

rrEternal justicerr (PL I.70 ) . Yet Urizen, in the subsequent

action, to escape from the assaults of the quenchless -

flames, buries himself underneath mountains and hi1ls: this
eventr ds mentioned before, evokes the war in heaven.

Furthermore, as Urizen frames a roof all around himself to
keep away f rom the f ire, he becomes "tlru dark glober' ( 5. 38 )

which, later we find, ls the earth. As well, Urizenrs

domain from Eternals' point of view is 'rthe voidtt (5.15),

Urizen himself , rrthe f ormless unmeasurable death" ( 7.9 ) rrin

whirlwinds & pitch & nitrerf (8.5). Thus Urizenrs domain in

Eternity is heaven initially, he11 as the Eternals attack

Urizen, earth as he is formed by Los. and chaos from the

Eternalsr point of view.

Moreover, in the visionary world of Urizen. an organ of

the human body is the whole body and the world. Seen by

Blakers transfiguring perception, Urizen, the eternal mind
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of the body of Eternals, is at once a human brain in the

skull, a womb, a heartr âh embryor âñ entire human body, and

the earth, when deserted by the Eternals. In describing

Urizenrs efforts to escape from the Eternalsr fire, BIake

envisions Urizen as a giant ln the form of a man:, Urizen

runs, digs, piles up mountains and hi1Is, labouring rrtill

hoary, and age-broke, and agedtt (5.26). In the next verse,

however, Blake envisions Urizen as a variety of human organs

and as the world. For instance, the description of his

framing ila roof, vast petrific aroundr,/ on all sides"

(5.28-9) suggests that he is seen as the human braln ln the

skull. In the same Iine, Blake tetls us that Urizen is

like a womb;

!,lhere thousands of rivers in veins

of blood pour down the mountains to cool

The eternal fires beating without

From Eternalst. l (s.29-33)

Blake compares Urizen to a womb not merely because the

englobed form is similar in appearance to a womb. UrLzen,

ironically, is a womb from which all creatures of the earth

derive, although this process of birth is seen as a process

of death. Blake next tells us that Urizen is r'like a black

globe / Viewrd by sons of Eternityr' (5.33-4). Às discussed

earlier, this simile later becomes a literal fact. In the

next verse , lJÍ izen is compared to rrthe earthrr ( 6. i- ), and in

the subsequent verses, as Simmons suggests (153), Urizen is
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the earth , âxound which Los, ( anagram of Sol ) r howls with 'ra

fathomless void for his feet--i / Ànd intense fires f.or. his

dwelling'r (6.5-6). Às well, in the same verse in which

Urizen is likened to a brain, a womb, and a globe, he is

also rtthe vast worldtr which is " I ike a human heart

struggling & beating" (5.37r36). The comparison to the

human heart also suggests an image of an embryo in an early

stage of gestation, as Urizen is indeed an embryo, a globe

from which a fu11 human body develops--ironically again,

since this development of the embryo is a devolution to

death.13 Blakers metaphorical perception endlessly draws

out fresh significance from Urizen as the poet sees hlm in

different contexts: the text of Urizen thus embodies Blakets

perception of rtthe inf inite in every thing. "

Such a way of perceiving differs from ordinary

metaphorical perception. For examplê, in Paradise Lost hell
is a physical realm as well as a metaphor of Satan's mental

state, âs Satan discovers 1n Eden: rrWhlch way I f ly ls HeIl:

myself am Hell" (PL IV.75). Yet Hell within and Eden

outside of Satan are neither continuous nor fused: mental

and physical realities remain distinct. In Urizen¡ oû the

other hand, the same space is sometimes heIl, ât other

times, the body. a womb, the earth t at the void. and a

single action takes place at once in mind, in body, and on

the earth. The different spaces are not merely parallel to

each otherr âs is the case wlth metaphors as transference (e
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fox B), but are continuous and coextensive 1n BIake's

visionary worId.

Like Blakers earlier works, The Book of Urizen embodies

Blakers simultaneous perception of the cause and the effect
and of the subject and the object. The poem begins with än

epic convention, an announcement of the bookfs theme:

Of the primeval Priests assumrd power,

I¡lhen Eternals spurnrd back his religion;

And gave him a place in the north,

Obscure, shadowy, void, solitary[. I (2.L-4)

As Mitchell points out. the use of rr[,Ihenil in the second line
suggests the simultaneity of Urizenrs rebellion and thþ

Eternalst rejection, and Urizenrs rise can be the cause or

the consequence of the Eternalsr behavior (128-9), The

action in the poem proper testifies that the error belongs

to both parties: the disintegration of the body of the

Eternals 1s caused by Urizen's attempt to domlnate Eternlty

but also by the Eternalsr attempt to restrain Urizen. The

next two lines tell us that the Eternals gave him rra place

in the northrrrbut in the poem proper, the north of Eternity

is Urizenrs domain to which he voluntarily withdraws and

from which he proclaims his laws, just as Satan takes his

legions to the north of heaven for his rebellion. Still in

another part of the narrative, the Eternals confine Urizen

in his domain, 1n order to avoid infection. Thus Urizenrs

withdrawal to the north is also the Eternalsr assignment and
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confinement of him to the north. The fourth line of the

Preludium, the description of this northern domain, again

blurs the distinction of the cause and the effect. It is not

clear whether the place is given to Urizen because it is
rrobscure, shadowy, voidr solitaryr rt or the place becomes so

because it is assigned to Urizen; the agent who darkened the

place is not readily identifiable. The ambiguity is

deliberate to render the division in Eternity simultaneously

from two opposite points of view--Urizenrs and the

Eternals': the responsibility lies in both parties. In the

same wäy, Blake renders the opposition of the two when

Urizenrs proclamation of his laws against the Seven De-adly

Sins is countered by the Eternals. Seen from the Eternalsl

point of view, sin is forced upon them by Urizen: Sins come

into being only because Urizen invented them. Seen from

Urizenrs point of view, sins materialize because the

Eternals with all their infinite energies assault his laws.

Thus the cause and the effect are presented as the single

event seen from two opposing perspectives. In so doing,

Blake not only presents these events from a timel-ess

perspective but also avoids a monological narrative that

establishes a moral hierarchy.

SimiIarIy, all descriptions of creation in Urizen

embody such a perception of causes and effects and

simultaneously present opposing perspectives. From the

point of view of a creator, the act of formation is an act
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of creation in the ordinary sense¿ äo imaginative

organization of a nevr, better form out of the given

material; yet from the point of view of the Eternals, all
the acts of creation in Urizen are disorganization, an

imprisonment of the immortal in crude matter¡ èt

imprisonment that is also disfigurement and fragmentation.

To render both perspectives at once, and to criticize the

traditional view of the Creation depicted in the Bible and

Milton, B1ake renders the scenes of the creation as

disorganization with the image of the formation of an embryo

and of birth, ãs the Eassons show (71-81); the formations

of both Urizen and Orc correspond to the gestation of ã

human fetus. The birth of Enitharmon is another example in

which opposing perspectives are presented at once. As shown

earlier, in describing this birth, BIake evokes the two

opposing scenes of the birth of the first female from the

male: the birth of Eve from Adam in Genesis and Paradise

Lost, and the birth of Sin from Satan in Paradise Lost.aa

By superimposing the births of Eve and Sin onto the birth of

Enitharmon, Blake simultaneously presents the contrary views

of the birth and attempts to show its underlying meaning as

he sees it--a further disintegration of man.

Thus, these fusions of different moments in time and

Eternity, of different spaces, and of the cause and the

effectt ot the subject and the object¡ xegister Blakers

visionary perception of time, space, and events. Placing
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his predecessorsr visions in his visionary universe and

making them interact dialectically to generate fresh Iife,

Blake criticalLy reveals, in his view, true meanings of

these visions.

A revelation of the true meaning of the Creation,

however, is not the sole purpose of Blake in Urizen; more

importantly through these fusions and through the

dialectical presentation of his design and text, and through

the non-Iinear, disjointed narrative structure and multiple

perspectives and levels of meaning, Blake attempts to induce

a prophetic vision in the reader.

In The Book of Urizen Blakers view of prophecy clearly

differs from that of earlier prophets. The fact that no two

copies of Urizen have the same sequence of plates alone is

enough to illustrate that Blakers interest does not lie in a

presentation of a single definitive narrative about the

Creation.as Not only does each copy have its own unique

ordering of plates, but also certain plates appear in some

copies and are absent in others. Although the sequence of

the text is largely determined by the chapter and verse

numbers, those copies which have both plates 7 and B have

two Chapters IV. Moreover, the locations of the plates that

carry only the designs shift from copy to copy¿ so that in

each copy unique Juxtapositions of the designs and the texts

generate unique meanings from both.r" In addition, BIake
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colors dlfferently from copy to copy. The Eassons describe

the varlations of the coloring of plate L4 of Copy G, the

plate which presents a single human figure:
In copy G this figure is the youthful Los embedded

in what looks to be a flaming sun, with mouth open

and uprolled eyes. In Copy B the figure is still
the youthful Los, but Blake has closed his mouth

in a sorrowful frown and tears fa1I from his

narrowed eyes. In Copy A, however, Blake gives

the figure a white beard, turning him into an aged

Ur izen. ( 89 )

fn this way B1ake draws out fresh meanings from a single

figure.

Mollyanne Marks argues that the state of the text of

Urizen represents manrs fragmented fa11en perception (581),

and similarty McGann contends that the . r'disorderly stateft of

the text parodies the corrupt state of the biblical text as

conceived by Geddes ( 323 ) . The I'disorderly staterr of the

text, however, does not represent fallen perception; on the

contrary, it reflects Blakers transfiguring perception. The

state of the copies demonstrates how Blake sees the world

and reads books. He removes an element from its original

context and places it in a variety of contexts. In each

context the same element--be it a grain of sand, a person, a

hand, the universe, an image from Milton t ot an idea from

the Bible--generates a new meaning and at the same time is
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transfigured to form an integral part of the new framework

The different arrangement of his plates in each copy

indicates that the chief objective of Blakers work is the

act of transfiguring the worId.

The openness of the text is also the poetts strategy to
Itrouze Ithe readerrs] faculties to actrr (8702). Reading

Urizen involves a removing of preconception and a replacing

of normal logical sequential thinking with imaginative

making of fresh meanings out of a disjoined, supra-natural

narrative. The text prompts our minds to discover meanings

through processing the layers of seemingly contradictory

allusions, the disorienting fusions of inside and outs-ide,

and cause and effect, and to recognize the pattern of error

recurrent in all activities of all spaces. Thus, in our

efforts to read and reread Urizen, we exercise the mode of

perception with which the poet-prophet sees the worId. Of

such experience of. rereading Urizen. Hilton writes:

lr¡Il e f ind ourselves each time slightly changed and

each passage slightly different because of

r ichness of the text. . tl¡Jl e br ing more and

more to the text, but, ât the same time, the text
becomes lncreaslngly out of focus t or, rather,
multifocused. . Urizen helps usr finally, to

appreciate the power and wiIl of an Original

Poetic Genius that went into its creation and that
goes into our creating of it. ("Zen" 195-6, 197)
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In this wày, Urizen has a power to activate our mind to see

the world from an enlarged perspective.

This activating power of Ur.izen, however, differs from

that of the Hebrew prophecies, fox unlike them Blakers

prophecy does not actualize its Iiteral sense. In Urizen,

the words are used in such a way as to engage the readerts

mind and expand It to perceive the errors that prevent him

from fu1fillment. Thus, the power of prophecy with which

Blake aims to liberate the reader is analogous to the power

of the symbolic acts of the prophets as expounded by Blakers

Isaiah and Ezekiel in The Marriaqe of Heaven and HeIl.

qlith this power to rouze the readerrs faculties, The

Book of Urizen is Blakers critique of the Hebrew prophets

and Milton as well as of Blake himself as prophetì Uyizen,

Los, and the Eternals dramatize the approach of the biblical

and Miltonic prophecies which Blake adopted in his early

works, such as the ttPrologue'r for King Edward IV and'rHoIy

Thursdayrr in Sonqs of Experience. The attempts of Urizen,

Los, and the Eternals to reform the status quo or rebellion

by governing with laws, by condemning and attacking, and by

stabilizing, disintegrate man only further. Blake seems to

suggest that the biblical mode of prophecy which¡ äs he sees

it, attempts to reform the people by making them conform to

monological messages repeats the primordial error of Blakers

Eterna1s. In the episode of Losrs chaining of Orc I'Beneath

Urizens deathful shadowr' (20.25) t Blake offers another
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critical view of the monological mode of prophecy, rrits

obsession with moral rabsolutesrrr (MitcheII Lzt). Los fails

by becoming a rrdictatoril of moral absolutes which, in turn,

are dictated to him by Urizen. Monological prophetic

messages, in spite of their intention to awaken the people's

mind, fail to cause the mental apocalypse, which is Blakers

goal .

Robert F. GIeckner, citing Jerusalem 88.3-5, which

describes the mode of communication in Eternity, writes that

the glord in Eternity isrran event, a sharing, an act of

love, a coming togetherrr (rrMost Holy Forms'r 565 ) : the I^Iord

is the living form ln Eternity. The disintegration of

Eternity, therefore, is I'the fall of the Word into words,

the degeneration of rVisionäry forms dramaticr into Ianguage

. a time-bound, space-bound syntax that passively

mirrors the shattered mind and the excruciatingly finite
limits of fallen sense of perceptionrr(Gleckner,rrMost HoIy

Formsrr 557 ) . Urizen, in proclaiming his laws with 'rwords

articulatett (4.4), thus turns the I^Iord into words. The

prophet must, then, restore the [,tord, but he must do so

through the use of fallen language. In order not to be

enslaved by the fallen language, BIake avoids a monological

mode of discourse; instead, through his mode of visionary

drama t oÍ what he calls as I'Visionary f orms dramaticil

(Jerusalem 98.28),' BIake attempts to 'rannihilate the very

temporal and spatial confinesrr (GIeckner, r'Most HoIy Formsrl
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communication in Eternity, the living T,Iord.

In the second stanza

particularly demonstrates

communication in Eternity.

muses:
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of the rtPrelud ium, rr Blake

how he uses the unfallen mode of

He writes of his unconventional

Eternals I hear your call g1ad1y,

Dictate swift winged words, & fear not

To unfold your dark visions of torment[.]
(2 .5-7 )

As the Eassons point out, therrswift winged wordsrrallude to

the rtswif t wings" (PL II .631) Satan puts on f or his f f igfrt

from HeI1 (92), The allusion suggests that the Eternalsl

words derive from their experience of an infernal torment,

but it also suggests that their tfwordsil are not the Ï¡ilord but

the fa11en, fragmented words. Moreove\t the prophet

comforts the Eternalsr using the form of the oracle of weal

or assurance. which begins with trf ear notr rr suggesting his

role as a redeemer rather than a passive recipient of

dictation. Unlike the biblical prophets, who proclaim the

words put in their mouths t ot Milton, whose rrunpremeditated

Verserr is 'rdictate Id ]'t by his celestial Muse (PL IX.23 , 24) ,

B1ake, even as he receives dictation, is not less

enlightened than are the Eternals. Hls role, like that of

the eternal prophet Los, is a redeemer of the dark vÍslons

of the rest of the Eternals rather than their servant or
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messenger. In describing the Eternalsr words as rrswift

wingedtr and in comforting the Eternals, Blake shows that he

ls aware of the status of their words and that his task is

not a mere proclamation of the received words but a

restoration of the rrswift winged wordsil inLo the Word, ox

the dynamic form. which manifests itself in rrVisionary forms

dramatic.rl

The Book of Urizen attempts to debunk the established

views of the Creation and manrs place ln the cosmos and

subvert the Lockean epistemologyi BIake tries to achieve his

goal not by means of what he sees as the biblical and -

Miltonic mode of prophecy through monological messages, but

by means of the heuristic mode of prophecy with the same

motive äs that behind the Hebrew prophets' symbolic acts as

Blake conceives it. Through the errors and anguish of

Urizen, Los, and the Eterna1s, B1ake presents one area of

the prophetic career he has not yet explored--the burden of

the prophetrs task, his alienation from both the power that

appoints him and the world he strives to reform, and his

anguish in failing to achieve his goal--the facet of the

prophetrs life best exe¡nplified in the Bible in

Lamentations, traditionally attributed to the prophet

Jeremiah. The career of the eternal prophet Los is
developed in Blakef s later works. In The Book of Los Blake

recounts the same event as that of Urizen from Losrs point
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of view. In The Four Zoas, Milton, and JerusaLem, Blake

incorporates his vision of Urizen and further explores the

prophet Losrs task to reintegrate Urizen and other fallen
Eternals into the body of the Eternals identified as the

giant Àlbion. In these works, Los is guided all through his

career by the now clearly envisioned saviour of the living
human form, the Divine Vision. ÀIthough this vision of the

divine is not yet fully developed in The Book of Urizen. it
is implicit in Blake's rrVisionary f orms dramatic, " by means

of which Blake will deliver the predecessorst visions and

fhe readerrs mind from the confines of established

conceptions and conventional modes of thÍnking and wi

awaken our dormant capacity for perception of the inf
in the world.

ite
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Summary and Conclusion

From the earliest period of his poetic career, BIake

displays characteristics that align him with the biblical
prophetic tradition. Although, as critics have pointed out,

the rhetorical strategies and devices of Blakers later
prophetic writings may be attributed to his reading of the

Bible and of diverse biblical exegeses, the single most

important feature of his prophetic writings is his prophetic

perception of the wor1d. This feature is evident even in

his earlier work, his lyrics, his verse dramas, and his

poetic prose, which do not contain the obvious strategies

and devices of his overtly prophetic later writings. -Long

before he first employs, f.or example, a synchronic

structure, which is identified as the unique structure of

Revelation by some exegetes, BIake renders his prophetic

perception of the world through his owfr stylistic and poetic

devices such as syntactical and semantic ambiguities, and

organic and revisionary uses of religious, Political, and

literary traditions. Às weIl, his prophetic stance, which

situates him between heaven and earth and both above and

within national and human history, his anguished voice that

calls for deliverance of earth, and his dÌalectic design

that attempts to expand the reader's consciousness

characterize even his seemingly conventional poems ' Blake

belongs to the biblical prophetic tradition more because of
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these fundamental characteristics than because of his

employment of literary forms of the Bible.

His earliest and most conventional poems in Poetical

Sketches display these characteristics of the biblical
prophetic tradition. The persona of prophet-poet is evident

in rrTo SpriRgr " the trProloguesrr to Edward IV and King John,

rrSamsonrr and many others. In all these poems the speakers

see the world from an elevated stance while at the same time

speaking in a deeply concerned tone as they watch the fallen

condition of the world. In the historical sketches. with

this prophetic stance the poet attempts to expose the

traditional view of the history and national identity-of
Britain as an illusion, opposite to what he perceives as the

truth. In the trProloguesrr and rrSamsonrr the syntactical and

semantic ambiguities render the poetrs prophetic perception

that simultaneousLy registers the cause and the effect, the

subject and the object, and the past, the present, and the

future. Thus, the war is seen at once to be the oppression

of the tyrant and the revolt of the oppressed, and at once

divine and human acts. In rtSamsonrrt revising the biblical

and the Miltonic versions, the poet presents Samsonrs birth,
prime, captivity, and death existing aIl in one moment when

Samson tells Dalila the story of the annunciation of his

birth as the story of a sentence to a life of care. sorrow,

and labour. Thus from the beginning, Blakets poems render
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the perceptions that go beyond ordinary temporal and spatial
categor ies .

In Songs of Innocence the innocent speakers are totally
unaware of their prophetic roles, and the poemst criticisms
are never explicit as in the biblical prophecies;

nevertheless, Innocence implicitly but powerfully presents

the account of the prophetrs cal1, subversive criticisms of

establishment, and oracles of regeneration of the world.

The innocent speakersr transfiguring perception reveals a

luminous Edenic reality in the depth of the fallen world and

demonstrates the perception of rtthe infinite in every thingrr

(E3B; L2) . In 'tThe Shepherd, " I'The Chimney Sweeperr rt -rrThe

Little BIack Boy, tr rrThe Cradle Songrt and others, syntactical
ambiguities and circular logic--what appears to be the naive

speakers t confused reasoning--render the speakers I

perception of the divine reality, ln which the past, the

present, and the future exist all at once, the cause and the

effect are layered, the subject and the object are merged,

and the divine, the human, and the natural are continuous.

In the Lyca poems, B1ake for the first time offers his

vision of a comprehensive drama of salvation through the

myths which strongly evoke the biblical allegory of the

reunion of Jerusalem-IsraeI-Judah and her husband, God, the

myths of Earth and her return to her maker and the

transformation of a desert to a garden. Unlike the biblical
prophets, however, Blake envisions Earthrs separation from
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her maker and her return to him, not in terms of human sin

and divine punishment and restoration, but in morally

neutral terms of Earthts sleep, awakening, and return. Like

the allegorical interpretations of Israel-Jerusalem in

Hosea, Jeremiah, and Ezekiel, Lycars story symbolically

reveals, in Blakets view, the true account of man's place in

the history of salvation.

Sonss of Experience displays more visibly the

characteristics of biblical prophecy than the earlier poe$s.

Blake further develops the myth of Earthrs return in the
ftlntroductionI and tf Earthrs Ànswer. r' Unlike the Piper, the

Bard is lucidly aware of his mission and power; he prdclaims

his divine source of authority and attempts to awaken Earth.

But the Bardrs prophetic role, Iike Blake's own, is
justified not so much by his assertions as by his language

which registers his prophetic perception of the past, the

present, and the future all at once. Strongly informed by a

reformist spirit, Experience like the biblical prophecies

offers explicit criticisms of religious, political, and

social institutions. B1ake, however, reveals that the

ultimate cause of social evils lies not in the institutions

but in the rrmind-f orgrd manacles, rt the mental ity that

accepts established systems and values as the nature of

things. The dramatic presentations of diverse voices and

the dialectic design of the combined Sonss as indicated by

its subtitle induce the reader to recognize the ttstatesrr
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distinguished from the soul, produces in the reader a vision
that encompasses both states, and deliver the mind from its
of^Jn manacles.

In The Marriaoe of Heaven and ltell BIake presents not

only the principle of contraries, which is, in his view, the

proper way of seeing the world, but also a critical
exploration of the prophetic career. In order to bring

forth in the reader the mental Apocalypse, The Marriaqe

attempts to dismantle conventional approaches to Iife
through the principle of contraries, the disjointed
structure, the juxtapositions of disparate elements, and

biting satire. The prophet-poet-engraver examines, ddfines,

and justifies his purpose, his source of inspiration, his

strategy, and his heritage in the biblical and Greek

prophetic traditions. He also experiments with diverse

media to find a proper vehicle for his prophecy: Iyric,
discourse, proverb, ê11egory, myth. and vision. In rrÀ Song

of Libertyrr his exploration culminates: in the newly-found

mode of prophecy which is at once dialogical and oracular

and at once timeless and historical, the poet-prophet

proclaims, together with trthe new born fire," that the end

has come to the oppression by all conventions.

The Book of Urizen, the first of Blakers rrBible ot

HeIlrrt attempts to debunk the Lockean epistemology and

reveal, in Blake's view, the true contexts of the God, the

man, the Creation, the Fal1, and the cosmology presented in
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the Bible and Paradise Lost. In identifying the biblical

vision of the Creation as that of the FaII of man, B1ake

presents the event in terms of epistemology as Urizenfs

withdrawal from the Eternal mode of perception in favour of

the Lockean mode. Blake demonstrates the proper mode of

perception through a unique way of allusion. He evokes his

predecessors I imagery, setting, characters, events, and so

forth, and places them in contexts contradictory to the

original onesi he also layers his predecessorsr visions, tor

instance, of Satan, the Messiah, Jehovah, and Moses. to

present his own vision. Through this organic use of

al1usion, Blake causes a traditional vision, as it is -placed

in a new environment, to generate new meaning, even as he

implicitly criticizes the old context of this vision. Thus,

Blake is able to affirm the aesthetic power of the vision

while at the same time revealing, to him, the erroneous or

exhausted framework in which the vision was placed

initially.
Like the earlier works, the text of Urizen embodies

Blake's visionary perception through syntactÍcal ambiguities

and layers of allusions to different events, realms, and

characters of the Bible and Milton. The causal relationship

between Urizenrs withdrawal and the Eternalsr spurning of

him and between Urizenrs announcement of sins and the

Eternals' rejection of his laws , for. instance, is blurred,

suggesting the simultaneity of the actions. Blake also
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offers a critique of a mode of prophecy--the monological

mode of castigation and instruction--used by the biblical
prophets, Milton, and B1ake himself in some of his earlier
poems. Urizen, Los, and the Eternals attempt to save their
respective objects by governing with laws, by condemning and

attacking, and by stabilizing, and their attempts only

further disintegrate man. In order to make the reader

experience the mental Àpocalypse, the prophet uses a

dialogical or heuristic mode of prophecy. Furthermore,

through the character of Los, Blake, like Jeremiah, begins

to explore the burden of a prophetrs cäreer--his labour and

his alienation both from the power that appointed him -and

the world he strives to save. His exploration continues in

his later prophecies until BIake fully develops the scheme

of salvation that is guided by what he calls the Divine

Vision.

Blake uses models of the biblical prophets, MiIton, and

even Swedenborg; yet he is not a mere imitator. He sees

these prophets just as he sees everything else in the world

--prophetically, by transfiguring them. This transfiguring
perception, as well as his stance, purpose, and revisionary
relationship with his predecessors, Iinks Blake with the

biblical prophets whose books also embody their simultaneous

perception of pastr present, and future of their people and

1and. In his later prophecies, this transfiguring
perception is deslgnated as the Divine Vision and presented
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as the true identity of man. The drama of manrs fall and

regeneration, in one sense, is presented in terms of

Àlbionts alienation from and reunion with the Divine Vision,

and in another, in terms of Losrs struggle to keep it as the

inf orming spirit, against his Self hood: I'the Sons of Edenfl

praise Los ilBecause he kept the Divine Vision in time of

troubletr ( Jerusalem 8255 ; 95 .L9 , 20) . It is this vis ion and

the language that embodies it that locate Blake most

profoundly in the biblical prophetic tradition.
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